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Abstract

Platinum-based complexes, such as cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, have

been utilised as one of the main drug classes to combat cancer. It has been suggested that

these Pt-complexes produce their activated form after hydrolysis when they enter the cell

cytoplasm. The hydrolysis occurs by replacing leaving groups with either one or two water

molecules, to form its mono- or di-aquated species. The activated form of the complex exhibits

cytotoxic characteristics as it binds to DNA, disrupting the replication process and resulting in

apoptosis. However, the use of these complexes are accompanied with side effects, which lead

to the motivation to design Pt-based complexes with higher cytotoxicity and lower toxicity.

To achieve that, it is vital to understand the mechanism of hydrolysis and the identity of the

activated formof the currently used Pt-complexes. Despite the numerous experimental studies

conducted since its discovery, there is a lack of consensus on the specific activated form, with

kinetic studies and in vitro studies supporting either the mono- or di-aquated species to be

the active form. Computational chemistry studies have been hindered due to the presence

of the Pt metal ion and dative bonds between Pt and leaving ligands. With the ability of Pt to

exist in different electronic states and presence of relativistic effects, reliable computational

chemistry methods are yet to be identified before further advances can be achieved

Density Functional Theory (DFT) has been shown to be a reliable approach to study both

biomolecules and enzymes containing transition metals. Previously conducted studies have

demonstrated their ability to accurately predict the characteristic bands of cisplatin in the

far-infrared region. In order to assess the effect of leaving groups on the hydrolysis, a systematic

study was conducted in this work to examine four factors affecting the prediction of character-

istic bands in far IR of cisplatin and carboplatin - DFT functionals, basis sets, effective core

potentials and solvation models. It was determined that different functionals were required
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for the two complexes due to the different extent of charge transfer between the Pt ion and

leaving ligands.

The effect of explicit solvation on themechanismof hydrolysis of Pt complexeswas additionally

investigated. Using the relaxed scan approach, the energy barriers of the Pt complexes were

determined and compared to experimental data. Compared to implicit solvation models, the

inclusion of explicit solvation better reproduces the energy barrier, indicating the importance

of explicit solvation to study the hydrolysis mechanism of such complexes. Two transitions

states corresponding to the replacement of each chloride anion with a water molecule were

also located using explicit solavtion. Thus obtained reaction barriers were compared to those

from the relaxed scan also performed in explicit solvation. It was revealed that former was able

to better replicate experimental trends, whereas the relaxed scans tended to overestimate these

barriers. Overall, explicit solvation as shown to be critical in establishing reliable mechanisms

of hydrolysis in Pt-based complexes.

Due to the large size of biomolecules, there is a need to identify a reliable computational chem-

istry method with reduced computational cost and chemical accuracy. Fragment Molecular

Orbital (FMO) is able to divide large molecules into smaller fragments by breaking covalent

bonds and calculating them in parallel. The energy of each individual fragment is calculated

in the Coulomb bath of the entire system. The total energy of the system is determined by

summing the energies of all fragments together with two- and three-body interactions. The

geometries of DNA models obtained using the conventional full system optimisations were

compared to those obtained using various fragmentations scheme within the FMO framework.

Previously, only gas phase tests were performed on similar models. Here the effects of different

methods (PBE, PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2) and implicit solvation models (CPCM and SMD) were

studied. Depending on the fragmentation type, different geometries were obtained between

FMO and full system optimisations, highlighting the importance of interfacing implicit solute-

solvent interactions within the FMO framework. These interactions were also found to depend

on the level of theory used suggesting that different parametrisation might be required for

such implementation for each level of theory.

The interactions between Pt-drugs and DNA/RNA building blocks were also studied with

the view of identifying the effectof hydrolysis in the Pt complexes on the mechanism of
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binding. The mode of interaction of non- ([PtL]2+), mono- ([PtL(H2O)]2+) and di-aquated

([PtL(H2O)2]2+) species of cisplatin and oxaliplatin (where L is either two ammonia for cisplatin

or 1,2-diaminocyclohexane for oxaliplatin) were modelled with deoxyguanosine monophos-

phate (dGMP), deoxyadenosine monophosphate (dAMP), guanosine monophosphate (GMP)

and adenosine monophosphate (AMP). It has been recently suggested that cisplatin is able to

interact with RNA building blocks, binding to either guanine or adenine units. The interaction

energies between the three types of the potential active form of Pt complexes and DNA/RNA

building blocks were analysed. The fully dissociated and non-aquated form of the [PtL]2+ type

were determined to interact the strongest. This is in good agreement with the previously pub-

lished X-ray crystal structure, where the non-aquated form of the drug was found to interact

with the nucleobase on DNA. Both mono-aquated equivalent of cisplatin and oxaliplatin have

also demonstrated to be able to interact and form the vital Pt-N7 bond with the DNA and RNA

building blocks, suggesting that they might be precursors complexes before losing the water

molecule and forming a stronger bond between the Pt complex and the building block. The

presence of two water molecules on the Pt2+ centre were identified to form H-bonding with

the phosphate of the DNA/RNA model, inhibiting the interaction between the Pt ion and the

N7 centre of the nucleobase. The interaction energies also revealed that the fully dissociated

cisplatin interacts stronger than the fully dissociated oxaliplatin. However, larger DNA/RNA

models need to be studied to better understand the relationship between the strength and

mode of interaction between active forms of Pt-complexes and their effects on DNA and RNA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 What is DNA?

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), one of the building blocks of life, is essential for a myriad of

biological functions. DNA has been the one of the main focal drug targets since its structure

has been determined byWatson and Crick, with the help of Rosalind Franklin.1–5 Consisting of

4 bases, guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C) and thymine (T), phosphate and a deoxyribose,

DNA is known to contain genetic information due to the irregularity of base sequencing.1,4,6–8

DNA consists of two helix strands with a phosphodiester backbone, with the bases positioned

on the inside of the helix.1,9 The bases, exhibiting a complementary nature where G will bind to

C and A will bind to T, maintain the double helix structure via a network of hydrogen bonding

between the purines and pyrimidines.1,4

DNA is very robust and able to exist in various different conformations, with A-, B- and Z-DNA

known to be the three biologically relevant conformations of DNA, the former two consist-

ing of a right-handed helix and the latter consisting of a left-hand helix.10 The difference in

conformations arises from changing conditions: base composition, water concentration and

presence of counter ions.11–15 It has been established that B-DNA is able to undergo confor-

mational changes to form A-DNA when the concentration of water decreases below 75%.11,16

The transformation in conformation is the result of the interaction of water with either the

base or phosphate groups present in DNA.11,17,18 It has been established that A-DNA has a
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large major groove and a narrow minor groove, with water molecules well-ordered around the

phosphate groups, increasing its structural stability by bridging the phosphate groups across

the major groove.11,17,18 B-DNA, on the other hand, is significantly more hydrated than A-DNA,

with water molecules arranged in the minor groove, rich with dA-dT sequences.11,17,18 Higher

hydration levels present in B-DNA result in additional water molecules interacting with the

already present water molecules thus forming an organised matrix of water molecules. The

difference in conformations due to water molecules resulted in different biological activities

due to their ability to bind to specific proteins.11,19–22

1.2 Platinum-Based Anti-Cancer Drugs

Figure 1.1: Pt-based anti-cancer drugs: cisplatin (A), carboplatin (B), oxaliplatin (C) and
nedaplatin (D).

Platinum-based anti-cancer drugs continue to play a significant role in cancer treatment ever

since their discovery more than 50 years ago.23–25 Cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin are

the three most commonly used Pt(II) drugs during chemotherapy (Fig: 1.1).26–34 Nedaplatin, a
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fourth generation Pt drug, is currently undergoing clinical trials (Fig: 1.1).28 These Pt complexes

are ideal as they are neutrally charged, which aids in diffusing the complex through the lipid

bilayer before it enters the cell.31 In the case of cisplatin, the change in environment as it

passes from the blood plasma into the cell cytoplasm encourages the loss of the chloride

anion, undergoing hydrolysis to produce cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)Cl]+ or cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+.

The hydrated forms of the Pt complexes are known as the activated forms of the drugs that

bind to DNA to form 1,2-intrastrand adducts.26,35–37 These adducts compromise the structural

integrity of DNA by inducing an unwinding of the helix and bending it towards the major

groove.26,35–38 The unwinding of the helix disrupts the DNA replication process by interfering

with the progression of the replication fork in the S and G2 phase of the cell cycle.26,35,39,40 The

activated formof Pt drug bound toDNAdelays the progress of the replication fork thus enabling

the activation of other reaction pathways that lead to apoptosis (Fig: 1.2).41,42 An example of

such reaction pathways is the activation of the p53 protein, a tumor supressor, that inhibits

DNA synthesis.42,43 In addition, the influx of cisplatin in the cell results in the accumulation of

the p73 protein, a pro-apoptotic protein.41 The accumulation of the p73 protein promotes a

mismatch repair protein dependent apoptosis.41 With these mechanisms in place, the binding

of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs are able to result in the successful programmed cell death of

cancer cells.26,35,41,42

Figure 1.2: DNA replication fork.
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While cisplatin is extremely effective for a variety of cancers, including ovarian, testicular and

neck cancer, it is also accompanied by complications from side effects, such as nephrotoxicity

and neurotoxicity, loss of hearing and resistance.29,30,44–49 The main mode of elimination of

Pt-complexes in the human body is through urine. The accumulation of cisplatin in the kidney

results is significant, with an accumulation of 720 mg after the 6𝑡ℎ chemotherapy session of a

dosage of 75 mg/m2.30,50 A toxicity study conducted byWeiner et al. has demonstrated that

the nephrotoxicity of cisplatin is site-specific, specifically on the outer stripe of the medulla.51

The damage caused by cisplatin is evident after 3 days, resulting in cell swelling and tubular

necrosis.51 The use of cisplatin also results in the loss of hearing due to the accumulation of

the Pt drug in the cochlea.44 With the use of inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry

(ICP-MS), Cunningham et al. determined the accumulation of cisplatin in murine tissues

and human cochleae after administration over a course of 42 days.44 Whilst other organs,

such as liver and lungs, are able to eliminate cisplatin, ICP-MS revealed the accumulation of

cisplatin in the cochlea after each treatment and likely to be the cause of hearing loss.44 The

emergence of resistance is also another concern in the use of cisplatin.52 Davey et al. made use

of cellular models and determined that there is a positive correlation between chemotherapy

with cisplatin and accumulation of glutathione.52 Though not directly related to resistance,

glutathione was hypothesised to participate in resistance to other drugs and radiotherapy.52

Due to the adverse effects of cisplatin, carboplatin and oxaliplatin were designed to decrease

the toxicity whilst maintaining their cytotoxicity.32,33,53,54Interestingly, the introduction of

different leaving groups also resulted in different effectiveness to treat different types of can-

cer.32,33,53,54 Replacing the Cl− with cyclobutanedicarboxylate and oxalate, more complicated

leaving groups, to give carboplatin and oxaliplatin enables them to be more effective against

ovarian and colon cancer, respectively.24,35,55 The introduction of different leaving groups also

curbed the issue of toxicity due to the accumulation of plasma free Pt complex through the

decrease of the rate of hydrolysis.24,35,55

With the introduction of the relatively more stable cyclobutanedicarboxylate group, carbo-

platin exhibits much lower toxicity as compared to cisplatin.56–58 On top of demonstrating

similar effectiveness to treatment of testicular cancer as cisplatin, carboplatin is also a suitable
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candidate to treat bronchogenic carcinoma.56,59 However, a higher dosage of carboplatin is re-

quired due to the slower rate of forming adducts with DNA, approximately 45 times slower.34,60

Oxaliplatin, on the other hand, requires the same dosage as cisplatin and is a suitable can-

didate to treat melanoma and breast cancer as well, giving rise to a 33% and 20% response

rate, respectively.60 Despite the improvements, oxaliplatin induces periphery neuropathy.61

Currently, nedaplatin, an analogue of cisplatin with a 2-oxidoacetate group, is undergoing

clinical trials to investigate its suitability to treat small lung and cervical cancer.28,62,63 The

specificity to target different types of cancer suggests that the leaving groups may play more

than just the role of a counter ion through altering the rate of hydrolysis (Fig: 1.1).

However, despite the multiple studies (discussed later) conducted on these Pt-based anti-

cancer drugs, a clear conclusion has yet to be drawnover the activated formof the drugs: mono-

or di-aquated (Fig: 1.3).36,64,65 The inability to arrive at a consensus on the hydrolysis pathway

of the Pt complexes and the subsequent binding mechanism to DNA has motivated this study.

The overall aim of this study is to gain a better understanding of the hydrolysis mechanism of

the different Pt-based anti-cancer drugs. The energy barriers of the stepwise and simultaneous

hydrolysis mechanisms influenced by leaving groups will be examined. This study also aims

to investigate the interaction of the activated form of the Pt- based anti-cancer drugs with

DNA and RNA building blocks. While it is well established that the Pt complex interacts

with N7 on the nucleobase, the interactions between mono- and di-aquated complexes and

nucleobases have yet to bedetermined. The following segmentswill elaborate on thepreviously

used methods, both computational and experimentally, as well as the challenges involved in

studying such complexes and reactions.

Figure 1.3: Hydrolysis mechanism of cisplatin to form either the mono- or di-aquated equiva-
lent.26,35–37
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1.3 Methods used to study biological systems and binding events

1.3.1 Computational studies

1.3.2 Density FunctionalTheory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a quantum mechanical approach that utilises the electron

density of a system topredict its physical andchemical properties, suchasdissociationenergies,

vibrational spectra, ground state energies and many others.66,67 It has been demonstrated

that DFT is a viable technique to study the properties of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs.36,68–74

DFT is a cheaper and equally accurate alternative to the wavefunction-based method.66,75

This significantly decreases computational cost compared to wavefunction-based methods

which scale N 𝑛 where 𝑛 ≥ 5 with increasing system size.66,75 DFT is capable of determining

the electronic energy of a chemical system by utilising the electronic structure theory and the

Born-Oppenheimer approximation.66,75

𝐸𝑒[𝜌(𝑟)] = 𝑇 [𝜌(𝑟)]+𝑉𝑒𝑛[𝜌(𝑟)]+ 𝐽[𝜌(𝑟)]+𝑄[𝜌(𝑟)] (1.1)

where 𝑇 [𝜌(𝑟)] is the kinetic energy term describing electrons, 𝑉𝑒𝑛[𝜌(𝑟) describes the attractive

energy between nuclei and electrons, 𝐽 [𝜌(𝑟)] and𝑄[𝜌(𝑟)] are the terms describing electron-

electron repulsion and electron-correlation energies, respectively.66,75 Whilst the second and

third term can be solved exactly, the first and fourth terms remain the key to improve the

performance of DFT functionals.66,75
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Figure 1.4: Jacob’s ladder: A categorisation of DFT functionals.

Over time, adjustments have been made to improve the kinetic energy term and the electron-

electron interaction energy.66,75 Gradient corrections and nonlocality have been introduced

to better describe electron densities of systems.66,75 However, as DFT functionals cannot be

improved systematically, the Jacob’s ladder (Fig: 1.4) has been introduced and contains five

rungs, categorising different formulations.66,75 The five different categories are local spin-

density approximation (LSDA), generalised gradient approximation (GGA), meta-GGA, hybrid

GGA and double hybrid functionals.66,75 Where LSDA is exact for the uniform electron gas

(UEG), it is not reliable to describe chemical systems.66,75 GGA, on the other hand, makes use of

both the function and gradient of electron density to describe the exchange-correlation energy,

making it more flexible to describe chemical bonds.66,75 Meta-GGA functionals, the third rung

of the ladder, includes either the laplacian of the density or the kinetic energy density of the

system to improve accuracy by increasing the flexibility of the functional.66,75 The fourth rung

introduces Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange energy to either a GGA or meta-GGA functional, giving

rise to hybrid functionals, that have been demonstrated to improve accuracy in predicting

chemical properties, such as atomisation energies and bond lengths.36,66,75,76 Last but not least,

the fifth rung of the ladder represents double hybrid functionals that include bothHF exchange

and an additional term to treat non-local electron correlation and other components from the

fourth rung.66,75,77
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Despite the plethora of DFT functionals available, the involvement of a metal ion throws a

wrench in the mix due to its ability to exist in multiple electronic states with low energy barriers

between different electronic states and long-range charge separation.78 Another concern is

relativistic effects that arise from modelling heavy atoms, resulting from the shielding and

stabilising effects on the s andp shells.78–80 The increase in atomicmass results in the stabilising

of s and p orbitals and destabilisation of the d and f orbitals.80 Due to the issues that arise with

the presence of metal ions, it is necessary to identify the suitable method to study complexes

containing Pt metal ions.

In previously conducted studies, DFT has been shown to be a suitable approach to study

the reaction profile and spectra prediction of Pt complexes. Luo et al. andWysokinski et al.

are amongst the few groups who have successfully shown that DFT is a suitable method to

predict the far infrared spectra of Pt complexes, specifically their characteristic stretching

and bending vibrations.71,74 Due to the presence of dative bonds, metal-ligand vibrations

appear below 600 cm−1. The donor-acceptor nature of the metal and its ligand, differing

from covalent bonds, adds another challenge to predicting IR spectra.69,74,81,82Santos et al.,

Eriksson et al., Burda et al. and Lippard et al. have also taken advantage of DFT to study

the hydrolysis reaction pathway of Pt complexes.83–86 With the use of DFT, specifically the

combination of either B3P86 or B3PW91 functional, 6-31G(d) basis set for non-Pt atoms and

the LANL2DZ effective core potential (ECP) for the Pt ion within an implicit solvation model,

Santos was able to predict the activation Gibbs free energy of the second hydrolysis step of

cis-dichloro(ethylene)diammineplatinum(II), with an error of 1.42 kJ mol−1.83 By including

explicit water molecules in addition to implicit solvation models, Eriksson et al. showed a

significant role that explicit solvation played during the hydrolysis reaction of cisplatin.84 The

addition of explicit H2O molecules made it a more realistic model, predicting a more accurate

Gibbs energy of activation with respect to experiment.84

1.3.3 Previously reported computational chemistry studies

Leszcynski et al. examined the hydrolysis of cis- and trans-platin, specifically their reac-

tion kinetics and thermodynamics, via DFT.85,87 While Leszcynski et al. used the HF method

when studying the hydrolysis of the two Pt complexes, B3LYP was the functional of choice
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when implicit solvation was modelled using the Conductor-like screening solvation model

(COSMO).85,87 The combination of B3LYP, COSMO, 6-31+G(d) basis set and Stuttgart–Dresden

effective core potential (ECPs) for Cl and Pt atoms was used to optimise cis- and trans-platin.87

CCSD(T), 6-31++G(d,p), COSMOandStuttgart–DresdenECPswere used for single point energy

calculations to obtain more accurate energies.87 With the model consisting of the Pt complex

and one explicit water molecule, the hydrolysis reaction was considered as a two step reaction,

replacing one Cl− with H2O at a time.87 Kinetic properties were determined using the Eyring’s

Transition State Theory (TST).87 When compared to its gas phase counterpart, the inclusion of

COSMO solvation model decreases the reaction energies.87 The calculated kinetic rates were

also in agreement with previously published experimental data.87 The method used was able

to accurately predicting the kinetic rate of the first dechlorination step to be 1.3 * 10−4 s−1, in

accordance to the 1.9 * 10−4 s−1 determined by Mauristo et al..87,88

Platts et al. made use of DFT to investigate the interaction between water and cisplatin.89

With the combination of PW91 functional and Stuttgart–Dresden basis set, Platts et al. located

three energy minima for a system consisting of cisplatin and water (1:1 ratio).89 Differing by

a maximum of 27.0 kJ mol−1, all three conformations display interactions between Cl and

N-H.89 Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP), a method to identify the strength of hydrogen

bonding, revealed the ability of cisplatin to play the role of both a hydrogen bond acceptor and

donor.89The most stable conformation is obtained when the water molecule forms hydrogen

bonding with both the NH3 and Cl on cisplatin.89 Subsequently, a total of 10 water molecules

were positioned around cisplatin, resulting in an increase in stabilisation energy of 10 kJ mol−1

as compared to the previous 1:1model.89 Thepresence of explicit watermolecules also resulted

in a longer Pt-Cl bond, increasing it by 0.1 Å.89 Interestingly, the opposite was observed for

the Pt-N bond where the increase in solvation decreased the bond distance by 0.1 Å.89 The

effects of explicit solvation when predicting the transition state of the first hydrolysis step

of cisplatin was also investigated. Significantly different geometries were obtained with and

without explicit solvation, indicating that the presence of explicit solvation plays an important

role in describing such reactions.89
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1.3.4 Fragmentation techniques

Usually molecular mechanics (MM), which employs force fields, is utilised to study large sys-

tems.90 Armed with the theory that molecules are essentially individual atoms linked together

via harmonic forces, MM offers the option to calculate large systems at a much lower cost

than quantum mechanical methods with a trade-off in accuracy.90,91 In addition, MM is also

unable to provide accurate information of intermolecular interactions.90,91 Hence, the need to

identify a method that is both computationally cheap and able to provide accurate interaction

energies is required. Fortunately, many different fragmentation techniques within ab initio

theory have been developed: divide and conquer methods, systematic fragmentation methods

and methods based on many-body interactions.92–95 Whilst the divide and conquer methods

divide the electron density of the system into smaller subunits, accounting for interactionswith

neighbouring subunits using a buffer region, the systematic fragmentation method divides

large systems into smaller fragments and accounts for interactions via overlapping sections

(Fig: 1.5).92,94,96 An example of methods based on many-body interactions is the Fragment

Molecular Orbital (FMO) method. With the ability to divide large systems into smaller frag-

ments, the total energy can be calculated by summing up the energies of each individual

fragment and adding the two- and/or three-body energy corrections with respect to all other

fragments.92,97,98 Either using the hybrid operator projection (HOP) or adaptive frozen orbital

(AFO) method, bonds are be fragmented and each fragment is treated accordingly.92 HOP

allocates both electrons involved in bonding to one atom, known as the bond attached atom

(BAA), and projects the electron orbital of the other atom, known as the bond detached atom

(BDA), out to ensure that electron density from the BDA does not occupy the bond region.92

AFO, on the other hand, describes the fragmented bond by using predetermined parameters

of model systems and freezes the electron density of the fragmented bond.92 While HOP allows

for electron density of the system to be flexible, AFO restricts the fluidity of the electron density

that is involved in the fragmented bond.92 Due to the difference in treatment of the fragmented

bond, different fragmentation methods are more applicable to studying different systems.

For example, while AFO produces more accurate results when studying polypeptides and

molecular surfaces, HOP is the better choice when investigating polar systems.92
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As FMO constructs a coulomb bath by summing the coulomb field of each fragment, the

energies of each monomer is calculated while being exposed to the coulomb bath.92,97,98

Previously, Komeiji made use of FMO to study DNA models in gas phase, investigating the

appropriate fragmentation mode of DNA.99 Three different fragmentation modes were studied

and the appropriate fragmentation point of a DNA monomer was determined to be between

the base and the sugar, giving rise to two fragments per monomer.99

Figure 1.5: Schematic of Fragment Molecular Orbital Theory.

Kitaura et al., Nakano et al. and Kuwata et al. have employed the use of FMO to study large sys-

tems with much success.100–104 Kuwata et al. investigated the interactions of a protein, a prion

protein (PrP), and a small molecule (2-pyrrolidin-1-yl-N-[4-[4-(2-pyrrolidin-1-ylacetylamino)-

benzyl]-phenyl]-acetamide, also known as GN8).102 PrP is a protein that plays a part in prion

diseases when it converts from its cellular form to its scrapie form, resulting in distorted pro-

teins.102,105,106 It was found that the inhibition of GN8 to the cellular form of PrP will impede

the conversion to its scapie form, giving rise to the need to study the interaction of PrP with

suitable drug candidates.102,107 Before conducting QM calculations, Kuwata et al. conducted

molecular dynamics (MD) calculations on the structure obtained from the Protein Data Bank

(1AG2) with the AMBER99SB force field.102,108–110 Kuwata et al. decided to utilise FMO on the

obtained 20 geometries from MD, specifically the in-built inter-fragment interaction energy

(IFIE) function of FMO, to study the interaction of the large protein and GN8, treating each

amino acid as a fragment, with the exception of C179 and C214 where they are fragmented

together due to the presence of the S-S bond, andGN8 is divided into 4 individual fragments.102

As interaction energies are usually overestimated due to the artificial stabilisation arising from

basis set superposition error (BSSE), counterpoise (CP) correction was implemented resulting

in BSSE values of 63 and 146 kJ mol−1 for HF and MP2, respectively.102 Interaction energies
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obtained from the 20 structures obtained from MD, ranged from -175.7 to -301.2 kJ mol−1 due

to geometric differences.102 However, with the use of IFIE, Kuwata et al. determined the crucial

amino acids that interact strongly with GN8, specificaly N159, Q160, K194, and E196.102

Nakano et al. also made use of FMO to study the interactions between human estrogen

receptors (ERs) and ligands, such as raloxifene (RAL) and tamoxifen (TAM) to understand

their role in regulating tissue growth.104 The binding of some compounds to the ligand binding

domain (LBD) have resulted in a hormone-like effect, making it a drug target.104 Similar to the

approach taken by Kitaura, Nakano first optimised the complexes with MD, specifically the

CHARMMforcefield.104 Afterwhich, themodel is condensed to include theER-ligandandwater

molecules interacting via hydrogen bonding. The condensed system was optimised with HF/6-

31G(d) level of theory with the PCM solvation model.104 Smaller models were then constructed

and single point energy calculations were performed using FMO-HF/STO-3G level of theory to

analyse the binding energies of the various ligands.104 Nakano et al. specifically investigated

the binding energies of various ligands to 17𝛽-estradiol and plotted it to the relative binding

affinities (RBA).With an overall correlation of 0.837 and 0.035 for FMO and MD, respectively,

FMO-HF is unsurprisingly the better method to investigate binding energies.104

However, the study was conducted in gas phase and the effects of implicit solvation on FMO

energies and optimised geometries is yet to be determined, especially in DNA models, and the

validity of this method will be further investigated in this study.

1.3.5 Computational studies

Unsurprisingly, a significant amount of effort has been put in to understand the Pt complexes

experimentally. Though armed with an arsenal of different techniques, such as high pres-

sure liquid chromatography (HPLC) and in situ resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS)

spectroscopy, a conclusion has yet to be drawn on the hydrolysis mechanism of these com-

plexes.111–125

With 1H-15N heteronuclear single quantum coherence (1H-15N HSQC) nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) spectroscopy, Hambley et al. attempted to determined the rate of reactions

of the hydrolysis reactions under specific conditions over a time period of 40 hours.64 Both

the mono- and di-hydrated equivalent of 15N-cisplatin were detected after 2 and 3.5 hours,
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respectively.64 The kinetic rates of the reactions were calculated via the relative concentra-

tions of cis-[Pt(15NH3)2]2+ at specific time points.64 It was reported that the formation of

di-hydrated equivalent of 15N-cisplatin resulted in a decrease of pH, from 6.6 to 4.9.64 With

the mono-hydrated equivalent of 15N-cisplatin determined to be the major product after 40

hours, the pKas of the first and second step of the hydrolysis were determined to be 2.07 and

3.49, respectively.64 Subsquently, the binding event between 15N-cisplatin and a DNA ogliomer

(5′-𝑑(AATTGGTACCAATT)-3′ prepared in a phosphate buffer solution of pH 6%) was inves-

tigated.64 Accompanied with 1H NMR, a chemical shift of 𝛿 = 6.5 - 9.2 ppm for the aromatic

protons was observed.64 1H-15N HSQC NMR measurements were collected over a span of 350

hours.64 It was observed that the mono-hydrated equivalent of 15N-cisplatin was no longer

detectable after 20 hours.64 The mono-hydrated equivalent formed mono-functional adducts

with the DNA ogliomer and ring closes to form bi-functional adducts with the oligomer.64 The

di-hydrated equivalent was not observed at all.64

Chottard et al. made use of HPLC to study rate constants of the binding event of three deriva-

tives of hydrated cisplatin to either 𝛿(TATGGTATT4ATACCATA) (-GG-) or 𝛿(TATAGTATT4AT-

ACTATA) (-AG-) in a solution of 0.1M NaClO4 with a pH of 4.5: cis-[PtCl(NH3)2H2O]+, cis-

[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ and cis-[Pt(NH3)2(OH)(H2O)]2+.65 However, due to the tendency of

the mono-hydrated equivalent to form the di-hydrated species in acidic reactions, differ-

ent conditions were implemented to investigate their respective rate constant.65 By com-

paring the rate constants of the respective species, it was discovered that other than the

mono-hydrated species, there is a clear preference of the cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ and cis-

[Pt(NH3)2(OH)(H2O)]2+ to bind to GG instead of AG.65 It was also determined that the di-

hydrated equivalent will form adducts with GG and AG in a ratio of 3:1, the known adduct ratio

formed in vivo studies.65,126

Previously, IR spectroscopy has also been used to study Pt-based anti-cancer drugs.116,127–132It

is established that IR spectra of cells are a combination of all molecules present in the cell.132

Any changes in spectra due to incubation with drugs will be attributed to changes in chemical

bonding to molecules in the cell.129,132

Michalska et al. demonstrated that IR is a viable technique to identify different Pt complexes.74

Focusing on the far IR region, between the 600 - 50 cm−1, Michalska et al. was able to identify
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characteristic bands for carboplatin.74 For example, the 348 and 351 cm−1 bands are assigned to

be𝑣(Pt-O) and 450 cm−1 is assigned to be𝑣𝑠(N-Pt-N).74 Wood et al. was also able to characterise

the distinct far IR bands for cisplatin.133 With access to the Australian Synchrotron,Wood et

al. assigned the 155, 201 and 323 cm−1 bands to be 𝛾(N-Pt-N) + 𝛾(Cl-Pt-Cl), 𝛼(N-Pt-N) +

𝛼(Cl-Pt-Cl) and 𝑣𝑠(Cl-Pt-Cl) + 𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚(Cl-Pt-Cl), respectively.133

Spiccia et al. took advantage of vibrational spectroscopy as being a nondestructivemethod and

measured the vibrational spectra of trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(py)2] (C1), a promising

anti-cancer prodrug.129 Producing either trans-[Pt(N3)2(py)2] (C2) or trans-[PtCl2(py)2] (C3)

after being exposed to UV-A and visible light irradiation, attentuated total reflection Fourier

transform infrared (ATR-FTIR), Raman and far-IR spectra were measured and vibrational

modes were assigned with the use of DFT.129 By better understanding the changes of the

complex, specifically the metal - ligand binding modes, it gives a better understanding of

the mechanism of trans,trans,trans-[Pt(N3)2(OH)2(py)2] upon activation.129 After spectra

were collected, a systematic approach was taken to calculate the infrared spectra using DFT.

Geometry optimisations were performed using either M06-2X or PBE functional with cc-pVDZ

basis set, cc-pVDZ-PP (VDZ-PP)ECPandconductor-likepolarisable continuummodel (CPCM)

with water as the solvent.129 Subsequently, a full conformation screening was conducted by

using the tree search approach to identify all the local minima geometries.129,134 Calculated

geometries were compared to that of crystal structure and the spectra corresponding to the

most similar geometry were compared to that of experimental spectra and characteristic bands

were assigned.129 The bands at 545 and 541 cm−1 were assigned to be 𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚(OH-Pt-OH) while

the band at 540 cm−1 was assigned to be 𝑣𝑠𝑦𝑚(OH-Pt-OH). Based on the far-IR spectra, it is

also possible to distinguish between the complexes. For example, while four 𝑣𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚(N3-Pt-N3)

bands were identified for C1 (417, 413, 407 and 395 cm−1), only two bands were identified

for C2 (408 and 400 cm−1). The activation of C1 due to irradiation could also be witnessed in

the Raman spectra, for example the change in intensity of the 406 cm−1 band after C1 was

dissolved in water.129

Currently, there is still a lack of far IR data for other Pt complexes due to limitations such as

the low sensitivity of benchtop IR spectrometers. Access to facilities, such as the Australian

Synchrotron, are required for far IR measurements where it is able to adequately measure
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the weaker far IR bands.133,135,136 Coupled with the low solubility issue of the complexes, a

consensus of the mechanism and identity of the activated complexes has yet to be reached.

1.4 RNA: A possible drug target?

Over the past few years, ribonucleic acid (RNA) has emerged as an important drug target for

a few ailments, such as hepatitis C and cancer.137–155Similar to DNA, RNA is significant in

maintaining biological functions, such as the regulation of genes, in cells.156 Consisting of

G, A, C and uracil (U), RNA is a single stranded molecule but folds and interacts with itself

viaWatson-Crick hydrogen bonding to give rise to different secondary structures, the helices,

loops, junctions and bulge.139,156 Different types of RNA have been shown to play very specific

biological roles, e.g. messenger RNA (mRNA) determines the amino acid sequence of the newly

synthesised protein and transfer RNA (tRNA) is responsible for transporting the amino acids

where it links to the ribosomal RNA (rRNA).139,156,157

Several different features of RNA make it a potential drug target. Firstly, it was suggested that

its ability to alter its conformation plays a vital role in several biological functions.152,154 This

gives rise to the opportunity of designing a compound to prevent conformational changes

to impede certain processes.152,154 The direct relationship between the amino acid sequence

in RNA and the binding pockets formed aids in the design of molecules to bind to specific

RNA.152,154,158 This is useful as different types of RNA are likely to result in different types of

folding, for e.g. tRNA is likely to form a conformation with three loops.158 This enables the

specific targeting of the RNA of interest.158 Unlike DNA, where the targeting sites are either the

major or minor grooves, the ideal drug targeting sites are formed due to the mismatch base

pairs in RNA and usually has a electronegative charge.158 So far, this has been explored as a

target for antibacterial and antiviral treatments.158

Recently, RNAhas been the focal point in the hopes to identify a newcancer treatment.138,159–164

Pt-based anti-cancer drugs have demonstrated to be able to affect regulation and expression of

RNA.159 Polikanov et al. were able to identify the 70S RNA-cisplatin binding event.142 With a x-

ray crystal structure solved at 2.6 Å resolution, nine cisplatin molecules were found to interact

with RNA.142 Interestingly, five and three cisplatin molecules were found to bind to the N7 of G

and A, respectively.142 The last cisplatin molecule was found to bind to the N-terminus of a
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protein.142 It was also noticed that the binding sites revealed some conformational similarities.

While binding to G, cisplatin was found to interact strongly with the phosphate group as well

as bind to A, it has to be positioned immediately before G.142 This specificity in interaction

with cisplatin indicates that RNA has the potential to be an important drug target for cancer

treatment.

Similar to studies conducted on DNA, a consensus of the identity of the Pt drug that binds to

RNA is currently unknown. In addition, the selectivity of Pt drugs for DNA and RNA is currently

up for debate as well. A study conducted by Mezencev found that cisplatin is more likely to

bind to RNA than DNA in human cervical adenocarcinoma HeLa cells.165 In addition, an ex

vivo study conducted by DeRose et al. has indicated that cisplatin is more likely to bind to

DNA than RNA, by approximately 3 times more over twelve hours.149

Despite the growing interest as a new drug target, there is a lack of understanding from a

computational viewpoint and a preliminary studies of Pt-complexes binding to either RNA or

DNA will be explored.

1.5 Overview

The main aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the hydrolysis mechanism of

the various Pt-based anti-cancer drugs and their interactions with DNA and RNA building

blocks. In order to achieve this goal, a step-by-step approach was undertaken to:

1) Identify a suitable level of theory to predict far IR spectra of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs;

2) Investigate the importance of explicit solvation when studying the mechanism of hydrol-

ysis of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs;

3) Evaluate the application of the FMO approach to study models of DNA using implicit

solvation models;

4) Study the strength and mode of binding of active forms of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs to

DNA and RNA building blocks.

Chapter 2 aims to identify the appropriate level of theory to predict the far IR (FIR) spectra

of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs. Cisplatin and carboplatin were the two complexes of interest
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due to the availability of experimental data. The performance of four DFT functionals such as

PBE, PBE0, M06-L and M06-2X were investigated. In addition, the effect of basis sets on the

non-Pt atoms (VDZ,VTZ, aVDZ and aVTZ), effective core potentials on the Pt (VDZ-pp,VTZ-pp,

aVDZ-pp and aVTZ-pp) and solvationmodels (IEFPCM,CPCMand SMD)were also considered.

The predicted FIR spectra were compared to available experimental results, specifically for the

bands characteristic of the Pt-ligand dative bonds. With the aid of the partial charge analysis,

the dative bonds present in the two complexes were found to possess different characteristics -

partially covalent in cisplatin and predominantly ionic in carboplatin. The different types of

bonding explained why different DFT functionals were needed to best predict the FIR spectra

for the two complexes.

Chapter 3 investigates the importance of explicit solvation on the hydrolysis mechanism of the

Pt complexes. The energetics of the hydrolysis was performed using a relaxed scan approach

with both implicit and explicit solvation models. The addition of an explicit solvation shell

has a stabilising effect on the dissociation of the ligands, evident from the ChelpG analysis

performed. The water molecules form hydrogen bonds with the respective leaving groups,

redistributing the charge in the system. The Gibbs’ free energy (ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣), obtained from the

thermodynamic cycle with an implicit solvation model, and energy differences (ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣), ob-

tained from the relaxed scans with explicit solvation, were compared for their validity to study

the dissociation reactions. It was concluded that whilst ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 indicates that the dissociations

are thermodynamically feasible, it does not take into consideration the formation of a contact

ion pair between the metal ion and the leaving groups. This could result in an artificial effect

that might increase the activation barrier. Though computationally more expensive, ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 is

able to reflect a more realistic activation barrier. Through the relaxed scans, it was also con-

cluded that whilst a two-step hydrolysis reaction is the likely hydrolysis reaction for the four Pt

complexes, the first and second step of the hydrolysis have similar rates and the second step

will occur quickly after the first step. In the case of cisplatin, these results were compared to

the reaction barriers obtained from locating two transition states (one for each leaving group)

using explicit solvation, The latter better reproduced experimental barriers, thus highlighting

the importance of explicit solvation. The relaxed scans with explicit solvation were found to
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overestimate barriers, thus provding the upper bound kinetics for the hydrolysis of Pt-based

complexes.

Chapter 4 focuses on the geometry optimisations of DNA building blocks such as dAMP and

dGMP using the FMO approach. Single stranded systems such as dGMP and dAMP and their

double stranded and stacked models were considered in the study. The geometries and en-

ergies obtained with varyous types of fragmentation schemes within the FMO framework

were compared to those of the full system optimisations. The influence of different methods

(PBE, PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2) and solvation models (CPCM and SMD) were also considered.

Geometries obtained from full system and FMO optimisations were significantly different,

indicating when fragmentation is used within the FMO approach, the location of a different

local minimum was achieved. The differences in optimised geometries increased with increas-

ing complexity in the system. Both stacked and hydrogen-bonded models of the two building

blocks had significantly larger difference when combined with implicit solvation models. This

suggests the need to improve the interfacing of solute-solvent interactions within the FMO

approach for a given level of theory.

Chapter 5 investigates the binding mode of three potential activated forms of Pt-based anti-

cancer drugs, non- ([PtL]2+), mono- ([PtL(H2O)]2+) and di-aquated ([PtL(H2O)2]2+) species,

with building blocks of DNA and RNA, specifically dGMP, dAMP, GMP and AMP. In addition,

the changes in the geometries of the DNA/RNA building blocks upon the binding of these

forms were evaluated by analysing at the deformation energies after the binding event.

Lastly, Chapter 6 will conclude this thesis and reiterate the overall findings of this work and

its contributions to the field of computational chemistry. Further works required will also be

discussed.
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Chapter 2

Selecting the appropriate level of the-

ory to study the Infrared Spectra of Pt

complexes

2.1 Introduction

To better understand the mechanism and activation of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs prior to

binding to DNA, it is important to first identify a single level of theory is able to accurately de-

scribe the bonding in Pt complexes with different ligands appropriately. Infrared spectroscopy,

specifically the Far Infrared (FIR) region (0 - 600 cm−1), has enabled us to identify the different

nature of the donor-acceptor bonds present in cisplatin and carboplatin.1,2 These bonds, a spe-

cial type of covalent bonds, have been demonstrated to be a challenge for quantum chemical

methods.3–5 Despite the shortcomings of Density Functional Theory (DFT), it is still the most

feasible approach to study these bonds. This approach represents a good balance between

computational cost and accuracy to predict the FIR spectra of the Pt complexes. With a vast

range of Density Functional Theory (DFT) functionals (PBE, PBE0, M06-L and M06-2X), basis

sets (VDZ, VTZ, aVDZ and aVTZ), effective core potentials (ECPs) (VDZ-pp, VTZ-pp, aVDZ-pp

and aVTZ-pp) and solvation models (IEFPCM, CPCM and SMD) available, it is necessary

to identify the suitable level of theory to predict the bonding in Pt-based complexes, which
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manifests itself in the FIR region. In addition, with the presence of different ligands, this study

aimed to determine if one level of theory was sufficient to study both cisplatin and carboplatin.

A publication fromACSOmega is presented, demonstrating a systematic study that investigates

the effects of different combinations of DFT functionals, basis sets, ECPs and solvation models

on the prediction of FIR spectra of cisplatin and carboplatin. The aim of the study was to

identify an appropriate level of theory that is able to predict the characteristic FIR bands of

cisplatin (155, 201 and 323 cm−1) and carboplatin (194, 348, 351, 441, 475 and 573 cm−1).

Geometry optimisations and frequency calculations were performed using different levels

of theory and the predicted spectra were compared to previously published experimental

spectra. An algorithm was written inWolfram Mathematica® to determine the optimal level of

theory to predict the experimental spectra. Lastly, Charges from Electrostatic Potentials Grid

Method (ChelpG) was utilised to investigate the difference of electrostatic potential of the two

Pt complexes.

Upon analysing the differences in the predicted spectra, the different basis set and ECPs

resulted in insignificant deviation from the experimental spectra, resulting in a maximum

mean absolute deviation of 4.0 cm−1. The choice of DFT functional and solvationmodel plays a

more significant role in predicting the spectra and two different levels of theory demonstrated

to be optimal for the two Pt complexes. Whereas the combination of PBE and SMDwas optimal

to predict the characteristic bands of cisplatin, M06-L and either IEFPCM or CPCM was found

to be optimal for carboplatin. This was explained by the different nature of Pt-ligand bonds

present in the two complexes. Pt-Cl, found in cisplatin, was determined to possess more

covalent characteristics than the Pt-O bond in carboplatin.

Vibrational frequencies corresponding todifferent bondswere found tobe either over- or under-

estimated. For example, the Pt-Cl stretching vibration for cisplatin was usually overestimated,

whereas the Pt-O stretching vibration for carboplatin was found to be either under- or over-

estimated. This study concludes that different levels of theory, due to the presence of diverse

bond characteristics, should be determined to study different Pt complexes.
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ABSTRACT: Computational modeling was applied to far-
infrared (FIR) spectra of Pt-based anticancer drugs to study the
hydrolysis of these important molecules. Here, we present a
study that investigates the influence of different factorsbasis
sets on non-Pt atoms, relativistic effective core potentials
(RECPs) on the Pt atom, density functional theory (DFT)
functionals, and solvation modelson the prediction of FIR
spectra of two Pt-based anticancer drugs, cisplatin and
carboplatin. Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations
were performed with a range of functionals (PBE, PBE0, M06-L,
and M06-2X), Dunning’s correlation-consisted basis sets (VDZ,
VTZ, aVDZ, and aVTZ), RECPs (VDZ-pp, VTZ-pp, aVDZ-pp,
and aVTZ-pp), and solvation models (IEFPCM, CPCM, and
SMD). The best combination of the basis set/DFT functional/
solvation model was identified for each anticancer drug by comparing with experimentally available FIR spectra. Different
combinations were established for cisplatin and carboplatin, which was rationalized by means of the partial atomic charge
scheme, ChelpG, that was utilized to study the charge transfer between the Pt ion and ligands in both cisplatin and carboplatin.

■ INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery by Rosenberg, cisplatin (Figure 1) has
become one of the most commonly used anticancer drugs.1,2

The chloride ion in cisplatin helps to stabilize the drug before
activation.3 After absorption via diffusion, cisplatin is activated
by hydrolysis, whereby the chloride ions are replaced with
water molecules (Figure 1).4 The hydrolysis occurs as the drug
passes from the blood plasma to the cell cytoplasm, where the
concentration of chloride decreases.5 The activated form of
cisplatin interacts with the purine base on guanine of the DNA
sequence to form either mono- or bifunctional adducts, mostly
by binding to two neighboring guanines (G) or neighboring
guanine and adenine (A).4−6 These adducts form cross-links
between base pairs on the same helical chain, resulting in the
localized unwinding of the helix and increasing the width of the

minor groove.4,5,7 This disruption in structure thus interrupts
the process of cell replication and initiates apoptotic cell
death.4,7 Currently, there are uncertainties about the identity of
the active form of cisplatin and in particular whether it is
mono- or diaquated. Kinetic studies have indicated that the
monoaquated complex is the active form; however, in vitro
studies have shown that the diaquated complex should be the
active form instead.5

The use of cisplatin in cancer treatments is accompanied
with a number of harmful side effects, such as diminishing
hearing ability, nephrotoxicity, and neurotoxicity, which results
from the accumulation of the active form of the drug in the
body.2,8 This has motivated the discovery of other Pt-based
compounds with less side effects to act as a substitute for
cisplatin, like carboplatin (Figure 2).2,4 Carboplatin has more
complex functional groups based on cyclobutane, and hence, it
hydrolyzes at a slower rate compared to cisplatin (at least 2
orders of magnitude slower), thus decreasing the rate of
accumulation and is therefore less toxic.2 The mechanism of
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Figure 1. Hydrolysis of cisplatin to produce products that would form
either a mono- or bifunctional adduct with DNA.
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carboplatin, unlike cisplatin, involves a two-step ring opening
of the cyclobutanedicarboxylate group.9

Currently, there are still uncertainties with respect to the
mechanism of how cisplatin and its derivatives hydrolyze prior
to their binding to DNA. There is evidence that the hydrolysis
of cisplatin might be a two-step process.6,10 Hambley et al.
used [1H, 15N] heteronuclear single quantum coherence two-
dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to study
the kinetics of hydrolysis of cisplatin and its binding to a 14
base pair oligonucleotide (5′-d(AATTAGTACTAATT)-3′).6
They identified that cisplatin hydrolyzed first to the
monoaquated form that subsequently formed a covalent
bond with the guanine base of the oligonucleotide before it
hydrolyzed to the diaquated form.6

Far-infrared (FIR) spectroscopy has the potential to unravel
the mechanistic detail of this process and is particularly useful
for investigating low-energy metal−ligand bonds. The FIR
spectrum of cisplatin and carboplatin allows us to understand
the nature of the donor−acceptor bonds whose stretching and
bending vibrations can only be detected between 10 and 600
cm−1.11,12 In addition, the FIR region can provide an insight
into changes of metal−ligand interactions and hence, their
activity.4,12,13 This, in itself, has been a challenge as reliable
detection of the FIR region requires a bright light source,
normally absent in conventional benchtop instruments because
of less sensitive detectors, such as deuterated triglycine sulfate
detectors.14 Because of this limitation, the FIR region of both
cisplatin and carboplatin was measured with a synchrotron
source that achieves high quality of spectra as the high
brightness of FIR protons provides a high signal-to-noise ratio
in the FIR region.15

The characteristic FIR vibrations of cisplatin and carboplatin
have been identified previously by comparing the experimental
spectra to those predicted with density functional theory
(DFT).14,16,17 Wood et al. assigned main experimental bands
to be 155, 201, and 323 cm−1 for cisplatin and 194, 348, 351,
441, 475, and 573 cm−1 for carboplatin.14 The presence of the
heavy Pt cation increases the difficulty of assignment of all the
vibrations in the FIR region because of band splitting.14,18−20

The heavy metal ion causes factor group splitting, a
phenomenon that arises from vibrational coupling interactions
in molecules or crystals, affecting the Pt−N vibrations.18−21 In
addition, the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding
between the complex molecules may also contribute to
splitting of the stretching Pt−Cl and Pt−N bands.11

The two Pt-based complexescisplatin and carboplatin
studied here possess donor−acceptor bonds between the
Pt(II) ion and ligands, with Pt playing the role of an acceptor.
These bonds are different from normal covalent bonds. The
study by Wysokinśki et al. reported results of the natural bond
orbital (NBO) analysis for both cisplatin and carboplatin. It

was found that the lone pair on the donor N atoms of cisplatin
exhibits at least 85.3% p-type character and has occupancy of
1.719e, whereas the N atoms on carboplatin exhibit 81.5% p-
type character.22 This indicates that there is a partial π-back
donation to Pt orbitals, which is more apparent in
carboplatin.22

Luo et al. applied LC-ωPBE, mPW1PW, and PBE0
functionals, specifically DFT, to conduct structural, IR, and
molecular orbital studies of two conformations of Pt-
(NH3)2Cl2cisplatin and transplatin.23 Analysis of the
electrostatic potential on the two complexes revealed that
cisplatin was more susceptible to nucleophilic attack compared
to transplatin.23 This conclusion further supports the
observation that transplatin was inactive as an anticancer
drug, on top of the inability of transplatin to form bifunctional
adducts with DNA.24−26 Wysokinśki et al. compared the
calculated spectra of carboplatin, using mPW1PW91 and MP2
methods with either LanL2DZ, D95V(d,p), and D95V++(d,p)
basis sets in gas, to experimental data and identified the
characteristic stretching and bending modes of carboplatin.27 It
was concluded that the mPW1PW91/LanL2DZ level of theory
predicted the experimental spectra to be the best out of the
combinations studied.27 In addition, a study conducted by
Barone et al. indicates the validity of DFT as a tool to study the
Raman spectroscopy of cisplatin.28 IR spectra calculated with
the B3PW91-D3 and B2PLYP-D3 functionals were compared
with the experimental spectra.28 Mean absolute deviations
(MADs) of 41 and 45 cm−1 were reported for these
functionals.28 The MAD decreased to 15 cm−1 when an
anharmonic force field was used. It should be pointed out that
in this case, MADs were applied to the full spectrum. On closer
inspection of the data, the harmonic oscillator performed
equally well in the FIR region.28 Moreover, the results were
computed in the gas phase, thus additionally affecting the
quality of the prediction.28

Since donor−acceptor bonds are special types of covalent
bonds, accurate quantum chemical methods are required to
predict their properties.14,27,29−31 The Pt−N bond in cisplatin
has been proven to be difficult to model in previous studies,
with B3LYP resulting in a longer Pt−N bond length and thus
underestimating the stretching frequency.29−31 For example,
DFT functionals, such as B3LYP and B3PW91, have been
shown to produce inconsistent results in determining geo-
metries and bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the B→N
dative bond.29 The study also demonstrated that MPW1K, a
hybrid functional, consistently underestimated the BDE of the
B→N bond by a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 4.1 kcal
mol−1 on average, producing the best results out of the tested
functionals (PBE and mPW1PW91 giving rise to RMSDs of
4.5 and 5.1 kcal mol−1, respectively).29 Another study by
Philips et al. indicated that it was challenging to identify a
suitable DFT functional to predict IR spectra of a nitrile→BH3
complex because of the presence of the dative bond.30

Despite these shortcomings, DFT still represents the most
computationally feasible approach to studying these bonds.
FIR spectroscopy represents the most definitive indirect
technique in probing the mode of donor−acceptor bonding
in Pt-based anticancer drugs and thus, aid in unraveling their
mechanism of action in the cell. Therefore, it is important to
know limitations of current DFT functionals in the prediction
of FIR spectra of these drugs. To date, no systematic study has
been performed on the accuracy of DFT functionals for the
prediction of stretching and bending vibrations of Pt−ligand

Figure 2. Platinum-based anticancer drugs. Cisplatin (left) and
carboplatin (right). Number on the complexes reflects the identity of
the ligands that are given in Tables 3 and 4.
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bonds. It is particularly important to establish which DFT
functionals are reliable for the prediction of stretching
vibrations as these are more likely to be affected by the
accuracy of the selected functional as well as the inclusion of
solvent effects, whereas bending vibrations might not be as
sensitive.32,33 The dependency of stretching vibrations on the
chosen functional was demonstrated in a study conducted by
Wysokinśki and Michalska, in which different DFT functionals
resulted in underestimation of Pt−N stretching vibrations in
cisplatin.33 Although a number of theoretical strategies have
been applied to offset systematic errors in the predicted
frequencies (e.g., the application of scaling factors), different
strategies might need to be applied for stretching and bending
vibrations in the case of Pt−ligand dative bonds.34,35 In
particular, electrostatic effects of the bulk on predicted spectra
were not considered in the reported studies on Pt-based
anticancer drugs.
In this work, we have performed a systematic study

analyzing the accuracy and reliability of a series of DFT
functionals (PBE, PBE0, M06-L, and M06-2X), Dunning’s
correlation consistent basis sets (VDZ, VTZ, aVDZ, and
aVTZ), relativistic effective core potentials (RECPs) for Pt
(VDZ-pp, VTZ-pp, aVDZ-pp, and aVTZ-pp), and solvation
models (IEFPCM, CPCM, and SMD) for the prediction of
experimental FIR spectra of cisplatin and carboplatin. The
M06-L functional with no contribution from exact Hartree−
Fock (HF) exchange was selected as it was originally designed
to study transition metal complexes,36 whereas PBE is
traditionally used for studying metal surfaces.37 Instead of
Grimme’s empirical dispersion correction,38 the use of hybrid
functionals such as PBE0 and M06-2X was adopted as the
inclusion of the exact HF exchange was shown to reliably treat
noncovalent interactions.39,40 Although there are a number of
RECPs available,41−45 RECPs developed by Peterson et al.46

were selected for the Pt atom because of their superior
description of the valence electrons. These potentials showed
excellent performance against the benchmark method,
CCSDTQ, for the atomic properties of 5d elements.46

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were
performed on cisplatin and carboplatin, respectively, using
different combinations of the DFT functionals, basis sets, and
solvation models. The previously characteristic experimental
peaks of both platinum complexes were used as a reference to
the predicted spectra. The optimal combination of the
functional, basis set, and solvation model to predict the
experimental spectra was identified. In addition, the effect of
each factor was also analyzed to determine the extent of its
influence on the predicted spectra and stretching vibrations of
Pt−ligand bonds in particular. Last, charges from electrostatic
potentials grid method (ChelpG) analysis were performed on
both cisplatin and carboplatin to study the electrostatic
potential of the Pt metal ion and ligands and the differences
between the two different complexes.

■ THEORETICAL PROCEDURES
All molecular orbital calculations were performed using the
Gaussian 09 quantum chemical package. Both complexes of
interest, cisplatin and carboplatin, were subjected to geometry
optimization, followed by a frequency calculation. For both
complexes, the Pt cation center has a square planar (C2v)
symmetry.31,33,34 Carboplatin has a similar geometry, with the
Cl− anions being replaced with the cyclobutanedicarboxylate
group.1,2,27

Four different DFT functionals were chosen for this study:
PBE,37 M06-L,36 PBE0,39 and M06-2X.40 PBE is a generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) functional developed by
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof.37 PBE0, a hybrid functional
developed by Adamo, builds on the PBE functional to include
25% HF exchange energy.39 HF exchange energy improves the
accuracy of chemical property predictions, for example,
atomization energies and ionization potentials, of small- to
medium-sized systems, especially for noncovalent interactions
and excited states.47−49 Upon the addition of the 25% HF
exchange energy, PBE0 is comparable to other more heavily
parameterized functionals for the prediction of structures and
molecular properties, such as kinetic and thermodynamic
properties.39,49 M06-L and M06-2X are Minnesota functionals,
with the former being a meta-GGA functional and the latter
being a hybrid meta-GGA functional.36,40 M06-L, a local
density functional, takes into consideration the local spin
density, the local spin gradient, as well as the spin kinetic
energy density.31,36 This allows M06-L to provide higher
efficiency for larger systems, specifically to study the
thermodynamics of transition metal complexes.36 In addition,
being a local density functional, M06-L has been successfully
benchmarked for the MLBE21/05 database containing
organometallic and inorganometallic complexes, such as
CrCH3

+ and Fe(CO), to reproduce the benchmark data
within 5.4 kcal mol−1 on average for transition metal−ligand
bond energies. M06-L has also been benchmarked for
intermolecular hydrogen bonds using the HB6/04 database,
which contains hydrogen-bonded complexes such as dimers of
ammonia and water, with M06-L predicting the smallest mean
unsigned error of 0.36 kcal mol−1.36 M06-2X contains 54% of
HF exchange and was formulated to meet five different criteria,
including the description of noncovalent interactions, tran-
sition metal bonding, and electronic spectroscopy predic-
tions.40 M06-2X has also been successfully benchmarked for
the πTC13 and TME53 databases consisting of varying
complexes with π−π stacking interactions and ionization
potentials, producing mean unsigned errors of 1.40 and 2.54
kcal mol−1, respectively.40

The two complexes of interest were studied using different
implicit solvation models: integral equation formalism polar-
izable continuum model (IEFPCM),50 conductor-like polar-
izable continuum model (CPCM),51 and solute model based
on density (SMD),52 with water as the solvent. These implicit
solvation models place the molecule of interest into a cavity,
whose surface charge is stabilized in accordance with the
dielectric constant of the selected solvent, thus simulating the
effect of the solute being exposed to the solvent.52,53 Both
IEFPCM and CPCM apply the dielectric permittivity, ε, of the
solvent as a uniform medium with the solute placed in a
cavity.50,51,54 The difference between IEFPCM and CPCM lies
in the method used to define the cavity. IEFPCM makes the
use of connected spheres to model the solute, with radii of the
spheres matching those of solute atoms.50,54 The uniform
dielectric permittivity of the solvent acts on the wavefunction
of the modeled solute.50 CPCM, on the other hand, makes the
use of unique, small regions on these connected spheres called
tesserae.51 These tesserae are defined by their individual
position and interaction with the dielectric constant.51 Partial
charges are then assigned to each of the tesserae based on the
electrostatic potential. SMD is a model that makes use of a
smooth continuous model to assign charges on the molecular
surface of the solute.52 For SMD, the solute is polarizable by
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the charge density of the solvent and the interaction between
the solute and solvent can be determined via the charge density
of the former and the electric polarization field of the latter.52

In addition, SMD has proven to be an effective solvation model
for use in both charged and uncharged systems and is able to
predict accurate solvation energies for various different
functional groups, achieving an average of mean absolute
error of 4 kcal mol−1 for ions.52

RECPs were employed on the Pt atom to model the inner
core electrons to reduce computational costs.46,55 Developed
by Peterson et al., these RECPs were taken from multi-
configuration Dirac−Hartree−Fock calculations for 5d ele-
ments that also explicitly included relativistic effects.46 RECPs
are regularly used to model heavy atoms as they aid to decrease
computational costs and already take relativistic effects into
consideration.41,56 In a study conducted by Xu and Truhlar, a
range of RECPs, cc-pVxZ-pp (x = D, T, Q, 5), LANL2DZ, and
MDF28, were utilized to investigate the dissociation energy of
diatomic molecules, for example, As2 and AsFe.41 They
determined that the relativistic ECPs developed by Peterson
et al. performed the best, with VTZ-pp producing an average
mean unsigned error of 1.1 kcal mol−1.41 In this study, the
RECPs used for the Pt metal ion are VDZ-pp, VTZ-pp, aVDZ-
pp, and aVTZ-pp.
A series of Dunning’s basis setsVDZ, VTZ, aVDZ, and

aVTZwere chosen for this study, enabling the systematic
approximation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit.57

Augmented basis sets, aVDZ and aVTZ, were also considered
because of their superior treatment of induction interactions.57

This study aims to identify the optimal combination of the
functional, basis set for the non-Pt atoms, RECP for the Pt
metal ion, and solvation model to predict the experimental FIR
spectra of Pt complexes. The statistical tools used in this study
are the mean deviation, denoted as mean, standard deviation
(SD), and the MAD. The mean denotes how accurate the
predicted spectra are to the experimental spectra. MAD is
calculated with eq 1 and indicates the spread of the peaks
calculated in the predicted spectra when compared to the
experimental spectra. SD is calculated with eq 2.

v
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MAD i i iω
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∑ | − |
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n
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( )
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i i

2ω
=

∑ −
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where vi and ωi are experimental and calculated wavenumber
values, respectively, and n is the number of peaks compared.
In the following figures, the MAD is represented by the

horizontal line in the box plot, as seen in Figure 3. The MAD is

used to demonstrate the deviation of predicted peaks to the
experimental peaks. The upper and lower quantile of the box is
the SD about the MAD, and the whiskers represent the spread
of twice the SD about the MAD. In this analysis, it is preferred
that MAD to be as close to zero as possible and the box to be
as narrow as possible.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The calculated results in this study are compared to the
previously experimentally measured spectra.14,31 Tables 1 and
2 present the characteristic peaks of both cisplatin and
carboplatin, respectively. Each peak is assigned to a specific
type of vibration observed in the FIR region.

In order to make an unbiased assignment of the predicted
spectra to experiential bands, for each predicted peak the
differences to all experimental wavenumber values were
calculated. The smallest difference dictated the assignment of
the predicted band to the corresponding experimental band.
An independent assignment was performed this way for four
varying conditionsDFT functional, basis set on non-Pt
atoms, RECP basis set on Pt, and solvent model. An example
of predicted and experimental band alignment is shown in
Figure 4, in which the RECP basis set varied from VDZ-pp to
aVTZ-pp. In order to assess the performance of each DFT
functional/basis set/solvent model combination, mean and
MAD values were computed. Additionally, these statistical
measures were used to ensure that the correct band assignment
was achieved.
In the case of cisplatin, two predicted peaks would manifest

in the 335−355 cm−1 region, with the peak with the lower
wavenumber corresponding to νasym(Pt−Cl) and the higher
wavenumber corresponding to νsym(Pt−Cl).14,17 In the

Figure 3. Box plot, representing MAD and SD to indicate the
deviation of the predicted peaks to the experimental peaks.

Table 1. Comparison of Experimental and Predicted (Gas-
Phase PBE/VDZ with VDZ-pp RECP on Pt) Characteristic
FIR Peaks of Cisplatin

experimental
wavenumber (cm−1)

predicted
wavenumber

(cm−1) assignmenta

15514,31 156 γ(N−Pt−N) + γ(Cl−Pt−Cl)
20114,31 223 α(N−Pt−N) + α(Cl−Pt−Cl)
32314,31 339/350 νasym(Pt−Cl) + νsym(Pt−Cl)

aγout-of-plane bending; αscissoring; νsymsymmetric stretch-
ing; νasymasymmetric stretching.

Table 2. Experimental and Predicted (Gas-Phase PBE/VDZ
with VDZ-pp RECP on Pt) Characteristic FIR Peaks of
Carboplatin

experimental
wavenumber (cm−1)

predicted
wavenumber

(cm−1) assignmenta

19414,27 192 α(N−Pt−N)
34814,27 341 ν(Pt−O)
35114,27 352 ν(Pt−O)
44114,27 450 νsym(Pt−N)
47514,27 465 α(O−Pt−O) + νsym(Pt−N)
57314,27 565 α(O−Pt−O)

aαscissoring; νstretching; νsymsymmetric stretching; νasym
asymmetric stretching. Differences between the calculated and
experimental peaks were calculated for each combination of the
DFT functional/basis set/solvent model.
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experimental data, only one broad peak was detected, an
overlapping of both the symmetric and asymmetric Pt−Cl
stretch.14,17 In this case, the closer predicted peak out of the
two (symmetric and asymmetric) was taken into consideration
for peak allocation. Despite being represented by one broad
peak in the experimental data, the two different types of
stretchingsymmetric and asymmetricmanifest at slightly
different wavenumber values.
The 249 cm−1 peak that is found in the experimental spectra

was initially assigned to the NH3−Pt−NH3 bending vibration
arising from the cisplatin dimer.17 In this study, we focus on
the vibrations that represent the Pt-based complex monomers
and, therefore, this peak was not considered.
The same assignment process was performed for carbopla-

tin, as shown in Figure 5. It was noted that there are a few
weak peaks detected at 230, 248, and 320 cm−1. Some of these
peaks were originally assigned to bending/stretching vibrations
of the carboxylate groups. For example, the band located at
320 cm−1 was assigned to a rocking vibration of the
cyclobutanedicarboxylate group.27 It was outside the scope of
this study to investigate these types of vibrations, and
therefore, these peaks were not considered.
Further in the text, we look at each of the four criteria for

both cisplatin and carboplatin separately to identify the best
combination to predict FIR spectra for each compound.
Selection of Effective Core Potential on Pt and Basis

Set on Non-Pt Atoms for Cisplatin. The SD values
calculated for the four DFT functionals in the gas phase are
shown in Figure 6 by varying the basis sets applied for both Pt
and non-Pt atoms. Analysis of Figure 6 reveals that apart from

the PBE0 functional, the SD values fall in a narrow range of
13.5−23.0 cm−1. PBE0 produces slightly larger errors of up
35.0 cm−1. On the other hand, the effect of the basis sets of
both Pt and non-Pt atoms appears to be very minimal. This
was studied by taking the maximum difference in both MAD
and SD (labeled as ± further in the text) when different RECP
and basis sets were applied. For example, the maximum
difference in MAD when the VDZ basis set was applied for the
non-Pt atoms is 19.0 ± 19.2 cm−1 and the maximum difference
when VDZ-pp RECP was applied for the Pt ion is 18.7 ± 20.31
cm−1. The maximum differences of the different basis sets and
RECPs were 4.0 ± 4.25 and 2.0 ± 3.6 cm−1, respectively. The
VTZ-pp RECP basis set for Pt was found to produce the
smallest MAD values in the range of 15.6−21.5 cm−1, for all
functionals except PBE0, regardless of the choice of basis set
on non-Pt atoms.
In order to select the best-performing basis set for non-Pt

atoms, the performance of the four DFT functionals was
compared while keeping the VTZ-pp RECP basis set constant
for the Pt atom. The corresponding MAD and SD values are
presented in a box and whisker plot in Figure 7. These box and
whisker plots give an indication of the spread of the calculated
peaks about the characteristic experimental peaks. Ideally, a
combination of the MAD close to zero and a narrow
distribution in SD indicates the best performance of the
method.
Analysis of Figure 7 reveals that the increasing basis set on

non-Pt atoms does not alter the performance of the DFT
functionals, with triple-ζ quality basis sets giving marginally
larger errors compared to double-ζ ones. Out of these, the

Figure 4. Example of alignment of the three characteristic peaks of cisplatin to predicted spectra. Spectra were obtained with the PBE functional in
the gas phase combined with the VDZ basis set on non-Pt atoms. RECPs on Pt are given on the left top corner of each spectrum.
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PBE0 functional was found to exhibit the largest MAD and SD
values of 25.0 and 33.3 cm−1, respectively. The MAD and SD
values of PBE, M06-L, and M06-2X functionals are as follows:
15.0 ± 21.5, 11.0 ± 20.0, and 11.0 ± 18.4 cm−1. Out of the
four functionals, M06-L and M062X give the MAD values
closer to zero, with the former producing slightly smaller SD
values of 15.6 cm−1 for the VDZ basis set. To this end, the
VDZ basis set was established to be the optimal basis set for
non-Pt atoms in the gas phase regardless of the DFT
functional. Further in the text, only results calculated with
the VDZ basis set on non-Pt atoms and the VTZ-pp RECP
basis set on Pt are discussed for cisplatin.
The effect of solvent model is shown in a box and whisker

plot in Figure 8, in which the VDZ basis set was used for non-
Pt atoms and the VTZ-pp RECP basis set for Pt. Analysis of
these results reveals that the choice of functionals and solvation
models plays a significant role in the prediction of the
characteristic FIR wavenumbers of cisplatin. Some functionals
are affected more than the others. For example, the PBE0
functionals show the largest reduction in the MAD and SD
values going from the gas phase to SMD. The MAD and SD
values for PBE0 decreased from 24.3 ± 32.6 to 5.0 ± 9.3 cm−1

from the gas phase to SMD. The Minnesota functionals
undergo the least changes, with M062X giving the largest
MAD errors of 19.7 and 20.7 cm−1 in combination with the

IEFPCM and CPCM models, respectively. The SMD model
appears to produce the lowest MAD and SD errors for all four
DFT functionals, with PBE showing the MAD value as low as
5.7 cm−1. These results identify the importance of selecting an
optimal combination of solvent model and DFT functional for
studying donor−acceptor bonds in Pt-based complexes
because of their polar properties58 as well as the π-back
donation of lone pairs on N/Cl atoms to unoccupied orbitals
on Pt.59 It was previously hypothesized that the π-back
donation could dictate the characteristic of the Pt−N bond.59

It has been shown previously that increasing the polarity of the
solvent (from C6H6 to CH3CN) has a stabilizing effect on the
donor−acceptor bond in the previously studied compounds
such as polyenes.58,60,61

Out of the three FIR bands identified from the experimental
spectrum of cisplatin, there is only one stretching vibration
observed at 323 cm−1. It has been previously reported that
both stretching and bending vibrations are usually over-
estimated when calculated using HF or DFT methods in the
gas phase.62 This was also previously observed in a cisplatin
study conducted by Wang et al., where the IR spectra were
calculated in the gas phase using LC-ωPBE functional, 6-311+
+G** basis set on the non-Pt atoms, and SDD ECP on the Pt
ion in both the gas phase and SMD solvation model with water
as the solvent.23 A calculation performed in the gas phase

Figure 5. Example of alignment of the five characteristic peaks of carboplatin to predicted spectra. Spectra were obtained with the PBE functional in
the gas phase combined with the VDZ basis set on non-Pt atoms. RECPs on Pt are given on the left top corner of each spectrum.
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predicted that the Pt−Cl bond length is shorter by 0.035 Å and
the Pt−N bond length is longer by 0.076 Å compared with the
experimental data.23 Both Pt−Cl and Pt−N stretching
vibrations were overestimated, and a scaling factor of 0.95
was applied to the spectra.23 As the SMD solvation model was
utilized in the optimization of cisplatin, it decreases the error in
predicted bond lengths Pt−N is 0.037 Å and Pt−Cl is 0.006
Å longer than the experimental data.23 The absence of the
solvation field has proven to decrease the accuracy in
predicting the geometry of cisplatin and, therefore, the IR
spectrum.23 Stretching vibrations also appear to be more

sensitive to the choice of level of theory because of their
increased strength compared to that of bending ones.62 As
expected, the stretching vibration is overestimated by 32 cm−1

for the combination of PBE0 and the gas phase. This stretching
vibration becomes underestimated with the inclusion of
solvation models by as much as 33 cm−1 with M06-2X and
CPCM solvation model, with two exceptions (PBE0 functional
with IEFPCM and SMD solvation model where the stretching
vibration is overestimated by 5 and 1 cm−1, respectively). The
bending vibrations were usually overestimated, with PBE0
functional in the gas phase giving the largest SD of 33.2 cm−1.

Figure 6. Effect of RECPs on the Pt atom (y-axis) and basis sets on the non-Pt atoms (x-axis) on the MAD (horizontal line) and SD values (upper
and lower quantile of box) of PBE, M06-L, PBE0, and M06-2X DFT functionals used on gas-phase optimized geometries of cisplatin. All values
given in cm−1.

Figure 7. Box and whisker plots depicting the effect of basis sets (x-axis) on non-Pt atoms on the performance of DFT functionals using gas-phase
optimized geometries of cisplatin and the VTZ-pp RECP basis set on Pt. All values given in cm−1.
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It was observed that γ bending vibrations were consistently
overestimated when compared to the 155 cm−1 experimental
peak, with the largest deviation of 15 cm−1 being produced
with the PBE functional and the IEFPCM. α bending
vibrations, an in-plane scissoring vibration that is represented
by the 201 cm−1 experimental peak, is considerably less
consistent as compared to the prediction of γ bending, which is
an out-of-plane bending vibration, with a combination of both
over- and underestimation. The largest underestimation and
overestimation of the α bending vibrations resulted with PBE0
in gas (32 cm−1) and M06L with SMD (13 cm−1), respectively.
In the case of cisplatin, the absolute deviations of the only
stretching vibration in cisplatin are shown in Figure 9. Upon

comparison of Figures 8 and 9, the main contribution of MAD
in Figure 8 is due to the MAD that arose from the stretching
vibration. For example, the use of PBE0 in conjunction with
the gas phase resulted in the large MAD of stretching vibration,
32.0 cm−1, and a large overall MAD, of 24.3 cm−1, when all
three experimental peaks were compared. In other cases, with
M06-2X functional and solvation models, the MAD recorded
for the stretching vibration is between 30.0 and 33.0 cm−1. The
stretching vibration has the biggest contribution to the MAD
when compared to all three experimental peaks. Overall, the
PBE and PBE0 functionals reproduce the stretching vibration
in cisplatin within as low as 1 cm−1 when combined with the
SMD solvation model. The MAD values for these functionals
(see Figure 8) come entirely from overestimation of the two
bending vibrations.

In the case of cisplatin, the combination of the SMD
solvation model and the PBE functional appears to be the
optimal combination to predict its FIR spectrum.

Selection of Effective Core Potential on Pt and Basis
Set on Non-Pt Atoms for Carboplatin. As in the case of
cisplatin, the effect of the basis set applied for non-Pt atoms
was found to be minimal (see Figure 10). The PBE0 functional
has been demonstrated to give rise to the larger range of SD
values, a minimum of 20.0 cm−1, among the four functionals.
Excluding PBE0, the SD values of the other three functionals
lie between a smaller range of 8.7−15.7 cm−1. The maximum
SD values were found to be 14.5 cm−1 for the aVDZ basis set
on the non-Pt atoms and 13.9 cm−1 with the aVTZ-pp RECP
on the Pt ion. The change in SD values across basis sets and
RECPs was 0.8 and 0.4 cm−1, respectively. The maximum
MAD values were found to be 11.4 and 13.0 cm−1 for the
aVTZ basis set and aVTZ-pp RECP, respectively. The
variation in MAD values across basis sets and RECPs fell in
the region of 1.6 and 2.7 cm−1. As for cisplatin, the effect of the
RECP basis set on Pt on the carboplatin vibrations was small,
with VTZ-pp showing the best trade-off between accuracy and
cost as demonstrated in Figure 11 (MAD values between 5.8
and 9.8 cm−1 excluding PBE0). The VDZ basis set was again
sufficient for non-Pt atoms, where the VTZ-pp RECP was the
best option for the Pt atom.
In the case of carboplatin, it is evident that the influence of

solvation model and functional (see Figure 12) is different
when compared to that of cisplatin. Out of all combinations
tested, the M06-L functional together with CPCM produced
the least MAD and SD values of 6.8 and 9.1 cm−1, respectively.
Surprisingly, the PBE0 functional in combination with the
SMD model generated the largest errors, with MAD and SD
being 19.0 and 30.5 cm−1, respectively, which is in contrast to
the trend found in cisplatin. M06-2X produced second best
results, apart from the SMD model. Overall, the Minnesota
functionals performed better for carboplatin than for cisplatin.
This striking difference might be attributed to the differences
between the description of the donor−acceptor bonds present
in the two complexes: Pt−Cl bond versus the Pt−O bond.
Analysis of the atomic charges fitted to reproduce the
electrostatic potential using the ChelpG, it was confirmed
that the Pt−Cl bond had more covalent characteristics
compared to the Pt−O bond. For gas-phase optimized
geometries, the predicted charges on the Cl atoms in cisplatin
and O atoms in carboplatin are approximately −0.7e and
−1.5e, respectively. This trend is further supported by the
charges on Pt atoms, which were predicted to be 1.8e and 2.1e

Figure 8. Box and whisker plots depicting the effect of solvent models (x-axis) on the performance of DFT functionals of cisplatin using the VTZ-
pp RECP basis set on Pt and VDZ basis set on the non-Pt-atoms. All values given in cm−1.

Figure 9. Absolute errors (in cm−1) of solvation models and
functionals for the prediction of the cisplatin stretching vibration at
323 cm−1.
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for cisplatin and carboplatin, respectively. Solvent-phase
optimized geometries produced similar trends as discussed
below. The partial charge on the chloride and charge on Pt <
2.0e in cisplatin clearly demonstrate a charge transfer on the
Pt−Cl bond of 0.3e. In the case of carboplatin, there does not
seem to be a charge transfer between the Pt and O atoms. This
observation explains why M06-L performs better for
carboplatin and PBE performs better for cisplatin. The
outstanding performance of M06-L is expected as the
functional was developed for treating transition metal
complexes.36 As mentioned before, PBE is a GGA functional
that is an improvement to the local density approximation and

is able to better describe covalent bonds compared to M06-
L.36,37,63

In the carboplatin case, there are three pure stretching
vibrations out of six (located at 348, 351, and 441 cm−1) and a
peak (located at 475 cm−1) that has both stretching and
bending contributions assigned experimentally in the FIR
region. The MAD and SD values for the stretching vibrations
are given in Figure 13. The stretching vibrations of carboplatin
are not as consistently underestimated as compared to those
cisplatin, noting that these vibrations usually manifest as a
mixture of vibrations. For example, the theoretical bands at 341
and 352 cm−1 assigned to the ν(Pt−O) vibration are usually

Figure 10. Effects of RECPs on the Pt atom (y-axis) and basis sets on the non-Pt atoms (x-axis) on the MAD (horizontal line) and SD values
(upper and lower quantile of box) of PBE, M06-L, PBE0, and M06-2X functionals used on gas-phase optimized geometries of carboplatin. All
values given in cm−1.

Figure 11. Box and whisker plots depicting the effect of basis set (x-
axis) on non-Pt atoms on the performance of DFT functionals using
gas-phase optimized geometries of carboplatin and VTZ-pp RECP
basis set carboplatin. All values given in cm−1.

Figure 12. Box and whisker plots depicting the effect of solvent
models (x-axis) on the performance of DFT functionals of carboplatin
using the VTZ-pp RECP basis set on Pt and VDZ basis set on non-Pt-
atoms. All values given in cm−1.
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coupled with bending vibrations of the cyclobutanedicarbox-
ylate side group. The experimental peak at 441 cm−1 that has
been assigned to a pure Pt−N symmetric vibration is usually
accompanied by a Pt−O bending vibration. These mixtures of
vibrations resulted in the inconsistent over- and under-
estimation of the measured peaks, with the exception for the
PBE0 functional that always results in an overestimation of all
four characteristic peaks in the range of 85 cm−1 with the
CPCM/IEFPCM solvation model to 99 cm−1 with the SMD
solvation model. With the exception of PBE0, ν(Pt−O) is
more prone to be underestimated as compared to ν(Pt−N).
Both ν(Pt−O) experimental peaks (348 and 351 cm−1) were
only overestimated with the M06-2X functional in the gas
phase. ν(Pt−N) experimental peaks at 441 and 475 cm−1, on
the other hand, were found to be overestimated with a few
exceptions. For example, M06-L and M06-2X functionals in
the gas phase underestimate the 441 cm−1 experimental peak
by 26 and 7 cm−1, respectively. As one can see, the MAD and
SD values practically reflect those in Figure 12, identifying a
similar trend observed for cisplatin, with larger errors arising
from stretching vibrations. The M06-L functional produces the
least errors when combined with the IEFPCM and CPCM
models, whereas the PBE0 functional gives the largest errors
regardless of the solvent model used.
In addition, the bending vibrations of carboplatin and the

experimental wavenumber of 194 and 573 cm−1 were also
studied. The peaks at 194 and 573 cm−1 were assigned to
α(N−Pt−N) and α(O−Pt−O), respectively. Interestingly, the
O−Pt−O bending vibration at 573 cm−1 was underestimated
regardless of the functional and solvation model, with the PBE
and SMD combination giving rise to the largest deviation of 31
cm−1. The smallest deviation of 2 cm−1 was obtained with the
M06-2X functional in the gas phase. This could be due to the
absence of a pure bending vibration. The presence of a more
complex cyclobutanedicarboxylate group in carboplatin
appears to play a role in these predictions.
Comparison of the predicted stretching vibrations of

cisplatin and carboplatin, excluding the PBE0 functional that
consistently produces large MAD and SD values, shows a range
of MAD values from 0 cm−1 with the PBE functional and the
SMD solvation model to 33 cm−1 with the M06-2X functional
and the CPCM solvation model for cisplatin. For carboplatin,
the MAD and SD (denoted as MAD ± SD) values are 7.0 ±
9.4 and 16.5 ± 21.3 cm−1 both with PBE functional in the gas
phase and SMD, respectively. These results highlight that a
different scaling factor is needed not only for each DFT
functional but also for their combination with a solvent model.

Analysis of bending vibrations of both complexes was
compared. The range of MAD and SD for bending vibrations
of both cisplatin and carboplatin is significantly narrower
compared to that of stretching vibrations. The range of MAD
and SD values for cisplatin lies between 4 ± 5.8 and 22.5 ±
32.5 cm−1 for cisplatin and between 4.0 ± 7.1 and 17.5 ± 31.3
cm−1 for carboplatin. As mentioned above, the γ bending
vibrations present in cisplatin were always overestimated, and
the prediction of α bending vibrations was less consistent.
Therefore, universal scaling factors cannot be obtained if both
stretching and two types of bending vibrations are to be
accurately predicted.

Correlation between Pt−Ligand Bond Length and
FIR Vibrations. It is well-known that there exists a direct
correlation between the bond length and its strength.64 Figure
14 presents the relationship between the predicted Pt−Cl
bond length and corresponding stretching vibration.

Analysis of Figure 14 confirms a linear relationship between
the Pt−Cl bond length and the predicted wavelength. It has
become very evident that the gas phase makes the bond shorter
in a very narrow range of 2.29−2.36 Å for the four functionals
studied. Inclusion of a solvent model stretched the bond by
0.034 Å on average for the PBE and PBE0 functionals and by
0.053 Å on average for the Minnesota functionals. The latter
produce the longest Pt−Cl bond. The nature of the solvent
model varies the bond length only slightly. The PBE and PBE0
functionals in combination with all three solvent models seem
to find a nice fit to produce accurate prediction for the Pt−Cl
stretching vibration, whereas the Minnesota functionals seem
to underestimate it. These results further support the previous
finding that in this case each DFT functional/solvent
combination requires its individual scaling coefficient. More-
over, the gas phase results overestimate the stretching vibration
in the range of 1 cm−1 for the M06-L functional and 32 cm−1

for the PBE0 functional as a result of a rather short Pt−Cl
bond, thus highlighting the importance of inclusion of a
solvent model for Pt-based complexes.
In the case of carboplatin data shown in Figure 15, one can

see that while the prediction of both Pt−O1 and Pt−O2
wavenumber values does not deviate significantly (in the range
of 332−361 cm−1 for Pt−O1 and 343−372 cm−1 for Pt−O2),
the prediction of the Pt−O bond lengths is generally
underestimated by 0.061 Å on average. Both wavenumber
values and Pt−N bond lengths are mostly overestimated up to

Figure 13. Absolute errors (in cm−1) of solvation models and
functionals for the prediction of the carboplatin stretching vibrations
at 348, 351, 441, and 475 cm−1.

Figure 14. Relationship between the Pt−Cl bond length and the
predicted Pt−Cl stretching vibration. The vertical line represents the
Pt−Cl stretching experimental peak (323 cm−1) and the horizontal
line represents the Pt−Cl bond length determined using X-ray data
(2.331 Å).
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99 cm−1 and 0.0865 Å, respectively. Similar to cisplatin, both
Pt−O and Pt−N bond lengths are predicted to be short when
calculated in the gas phase, with a range of 1.96−2.00 Å for
Pt−O and 2.08−2.11 Å for Pt−N. With the inclusion of

solvation models, the bond lengths increased slightly by 0.030
Å on average for Pt−O with PBE and PBE0 functionals and
0.043 Å on average with the Minnesota functionals. However,
the Pt−N bond decreased by 0.026 Å with PBE and PBE0

Figure 15. Relationship between the Pt−O and Pt−N bond lengths and theoretical stretching vibrations in carboplatin. Vertical black lines on
graphs correspond to experimental wavenumbers of stretching vibrations for the Pt−O1, Pt−O2, Pt−N1, and Pt−N2 bonds (348, 351, 441, and
475 cm−1, respectively). Horizontal black lines show the Pt−O and Pt−N bond lengths (2.025 and 2.021 Å, respectively) taken from X-ray data.
Reported Pt−N bond lengths are the average of both Pt−N bonds.

Table 3. ChelpG Fitted Partial Atomic Charges for Cisplatin and Carboplatin

Cisplatin

gas/solvation model functional Pt Cl(2) Cl(3) N(4) N(7)

gas PBE 1.786 −0.707 −0.707 −2.652 −2.652
PBE0 1.819 −0.707 −0.707 −2.766 −2.766
M06-L 1.859 −0.721 −0.721 −2.734 −2.734
M06-2X 1.473 −0.658 −0.658 −2.128 −2.128

IEFPCM PBE 1.783 −0.700 −0.700 −2.71 −2.710
PBE0 1.818 −0.694 −0.694 −2.866 −2.866
M06-L 1.771 −0.701 −0.701 −2.675 −2.675
M06-2X 1.764 −0.694 −0.694 −2.751 −2.751

CPCM PBE 1.781 −0.696 −0.696 −2.744 −2.744
PBE0 1.748 −0.685 −0.685 −2.744 −2.744
M06-L 1.773 −0.708 −0.701 −2.681 −2.681
M06-2X 1.754 −0.674 −0.702 −2.798 −2.588

SMD PBE 2.074 −0.733 −0.733 −3.289 −3.289
PBE0 1.86 −0.698 −0.698 −2.96 −2.96
M06-L 2.035 −0.727 −0.727 −3.228 −3.228
M06-2X 2.104 −0.734 −0.734 −3.412 −3.412

Carboplatin

gas/solvation model functional Pt O(10) O(11) N(2) N(5)

gas PBE 2.118 −1.479 −1.509 −2.439 −2.217
PBE0 2.161 −1.514 −1.528 −2.489 −2.339
M06-L 2.063 −1.426 −1.457 −2.412 −2.13
M06-2X 2.139 −1.506 −1.508 −2.521 −2.236

IEFPCM PBE 1.987 −1.22 −1.282 −2.482 −2.202
PBE0 1.986 −1.212 −1.267 −2.509 −2.274
M06-L 2.008 −1.248 −1.275 −2.504 −2.178
M06-2X 2.12 −1.302 −1.362 −2.629 −2.325

CPCM PBE 1.987 −1.222 −1.284 −2.479 −2.202
PBE0 1.986 −1.211 −1.267 −2.511 −2.272
M06-L 2.008 −1.247 −1.275 −2.504 −2.178
M06-2X 2.048 −1.27 −1.332 −2.496 −2.271

SMD PBE 1.964 −1.169 −1.24 −2.509 −2.199
PBE0 2.092 −1.226 −1.299 −2.688 −2.378
M06-L 2.229 −1.247 −1.304 −2.924 −2.533
M06-2X 2.033 −1.224 −1.258 −2.594 −2.303
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functionals and 0.039 Å with the Minnesota functionals. The
inclusion of solvation better predicted the Pt−ligand bond
lengths when compared to X-ray data. Although the choice of
functionals and solvation model does not affect the prediction
of the Pt−O stretching vibrations significantly, it plays a larger
role for the Pt−N stretching vibrations. For example, the PBE0
functional in conjunction with SMD overestimates both Pt−N
vibrations by a minimum of 26 cm−1. M06-L and either
IEFPCM or CPCM reproduce the Pt−N experimental peaks
the closest within 7 cm−1, supporting the above conclusion that
the Minnesota functionals perform well for systems containing
transition metals.36,40

Analysis of Partial Atomic Charges with ChelpG. NBO
analysis, as mentioned above, is a definitive tool in providing
information about the electronic charge distribution, type of
bond, and charge transfer in a molecular system.65,66 However,
the application of the NBO method proved to be an issue in
this study because of the orbital inversion that was attributed
to incorrect reading of the RECPs used. Instead, the ChelpG
analysis, combined with the HF method VDZ basis set on non-
Pt atoms and VTZ-pp on Pt, was used to study partial atomic
charges by fitting these to reproduce the electrostatic potential
of complexes.67−70 ChelpG developed by Cox and William was
demonstrated the ability of atomic charge assignment to

explain molecular properties such as dipole moments.68

ChelpG, a grid-based method, utilizes points spaced by 0.3−
0.8 Å, placed at the center of the atoms, to imitate the
electrostatic potential surface of a molecular system.68−70

ChelpG removes any points that are located in the van der
Waals radius of all atoms because of the influence of being in
close proximity to the nucleus. The ionic radius selected for
Pt(II) was 0.8 Å.71 The van der Waals radii used for the other
atoms are the default values defined in the ChelpG
scheme.69,70 Table 3 shows partial atomic charges calculated
for cisplatin and carboplatin, whereas Table 4 presents the
overall charges on the ligands. In cisplatin, the charges on the
Cl anion were found to be significantly less negative than those
of the N atom. For example, when calculated with PBE in the
gas phase, the atomic charges of Cl and N were computed to
be −0.707e and −2.652e, respectively. The overall charge of
the NH3 ligand was found to be −0.184e, indicating that the
ligand is more likely to draw the electron density from the Pt
center. This is in agreement with the predicted charge of
1.786e on the Pt ion. Considering the nominal charge of +2.0
on the Pt ion, these numbers demonstrate a charge transfer of
0.293e from the chloride anion to Pt and then a charge transfer
of 0.186e to the ammonia ligand. With a larger extent of the
charge transfer between Pt and Cl, the Pt−Cl bond experiences

Table 4. Electrostatic Potential Obtained from ChelpG Calculations of Ligands of the Two Complexes

Cisplatin

gas/solvation model functional N(4)H3 N(7)H3

gas PBE −0.186 −0.186
PBE0 −0.202 −0.202
M06-L −0.208 −0.208
M06-2X −0.078 −0.078

IEFPCM PBE −0.192 −0.192
PBE0 −0.215 −0.215
M06-L −0.185 −0.185
M06-2X −0.188 −0.188

CPCM PBE −0.195 −0.195
PBE0 −0.189 −0.189
M06-L −0.186 −0.186
M06-2X −0.222 −0.156

SMD PBE −0.304 −0.304
PBE0 −0.233 −0.233
M06-L −0.290 −0.290
M06-2X −0.318 −0.318

Carboplatin

gas/solvation model functional N(2)H3 N(5)H3 cyclobutanedicarboxylate

gas PBE −0.069 −0.013 −2.036
PBE0 −0.070 −0.032 −2.059
M06-L −0.068 0.001 −1.995
M06-2X −0.076 −0.015 −2.048

IEFPCM PBE −0.116 −0.043 −1.828
PBE0 −0.117 −0.055 −1.814
M06-L −0.122 −0.041 −1.846
M06-2X −0.142 −0.063 −1.914

CPCM PBE −0.116 −0.043 −1.829
PBE0 −0.118 −0.055 −1.813
M06-L −0.122 −0.041 −1.845
M06-2X −0.116 −0.052 −1.879

SMD PBE −0.129 −0.047 −1.788
PBE0 −0.164 −0.080 −1.847
M06-L −0.218 −0.117 −1.894
M06-2X −0.144 −0.064 −1.825
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a bigger orbital overlap than the Pt−NH3 bond.72,73 This
finding also indicates that the Pt−Cl bond exhibits more
covalent characteristics.73 Table 3 also demonstrates that apart
from the SMD solvation model, the charge flows away from
the Pt metal ion in the range from 0.252e for the PBE0/CPCM
combination to 0.181e for the PBE0/gas combination. The
M06-2X functional in the gas phase as well as all DFT
functionals with SMD produces slightly elevated charge-
transfer values, further supporting the above established
conclusion that both the DFT functional and inclusion of
solvent model are important in the prediction of accurate
vibrations in Pt-based complexes.
In contrast to cisplatin, the charges on the oxygen atoms in

carboplatin are more negative than −1.0e by at least 0.2e
regardless of the functional/solvent model combination. In
addition, the atomic charge on O is computed to be more
negative when calculated in the gas phase, which is in
agreement with the above results that solvation plays a role in
charge transfer for carboplatin. This finding highlights that the
Pt−O bond is clearly more ionic than the Pt−Cl bond, with
the charge on the Pt ion being slightly higher than the nominal
+2.0 charge. The largest difference of 0.229e was observed for
M06-L with SMD, indicating the charge transfer from the Pt
atom to the ligands.
In addition, by comparing the charges of ligands in

carboplatin and cisplatin, the direction of charge transfer
could potentially give an insight into the different rates of
hydrolysis. Using the calculations conducted with PBE and gas
phase as an example, a charge transfer of 0.293e from the
chloride anion to Pt and then a charge transfer of 0.184e to the
ammonia ligand in cisplatin. For carboplatin, charge transfer
occurs from Pt to both the O atoms on the cyclo-
butanedicarboxylate in the amount of 0.479e, whereas the
ammonia ligands experience charge transfer to a much lesser
extent. This redistribution of the electron density about the
ligands for carboplatin could play a pivotal role in the different
rates of hydrolysis and, hence, the different levels of toxicity of
the two Pt drugs.
The overall charges of NH3 groups in cisplatin and

carboplatin have also been analyzed. As in Table 4, the overall
charges of NH3 in cisplatin are found to be equivalent for all
but one calculation, M06-2X and CPCM solvation model,
where one NH3 is 0.066e more negative than the other NH3
ligand. This gives an indication that the two NH3 ligands result
in the same extent of charge transfer from the Pt metal ion.
This is, however, not the case for carboplatin. The overall
charge of the two NH3 ligands in carboplatin is significantly
different, for example, −0.069 and 0.013e with PBE functional
and gas. This difference implies that there is an imbalance of
charge transfer from the metal ion and a larger extent of orbital
overlap for N(3)H3 than N(5)H3. Across the different
combinations of functional and solvation models, the overall
charge of NH3 is more negative in cisplatin than that of
carboplatin, indicating a stronger interaction in the Pt−NH3
bond in cisplatin.
Merz−Kollman (MK) partial charge analysis was also

performed to study the atomic charges of cisplatin and
carboplatin.67 The results are presented in the Supporting
Information and not discussed here as the findings further
support the trends from the ChelpG analysis, whereby the Pt−
O bond in carboplatin is found to exhibit a stronger ionic
character compared to the Pt−Cl bond in cisplatin. MK
analysis is included in the Supporting Information.

■ CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that the accuracy of theoretical vibrational
frequencies in the FIR region of the two Pt complexes depends
on the choice of both DFT functional and solvation model. In
the case of cisplatin, the combination of PBE and SMD was
found to be the best for the prediction of experimentally
measured characteristic bands with a MAD and SD of 5.7 ±
8.5 cm−1, whereas the M06-L and IEFPCM or CPCM
combination is the best choice for carboplatin, with a MAD
and SD of 6.8 ± 9.2 and 6.8 ± 9.1 cm−1, respectively. These
findings were attributed to the differences in the covalent
nature of Pt−ligand bonds present in the complex of interest.
As the Pt−Cl bond was found to exhibit more covalent
characteristics than the Pt−O bond in carboplatin, it is not
surprising that PBE performs better for cisplatin because it was
designed to treat covalent bonds.37 This is indicated by a
charge transfer of 0.293e from the chloride anion to Pt in
cisplatin and the reduced charge on Pt below the nominal +2.0
charge. Instead, the Pt−O bonds were more of ionic nature,
with the Pt charge being slightly higher than the nominal +2.00
charge and a charge transfer of 0.036 and 0.013e to the
cyclobutanedicarboxylate and NH3 groups. Therefore, M06-L
was found to perform better for carboplatin because it was
designed for ionic systems.36 Projecting these findings to other
Pt-based complexes such as oxaliplatin and nedaplatin with
Pt−O bonds, the M06-L functional with SMD is recom-
mended as the best choice.
As expected, stretching vibrations are usually overestimated

when calculated in gas phase as they produce shorter Pt−
ligand bonds when calculated with a solvation model. With the
inclusion of the solvation model, stretching vibrations are
usually found to be overestimated in cisplatin, with the
exception of the PBE0 functional in combination with both
IEFPCM and SMD. For carboplatin, the stretching vibrations
are less accurate because of the mixing of stretching and
bending vibrations. While Pt−O stretching vibrations can be
found to be either under- or overestimated, Pt−N vibrations
are mostly overestimated. This further affirms the conclusion
that the appropriate functional−solvation model combination
should be determined to study such complexes with diverse
bond characteristics. In addition, the different scaling factors
are required not only for pure bending and stretching
vibrations but also for mixed stretching and bending vibrations.
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Chapter 3

Effects of explicit solvation on the hy-

drolysis mechanism of the Pt com-

plexes.

3.1 Introduction

Platinum based anticancer drugs, such as cisplatin, continue to play a vital role in cancer treat-

ment.1 The current understanding in the field suggests that cisplatin must undergo hydrolysis

and form either a mono– or di–aquated complex before reaching the cell (Fig: 3.1).2 These

complexes, usually referred to as activated forms of the drug, are understood to interact with

the guanine base of DNA and form intra–strand mono- or di-functional adducts that result in

the localized unwinding and hence, increasing the width of minor groove of the DNA helix.2–4

The disruption to the structural integrity of DNA leads to disruption of the cell replication

process in the early stages and apoptosis in later stages.2,3 Cisplatin has both chloride anions

in the cis position and this has been attributed to its ability to form intra-strand adducts and

act as an anti-cancer drug. Transplatin, on the other hand, was shown to be unable to form

intra-strand adducts due to the chloride anions in the trans position, thus rendering it inactive

as an anti-cancer drug.5,6
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Figure 3.1: Hydrolysis of cisplatin, resulting in either the mono- (left) or di-aquated (right)
complexes.

Crystallographic data on the binding mechanism of cisplatin to DNA indicates the chloride

anions must be preferred leaving groups because only ammonia ligands were found to be

bound to the Pt cation in X-ray crystallographic experiments.7,8 For example, Takahara et al.

reported structural changes in the double-stranded deoxyoligonucleotide, a mimic of DNA,

before and after the binding of cisplatin via X-ray crystallography.9 The X-ray crystal structures

were resolved at 2.6 Å resolution.9 It was noted that after cisplatin binds to the nucleotide, the

structure of the dodecamer becomes significantly distorted by a minimum of 8∘.9 The width of

the minor grooves were also measured to lie between 9.2 and 11.2 Å, deviating significantly

from that of 5.7 Å found in B-DNA, one of the biologically relevant conformations of DNA.9 In

addition, upon cisplatin binding, the hydrogen bonding between nucleobases is disrupted,

decreasing the rotation angle between two neighbouring guanine fragments from the original

80∘ to 54∘.9 Despite numerous crystallographic studies, definitive details about the hydrolysis

mechanism of cisplatin have not been reported.

The use of cisplatin in anti-cancer treatments is accompanied by several side effects, such

as diminished hearing ability, hair loss, nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity, toxicity to kidney

and peripheral nervous system, respectively; all of which were attributed to the accumulation

of the activated form of the drug due to its fast hydrolysis in the body.10,11 These effects have

thus motivated the development of analogous Pt-based complexes to decrease their rate of

hydrolysis and subsequent accumulation, leading to lower toxicity.11 Replacement of chloride
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with additional functional groups such as dicarboxylate and glycolate was shown to reduce

side effects in Pt-based drugs such as carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin (Fig: 3.2).11

Figure 3.2: Examples of anti-cancer Pt-based complexes with decreased hydrolysis.11

The nephrotoxicity of cisplatin is thought to arise from the accumulation of plasma free Pt

complexes in the body due to continuous administration.12,13 As reported by Harrington et

al., the elimination of cisplatin from the body has proven to be an issue, with only 25% be-

ing secreted 24 hours after administration. The drug appeared to be accumulated mainly

in liver, kidney, stomach and intestine.13 It was reported that cisplatin was able to interact

with biomolecules in the kidneys, rendering its function as a mutagen.14 Drugs such as carbo-

platin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin with more complex leaving groups were also designed to

be eliminated from the body more efficiently. For example, at least 50% of the administrated

carboplatin was found to be secreted after 24 hours, effectively decreasing the accumulation

of Pt complexes in the body,14,15 whereas 50% of nedaplatin was secreted already after 8 hours

of administration.16 Carboplatin was also designed to specifically decrease the nephrotoxicity

that was not induced with a dosage of up to 400 mg/m2.14,17,18 Oxaliplatin was shown to further

suppress the abnormal tissue growth.19 Saijo et al. compared the pharmacokinetics of cisplatin,

carboplatin and nedaplatin and discovered that the half-lives were 2880, 840 and 768 mins,

respectively, indicating that introducing cyclo-groups decreased the half-lives of Pt-complexes

siginificantly.16,20

Despite the numerous experiments conducted to study the side effects of Pt-based complexes,

little is understood about the role of varying ligands on the hydrolysis rate. This is mainly

due to significant limitations present in both computational and experimental approaches.

Experimentally, studies have been hindered due to low solubility of these Pt compounds.21
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As a result, the emphasis of experimental studies was given towards generation of possible

hydrolysed species of Pt complexes by varying the pH of the solution and subsequent analysis

of their binding to nucleobases.

Chottard et al. conducted kinetic studies on the platination of 1,2-d(GpG) and 1,2-d(ApG)

by cisplatin using high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).22 Acidic conditions of ex-

periments varied to produce three unique hydrolysed states of cisplatin: cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2],

cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+ and cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+.22 The mono- and di-hydrolysed states

were prepared separately, with cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+ being isolated with ClO−
4 as a counter-

ion and cis-Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ being prepared with the addition of stoichiometric amounts of

AgNO3.23,24 Although previous studies suggested that DNA platination was concurrent with the

first hydrolysis step, in which one chloride anion was replaced with a water molecule.25,26 Chot-

tard et al. could not conclude which species participated in binding with DNA in vivo.22

The main difficulty was associated with maintaining the stability of the oligonucleotides

under varying acidic conditions.22 It was established that a pH of 4.5 was required to hy-

drolyse cisplatin forming both cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+ and cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+.22 cis-

[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ was found to be the most reactive out of the three plausible species,

binding approximately three times faster with the 1,2-d(GpG) oligonucleotide compared with

that of the 1,2-d(ApG) oligonucleotide.22 Based on these results, Chottard et al. concluded that

the cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ was the likely activated species of cisplatin.22

Further studies established that the binding of Pt-based complexes to DNA was found to be

kinetically driven.27,28 Hambley et al. made use of 1H and 15N heteronuclear single-quantum

coherence (HSQC) 2Dnuclearmagnetic resonance (NMR) to study the rate of binding between

the two forms of cisplatin - cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2] and cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ - and a 14-base pair

oligonucleotide, 5’–d(AATTGATATCAATT)-3’.27 cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ was prepared with

AgNO3 in dimethylformamide and extracted via centrifuge.27 Upon studying the reaction

of cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2] with the oligonucleotide, they were able to detect the presence of cis-

[Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+.27 They determined that the rate of binding of the mono- aquated form

of cisplatin to the guanine (G) nucleobase was approximately four times faster than that to

the adenine (A) nucleobase.27 It was also reported that the di-aquated form of cisplatin still

formed a bi-functional adduct with the oligonucleotide via a two-step mechanism.27 The
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mono-hydrated form was found to bind to G on the oligonucleotide > 20 times slower than

the di-hydrated form, indicating the preference for the di-aquated form to almost instantly

bind to DNA.27

From the theoretical point of view, difficulties in studying hydrolysis of Pt-based complexes

arise from the lack of thorough benchmarking and assessment studies. Presence of both main

group elements and transition metals present in the system poses an issue because these two

classes may require different functionals of Density Functional Theory (DFT).29,30 There is

a general lack of transition metal databases that can be used to assess the performance of

DFT functionals for studying hydrolysis and binding mechanisms of Pt-based complexes.31

Early studies of 20 complexes of main group elements, for example H2, NH3 and Cl2 demon-

strates that PBE, a DFT functional of the second rung on the Jacob’s ladder, overestimated

their atomisation energies with a mean absolute error of 33.1 kJmol−1 when compared to

experimental results.32–34 On the other hand, GGA functionals such as G96LYP, XLYP and BLYP

were shown to perform better for systems containing transition metals (TMs).29,35–37 Truhlar et

al. studied the bond dissociation energies of the transition metal complexes in the MLBE21/05

database, containing a range of metal ions from Be2+, Co2+ and Fe2+, with a range of local spin

density approximation (LSDA) functionals, GGA, hybrid GGA , meta GGA and hybrid meta

GGA functionals.29 The mean unsigned error (MUE) of the LDA, GGA, hybrid GGA, meta-GGA

and hybrid meta GGA with TZQ basis set is as follows: 128.4, 40.6, 31.0, 44.8 and 31.8 kJmol−1,

respectively.29 Schultz et al. undertook a systematic approach to investigate the accuracy

of 5 different types of DFT functionals corresponding to five rungs of Jacob’s ladder for the

existing three databases containing transition metal complexes - TMBL8/05, TMAE9/05 and

TMAE4/05.38 Upon investigation of the different types of DFT functionals withTMBL8/05,

containing bond lengths of 8 metal dimers, for example Ag2, Cu2 and CuAg, GGA functionals

reproduced the smallest MUE of 0.05 Å, with the HCTH functional producing the largest MUE

of 0.16 Å.38 TMAE9/05, consisting of atomisation energies of the 8 dimers in TMBL8/05 and

the atomisation energy of ZrV, also revealed that GGA functionals produced the smallest MUE

of 29.7 kJ mol−1, out of the different rungs of Jacob’s ladder, with LSDA and surprisingly hybrid

meta-GGA functionals producing the largest MUE of 127.2 and 84.1 kJ mol−1, respectively.38

Lastly, results from the TMAE4/05 database, a subset of TMAE9/05, containing Cr2, Cu2, V2
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and Zr2, supported the conclusion from TMAE9/05, with GGA functionals reproducing the

smallest MUE of 30.5 kJ mol−1.38 Inclusion of 21% of the exact Hartree-Fock exchange in the

B97-2 functional led to the smallest average MUE of 5.3 kJ mol−1 for atomisation energies of

the TMAE9/05 database, whereas GGA functionals, such as G96LYP, performed consistently

better than hybrid ones for atomisation energies of metal dimer systems.38

To date, only a handful of computational chemistry studies have been conducted to inves-

tigate the hydrolysis mechanism in Pt-based anti-cancer drugs.39–43 It was computationally

established that during the initial stage of hydrolysis cisplatin underwent an 𝑆𝑁2 reaction

proceeding via a trigonal bipyramidal transition state and the water molecule paying the role

of a nucleophile.39,44–47 However, the effect of Pt-based complexes hydrolysis with either im-

plicit solvation models or inclusion of explicit water molecules has only been explored to a

certain extent.39–43,48 Santos et al. conducted a study on the second step of cis- dichloro(ethy-

lene)diammineplatinum(II) (cis-DEP) hydrolysis using a thermodynamic cycle.40 Gas phase

and implicit polarisable continuum model (PCM) real cavities and self-consistent reaction

field (SCRF) spherical cavities were used in combination with the HF, MP2, B3P86 and B3PW91

levels of theory coupled with the 6-31G(d) basis set for non-Pt atoms and the LANL2DZ effec-

tive core potential (ECP) for the Pt ion.40 The MP2 activation Gibbs free energy of the second

step of hydrolysis was calculated to be 125.77, 97.65 and 98.95 kJ mol−1 in gas phase, SCRF and

PCM, respectively, which was found to be the closest to the experimental value of 96.23 ± 25 kJ

mol−1.40,49,50

The overestimation of 29.54 kJ mol−1 when calculated in gas phase highlighted the importance

of solvation models for the prediction of reliable energetics.40,49,50 The MP2 method in com-

bination with the SCRF and PCM approaches predicted the rate constant of 4.84 * 10−5 and

2.87 * 10−5 M−1s−1, respectively, which were found to be the closest to the experimental value

of 4.4 ± 0.6 * 10−5 M−1s−1.40,49,50 Gas phase calculation produced a significantly slower rate of

hydrolysis of 1.92 * 10−11 M−1s−1, indicating that solvation models played a vital role in the

prediction of hydrolysis rates of Pt- based complexes.40

Eriksson et al. contrasted the energetics of the cisplatin step-wise hydrolysis using an implicit

solvation model, IEF-PCM and an explicit solvation approach with the inclusion of 6 water
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molecules.44 B3LYP,35,51 LanL2DZ ECP,52 6-311+G(d,p) basis set53 were employed for geome-

try optimisations and electronic energies were improved by performing single point energy

calculations with a larger basis set, 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set53 and including the IEF-PCM54

solvation model.44 The importance of explicit water molecules to stabilise the electrostatic

interactions in the Pt-Cl bond manifested itself by lowering the Gibbs energy of activation of

both the first and second hydrolysis steps by 6.7 and 29.3 kJ mol−1, respectively.44 The explicit

solvation approach predicted the Gibb’s free energy of activation for the first hydrolysis step

to be 95.8 kJ mol−1, which was in better agreement with the reported experimental values of

81.6-90.0 kJ mol−1.55 The activation Gibbs free energy for the second step of hydrolysis was

within 6.7 kJ mol−1 of the experimentally measured barrier of chloride anation of the fully

hydrolysed Pt complex.56 This further emphasized the importance of explicit solvation in

investigating such hydrolysis reactions. In the study of Burda et al. the level of theory was also

identified as critical for the accurate prediction of activation barriers.57

You et al. studied the effects that implicit solvation model, the Onsager SCRF model, on the

step-wise hydrolysis of cisplatin, in particular its influence on the optimised geometry and the

thermodynamics of the reaction.42 The Pt-Cl and Pt-O bond lengths obtained with implicit

solvation is usually longer than that obtained in gas phase, by an average of 0.13 and 0.02 Å.42

Gibbs Free energies of the first and second step of hydrolysis were reported to be 15.6 and 15.9

kJ mol−1, supporting the previously published experimental observation.42,58–60

Lippard also made use of B3LYP functional, 6-31G** basis set and Los Alamos LACVP** basis

for Pt,61 to examine the thermodynamics and kinetics of the formation of the mono- and

dehydrated equivalents of cisplatin and their binding to either guanine or adenine.62 Single

point energies were performed using cc-pVTZ(-f) basis set for non-metal atoms and LACV3P**

basis for Pt.62 Solvation effects were investigated by incorporating SCRF based on Poisson-

Boltzmann equation on the geometries optimised in gas phase.62 To study the binding event,

the optimised geometries of both Pt complex and base were placed at Pt-N(base) at a distance

of 4.0 Å and decreasing the distance by an increment of 0.1 Å until the distance of 2.0 Å was

reached.62 Guanine was found to be energetically preferred for platanation of the hydrolysed

Pt complexes.62 Compared to the mono-aquated complex, the di-aquated complex was found
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to be both thermodynamically and kinetically preferred for platanation to guanine.62 This was

attributed to the involvement of one of the ammine ligands in hydrogen bonding.62

However, a study conducted by Deubel et al. has demonstrated limitations of DFT to study

hydrolysis reactions when coupled with implicit solvation models.63 Deubel et al. studied the

step-wise hydrolysis of cisplatin and recorded the pKa values of the Pt complexes with the

B3LYP functional, a continuum dielectric model (CDM), the LANL2DZ effective core potential

for Pt and the 6-31G(d,p) basis set for non-metal atoms.63 The activation free energy for the

first and second hydrolysis was found to be 125.5 and 129.7 kJ mol−1, respectively, in which

the activation free energy was 25.1 kJ mol−1 higher than the previously reported experimental

values.63 The pK𝑎 of the complexes were calculated using a thermodynamic cycle, resulting

in an overestimation of pK𝑎 compared to experimental by 1.4 and 2.9 pK𝑎 units for mono-

and di-hydrated equivalent, respectively.63,64 These overestimations may indicate that implicit

solvation is not sufficient to describe the hydrolysis reactions.

To-date, the effect of explicit solvation was identified among the most important factors that

affect the prediction of Gibbs free energy of step-wise hydrolysis and reaction mechanisms

of cisplatin and its analogue. Andreoni et al. made use of Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics

(CPMD) with the BLYP functional, alongside 35 water molecules to study the first step of the

hydrolysis mechanism, replacing one Cl− to form the mono-hydrated equivalent.65,66 They

discovered that inclusion of explicit water molecules was essential to study the 𝑆𝑁2 reaction

of replacing Cl− with a H2O, with 4 to 8 water molecules required to solvate the Cl− leaving

group.65 Previously conducted kinetics experiments have indicated that the hydrolysis reaction

was enthalpically driven, with a ΔH of 83.9 kJ mol−1.55,67,68 Ensing et al. also applied CPMD

with metadynamics and 50 explicit water molecules to investigate the free energy landscape of

the step-wise hydrolysis reaction of cisplatin, in particular the activation free energies.69 The 5

ps simulations revealed that an intricate hydrogen bonded water network surrounds cisplatin,

with Cl− and NH3 forming an average of 1.7 and 2.9 hydrogen bonds to the surrounding water

molecules, respectively.69 The water structure did not undergo significant changes during the

hydrolysis process, with the chloride preferring to be located near the Pt centre at 4.5 Å, thus

forming a contact ion pair.69 Through the simulations, 3 minima were located corresponding

to the reactant, intermediate and final product.69 Free energy profiles and total free energies of
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the step-wise hydrolysis were calculated using metadynamics and compared to experimental

data. They determined that the free energies of the second step was 31.4 kJ mol−1 lower than

that of the first step, indicating the latter to be the rate determining step, which is in accordance

with experimental data.68

In summary, noneof the studies contrasted thehydrolysis rate of a series of Pt-based complexes.

In order to address this gap in the literature, an explicit solvation approach through inclusion of

tens ofwatermoleculeswas adopted in this study to obtain the thermodynamic properties such

as dissociation energies of the step-wise hydrolysis of commonly used Pt-based anti-cancer

drugs - cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin. This was achieved by performing

relaxed scan geometry optimisations by an incremental increase of the dative bond between

the Pt cation and the leaving group (LG) such as chloride and ammonia in cisplatin. The results

from the explicit solvation approach were compared to Gibbs free energies obtained from

the classical thermodynamic cycle of the two-step hydrolysis in combination with implicit

solvation models.

3.2 Theoretical Procedures

3.2.1 Geometry optimisation and relaxed scanswithin explicit solvation approach

An explicit solvation approach was adopted for studying the potential energy surface of the

dissociation mechanism of the bond between the Pt cation and a leaving group in cisplatin,

carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin. Ammonia molecules, chloride and dicarboxylate

anions were considered as leaving groups in the study. Each Pt-based complex was surrounded

with explicit H2O molecules (see Fig 3.3) - 33 for cisplatin, 48 for carboplatin, 52 for oxaliplatin,

and 51 for nedaplatin to ensure that they were fully surrounded with a single solvation layer of

water molecules.

All DFT calculations were performed using either Gaussian 0970 or Gaussian 1671 quantum

chemical packages. The Pt-based complexes underwent geometry optimisation and a subse-

quent frequency calculation in combinationwith theM06-2X functional,72 Dunning’s cc-pVDZ

(VDZ) basis set for the non-Pt atoms,73 Dunning’s cc-pVTZ-pp (VTZ-pp) ECP74 for the Pt

atom and an implicit solvent model, a conductor-like polarisable continuum model (CPCM)
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solvation model75 with water as solvent. The absence of imaginary frequencies confirmed the

location of a minimum on the potential energy surface.

Relaxed scan geometry optimisations were performed by incrementally stretching the Pt–

leaving group bond by 0.1 Å up to 1.0 Å, 1.2 Å, 1.4 Å and 2.0 Å away from its equilibrium length.

Both a universal solvation model based on density (SMD)76 and the CPCM were initially used

to perform the relaxed scans. However, SMD geometry optimisations led to convergence issues

because of the poor description of the solvent accessible surface area in some of the systems

and therefore, CPCM solvation model results were used exclusively within the large explicit

solvation approach.

Figure 3.3: Models of cisplatin (top left), carboplatin (top right), oxaliplatin (bottom left) and
nedaplatin (bottom right) solvated with explicit water molecules. The Pt metal ion
is shown in red and explicit water molecules in white.
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3.2.2 Assessment study for single point improved energy calculations

Recently Reiher et al. has established the WCCR10 database that contains 10 dissociation

reactions of transition metal complexes, with three dissociation reactions involving the Pt

metal centre.31 In this work two of these dissociation reactions (see Figure 3.4) were assessed

with two of the most widely used DFT functionals - M06-2X72 and 𝜔B97X-D.77 M06-2X, a

hybrid meta-GGA functional, was specifically designed to predict non-covalent interactions

and barrier heights.72 𝜔B97X-D, a long-range corrected hybrid functional respectively, has

shown superior performance for the prediction of majority of thermodynamic properties,

including atomisation energies.77 All species were optimised with both functionals combined

with bothVDZ andVTZ basis sets for the main group elements andVDZ-pp andVTZ-pp ECPs

for the Pt metal ion, respectively.73,74,78 Single point energy calculations were performed with

the cc-pVQZ (VQZ), aug-cc-pVTZ (aVTZ) and aug-cc-pVQZ (aVQZ) basis sets for non-Pt atoms,

accompanied with the cc-pVQZ-pp (VQZ-pp), aug-pVTZ-pp (aVTZ-pp) and aug-pVQZ-pp

(aVQZ-pp) ECPs, respectively, on Pt. Zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections were

obtained from the optimisation step and added to the single point energies. The obtained

dissociation energies was compared to that obtained experimentally79,80 to identify which

of the two functionals was better for studying Pt-based complexes considered here. The

experimentally reported dissociation energy for Reactions 1 and 2 are 120.2 ± 2.779 and 102.6

± 2.5 kJ mol−1,80 respectively.

Figure 3.4: Dissociation reaction involving Pt metal from the WCCR10 benchmark set. Experi-
mental dissociation energies are given under each reaction in kJ mol−1.31,79,80
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Table 3.1: Raw errors (in kJ mol−1) of M06-2X and 𝜔B97XD with varying Dunning’s basis
sets on VDZ- and VTZ-optimised complexes. Opt represents geometry optimisation
calculations. SP represents single point energy calculation on a given optimised
geometry.

Reaction 1 Reaction 2

M06-2X 𝜔B97X-D M06-2X 𝜔B97X-D

OptVDZ 21.9 23.4 -14.7 -10.0
SPVTZ -5.5 -6.9 -18.9 -15.2
SPVQZ -13.2 -15.3 -20.9 -17.8
SP aVTZ -16.0 -18.5 -20.5 -17.2
SP aVQZ -16.7 -20.0 -20.8 -18.4

OptVDZ -5.6 -6.9 -19.4 -17.0
SPVQZ -13.5 -15.5 -10.8 -19.6
SP aVTZ -16.2 -18.5 -10.2 -19.0
SP aVQZ -17.1 -20.0 -10.7 -20.3

Analysis of the raw errors of the M06-2X and 𝜔B97XD functionals showed systematic underes-

timation of the experimentally measured dissociation energies in the range of -5.5 to - 20.3 kJ

mol−1. VDZ represented the only exception, as the errors became positive > 22 kJ mol−1. The

downside of these meta-GGA functionals that their performance can only be considered reli-

able with at least a triple-𝜁 quality basis set. Out of the basis sets used aVTZ with the 𝜔B97X-D

functional performed consistently for both reactions. Underestimating experimental values

by 18.0 kJ mol−1 on average. Therefore, 𝜔B97X-D/aVTZ (with aVTZ-pp ECP used for the Pt

metal) was used for all single point energy calculations unless stated otherwise.

3.2.3 Gibbs free energy calculations of step-wise hydrolysis and di-hydrolysis

using implicit solvation

Gibbs free energies of step-wise hydrolysis and di-hydrolysis for all 4 complexes were predicted

using a standard thermodynamic cycle. Examples of the studied thermodynamic cycles are

given in Figure 3.5 for cisplatin and carboplatin. In the step-wise hydrolysis, a single water

molecule replaces one or parts of the leaving group at each step. In the case of cisplatin

[Pt(NH3)2Cl(H2O)]+ and [Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ complexes are produced at step 1 and step 2,

respectively. In the case of carboplatin one of the two carboxylate groups becomes liberated

at step 1, whereas at step two a di-anion is produced. I-hydrolysis, on the other hand, was
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considered as a simultaneous dissociation of either both chlorides in the case of cisplatin or the

di-carboxylate anion in the case of carboplatin. For oxaliplatin and nedaplatin thermodynamic

cycles similar to that of carboplatin were considered.

Geometry optimisations were again performed with the M06-2X functional combined with

theVDZ basis set for non-metal atoms, theVTZ-pp ECP basis set for the Pt atom and the SMD

solvation model. Gas phase electronic energies were improved with the 𝜔B97X-D functional

as identified above. Both Gibbs free energies in gas, ΔG𝑔𝑎𝑠, and with implicit solvent, ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣,

(see equations 3.1 and 3.2) were calculated using the standard physical chemistry formulae.81

Figure 3.5: Step-wise hydrolysis and di-hydrolysis processes for cisplatin (1) and carboplatin
(2).

Δ𝐺 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 =Δ𝐻 +𝑇𝐶 −𝑇Δ𝑆 +Δ(Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣) (3.1)

Δ𝐺 𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 =Δ𝐻 +𝑇𝐶 −𝑇Δ𝑆 (3.2)

where Δ𝐺 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 is Gibbs free energy in implicit solvent model, Δ𝐺 𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 is Gibbs free energy in gas

phase, Δ𝐻 is the dissociation enthalpy in gas phase (Δ𝐸 + Δ𝑍𝑃𝑉𝐸), E is the electronic energy,
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𝑍𝑃𝑉𝐸 is the zero-point vibration energy, 𝑇𝐶 is the temperature correction, and Δ𝑆 is the

entropic contribution. The latter three were calculated at the geometry optimisation level of

theory. Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 represents solvation energy of each component included in the thermodynamic

cycle. Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 was calculated by taking the difference of single point energies of solvent (SMD)

and gas at M06-2X functional, VDZ basis set andVTZ-pp ECP.

3.2.4 ChelpG partial atomic charges

ChelpG analysis is performed on the optimised geometries using the HF method, VDZ basis

set on the non-Pt atoms andVTZ-pp ECP on Pt metal ion, represented with an ionic radius of

0.8 Å.82

3.2.5 Energy profile calculations of step-wise hydrolysis of cisplatin in explicit

solvation

Geometry optimisations were again performed with the M06-2X functional combined with

the VDZ basis set for non-metal atoms, the VTZ-pp ECP basis set for the Pt atom and the

CPCM solvation model. Location of minima and maxima were confirmed by performing

frequency calculations, with no or one imaginary frequency, to ensure that either equilibrium

or transition state was obtainted.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Relaxed scans of the first step of hydrolysis using explicit solvation approach

Figure 3.6 shows relaxed scans of the dissociation mechanism of leaving groups in the four

Pt complexes studied by incrementally increasing the Pt-leaving group dative bond from its

equilibrium value, R𝑒. On the relaxed scans, energies are given in the form of relative energies

calculated with respect to the original minimum located for each complex. Relaxed scans were

performed for each unique leaving group in the complex as demonstrated in the snapshots of

optimised structures for each Pt-based complex in Figure 3.6. For example, for cisplatin the

Pt bond to both the ammonia molecule and the chloride anion were allowed to be stretched

to generate two potential energy curves. In the case of the di-carboxylate anion present in
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carboplatin and oxaliplatin, only one of the carboxylate groups was allowed to be stretched

away from the Pt cation. For nedaplatin, the di-anion is based on the glycolic acid with the

different chemical environment for the two oxygens in bonding with Pt. Therefore, relaxed

scans were performed for both Pt-O bonds.

Figure 3.6: Relaxed scans of the first step of hydrolysis of cisplatin (blue), carboplatin (orange),
oxaliplatin (green) and nedaplatin (pink).

Analysis of the relaxed scans has revealed that the dissociation of the Pt-anion bond lies

energetically between96.4 kJmol−1 orPt-Cl in cisplatin and54.8 kJmol−1 for Pt-O in carboplatin.

The result for cisplatin slightly overestimates previously published experimental data, in which

Gibbs free energy of activation of the first step of hydrolysis was found to lie between 81.6

and 90.0 kJ mol−1.55 It should be noted that the experimental Gibbs free energy of activation

were obtained through pH adjustments and titration to ensure the anation of Cl− whereas the

calculations presented in this study only looks at the effects of water on the reactions. Hence,

while the trends are similar, the Gibbs free energy of activation should not be compared to

directly. The dissociation of NH3 and the NH2 group in the case of oxaliplatin has not even
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peaked at 1.0 Å (with the exception of nedaplatin), with the barrier reaching 135.1 kJ mol−1,

thus confirming lower preference for the Pt-N bond dissociation. In the case of nedaplatin,

the carboxylate group of the di-anion is more likely to dissociate first, with the dissociation of

the second Pt-O bond being 12.2 kJ mol−1 higher in energy when positioned 1.0 Å away from

their R𝑒. Interestingly, upon increasing the Pt-leaving group to 1.4 Å, the dissociation of the

ether group forms the more stable complex, resulting in a structure that is 30.2 kJ mol−1 lower

in energy. Apart from nedaplatin, the anionic leaving group dissociation from the Pt centre

has reached the highest point on the potential energy surface already within 1.0 Å away - 96.5

kJ mol−1 for cisplaitn, 54.8 kJ mol−1 for carboplatin and 105.1 kJ mol−1 for oxaliplatin. This

distance is still rather short for a water molecule to diffuse in and start directly interacting

with the Pt cation and hence, why the formation of mono-aquated complexes was not directly

observed. Compared to cisplatin, the dissociation of the carboxylate-based di-anions has a

similar amount of energy, with the exception of carboplatin, for which the barrier is only 54.8 kJ

mol−1.These initial results indicate that thefirst stepof hydrolysis of carboplatin, oxaliplatin and

nedaplatin occurs at a similar or slightly faster rate to that of cisplatin. This finding supports the

conclusion from the previously published work from our group, in which the ChelpG analysis

performed on the cisplatin and carboplatin structures optimised with an implicit solvation

model suggested that the Pt-O bond was more ionic in the latter and hence more likely to

dissociate faster.83

Table 3.2: ChelpG partial atomic charges of cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin
in their equilibrium geometries optimised using implicit (CPCM) and explicit solva-
tion approaches.

Implicit Solvation Approach Explicit Solvation Approach

Pt O or Cl NH2/NH3 Di-anionic LG Pt O or Cl NH2/NH3 Di-anionic LG

Cisplatin 2.104 -0.734 -0.318 2.599 -1.185 -0.121
-0.734 -0.318 -0.844 -0.172

Carboplatin 2.102 -1.236 -0.160 -1.852 2.866 -2.050 -0.232 -0.569
-1.286 -0.090 -1.874 -0.174

Oxaliplatin 2.376 -0.957 -1.144 -0.637 2.827 -2.569 -1.475 -2.146
-0.957 -1.144 -1.059 -0.908

Nedaplatin 2.018 -0.932 -0.225 -1.564 3.044 -3.331 -0.274 -4.279
-0.820 -0.229 -1.896 -0.021
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To understand whether the use of an explicit solvation approach affects the charge distribution

in Pt-based complexes, ChelpG partial atomic charges were compared between structures opti-

mised with implicit and explicit solvation approaches adopted in the study (see Table 3.2). The

presence of explicit water molecules introduced significant changes to the charge distribution,

especially to the positive charge on the Pt cation (up to 1 𝑒 in the case of nedaplatin) and the

negative charge on the anionic leaving groups, with the charge on the ammonia molecule or

the NH2 group decreasing only slightly. The charges on the oxygen atoms in the di-anions are

particularly striking in in the explicit approach, especially compared to those on chlorides in

cisplatin. These charges range between -1.896 𝑒 on the ether oxygen in nedaplatin and -2.569

𝑒 and -3.331 𝑒 on the carboxylic oxygen in oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, respectively.

The ChelpG charges are in excellent agreement with Gibbs solvation energies predicted for

individual anions with M06-2X/VDZ and SMD. The solvation energies recalculated to per

formal charge of each anion (-1 for chloride and -2 for di-anions) indicate that solvation of

di-anions such as cyclobutanedicarboxylate (-460.9 kJ mol−1), oxalate (-511.5 kJ mol−1) and

2-oxidoacetate (-528.8 kJ mol−1) is energetically more favourable that of chloride (-283.9 kJ

mol−1 by a factor of at least 1.6. To this end, the dissociation of the carboxylate-based anions is

predicted to occur at the same rate or faster than the chloride dissociation.
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Figure 3.7: Box and whiskers plot of Hydrogen bonding between water molecules and leaving
groups at either equilibrium or at 1 Å away. The length of the box plot indicates the
spread of the H bonding between the water molecules and the leaving groups.

To further understand the charge distribution in explicit models, the hydrogen bonding dis-

tances between explicit water molecules and the respective leaving groups were compared in

Figure 3.7. Both scenarios – the complex in the initial equilibrium geometry and the complex

in which when the leaving group is located at 1 Å away from the Pt centre were considered. As

the NH2 or NH3 group are 1 Å away from their equilibrium distance, the hydrogen bonding

distance to the surrounding water molecules became longer, from a minimal increase of 0.13

Å for oxaliplatin and nedaplatin to 0.31 Å for cisplatin. This increase in hydrogen bonds to

the NH2 or NH3 group decreases the strength of hydrogen bonding. However, the opposite

can be seen when the Cl− and di-anions move away by 1 Å from their equilibrium distance.

The hydrogen bonding between water molecules decreases, ranging from 0.1 to 0.8 Å for car-

boplatin and oxaliplatin, respectively. This decrease in hydrogen bonding suggests stronger

hydrogen bonding as compared to their NH2 or NH3 counterpart, hence better stabilisation of

the system. These findings further support experimental results that chloride and di-anions
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are more energetically stable leaving groups. Apart from cisplatin, the hydrogen bonding in

water molecules around carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin becomes quite short, 2.168

Å on average compared to 2.462 Å in cisplatin. This observation agrees with the energetic data

in Figure 3.6 that the first step of hydrolysis in the Pt-based complexes studied are expected to

be similar in rate.

3.3.2 Relaxed scans of the second step of hydrolysis and di-hydrolysis using ex-

plicit solvation approach

The second step of hydrolysis was only studied for the energetically preferred leaving groups –

chlorides and di-anions. Relaxed scanswere again performed in the samemanner as described

above for the first step of hydrolysis.

Figure 3.8: Relaxed scans of first and second step of hydrolysis and di-hydrolysis of cisplatin,
carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin.
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Figure 3.8 shows the relaxed scans of the dissociation mechanism that emulates either the

second step of hydrolysis or the di-hydrolysis reaction of the four Pt complexes. The two-

step hydrolysis was studied by incrementally increasing the second Pt-leaving group bond

from its equilibrium value, R𝑒, while keeping the first leaving group at 1.0 Å away from its

equilibrium length. The energy of the latter was used as the reference point to calculate relative

energies of the second hydrolysis step in Figure 3.8. The di-hydrolysis reaction was studied by

incrementally increasing both Pt-leaving group bonds simultaneously up to 1.0 Å away from

its equilibrium length. The original minimum energy structure was used as the reference point

in Figure 3.8.

Theactivation barrier of the first and second step of the step-wise reaction and the di-hydrolysis

reaction could be calculated from Figure 3.8. The activation barrier of the first and second step

of the step-wise reaction for cisplatin was revealed to be 96.5 and 100.2 kJ mol−1, respectively,

indicating that both steps of hydrolysis is likely to occur at a similar rate. This was also con-

firmed by a [1H, 15N] heteronuclear multiple-quantum correlation (HMQC) NMR spectroscopy

study conducted by Kozelka et al., who measured the rate of hydrolysis of the first hydrolysis

and the rate of anation of the di-hydrolysed equivalent of cisplatin.84 Kozalka et al. determined

the rate of hydrolysis to be 1.6 * 10−5 and 1.2 * 10−5 s−1, respectively.84 This is similar for the other

Pt-complexes, with the exception of carboplatin, with the first and second step energy barrier

to be 105.1 and 100.6 kJ mol−1 for oxaliplatin and 114.9 and 135.6 kJ mol−1 for nedaplatin. For

carboplatin, however, there is a large energetic difference of 40.4 kJ mol−1. This is supported by

previously conducted acid hydrolysis studies on cisplatin, where the first order rate constants

for the first and second step of the step-wise hydrolysis to be 2.5 and 3.3 * 10−5 s−1 at 25∘C.67

The higher energy barrier of the second step for carboplatin is also supported by a much slower

rate constant (3.96 * 10−4 and 9.05 * 10−5 for the first and second step, respectively) reported

by Hay et al, where the dissociation of cyclobutanedicarboxylate was studied in 1 mol dm−3 of

HClO4.85

The dissociation of the second step of hydrolysis has not peaked at 1.0 Å, other than oxaliplatin,

with the barrier reaching > 131.9 kJ mol−1. In the case of oxaliplatin, the second step of

hydrolysis peaked on the energy surface when the second Pt-O bond is 0.8 Å away from R𝑒,

with a relative energy of 183.0 kJ mol−1 when compared to the original minimum located.
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Similar to the first hydrolysis step, the increase of 1.0 Å is too short for a water molecule to

diffuse and interact with the Pt metal centre and the di-hydrolysed species were not witnessed.

Upon comparing the energy barrier of the di-hydrolysis reactions, it is highly unlikely that

Pt- complex will undergo that reaction pathway. With the energy barrier of the di-hydrolysis

reaction to be 190.60, 134.94, 208.54 and 227.82 kJ mol−1 for cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin

and nedaplatin, respectively, they are nearly twice as energetically demanding as compared to

the first step of the step-wise hydrolysis. This much higher energy barrier also suggests that if

the di-hydrolysis reaction did occur, it would occur at a much slower rate than the first and

second step of the step-wise hydrolysis.

The ChelpG partial atomic charges of the Pt-based complexes were compared between the

original minimum located, first and second steps of the hydrolysis mechanism (see Tables

3.2 and 3.3). Upon the first step of the hydrolysis, the partial charge of Pt cation increased for

all Pt-complexes, ranging between 0.002 𝑒 for nedaplatin and 0.312 𝑒 for cisplatin. The first

hydrolysis step also altered the negative charge of the anionic leaving groups quite significantly,

especially 2-oxidoacetate on nedaplatin (increasing the partial charge by 2.223 𝑒), with the

charge of the NH2 and NH3 groups relatively unchanged.

With the exception of cisplatin, the partial charge of the Pt cation decreases from the first to

second step of hydrolysis on average by 0.190 𝑒. Interestingly, the partial charge of the di-

anions differed rather slightly between the first and second steps of hydrolysis. For cisplatin

and oxaliplatin, the total charge on the chloride and the oxalate increased by 0.766 and 0.701 𝑒,

respectively. In carboplatin and nedaplatin, the charge decreased slightly by 0.320 and - 1.124 𝑒.

After the second step of hydrolysis, the charges on the oxygen atoms in the di-anions became

significantly less negative after the second step of the hydrolysis, ranging between - 1.154 𝑒 on

the oxygen on carboplatin and -1.743 and -2.621 𝑒 on oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, respectively.

The overall charge on the dianions remained below -2, a formally assigned charge, with the 2-

oxidoacetate anion maintaining a charge of -3.180 𝑒. Contrary to this trend, the overall charge

on the chlorides reduced to merely -1.359 𝑒 in the second step. The presented data indicate

that after the second step of hydrolysis the strongly positive charge on the Pt centre (> 2.8 𝑒)

and the strongly negative charge on the di-anions in carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin

might lead to the formation of a contact ion pair. On the other hand, the formation of such
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contact pair is less likely in the case of cisplatin contrary to what was suggested previously

based on the metadynamics simulations.69

Theinteraction energies of all four complexeswere also calculated. Theexplicitwatermolecules

were removed from the systems in both the original minima and final structure obtained after

the second step of the step-wise hydrolysis. The full structures (E1) obtained after were divided

into the Pt-complex without the dianion (E2) and the dianion (E3), both within the full basis

set of the full complex and at 𝜔B97XD functional, VDZ basis set, VTZ- pp ECP level of theory.

E2 and E3 were also calculated with counterpoise correction to account for the basis set

superposition error (BSSE). By subtracting E2 and E3 from E1 will give the interaction energies,

Eint, respective leaving groups with the metal complex at their equilibrium geometries and

when the leaving group is extended away from the metal centre. At equilibrium geometries,

the E𝑖𝑛𝑡 of cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin were - 2210.6, -2161.6, -2036.6

and -2332.8 kJ mol−1, respectively, and -1679.9, -1554.8, -1451.7 and -1724.8 kJ mol−1 after the

step-wise hydrolysis. The difference in E𝑖𝑛𝑡 between the equilibrium geometry and hydrolysed

geometry ranges from -608.0 to -530.7 kJ mol−1 rom nedaplatin to cisplatin. With the large

E𝑖𝑛𝑡, this indicates that though the leaving groups are at 2 Å away from the equilibrium Pt-LG

distance, the strong interaction could be hindering the formation of a Pt-H2O bond with an

explicit water molecule.
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Figure 3.9: Charges ofwatermoleculewithin a 4 Å radius of either the Ptmetal ion or the leaving
group.

Figure 3.9 demonstrates the importance of explicit water molecules to stabilise the dissociated

species. Analysis of Figure 3.9 reveals tremendous capacity of water molecules to redistribute

their electron density to equally stabilise positively and negatively charged products. The

stabilising effect that water molecules have around the Pt metal ion can be seen even at the

respective original minimum located for the Pt-complexes, ranging from -0.399 to 0.898 𝑒 from

cisplatin to nedaplatin, respectively. The partial charges around the leaving groups ranges

between -0.399 to 0.577, -0.284 to 0.595, -0.228 to 0.288 and -0.386 to 0.898 𝑒 for cisplatin,

carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, respectively. Upon hydrolysis, the presence of the

water molecules continues to play a pivotal role to stabilise the system. For example, as

cisplatin undergoes the step-wise hydrolysis, the maximum partial charge of water within

4 Å of Pt and the Cl− decreases from 0.577 to 0.084 and 0.577 to 0.479 𝑒, respectively. This

suggests that the hydrolysis results in a charge transfer from Pt to both the Cl− leaving group

and the explicit water molecules, stabilising the reaction electronically. The minimum partial
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charges of the water molecules around Pt ranges also decreases from -0.399 to -0.466 𝑒, giving

further evidence of the importance of explicit solvation to study such hydrolysis reactions. This

trend can be witnessed across the various Pt-complexes, with the maximum partial charge of

water molecules around Pt to decrease, with the exception of carboplatin, from 0.288 to 0.149

e and 0.898 to 0.811 𝑒 for oxaliplatin and nedaplatin. For carboplatin, it increased from 0.227

to 0.261 𝑒. The minimum partial charge of H2O around Pt decreased for the Pt-complexes,

except carboplatin, -0.323 to -0.385 𝑒 and -0.386 to -0.454 𝑒 for oxaliplatin and nedaplatin,

respectively. The minimum partial charge of H2O around Pt increases for carboplatin from

-0.347 to -0.281 𝑒.
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Table 3.3: ChelpG partial atomic charges of cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin
optimised with the Pt-Cl/Pt-O bonds fixed at 2 Å within the explicit solvation ap-
proach.
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3.3.3 Comparison of energetics between explicit and implicit solvation ap-

proaches

Table 3.4 compares Gibbs free energies, Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, calculated using the thermodynamic cycle

and implicit solvation (see Figure 3.5) and energy differences, Δ𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, calculated using the

structures from the relaxed scans. Δ𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 was calculated as the difference in electronic energy,

obtained from single point energy calculations with 𝜔B97X-D functional, aVTZ basis set,

aVTZ-pp ECP and CPCM solvation model.

(3.3)

where 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑞 is the energy of the explicitly solvated Pt-complex in its equilibrium geom-

etry and 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥2 is the maximum energy deviation of the explicitly solvated Pt- complex

with one or both anionic leaving groups away from the Pt metal ion.

Table 3.4: Comparison of ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 calculated using the thermodynamic cycle and implicit solva-
tion and ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 calculated from the relaxed scans. All values are given in kJ mol−1

Cisplatin Carboplatin Oxaliplatin Nedaplatin

ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
First Step 101.4 109.4 84.6 100.0 49.6 120.4 87.6 125.4

Second Step 108.1 98.0 40.9 94.6 22.7 95.7 73.5 136.8
Di-Hydrolysis 209.5 209.9 125.5 196.4 72.3 253.1 161.1 224.6

FromTable 3.4, different trends can be seen when comparing theΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 andΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 quantities

of the Pt-complexes. It is not that surprising to some extent as these represent different

measures of the hydrolysis mechanism. ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 provides an insight of Gibbs free energy of

stepwise and di-hydrolysis reactions based on the information of the thermodynamically

preferred intermediates and final products. As already identified above, ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 indicates

that the activation barrier of the first step of hydrolysis is energetically rather similar among

the studied complexes ranging from 87.3 to 125.4 kJ mol−1 for nedaplatin and oxaliplatin,

respectively. The ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 values of the second step activation barrier also indicate that, except
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for nedaplatin, are also similar, with the highest barrier of 98.0 kJ mol−1 corresponding to

cisplatin. For nedaplatin, the ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 of the second step is significantly higher, by 38.8 kJ mol−1,

than those of the other complexes. This observation is further supported by the charges created

on the dissociated species during the hydrolysis, with 2-oxidoacetate anion carrying a strongly

negative charge of -3.180 𝑒, > 30% more negative than theoretically predicted. The increased

barrier reflects strong interaction that still exists between the Pt centre and the dianion, thus

leading to an increase in the activation barrier.

ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 decreases significantly, by at least 14.1 kJ mol−1, for carboplatin, oxaliplatin and

nedaplatin going from the first to the second step of hydrolysis. The ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 numbers of the

second step are particularly small (< 40.9 kJ mol−1) for carboplatin and oxaliplatin. The ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

criterion indicates that the hydrolysis mechanism is not thermodynamically demanding and

should occur at an even faster rate for carboplatin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin than cisplatin.

However, this criterion does not account for a strong possibility of the formation of a contact

ion pair between the dissociated Pt-complex and the leaving dianion, which might lead to the

increase of the activation barrier. In addition, less positive small ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 values for carboplatin,

oxaliplatin and nedaplatin are influenced by a strong solvation energy of the corresponding

dianions as anions tend to have much affinity towards water – -921.9, -1023.1 and -1057.7

kJ mol−1 for cyclobutanedicarboxylate, oxalate, 2-oxidoacetate, respectively. As a result, the

ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 criterion must be used with caution because it does not depict the complete picture

of the hydrolysis mechanism. Therefore, explicit solvation should be considered superior

despite its cost to allow one to predict correct mechanistic details of the hydrolysis of Pt-based

complexes.

Lastly, the ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 numbers in Table 3.4 indicate that the hydrolysis reactions for the four

different Pt-complexes are likely to be a consecutive two-step reaction, with both steps to

be energetically rather similarly and, hence, only small variations in hydrolysis rates. In the

case of cisplatin and carboplatin, the ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 values for the second hydrolysis are 11.4 and

5.4 kJ mol−1, respectively, lower than those of the first hydrolysis step, indicating that the

second step will occur even faster after the first step is complete. In the case of carboplatin,

oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, a strong possibility of the contact ion pair formation points out

that the complex might not undergo a complete hydrolysis and the ligand might potentially
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survive the hydrolysis by keeping itself close to the Pt-centre. The contact ion pair might be

even thermodynamically stable enough for the ligand to enter a damaged cell and enhance

the platination to the guanine nucleobase.

3.3.4 Accuracy of explicit solvation on the reactionmechanism of cisplatin

Figure 3.10: Energy profile diagram of hydrolysis of cisplatin.

Fig 3.10 shows the calculated energy profile of the hydrolysis of cisplatin. In the relaxed scans,

the barrier heights of dechlorination of cisplatin was determined, to be 109.4 and 98.0 kJ mol−1

for the first and second dissociation. By calculating the energy profile of hydrolysis, containing

the samenumber of watermolecules as the relaxed scans, the energy barriers to form transition

states were compared to that obtained from the relaxed scans. The two-step hydrolysis was

studied by optimising the equilibrium and transition state structures. The first transition state,

TS1, was constructed by placing one water molecule approximately 2.5 Å away from the Pt

metal centre and undertaking transition state optimisation. An imaginary frequency of -148

cm−1 was observed forTS1. The first intermediate, INT1, was obtained by performing geometry
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optimisation. The second transition state was constructed from INT1, placing another water

molecule approximately 2.5 Å away from the Pt and an imaginary frequency of -142 cm−1 was

obtained. The final product, the di-aquated complex (P), was obtained by optimising TS2.

FromFigure 3.10, the activationbarrier for the first and secondhydrolysis stepswas determined

to be 78.7 and 35.9 kJ mol−1, respectively. This finding is in contradiction to the energy barrier

determined in Figure 3.8, where the activation barriers were revealed to be 96.45 and 100.19 kJ

mol−1 for the first and second step, respectively. The lower activation barrier obtained from

Figure 3.10 could be due to difference in modelling. Where the reaction coordinates located

the transition states of cisplatin forming trigonal bipyramidal structures with the incoming

H2O molecule, it is likely to better reflect the barrier heights of the reaction. This formation of

transition states and the additional Pt-OH2 increases the Pt-Cl by at least 0.4 Å. The inclusion

of explicit solvation also helps to stabilise the Cl leaving group by solvating it, with two water

molecules positioned 2.1 Å away from Cl- in both transition states. For INT1 and P, 4 and 5

water molecules were positioned within 2.5 Å away from Cl−.

The calculated 78.7 kJ mol−1 energy barrier for the first hydrolysis step was found to be in

agreement to previously published experimental data of 81.6 to 90.0 kJ mol−1.55 Differing by a

maximum of 12.3 kJ mol−1, the inclusion of explicit solvation has demonstrated to be vital in

reproducing experimental results.

3.4 Conclusions

This study investigates the hydrolysis reactions of four different Pt-complexes with the use

of explicit solvation using a relaxed scan approach. By studying the relative energies, it was

determined that Cl− and di-anions are energetically favoured to be the leaving group, between

96.4 kJ mol−1 for cisplatin and 54.8 kJ mol−1 for carboplatin.

This study also shows that the inclusion of explicit solvation in studying the hydrolysis reactions

of Pt-complexes is vital. UponChelpG analysis, the explicit watermolecules play a stabilisation

role in sharing the overall charge of the system, especially for nedaplatin, where 2-oxidoacetate

differs significantly from its nominal -2.0 charge.
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With theuseofΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 andΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, itwas revealed that thePt-complexes are likely tobeactivated

via step-wise reaction. SimilarΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 of the complexes indicates that they have similar rates of

hydrolysis. This was witnessed in hydrolysis studies conducted in the lab and will be reported

shortly. In addition, the importance of including explicit solvation in studying the hydrolysis

mechanism was reiterated by producing more accurate energy barriers when compared to

experimental data.

The activation barriers of the first and second step of the step-wise hydrolysis were calculated.

Other than carboplatin, the activation barrier for the first and second step were similar, indicat-

ing that both steps would occur at similar rates. This was supported by previously published

experimental results where the rate of hydrolysis of the first and second step of cisplatin were

found to be similar. The higher energy barrier of the second step for carboplatin, by 40.4 kJ

mol−1, is also supported by a much slower rate constant in previously published experimental

results.

In addition, the ΔE𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 was determined to overestimate the true energy barrier of the hydroly-

sis reaction. When the reaction coordinate of cisplatin was calculated with the presence of

explicit solvation, it was determined that it was able to better reproduce previously published

experimental data, differing by a maximum of 12.3 kJ mol−1. By the formation of transition

states, it was able to better predict barrier heights than the relaxed scan approach.

Di-hydrolysis reactions of the four Pt complexes were also emulated with explicit solvation.

With the activation barrier ranging from 134.94 to 227.82 kJ mol−1, it was concluded that it is

unlikely that the four Pt complexes would undergo di-hydrolysis reaction as their activation

barriers were nearly twice as energetically demanding as the first step of the step-wise hydroly-

sis. The significantly higher activation barriers of the di-hydrolysis reaction also suggests that

if it took place, it would occur at a much slower rate as compared to the step-wise hydrolysis

reaction.
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Chapter 4

Effects of fragmentation schemes and

solvationmodel on geometries of DNA

building blocks

4.1 Introduction

Even though experimental techniques like IR and Raman spectroscopy have been previously

used to study DNA, it is still a challenge to study large biomolecules computationally using

fully ab initio methods. The first challenge lies in achieving the accurate treatment of dis-

persion forces in molecular systems, which is one of the leading intra- and inter-molecular

interactions in DNA due to the presence of 𝜋-𝜋 stacking of the nucleobase pairs and hydrogen

bonding.1,2 Although dispersion-driven intermolecular interactions can be accurately recov-

ered with wavefunction-based methods, their scalability of at least𝑁 7 (where N is the number

of basis functions) prohibits applications to large-sized molecules.3 The inclusion of electron

correlation is required to account for dispersion forces in such systems.3–5 This is achieved

with highly correlated levels of theory such as Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory

(MP2) and the “gold standard” method, coupled cluster with singles and doubles and pertur-

bative triple excitations, CCSD(T), with the complete basis set (CBS).3–5 Although CCSD was

able to describe non-interacting H2 molecules in a lattice, the inclusion of perturbative triple
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excitations in CCSD(T) allows for the accurate description of non-covalent interactions.6,7

While the coupled cluster methods can be improved systematically by including higher ex-

citation operators, CCSD(T) is a good balance between computational cost and accuracy.6,7

In a study conducted by Hobza, and Řezáč, CCSD(T)/CBS was able to predict the interaction

energies of the A24 dataset, consisting of 24 non-covalent complexes, within an average error

of 0.05 kJ mol−1 when compared to that of the significantly more expensive CCSDT(Q) with

the 6-31G** basis set.6 However, due to limited computational resources, CCSD(T)/CBS is cur-

rently limited to small to medium-sized systems. This motivated the development of cheaper

computational alternatives, such as the spin-component scaled MP2 (SCS-MP2) method, to

decrease computational costs while retaining a high level of accuracy. SCS-MP2 scales sepa-

rately the opposite- and same-spin components of the correlation energy, thus compensating

overestimation of MP2 due to the same-spin component (discussed below).8 Head-Gordon et

al. also developed the spin-component-scaled method, specifically used to study molecular

interactions, SCS(MI)-MP2, whichwas parameterised specifically to improve the description of

different types of intermolecular interactions and successfully tested against the S22 dataset.9

SCS(MI)-MP2 has been demonstrated to be able to reproduce CCSD(T), with a root mean

square error of 1.3 kJ mol−1.9 The spin-ratio scaled MP2 (SRS-MP2) method developed by the

Pas group is based on the original SCS-MP2 and uses the ratio of the opposite-spin correlation

interaction energy to the same-spin correlation energy to determine the scaling coefficients in

the MP2 correlation energy.5 For dispersion driven complexes the opposite and same-spin

components were found to be very close in energy, thus requiring only the scaling coefficient

to correct the opposite-spin component.10 The uniqueness of SRS-MP2 lies in the fact that

CCSD(T) accuracy is achieved without the need to perform counterpoise correction, thus

reducing the overall computational cost.5,10

Due to the delicate balance of 𝜋-𝜋 stacking and H-bonding in DNA and RNA, it is important

to identify a suitable quantum chemical method to predict their molecular and energetic

properties. Due to the size of DNA, the second, equally big, challenge is to identify a quantum

chemical method that is cost-effective and scales linearly with increasing molecular size.

This problem can be solved by developing fragmentation approaches capable of dividing
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the molecular system into smaller fragments, whose calculations can be easily performed in

parallel on massively parallel computers.11

There are four different types of fragment-based approaches that result in a decrease of com-

putational cost: divide-and-conquer approach,12–16 the systematic fragmentation method

(SFM) developed by Collins,17,18 approaches that incorporate many-body interactions and

the embedded many-body expansion approach.12,19–22 The main difference between these

approaches lies in the description of the inter-fragment interactions.12 The divide and conquer

approach sums the electron density of each small-sized subsystem to construct the electron

density of the whole system, for which a one-electron density matrix is formed from the molec-

ular orbitals of each subsystem.12 Inter-fragment interactions are indirectly accounted by

considering the basis functions of surrounding fragments in each subsystem calculation.12 A

cut-off region, known as the buffer, can be introduced to ignore inter-fragment interactions

if they are deemed too far away.12 This decreases computational cost to scale as 𝑁 3
𝛼 , where

𝑁𝛼 is the number of basis functions of the subsystem and the buffer.12 Yang et al. performed

geometry optimisations of the RP71955 protein using the divide and conquer approach with

the PM3 method in both gas and solvation phase as described with COSMO.14 The optimised

geometries of smaller fragments were in agreement with those obtained using full system

calculation, obtaining average root mean square differences of 0.026 Å and 2.83∘ in bond

lengths and bond angles, respectively.14

Yang et al. made use of the divide-and-conquer approach to study polyglycine, by consid-

ering each glycine unit as a separate subsystem.15 The computational cost was significantly

decreased, completing one self consistent field (SCF) iteration of the polypeptide consisting of

400 glycines in 213 seconds using one Cray T3E parallel machine processor.15 However, the

divide-and-conquer approach is deemed to be ineffective for studying molecular systems with

delocalised orbitals.12,23 Merz et al. noted limitations of the divide-and-conquer approach in

its description of explicit solute-solvent interactions, resulting in overestimation of polarisation

effects of solvent molecules.16 As a result, further improvements have been implemented in

the divide-and-conquer approach to improve the description of different components of inter-

action energy, such as electrostatics, polarization and charge transfer.16 The two interacting

molecules can also be divided into further smaller subunits.16 By expressing all three energy
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components - electrostatics, polarization and charge transfer - in terms of Fermi energies,

the interaction energy components between two subsystems can be calculated by including

different conditions.16 For example, the electrostatic components can be determined by sub-

tracting the energies of all possible interactions between the subunits of the two molecules

from the total energies of all subunits.16 The polarization and charge transfer components

can be determined by allowing intra- and inter-molecular charge flow.16 Such developments

have enabled Merz et al. to describe the charge distribution in proteins, identifying the charge

transfer between a fully solvated major cold shock protein A, consisting of six aspartate, two

glutamate, seven lysine and one histidine, and surrounding water molecules.16

The systematic fragmentation method (SFM) approximates the energy of the system by sum-

ming the energies of each fragment.12,17,18,24 The difference between the SFM and the divide-

and-conquer approach is how the system is divided into fragments. With the SFM approach,

bonds can be fragmented to form smaller subunits.18,24 To fragment a molecule, the two elec-

trons involved in bonding are assigned to the two fragments, one electron assigned to each

fragment, and the bond is stretched to infinity.18,24 Hydrogen caps were introduced to both

fragments and placed in the position of the broken bond.18,24 The total electronic energy of

the system is calculated by summing the electronic energies of all fragments and 𝑑𝐸, the net

energy change due to fragmentation about a bond.17,18,24,25 To incorporate interactions of

non-bonded fragments, all possible combination of dimers and trimers for the two- and three-

body non-bonded interaction that are not bonded, are considered.12,17,24–26 The two-body

interaction energy is obtained by subtracting the one-body energies of each fragment from the

dimer energy of the non-bonded fragments.12,17,24,25 The three-body interaction energy, on the

other hand, assumes that it is negligible unless two of the three fragments are bonded to each

other.12,17,24–26 The three-body interaction energy is then obtained by subtracting themonomer

energy of the non-bonded fragment, the dimer energy of the bonded fragments and the non-

bonded two-body energies between the non-bonded fragments from the trimer energy of

the three fragments.12,17,24–26 Collins et al. made use of the SFM approach and analysed its

accuracy in describing molecular energies on different hydrocarbon systems, such as butane,

pentane and hexane.25 Single point energies and frequency calculations were performed using

HF/6-31G level of theory and the energies obtained using the SFM method were compared to
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that via full system calculation.25 The errors obtained from one-, two- and three-body energy

calculations decreased from 13.37 kJ mol−1 to -0.17 kJ mol−1, indicating the importance of

including higher order body interactions.25 The higher order body interactions also improved

frequency calculations, decreasing the average error in frequency from 7.89 to 0.38 cm−1 with

the use of one- to three-body calculations.25 However, the SFM approach cannot be used to

fragment unsaturated bonds.12,17,24–26 Another limitation arises due to the addition of hydro-

gen caps.12,17,24–26 The fragmented bond should not be in close proximity and should allow for

the addition of hydrogen caps.12,17,24–26

Truhlar et al. also developed the electrostatically embedded many-body (EE-MB) method, an

approach that is able to incorporate the two-body or three-body expansions to calculate the

energies ofmolecular clusters.22,27 The total energy of the systemcanbe calculated by summing

the energies of all monomers and including either electrostatically embedded pairwise- or

three-body interactions.22,27 Electrostatic embedding is incorporated by using point charges

and determining the partial atomic charge for all monomers in the system, after which, the

energies of the monomers and pair-wise (EE-PA) or three-body (EE-3B) interactions are cal-

culated in the previously determined electrostatic embedding.22,27 Truhlar et al. tested the

EE-MB method on water clusters of varying sizes, eight trimers, six tetramers, a cluster of

21 molecules and a pentamer, with a range of methods, BLYP, B3LYP, PBE, PBE1W and MP2,

and 5 different point-charge models, AM1, AM1M, B3LYP, CM4M and TIP3P.22 The energies

obtained via the EEMB method are compared to those obtained for the full system calcula-

tions with the same level of theory.22 It was determined that the inclusion of the electrostatic

embedding significantly improved the accuracy for EE-PA by at least a factor of 10. EE-3B

resulted in a much smaller improvement with the inclusion of electrostatic embedding, with

an average improvement of error by 1.0 kJ mol−1.22 The accuracy of the EE-MB approach was

also tested on Zn metalloenzymes models, specifically the bond dissociation energy of the

metal complex and leaving groups.28 The bond dissociation energy of the NH3 ligand from

the Zn metal complexes was investigated.28 With a range of Zn metalloenzyme models, for

example [Zn(NH3)2(OH)3]− and [Zn(Imd)3(OH)2], the study was conducted by following four

guidelines: 1) the monomer containing the metal cation should be coordinated to two ligands,

2) bonds within fragments are not dissociated, 3) only one fragment can be charged, and 4) no
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trans coordination should be considered.28 With those four guidelines in mind, Truhlar et al.

compared the bond dissociation energies obtained from EE-MB calculations to full system

calculations and determined that EE-3B outperformed EE-PA and was more accurate, with a

maximum error of 9.2 and 38.7 kJ mol−1, obtained for EE-3B and EE-PA, respectively. However,

due to these guidelines, it becomes challenging to employ EE-MB to study larger biomolecules

where multiple side chains might be charged.

Manby et al. also developed the embedded many-body expansion approach to solve the issue

of computational cost when studying large systems, specifically for molecular crystal ener-

gies.29 Manby et al. developed the embedded many-body expansion approach to decrease

computational cost while predicting accurate lattice energies by improving the description

of the embedding potential, which describes the electrostatic and exchange-repulsion of

the system.29 The improved embedding potential is able to describe the interaction between

monomers and dimers with their surroundings.29 The electrostatic potential was included

as the summation of all electronic and nuclear charges of the system, excluding the given

monomer or dimer, while the exchange-repulsion component was incorporated based on the

density overlap of the two monomers established byWheatley and Price to estimate repul-

sion.29,30 UsingWheatley and Price’s formulation to estimate the exchange-repulsion energy

and the effects it has on the overall embedding potential, Manby et al. were able to reproduce

lattice energies of molecular crystals to high levels of accuracy.29,30 The density overlap be-

tween dimers were calculated using symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT).29 Tested

on several different systems in a 3 x 3 x 3 unit cell, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen fluoride

and ice polymorphs, the combination of the density-fitting HF method and Dunning’s aug-cc-

pVQZ basis set, the embedded many-body expansion approach was shown to be an accurate

method for the prediction of the cohesive energy of CO2 molecules in a crystal, differing by

0.3 kJ mol−1 when compared to periodic Hartree-Fock results.29 The approach produced the

cohesive energy of an ice polymorph within 5 kJ mol−1 of the experimental value when using

the density-fitting Hartree-Fock method and Dunning’s aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.29,31 This small

difference is achieved at a low computational cost by considering the monomer energies

and two-body interactions, indicating the importance of the embedded potential to obtain

accurate results.29
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In the present study, we employ the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) approach to study

the effects of different modes of fragmentation and solvation model on DNA models. The

FMO approach, a different embedded approach to that developed by Manby et al., divides

a large molecular system into smaller fragments, that are manageable for calculations using

highly correlated wavefunction-based methods (Figure 4.1).32–35 The electron density of each

individual fragment undergoes a self consistent charge procedure until individual densities are

converged.32–35 These converged densities are added together to form the Coulomb bath of the

entire molecular system, in which the energies of the individual fragments are calculated using

a method of choice.32–35 The sum of energies of the individual fragments provides the FMO1

energy, which also includes polarisation of each individual fragment by the entire molecular

system.32–35 To account for the interaction between fragments, the two-body (FMO2) and/or

three-body (FMO3) effects can be calculated.32–35 For FMO2, the pairwise interaction energy of

all possible dimers are computed in the Coulomb bath.32–35 FMO2 is able to take into account

additive electrostatic and dispersion forces between the fragments, provided a correlated level

of theory (i.e. a post-HF method) is used.32–35 In FMO3, the interaction energy of all possible

trimers are calculated in the converged Coulomb bath. When a correlated level of theory is

used, FMO3 is capable to recover non-additive forces such as induction, charge transfer and

the non-additive component of dispersion.32–35 Beyond the three-body effects higher-order

terms are not required to be implemented in the FMO approach. Due to the inclusion of

polarisation effects at the monomer level, the FMO3 energy converges rapidly with respect to

the exact energy of the system.

The FMO approach has been demonstrated to be able to be able to study non-bonded sys-

tems.36–40 Studies conducted by Izgorodina et al. have demonstrated how invaluable the

FMO method is in the calculation of large systems.36–40 Izgorodina et al. validated the use

of the FMO approach to describe ionic liquid systems, defining each ion as an individual

fragment.41 Geometry optimisations were performing using either FMO2 and FMO3 with

the MP2 method and TZVPP basis set on 4 different ionic liquids: [NMe4][BF4] (tetramethy-

lammonium tetrafluoroborate), [C1mim][BF4] (1,3-dimethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate),

[C3mim][BF4] (1-propyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate) and [C4mim][BF4] (1-butyl-

3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate).41 1, 2, 4 and 8 ion pairs of the ionic liquids were also
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considered to investigate the influence of many-body effects with increasing cluster sizes.41

Interaction energies of the ionic liquids were calculated and the basis set superposition er-

ror was accounted for by employing Boys and Bernardi’s counterpoise approach.41,42 After

analysing the interaction energies, it becomes clear that larger clusters are required to properly

describe many-body effects.41 FMO2 has also demonstrated to be able to reproduce full system

interaction energies, differing by a maximum error of 2 kJ mol−1.41 The inclusion of three-body

interaction of FMO3 was more accurate, giving rise to a maximum error of 0.2 kJ mol−1, further

emphasising the importance of many-body effects in large clusters.41

Subsequently, Izgorodina et al. also made use of the FMO approach to investigate the physio-

chemical properties of 24 ionic liquids, specifically from the imidazolium and pyrrolidinium

families with either chloride, tetrafluoroborate or dicyanamide as counter ions.40 One and

two ion pairs of the ionic liquids were considered in this study to demonstrate the impor-

tance of induction and dispersion with the presence of additional ion pairs to better predict

chemical and physical properties of bulk ionic liquids.40 In addition, the effects of increasing

alkyl chain lengths on the imidazolium and pyrrolidium ions were investigated.40 Geometry

optimisations were performed using different conformations using FMO2, each ion defined

as a fragment, using SRS-MP2 and cc-pVDZ (VDZ) basis set.40 For imidazolium-based sys-

tems, the two ion pair cluster was arranged to either alternating charges or to include 𝜋+-𝜋+

stacking of the imidazolium rings.40 Single point energies were calculated using the FMO3

approach, SRS-MP2 method and the cc-pVTZ (VTZ) basis set to identify all possible minima

and, hence, the global minima.40 After analysing the energies of the optimised geometries,

Izgorodina et al. determined both the anion and the length of the alkyl chain on the cation play

significant roles in determining the lowest energy configurations.40 While the combination

of imidazolium and tetrafluoroborate preferred the alternating charge arrangement (by 21 kJ

mol−1), the combination of imidazolium and chloride does not have a clear preference for ion

arrangement as the alternating charge configuration only differed from the 𝜋+-𝜋+ stacking

configuration by an insignificant amount.40 Interestingly, the length of the alkyl chain affects

the preferred configuration of imidazolium and dicyanamide.40 For methyl and ethyl alkyl

groups on the imidazolium ion, it is energetically favourable for the complex to adopt the
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alternating charge arrangement, whereas for propane and butane alkyl groups on the imida-

zolium ion, the 𝜋+-𝜋+ is preferred.40 For the pyrrolidinium clusters, the propane and butane

alkyl groups encourage the interaction between the alkyl chain and the pyrrolidiunium ring.40

The pyrrolidinium clusters also demonstrate a strong preference for certain configurations,

for example the pyrrolidinium chloride clusters resulted in two low energy configurations

with a difference of 10 kJ mol−1.40 The FMO optimised geometries of the various different

combinations of cations and anions were in agreement with previously published results by

the Hunt group who made use of full system calculations.40,43,44

Upon further development, the FMO approach enables the fragmentation of covalent bonds

via either the hybrid orbital projection (HOP) or adaptive frozen orbital (AFO) approach.12

While the former assigns both electrons involved in the bond to one fragment, the latter freezes

the electron density of the bond. In a previously conducted study by Slipchenko et al. it was

determined that AFO and HOP approaches are optimal for different systems.12 While HOP has

been demonstrated to be optimal to study polar systems, AFO has been demonstrated to be an

appropriate to study polypeptide systems and molecular surfaces.12 By fragmenting about a

covalent bond, HOP assigns both electrons involved in the bond formation to one atom of the

bond, labeled as the bond attached atom (BAA), and none to the other atom, labeled the bond

detached atom (BDA).35,45,46 When this happens, the BDA is included in both fragments.47 HOP,

constructed from hybridised orbitals, projects the orbital energy corresponding to the orbital

involved in the fragmented bond to a large value.46,47 This prevents the electron density of the

BDA from occupying the bond region.46,47 Even though this restricts the exchange interaction

between fragments at the FMO1 level, it is recovered when FMO2 and FMO3 calculations are

performed.35

FMO has proven to be a suitable method to study polypeptide systems. As performed by

Kitaura et al., the FMO two-body approach was used to calculate single point energies of

𝛼-helical model peptides of varying length of 5, 10 ,15 and 20 units of glycine (Gly) and alanine

(Ala).45 FMO calculations were performed at the HF/STO-3G level of theory and the energies of

the peptide models were compared with the results obtained for the full systems.45 The largest

errors of 7.1 and 10.0 kJ mol−1 were obtained for the largest 20 units peptide models of glycine

and alanine, respectively.45
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The FMO approach was used by Komeiji et al. to study the total energy, molecular orbitals

and inter-fragment interaction energy of DNA in the gas phase.48 Due to the dispersion forces

present in the systems studied, specifically the𝜋-𝜋 stacking between bases, HOPwas employed

as the fragmentation approach in this study. It was well established that the second order

Møller-Plesser method (MP2) significantly improves the accuracy of amino acid interactions

and 𝜋-𝜋 stacking of bases in DNA.48–50 However, it is well accepted that MP2 overestimates

interaction energy of non-covalently bound systems, and thus Komeiji opted to use the spin

consistent scaled MP2 method (SCS-MP2) instead.48,51,52 The effects of different types of frag-

mentation in the DNA model were thoroughly studied. Three different fragmentation modes

were employed, all of which involve fragmenting covalent bonds, either C-N, C-C or C-O bonds,

using the hybrid orbital projection (HOP) operators as shown in Figure 4.1.35,45,46,48 The Frag-A

type was fragmented into individual bases and backbone units, whereas the Frag-B and Frag-C

types were fragmented at the sugar unit and divided the atoms of the sugar unit into different

fragments.48 They discovered the importance of including Na+ counter-ions to neutralize the

charge of the phosphate group, with an averageHOMO-LUMOenergy gap of 1.7 eV.48 They also

determined the importance of using the optimal fragmentation for the system, where Frag-A

outperformed both Frag-B and Frag-C, resulting in the largest error to be 16.7 kJ mol−1.48

Figure 4.1: 3 different modes of fragmentation explored by Komeiji et al.48
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Figure 4.2: The two different fragmentationmodes that were investigated in this study. The bond
fragmentation occurs about the bond highlighted in black and the bond detached
atom (BDA) is highlighted in orange, whereas the bond attached atom (BAA) is
highlighted in blue.

The CPCM solvation model has been incorporated into the FMO approach via the FMO/PCM

many-body expansion method.53 Gordon et al. have previously determined that the many-

body expansion of both the electron density of the solute and the electrostatic potential,

V, of the solvent is required to better understand solute-solvent interactions.53 FMO/PCM

allows for the fragments to be calculated once the cavity generated in PCM is introduced,

including the implicit solvation effects into the coulomb bath for further calculations.53 The

main difference between FMO/PCM and conventional PCM lies the flexibility to incorporate

many-body densities to define the overall electrostatic potential, V, exerted on the cavity by

the solute.53

The FMO/PCM approach is further refined in FMOn/PCM[m(l)], where m represents the

m-body expansion to obtain the V potential and the apparent surface charge of each tesserae

self consistently.53 l represents the l-body expansion of V potential to determine the apparent

surface charge of each tesserae.53 After determining the apparent surface charge of each

tesserae, the n-body FMO calculation is obtained by using the updated apparent surface

charge.53 The FMOn/PCM[m(l)] approach, specifically FMO/PCM[2] and FMO/PCM[1(2)],

was used to study both the 𝛼-helices and 𝛽-strands of alanine of various different length - 10,

20 and 40 residues. The difference between FMO/PCM[2] and FMO/PCM[1(2)] is that while the
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former included dimer corrections to describe theVpotential, the latter does not include dimer

corrections to describe the V potential but includes a two-body expansion to determine the

apparent surface chargeof each tesserae.53 Theresultswere compared to thoseof the full system

calculations with the PCM model as reference.53 Fedorov et al. tested the FMO/PCM approach

on both 𝛼 and 𝛽 conformations of alanine peptides, with lengths of 10, 20 and 40 alanine

units.53 It was found that errors could be decreased by increasing the number of residues per

fragment, evident when studying both 𝛼 and 𝛽 conformations of a peptide consisting of 40

alanine units. In the case where each residue represented a fragment, the method resulted

in errors of 13.4 and -48.1 kJ mol−1 for the 𝛼 and 𝛽 conformations, respectively.53 In the case

when 2 residues were selected as a fragment, this approach produced errors of 8.8 and -25.9 kJ

mol−1 for the 𝛼 and 𝛽 conformations, respectively.53 It was also determined that the errors of

solvation energies for 𝛽 conformations exhibited a linear relationship with the system size.53

The errors for the 𝛼 conformations did not scale with system size, with the largest error of 6.3

kJ mol−1 resulting from the system comprising of 40 alanine units.53 This was explained by the

inability to fully account for the charge transfer effects of the 𝛼 conformers.53 Gordon et al.

also established that FMO/PCM[2] approach is able to reproduce the smallest solvation energy

errors when compared to the full system calculations using the conventional PCM scheme

with a maximum error of -2.5 kJ mol−1. On the other hand, FMO/PCM[1(2)] was deemed

to be a suitable alternative, in terms of accuracy and computational cost and it produced a

maximum error of -8.8 kJ mol−1.

In this work, we used DFT functionals, PBE and PBE-D3, and the SRS-MP2 method to study the

influence of varying fragmentation and implicit solvation models on geometry optimisations

of the building blocks of DNA, deoxyguanosine monophosphate (dGMP) and deoxyadeno-

sine monophosphate (dAMP). Double-stranded models such as d(GpG) and dGMP-dCMP

were also considered to investigate the influence of varying the fragmentation scheme on

the description of intermolecular 𝜋-𝜋 stacking and hydrogen bonding motifs. Two implicit

solvation models were considered - a conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM)54

and a universal solvation model based on density (SMD).55 Grimme introduced an empirical

dispersion correction, D3, to improve the performance of non-covalent interactions.4,56,57 The

comparison between the performance of PBE and PBE-D3 showcases whether the inclusion of
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D3 improves the prediction of intra- and intermolecular interactions in DNA building blocks.

Based on the previous studies described above, FMO/PCM[1(2)] was exclusively used in this

study. Two types of fragmentation of the DNA model were considered: 1) Fragmentation

scheme I, in which the bond between the sugar and the base units is broken and 2) Fragmen-

tation II scheme, in which two covalent bonds are broken - between the sugar and the base

units and between the sugar and the phosphate units (for more detail see Figure 4.2).

4.2 Theoretical Procedures

Geometry optimisations were performed using the General Atomic and Molecular Electronic

Structure System (GAMESS-US) software.58 Thesingle- anddouble strandedmodels considered

in this study are shown in Figure 4.3. The double stranded models consisted of a guanine-

cytosine base pair with theWatson-Crick hydrogen bonding and a double guanine base pair

for the stacked model. All models studied were neutral, with an additional hydrogen placed

on the phosphate group to neutralize it. The two types of fragmentation explored with FMO

can be seen in Figure 4.2. HOP operators were used to fragment the corresponding C-O and

C-N bonds.
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Figure 4.3: Single and double stranded models.

SCS-MP2, developed by Grimme, enables the ability to scale the same- and opposite-spin

components separately8 as shown below:

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝐼𝑁𝑇 = 𝑐𝑂𝑆𝐸𝑂𝑆

𝐼𝑁𝑇+𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐸
𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇

where 𝑐𝑂𝑆 and 𝑐𝑆𝑆 are scaling coefficients.

The coefficients for SCS-MP2 were determined by comparing the reaction energies to those

obtained using QCISD(T)/QZV(3d2f,2p1d) level of theory.8 Grimme determined the optimal

coefficients of
6
5

for the opposite-spin component and
1
3

for the same-spin component.8

Upon employment of the scaling coefficients, SCS-MP2 resulted in more consistent correlation

energies as compared to MP2, consistently recovering between 88.6% to 96.2% of electron

correlation compared to 80.2% to 98.1% for the latter.8 However, it was shown that SCS-MP2

was not as reliable when applied to study the binding and interaction energies of molecu-

lar systems with non-covalent interactions.5,59 Tan et al. developed the SRS-MP2 method
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to predict interaction energies of non-covalently bound molecular systems that are driven

by dispersion forces and hydrogen bonding.5 Compared to SCS-MP2, SRS-MP25 scales the

same-spin (SS) and opposite-spin (OS) components based on the ratio of correlation inter-

action energy between the same spin and opposite spin components defined as 𝜖Δ𝑠 =
𝐸𝑂𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇

𝐸𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇

.

When the ratio was above 1.0, only the opposite-spin component was scaled, thus improving

the description of non-covalent bonds. The scaling coefficients in SRS-MP2 were fitted to

reproduce CCSD(T)/CBS interaction energies of the intermolecular complexes in the S22,

S66 and IL174 databases for a series of Dunning’s basis sets, both cc-pVXZ and aug-cc-pVXZ

(X=D,T,Q)5,60–63 The databases contained a diverse range of systems of three different types of

interactions: electrostatic, dispersion and mixed.5,60–62 The systems were classified depending

on the 𝜖Δ𝑠: 1) systems with 𝜖Δ𝑠 <= 1, of electrostatic nature, and 2) systems with 𝜖Δ𝑠 > 1, of

dispersion nature. Different coefficients were obtained for the two ranges of 𝜖Δ𝑠, producing

small errors within 2 kJ/mol on average.5,10,64

PBE65 and PBE-D366 functionals were also employed for this study. PBE, a generalised gradient

approximation (GGA) functional, where the exchange-correlation energy is dependent on both

the function and density of electron spins.56,67 Scuseria et al. evaluated PBE’s ability to predict

atomisation energies of the G2 set, a dataset comprising of molecules such as allene, butadiene

and isobutane.67 When compared to that of previously published experimental results, PBE

resulted in a mean average error of 71.5 kJ mol−1, the largest error of 217.6 kJ mol−1 arising

from pyridine.67 PBE-D3 includes an empirical dispersion correction, thus allowing for a better

description of intermolecular interactions, especially dispersion forces.66 The D3 correction

has been demonstrated to better describe medium-range exchange and correlation effects.4,66

When applied to the X23 dataset, consisting of 23 crystal structure of small- to medium sized

molecules (between 3 and 26 atoms), either van der Waals’ or hydrogen-bonded, PBE-D3

accurate predicted their cohesive energies, producing a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 4.2

kJ mol−1 when compared to experimental results.68

In this study two implicit solvation models were used, the conductor-like polarizable contin-

uum model (CPCM)54 and the solvent model based on density (SMD).55 In general, implicit

solvation models construct a cavity around the molecule with the surface charge, in accor-

dance with the dielectric constant of the medium, representing the choice of solvent in the
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calculation.55 The molecule in the cavity is polarized by the charge density of the solvent.55

SMD has been shown to be an effective solvation model to study the solvation energies of both

charged and neutral molecular systems, achieving a mean absolute error of 16.7 kJ mol−1 for

ions.55 As mentioned in the Introduction, FMO/PCM was specifically formulated to better

describe solvent-solute interactions.53 Along with FMO/PCM, parameters used in the previous

paper were also utilised in this study. For example, the density of tesserae was defined as 240

and the simplified united atomic radii were employed to describe the van derWaals radii of

atoms.53 Due to the different availability of the FMO/PCM variations in GAMESS-US for DFT

functionals and MP2 methods, FMO/PCM[1(2)] was utilised with PBE and PBED3, whereas

FMO/PCM⟨1⟩was used for SRS-MP2.

Dunning’s basis sets63 such as cc-pVDZ (VDZ) and cc-pVTZ (VTZ), were used in this study, with

VDZbeing employed for geometry optimisations andVTZ for single point energy calculations in

conjunction with SRS-MP2. The cc-pVTZ basis set was selected, as it performed exceptionally

well with SRS-MP2.10

Once the geometries were optimised with various functionals/methods and solvation models,

single point energy calculations were performed with SRS-MP2 and theVTZ basis set in the

gas phase to compare the effects of implicit solvent models, level of fragmentation and level

of theory on the optimised configurations of the DNA models used. The single point energy

calculations were performed without the use of fragmentation.

Root mean square deviations (RMSD) were used to investigate the extent of difference in

optimised geometries by calculating the displacement of each atom as defined below:

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 =√
1
𝑛
((𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗)2+(𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑗)2+(𝑧𝑖−𝑧𝑗)2) (4.1)

where n is the number of atoms, x, y and z are the coordinates of atoms i and j.

The energies of geometries optimised with two fragmentation schemes in FMO were compared

to those obtained via full system calculations to compare the stability of the respective geome-

tries. Unless otherwise stated, the energies obtained from full system calculations are used as

reference. No approximations to calculate two-electron integrals were used and no cut-offs to

treat two-body effects in FMO calculations were introduced. Further in the text, “full system”
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calculations refer to either geometry optimisations or single point calculations performed

outside the FMO framework, i.e. without fragmenting the system into smaller components.

The starting configurations of the single stranded models, dGMP, dAMP, d(GpG), and the

double stranded model, dGMP-dCMP, were obtained from the previously published 1Z9C

crystal structure.69 The starting geometries then underwent optimisation using either full

system calculation or the FMO approach.

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝐹𝑀𝑂)−𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚) (4.2)

4.3 Influence of Fragmentation schemes and SolvationModels

Figure 4.4: Scheme used to compare the optimised geometries. The arrows indicate the compar-
ison between the re-optimised geometries with the original full system calculations.

Figure 4.4 shows the overall structure of the calculations performed in the study. The same

starting configuration for either a single stranded or a double stranded DNA model was used

for all Fragmentation schemes. The configuration was optimised as “full system” and within

the Fragmentation scheme I or II in the FMO framework. The energies of the optimised

structures were improved with “full system” SRS-MP2/VTZ in the gas phase to study the effect

of fragmentation and implicit solvent on geometry optimisation. The comparison of resulting

geometries was performed for each level of theory. For example, the SRS-MP2/VTZ energy of

the geometry optimised with any of the FMO Fragmentation schemes, the PBE functional and

SMD was compared to that of the full system geometry optimisation performed with the PBE
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functional and SMD. This comparison allowed us to determine whether the Fragmentation

scheme and the full system calculation located the same local minimum.

4.3.1 Single strandedmodels

Results from the geometry optimisations of the single stranded model, dGMP and dAMP (Fig:

4.3), are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Energy differences (kJ mol−1) of deoxyguanosine monophosphate (dGMP) and de-
oxyadenosine monophosphate (dAMP) between full system and FMO calculations.

dGMP dAMP

FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II) FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II)

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD
PBE 0.02 1.1 23.7 4.1 1.1 7.8 -0.03 -0.6 4.0 2.7 3.6 9.5

PBE-D3 0.03 1.8 21.9 3.9 1.4 -18.1 0.1 -0.6 2.4 2.7 3.2 10.2
SRS-MP2 0.03 0.6 28.4 3.9 1.2 39.1 -0.03 0.9 3.1 2.1 6.0 9.1

FromTable 4.1, the Fragmentation scheme I appears to produce smaller deviations compared

to those of the Fragmentation scheme II regardless of method and solvation conditions. When

the gas phase calculationswere performed, themean energetic difference of the Fragmentation

I and Fragmentation II schemes fall in the range of 0.02 and 4.1 kJmol−1 for dGMPand -0.03 and

2.7 kJ mol−1 for dAMP. The smaller energy differences indicate that the Fragmentation scheme

I is able to reproduce geometries of the full system calculations better the Fragmentation

scheme II. The optimised geometries of the two fragmentation schemes are compared to the

full system ones via RMSD values further in the text (Table 4.2). In the gas phase, the energy

difference produced for the single base systems, dGMP and dAMP (Figure 4.3), are relatively

narrow, ranging from -0.03 to 0.07 kJ mol−1 and 2.1 to 4.1 kJ mol−1 for the Fragmentation

schemes I and II, respectively. The narrow differences in gas phase suggest that all the methods

converge to similar geometries (within 4 kJ mol−1) regardless of the Fragmentation scheme,

with the largest energy difference of 4.1 kJ mol−1 produced by the PBE functional with the

Fragmentation scheme II.

With the inclusion of solvation models, it is not surprising that it generates a larger deviation as

compared to the gas phase geometries. A similar trend as for the gas phase was still observed -

the Fragmentation scheme I outperformed the Fragmentation scheme II within the solvation
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models by converging to the same geometries as the full system calculations. The use of CPCM

gave rise to a narrower range in energy difference from -0.6 to 6.0 kJ mol−1 compared to that of

-18.1 to 39.1 kJ mol−1 with SMD, regardless of the nucleobase. The largest difference of 39.1

kJ mol−1 was observed with the combination of SRS-MP2, the SMD solvation model and the

Fragmentation scheme II. This indicates that the CPCM solvation model is able to optimise

to similar local minima as full system optimisations. This can be attributed to the many-

body expansion formulated in the FMO/PCM method, FMO/PCM[1(2)] for PBE and PBE-D3

and FMO/PCM⟨1⟩ for SRS-MP2, thus allowing for a better description of the solute-solvent

interactions. Interestingly, the average energy difference produced for dGMP is larger than

that of dAMP, with the former ranging from -18.1 to 39.1 kJ mol−1 and the latter ranging from

-0.6 to 10.2 kJ mol−1, regardless of functional, solvation model and Fragmentation scheme.

RMSD values of the optimised geometries were analysed to explain the energy differences

obtained with the two Fragmentation schemes. It is expected that larger RMSD values result

in larger energy differences. FromTable 4.2, it can be seen that the RMSD values for the ge-

ometries with the largest energy differences are 1.8 and 0.3 Å for dGMP and dAMP, respectively.

Upon comparing Tables 4.1 and 4.2, it becomes apparent that a clear relationship between

energy differences and RMSD values could not be established. The largest RMSD value of

2.1 Å observed for dGMP was obtained with the combination of PBE-D3, SMD and the Frag-

mentation scheme II, resulting in a geometry that differed by as much as 18.1 kJ mol−1 when

compared to the full system calculation. From Figure 4.5, this large RMSD could be explained

by the displacement of the phosphate group and the sugar. It can be seen that the geometry

obtained from the Fragmentation scheme II is significantly different from that obtained from

the full system calculation. This is evident from the hydrogen bonding between the O-H group

of the phosphate towards the N on the guanine, with a bond length of 1.59 Å. This additional

hydrogen bonding appears to stabilise the system.
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Table 4.2: RMSD values (in Å) of geometries optimised with Fragmentation schemes I and II.

dGMP dAMP

Fragmentation I Fragmentation II Fragmentation I Fragmentation II

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD
PBE 0.002 0.276 1.272 0.299 0.096 1.034 0.083 0.012 0.420 0.043 0.104 0.340

PBE-D3 0.057 0.273 1.160 0.199 0.110 2.115 0.008 0.017 0.251 0.034 0.205 0.334
SRS-MP2 0.005 0.108 1.320 0.571 0.259 1.773 0.003 0.057 0.360 0.107 0.096 0.280

Figure 4.5: Comparison of the dGMP optimised geometries between full system optimisations
(blue) and Fragmentation scheme II (white) using the PBE-D3 functional and SMD
solvation model.

Overall, the FMO approach seems to be able to optimise geometries similar to full system

optimisations in the case of dAMP, with the largest energy difference being recorded at 10.2

kJ mol−1 when using the SMD solvation model. The FMO approach resulted in larger energy

differences for dGMP, ranging from -18.1 to 39.1 kJ mol−1 for dGMP when using the SMD

solvationmodel. FromFigure 4.6 andTable 4.2, it can be seen that smaller energetic differences

reflect smaller RMSDvalues in the rangeof 0.008 and0.420Å. Figure 4.6 shows a typical example

of how FMO-optimised structures using the Fragmentation scheme II and SMD solvation

model of dGMP deviate more from full system ones compared to those of dAMP. This was

evident from the longer distances between the two O atoms on the phosphate group and the

C-H on the guanine as shown in Figure 4.7. For dGMP, these distances were calculated to be

4.9 and 6.4 Å when the Fragmentation scheme II was used as compared to those of 2.4 and

2.6 Å resulting from full system optimisations. Contrary to this observation, the deviation
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Figure 4.6: Optimised geometries of dGMP and dAMP between full system (blue) and FMO
(white) optimisations with Fragmentation scheme II and SMD solvation model.

in geometries for dAMP were not as significant, with the distances between the C-H on the

adenine to the two O atoms on the phosphate falling in the range of 2.2 and 2.6 Å when using

the Fragmentation scheme II. This range is comparable with that of 2.4 and 3.2 Å obtained from

the full systemoptimisation. The large energy differences could also be explained bymeasuring

the dihedral angles between the phosphate group and the nucleobase and the nucleobase

to the sugar unit as shown in Figure 4.8. In the case of dGMP, full system optimisations with

SRS-MP2 and the SMD solvation model predicted dihedral angles between phosphate-sugar

and base-sugar to be 67.3∘ and 61.6∘, respectively. In the case of dAMP, the same angles were

measured to be 66.5∘ and 60.3∘, respectively, using the same level of theory and solvationmodel.

The Fragmentation scheme II reproduced dihedral angle differences by an average of 11.1∘

and 6.8∘ for dGMP and dAMP, respectively. Interestingly, the larger dihedral angle differences

for dGMP and dAMP came from different structural motifs. While the Fragmentation scheme

II resulted in a difference of 11.7∘ between the sugar and the base for dGMP, the larger dihedral

difference of 13.5∘ resulted from the phosphate-sugar motif for dAMP. These large differences

in geometries when compared to the full system optimisations offer an explanation of the

large energy differences obtained from FMO optimisations.
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Figure 4.7: Optimised geometries of dGMP from full system (left) or Fragmentation scheme II
(right) optimisations. Dashed lines show distances from C-H on guanine to O on
phosphate.

Figure 4.8: Dihedral angles between phosphate-sugar (left) and base-sugar (right) used in
analysis.

It was also determined fromTable 4.1 that the CPCM solvation and Fragmentation scheme I

were able to produce geometries with smaller energy differences when compared to those of

the SMD solvation model and the Fragmentation scheme II. Therefore, it is not surprising that

smaller energy differences when using CPCM are reflected in lower RMSD values as shown in

Table 4.2.
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4.3.2 Stacked and double strandedmodels

The same approach was adopted to investigate the effects of fragmentation, solvation model

and method on stacked and double stranded models of DNA, d(GpG) and dGMP-dCMP, as

shown in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.3: Energy differences (kJ mol−1) of d(GpG) between full system and FMO optimisations.

Fragmentation I Fragmentation II

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE -40.9 15.6 52.2 72.4 36.6 14.1
PBE-D3 -40.8 12.9 11.7 41.0 44.1 103.9
SRS-MP2 21.7 18.5 47.0 37.3 22.8 110.0

From Table 4.3 it can be seen that energy differences for the stacked d(GpG) model are sig-

nificantly larger compared to those of the single-stranded dGMP and dAMP models, with

differences ranging from -40.9 to 110.0 kJ mol−1. Apart from the exception of SMD and Frag-

mentation scheme II, gas phase calculations gave rise to significantly large energy differences,

ranging from -40.9 to 72.4 kJ mol−1 regardless of the Fragmentation scheme. This is in stark

contrast to the trends found in single stranded systems. Compared to the narrow energy differ-

ences obtained for the single base systems, the large errors obtained for the stacked d(GpG)

system suggests that when either of the two Fragmentation schemes, I or II, are used, the

system becomes more flexible at adopting alternative energy configurations. In the majority

of cases, higher energy configurations are more likely to be adopted. The only exception is

gas phase optimisations performed with Fragmentation scheme I and the PBE or PDE-D3

functional, for which significantly lower energy configurations were located. Out of all the

methods studied, SRS-MP2 resulted in smaller energy differences in the gas phase of 21.7 and

37.3 kJ mol−1 when using Fragmentation schemes I and II, respectively.

With respect to the gas phase, the CPCM solvation model resulted in a decrease of energy

differences, ranging from 12.9 to 18.5 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation scheme I and 22.8 to 44.2 kJ

mol−1 for Fragmentation scheme II. All of the errors were found to be positive, suggesting that

higher energy configurations are adopted when fragmentation is invoked. By incorporating

the SMD solvation model, the range of energy differences becomes wider, ranging from 11.7 to
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52.2 kJ mol−1 for the Fragmentation scheme I and 14.1 to 110.0 kJ mol−1 for the Fragmentation

scheme II.This is similar to the single base systems, forwhich SMDgave rise to larger deviations,

further confirming the ability of FMO/PCM to converge to configurations closer to those from

full system optimisations. Interestingly, regardless of the solvation model, the combination of

the Fragmentation scheme I and PBE-D3 results in the smallest deviation in energies of 12.9

and 11.7 kJ mol−1 for CPCM and SMD, respectively. Overall, the combination of SRS-MP2 and

CPCM produced consistently lower deviations when combined with Fragmentation scheme I.

Table 4.4: Differences in electrostatic (HF energy) and dispersion (correlation energy) compo-
nents (kJ mol−1) of optimised geometries of d(GpG).

FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II)

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr

PBE -39.5 -1.4 49.3 -33.8 20.6 31.6 39.4 32.9 35.3 1.2 39.2 -25.1
PBE-D3 -25.8 -14.9 58.4 -44.5 -2.4 14.2 33.4 7.7 64.2 -20.0 139.2 -35.4
SRS-MP2 -27.0 48.7 38.6 -20.2 1.5 45.5 4.7 32.6 45.5 -22.7 155.2 -45.2

The differences in two energetic components of electronic energies - electrostatic (HF energy)

and dispersion (correlation energy) in the optimised geometries were further analysed (see

Table 4.4). A huge range of differences clearly indicates the reason behind larger deviations

found for the stacked model. At first glance the number may appear to be rather random, there

are two obvious trends. The HF component is underestimated when using the Fragmentation

schemes, with an average of 34.9 kJ mol−1. This is subsequently reflected in the overestimation

of the dispersion component, with an average of -2.7 kJ mol−1. The SMD model in combination

with Fragmentation scheme I and the SRS-MP2 method appears to form an outlier, for which

both the electrostatic and dispersion components were found to be underestimated, by 1.5

and 45.5 kJ mol−1, respectively. In addition, gas phase optimisations with Fragmentation

scheme I overestimated the electrostatic component, whereas both electrostatic anddispersion

components were underestimated in Fragmentation scheme II.The largest difference in theHF

components, of 155.2 kJ mol−1, was observed with the combination of the SRS-MP2 method,

SMD model and Fragmentation scheme II. The largest difference in the dispersion component,

of 48.7 kJ mol−1, was observed with the combination of the SRS-MP2 method, gas phase and
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Fragmentation scheme I. The smallest differences in the HF and correlation components, -2.4

and 14.2 kJ mol−1, respectively, resulted from Fragmentation scheme I and the SMD solvation

model when combined with the PBE-D3 functional. None of the methods and Fragmentation

schemes produced small enough differences in the two energetic components. The found

trends suggest that more work needs to be done in tweaking solute-solvent interactions in the

implicit solvent models in the FMO formulation. These observations may also highlight the

need to use three-body effects when performing FMO geometry optimisations of molecular

systems consisting of more than three fragments. In the case of the stacked model used here,

there were six fragments to be considered.

Table 4.5: RMSD values (in Å) of d(GpG) FMO optimised geometries compared to full system
optimisations.

Fragmentation I Fragmentation II

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE 1.560 1.354 1.235 1.216 3.650 3.668
PBE-D3 1.155 1.092 1.226 0.574 3.525 5.144
SRS-MP2 1.103 0.637 0.985 0.705 3.551 4.955

The optimised geometries were then compared in the hope to explain large discrepancies in

electronic energies. TheRMSD values inTable 4.5 reveal unexpectedly that both Fragmentation

scheme I and II resulted in similar geometries when compared to full systemoptimisations. For

example, the combination of Fragmentation scheme I, gas phase and PBE functional, which

resulted in the energy difference of -40.9 kJ mol−1, yielded an RMSD of 1.56 Å. Upon further

examination, there does not seem to be a direct relationship between energetic differences and

RMSD values. For example, whilst the Fragmentation scheme I and gas phase result in similar

RMSD of 1.2 Å for PBE-D3 and 1.1 Å for SRS-MP2, they result in -40.8 and 21.7 kJ mol−1 energy

difference, respectively. Figure 4.9 reveals that, despite giving rise to similar overall RMSD

values, geometries obtained with PBE-D3 using the full system optimisation and FMO-based

optimisations are significantly more different than those with SRS-MP2. Despite similar RMSD

values, the geometry obtained from PBE-D3 is significantly more distorted. Whilst the guanine

bases are reproduced to a reasonable degree, the large discrepancy arises from the position

of the phosphate group. FMO-based optimisations resulted in the formation of hydrogen
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Figure 4.9: Optimised geometries of d(GpG) using full system optimisation (grey) and Frag-
mentation scheme II optimisation (pink) in gas phase.

bonding between the phosphate group and the carbonyl group on guanine. The additional

intramolecular H-bonding results in a further stabilising effect and the formation of a different

geometry, thus differing in energy difference when compared to the full system optimisation.

Theoptimised geometry obtained fromFMOFragmentation scheme II reproduced the stacking

of the bases sufficiently well with an RMSD of 1.1 Å, which mainly reflected the difference in

the position of the phosphate groups.

The results presented in Table 4.5 motivated us to take a closer look at the tilt and inter-base

distances of the guanine bases in the d(GpG) model. Curtis et al. utilised linear dichroism

and determined the tilt of DNA bases while dissolved in 0.01 M Na+ (phosphate buffer) to be

75∘.70 Table 4.6 presents the tilt between the two guanine bases measured as demonstrated

in Figure 4.10. While the combination of PBE, CPCM and full system calculation is optimal

to predict the tilt between the two guanine bases, PBE predicts an average of 81∘, regardless

of Fragmentation scheme and solvation. Both PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2 predicted a similar tilt

angles, an average of 64∘ and 64∘, respectively. This suggests that the energetic differences are

a direct result of the distinct configurational differences obtained between the FMO-based

and full system optimisations.
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Figure 4.10: Tilt angle between the two Guanine units in the stacked d(GpG) model.

Table 4.6: Tilt (∘) between guanine bases in d(GpG).

Full system FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II)

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE 64 76 70 87 72 91 87 85 79
PBE-D3 61 70 62 64 67 60 62 64 76
SRS-MP2 60 65 64 61 62 70 67 61 65

In addition, Table 4.6 demonstrates that the SRS-MP2 method is able to best replicate the

geometry of the stacked system within the Fragmentation schemes. This is unsurprising that

SRS-MP2 has previously demonstrated its superiority in describing𝜋 -𝜋 stacking systems.5,10,64

When full system optimisations are concerned, SRS-MP2 predicted a tilt angle of 65∘ and 64∘

with CPCM and SMD solvation models, respectively.

Table 4.7 presents the inter-base distances between the two Guanine units in the d(GpG)

system, taking the centre of the 6 membered ring as a reference. The inter-base distance is

well reported to be 2.6 or 3.4 Å for A-DNA and B-DNA, respectively.71 Table 4.7 reveals that

the PBE functional constantly overestimates the inter-base distance, by at least 0.987 and

0.187 Å, for A-DNA and B-DNA, respectively. The largest inter-base distance, of 4.969 Å, was

obtained with the combination of Fragmentation scheme II and the PBE functional in the gas
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phase, indicating its inability to model the 𝜋-𝜋 stacking interactions between the Guanine

units as observed in the full system optimisation (see Figure. 4.11). SRS-MP2, once again,

demonstrates its ability to reliably describe non-covalent interactions and is able to best predict

the inter-base distance with an average of 3.336 Å with both Fragmentation schemes.

Table 4.7: Inter-base distance (Å) between the two guanine bases in d(GpG).

Full system Fragmentation I Fragmentation II

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE 3.587 3.887 3.684 4.819 4.048 4.961 4.969 4.701 4.108
PBE-D3 3.413 3.590 3.423 3.579 3.347 3.376 3.464 3.570 4.380
SRS-MP2 3.332 3.195 3.180 3.164 3.192 3.906 3.559 3.164 3.328

Figure 4.11: 𝜋-𝜋 stacking between the two guanine units in the d(GpG) structure optimised
with Fragmentation scheme II and the PBE functional in the gas phase.

Subsequently, we posed a question of whether the re-optimisation of FMO optimised geome-

tries using full system optimisations would result in locating the same local minima as the

latter. Optimised geometries using FMO and the SRS-MP2 method were further re-optimised

using full system optimisaiton with SRS-MP2/VDZ and either CPCM or SMD solvation model.

Single point energy calculations were then performed using SRS-MP2/VTZ in the gas phase

and compared to that obtained from the original full system optimisations. RMSD values were

also analysed.
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Table 4.8: Total energy differences (Δ𝐸, kJ mol−1) and differences in electrostatic and dispersion
components (kJ mol−1) of FMO-optimised d(GpG) model. All comparisons are made
with respect to full system optimisations.

Solvation Model Fragmentation scheme Δ𝐸 HF Corr

Gas I -0.003 0.6 -0.6
II -0.080 0.1 -0.2

CPCM I 0.3 31.2 -30.9
II -0.3 29.9 -30.2

SMD I -4.9 -7.4 2.6
II 33.4 68.2 -34.8

Table 4.8 presents total energy differences between the re-optimised geometries as “full system”

of theFMO-optimisedgeometries and thoseobtained from full systemoptimisations. When the

re-optimisationswere performed on the FMO-optimised geometries obtained in gas phase, the

total energy differences between the re-optimised and full system geometries were very small

averaging -0.003 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation scheme I and -0.080 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation

scheme II. This suggests that the re-optimisation located the same local minima as the original

full system optimisations. This is further supported through small differences obtained for

the electrostatic and dispersion components of total electronic energies. These differences

fell under 1 kJ mol−1. The situation changes when the re-optimisation was performed with

implicit solvation models resulting in slightly larger energy differences between -0.3 and 0.3 kJ

mol−1 for CPCM and between -4.9 and 33.4 kJ mol−1 for SMD for both Fragmentation schemes.

Even though the energy differences obtained from CPCM solvation model are very small,

the re-optimised geometries resulted in large differences in the electrostatic and dispersion

components when compared to full system optimisations. The re-optimisation resulted in an

underestimation of the electrostatic component by 31.2 kJ mol−1 and overestimation of the

dispersion component by 30.2 kJ mol−1 on average regardless of the Fragmentation scheme

used. The re-optimisation of the geometry obtained with Fragmentation scheme I and SMD

resulted in a smaller deviation in both electrostatic and dispersion components of -7.4 and 2.6

kJ mol−1, respectively. However, the geometry from Fragmentation scheme II and SMD did

not fare well, producing a significantly different local minimum with a large difference in total
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electronic energy of 33.9 kJ mol−1 as well as corresponding electrostatic (62.8 kJ mol−1) and

dispersion (-34.8 kJ mol−1) components. These results suggest that the inclusion of implicit

solvationmodels is less likely to optimise to the same local minimum as the original full system

optimisation.

Further studies were conducted to investigate the reliability of FMO optimisations to study

double stranded systems. In this study the double stranded G-C system was constructed as

shown in Figure 4.3. Table 4.9 reports the energy difference between the optimised geometries

obtained from full system and FMO calculations.From Table 4.9, there does not appear to

be a clear trend. Regardless of the Fragmentation scheme, method and solvation model, the

range of energy differences, ranging between -22.8 to 45.5 kJ mol−1, is almost half as narrow as

compared to that of d(GpG). For the double stranded system, gas phase calculations gave rise to

the smallest range of errors, regardless of fragmentation scheme and method, ranging between

0.9 to 22.3 kJ mol−1. The smallest error was reported when PBE-D3 and the Fragmentation

scheme I were used in conjunction. Overall, regardless of method, the Fragmentation scheme

I has a smaller average energy deviation of 5.1 kJ mol−1 compared to that of 13.7 kJ mol−1 found

for Fragmentation scheme II.

Table 4.9: Energy differences (kJ mol−1) between full system and FMO optimisaitons in the
double stranded (G-C) model.

FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II)

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE 1.9 3.3 -1.5 1.3 45.5 29.6
PBE-D3 0.9 48.1 -0.4 9.7 24.8 27.1
SRS-MP2 12.6 -22.6 45.8 22.3 18.3 35.9

Table 4.10: RMSD values (in Å) of double stranded (G-C) geoemtries obtained using FMO as
compared to the full system optimisation.

FMO2 (Fragmentation I) FMO2 (Fragmentation II)

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

PBE 0.216 0.507 0.836 0.129 0.719 0.340
PBE-D3 0.149 6.587 1.060 0.129 0.280 0.273
SRS-MP2 0.823 0.324 0.830 0.896 0.402 0.445
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With the inclusion of solvation models, the energy deviations are significantly larger than those

in the gas phase, ranging between -22.6 to 48.1 kJ mol−1 and -1.5 to 45.8 kJ mol−1 for CPCM

and SMD, respectively. The largest deviation for both CPCM and SMD resulted from the use of

Fragmentation scheme I andPBE-D3 and SRS-MP2, respectively. Upon analysingRMSDvalues,

the structures surprisingly deviate to a different degree. In the case of PBE-D3, as the average

deviation of 6.6 Å was observed, whereas for SRS-MP2, it was only 0.8 Å. Upon investigating

the optimised geometries visually, it can be seen that the structures obtained from PBE-D3

and Fragmentation scheme I are significantly different as compared to those optimised as the

full system. An example of this trend is shown in Figure 4.12. For the same structure obtained

from optimisation with Fragmentation scheme I and SRS-MP2, the configuration of dCMP was

adequately predicted whereas the dGMP component converged to a different local minimum.

These observations re-enforce the conclusion that the inclusion of an implicit solvation model

is more likely to result in a different local minimum due to the lack of an accurate description

of the solute-solvent interactions.

When using CPCM, the range of energy deviations becomes broader for the double stranded

system compared to those of the stacked system, ranging from -22.6 to 48.1 kJ mol−1 for the

former and 12.9 to 44.2 kJ mol−1 for the latter. However, the mean absolute deviations of the

Fragmentation schemes I and II for the double stranded system are significantly lower than

those for the stacked system. Themean absolute deviation of the Fragmentation schemes I and

II for the double stranded system with CPCM is 24.7 and 29.5 kJ mol−1, respectively, whereas

themean absolute deviation for the stacked systemusing Fragmentation scheme I and II is 15.6

and 34.5 kJ mol−1, respectively. When using SMD, the range of energy deviation is significantly

smaller for the double stranded system compared to those of the stacked system, ranging from

-1.5 to 45.8 kJ mol−1 for the former and 11.7 to 110.0 kJ mol−1 for the latter. Similar to CPCM,

the mean absolute deviations of the Fragmentation schemes I and II in conjunction with SMD

for the double stranded system are also significantly lower than the stacked system. The mean

absolute deviation of the Fragmentation schemes I and II for the double stranded with SMD

is 15.9 and 30.9 kJ mol−1, respectively, whereas the mean absolute deviation for the stacked

systemusing Fragmentation schemes I and II is 37.0 and 76.0 kJmol−1, respectively.The present

results suggest that the three hydrogen bonds between the nucleobases in the double stranded
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system are better reproduced than the 𝜋 - 𝜋 stacking due to the directional nature of hydrogen

bonding. On the other hand, the sugar and phosphate backbone has a much higher degree

of flexibility. The inclusion of an implicit solvation model results in the sugar and phosphate

units adopting different local minima to the full system optimisation.

Table 4.11: Differences in electrostatic (HF) and dispersion (Corr) components (in kJ mol−1) of
the double stranded (G-C) system as compared to full system optimisations

Fragmentation I Fragmentation II

Gas CPCM SMD Gas CPCM SMD

HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr HF Corr

PBE 2.8 -0.9 6.0 0.3 4.1 -5.5 16.1 -6.8 60.3 -14.8 39.7 -10.2
PBE-D3 1.3 -0.4 92.8 -44.7 10.1 -10.5 16.5 -6.8 34.4 -9.6 36.2 -9.1
SRS-MP2 -3.6 16.2 -37.5 14.9 65.1 -19.4 9.0 13.3 25.1 -6.8 44.9 -9.0

The differences in the energetic components of the double stranded structures optimised with

FMO and as the full system are presented in Table 4.11 Once again, the Fragmentation scheme

I is able to recover better the electrostatic component as compared to the Fragmentation

scheme II, giving rise to an average deviation of 15.7 and 31.4 kJ mol−1, respectively, regardless

of method and solvation model. The average deviations of the dispersion component were

found to be -5.6 and -6.6 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation schemes I and II, respectively. A smaller

range in both the electrostatic and dispersion component for the double stranded model

explains the smaller differences in electronic energies, which represent a stark contrast to the

trends found in the stacked model. Gas phase calculations resulted in the energy differences

ranging from -3.6 to 16.5 kJ mol−1 for the electrostatic component and -6.8 to 16.2 kJ mol−1

for the dispersion component. In the gas phase, SRS-MP2 predicted a smaller range for both

the electrostatic and dispersion components compared to those of PBE and PBE-D3. While

SRS-MP2 predicted a difference of -3.6 and 9.0 kJ mol−1 for the electrostatic component with

either Fragmentation I and II, respectively, PBE-D3 predicted a difference of 1.3 and 16.5 kJ

mol−1, respectively.

In general, the inclusion of a solvation model increased the range of differences in energetic

components compared to the gas phase. For the electrostatic component, the inclusion of

CPCM and SMD solvation models, resulted in the range of -37.5 to 92.8 kJ mol−1 and 4.1 to
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Figure 4.12: Optimised geometries of the double stranded dGMP-dCMPmodel optimised as
the full system (grey) and Fragmentation scheme I (pink) with CPCM solvation
model and either PBE-D3 (left) or SRS-MP2 (right).

65.1 kJ mol−1, respectively. For the dispersion component, the range was smaller, namely from

-44.7 to 14.9 kJ mol−1 for CPCM and -19.4 to -5.5 kJ mol−1 for SMD. These observations explain

significantly smaller energy differences obtainedwith SMDwhen studying the double stranded

model as compared to the stacked model (see Table 4.3). The inclusion of CPCM, on the other

hand, resulted in larger energy deviations for the double stranded model than the stacked

model. This suggests that the solvation models within FMO must be carefully parameterised

to account for the presence of varying intermolecular interactions from hydrogen bonding to

𝜋 - 𝜋 stacking.

Figure 4.13: Bonding distances in the dGMP-dCMPmodel.
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The calculated H-bond lengths between guanine and cytosine were measured and compared

to previously measured experimental data. By utilising X-ray crystallography, Fourme et al.

determined the distance between O6-N4, N1-N3 and N2-O2 to be 2.90, 2.92 and 2.84 Å, respec-

tively (see Figure 4.13).72 Figure 4.14 shows the deviation of the calculated hydrogen bonded

distances between the two nucleobases to those experimentally determined distances.72 The

combination of SMD, SRS-MP2 and the full system calculation resulted in the smallest devia-

tions from experimental data, deviating by as little as 0.044 Å. The largest deviation of 0.149

Å resulted from the combination of SMD, SRS-MP2 and the Fragmentation scheme I. This was

also reflected in the a energy difference of 45.8 kJ mol−1 when compared to the full system

optimised structure. Overall, the full system optimisations were able to predict the geometries

slightly more consistently with experiment compared to FMO. The average deviation in hydro-

gen bond distances for the full system optimisations was determined to be 0.059 Å, with the

the Fragmentation schemes I and II yielding an average deviation of 0.076 and 0.071 Å, respec-

tively. Excluding the outlier of SRS-MP2, SMD and the Fragmentation scheme I, SRS-MP2 was

found to be the optimal method for geometry optimisations, yielding an average deviation in

hydrogen bond distances of 0.06 Å regardless of fragmentation scheme and solvation models.

PBE and PBE-D3 deviate slightly more, yielding an average deviation of 0.065 and 0.072 Å,

respectively. This further supports the ability of SRS-MP2 to reliably predict geometries of

hydrogen bonded systems.
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Figure 4.14: Mean absolute deviation between the optimised geometries obtained from both
full system and FMO calculations to previously published experimental data.[72]

Once again, we posed the question of whether a re-optimisation of FMO generated geometries

using the full system SRS-MP2 optimisation would locate the same local minima. The same

procedure as in the case of the d(GpG) model was used for the double stranded system (see

Figure 4.4). Optimised geometries from the two Fragmentation schemes in combination with

SRS-MP2 were re-optimised with full system SRS-MP2/VDZ and either the CPCM or SMD

solvation model. Energies of thus optimised structures were improved with the SRS-MP2, VTZ

basis set in the gas phase and were compared to those obtained from the original full system

optimisations.
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Table 4.12: Total energy differences (Δ𝐸, kJmol−1) anddifferences in electrostatic anddispersion
components (kJ mol−1) of FMO-optimised dGMP-dCMPmodel. All comparisons
are made with respect to full system optimisations.

Solvation Model Fragmentation scheme Δ𝐸 HF Corr

Gas I 12.3 -4.0 16.3
II 0.8 -0.8 1.7

CPCM I -11.7 -14.4 2.8
II 2.5 2.6 -0.1

SMD I 12.0 24.2 -12.3
II 21.6 27.9 -6.3

Table 4.12 presents the total energy differences between the re-optimised geometries of the

original FMO-optimised geometries and the full system optimisations. In the gas phase, the

total energy differences between the re-optimised and full system geometries were found to be

12.3 and 0.8 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation schemes I and II, respectively. Only the geometry from

Fragmentation scheme II converged close to the original full system optimisation minimum,

which is also demonstrated in small differences (well within chemical accuracy) in the electro-

static and dispersion components. The geometry from Fragmentation scheme I converged to

a different local minimum which was higher in energy > 10 kJ mol−1. The inclusion of solvation

models generally resulted in larger energy differences as compared to those in the gas phase.

The difference fell between -11.7 and 2.5 kJ mol−1 for CPCM solvation model and between

12.0 and 21.6 kJ mol−1 for the SMD solvation model for both Fragmentation schemes. The

re-optimisation of the geometry obtained from Fragmentation scheme II and CPCM resulted

in the smallest energy difference of 2.5 kJ mol−1 with an underestimation of 2.6 kJ mol−1 for the

electrostatic component and an overestimation of 0.1 kJ mol−1 for the correlation component.

Re-optimisation of SMD-optimised geometries led to higher energy local minima, for which

the electrostatic component was underestimated by 26.1 kJ mol−1 on average. Again, SMD

did not fare as well as CPCM during full system re-optimisations and therefore, cannot be

recommended to be used within the FMO framework.
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Figure 4.15: Difference in optimised geometries between full system optimisation (pink) and
Fragmentation scheme I optimisation (blue).

Upon analysing the re-optimised geometry using the full system approach, it is clear to see

that the different approaches located different minima on the potential energy surface (Figure

4.15). The flexibility of sugar and phosphate groups, due to the absence of intra-strand 𝜋-𝜋

stacking, allows for significantly different geometries.

4.4 Conclusions

In this study, the FMO approach was utilised to investigate its ability to reproduce full system

optimisations when studying small DNA models with implicit solvation models, such as CPCM

and SMD and three different quantum chemical methods - PBE, PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2. When

geometry optimisations were performed in the gas phase for single base systems such as dAMP

anddGMP, the Fragmentation scheme I outperformed the Fragmentation scheme II, producing

an average energy difference of 0.02 and 3.2 kJmol−1, respectively. The incorporation of implicit

solvation models resulted in significantly larger energy differences, with the largest energy

difference of 39.1 kJ mol−1 being observed for the combination of the Fragmentation scheme II,

SRS-MP2 and the SMD solvation model. Upon analysing the respective optimised geometries

and RMSD values, the large energy differences were attributed to the location of different local
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minima due to the backbone flexibility of the phosphate and the sugar units in the dAMP and

dGMP models.

The same approach was used to study both stacked, d(GpG), and double stranded, dGMP-

dCMP, models. Unsurprisingly, the same trend was observed, whereby large energy differences

were recorded for these models compared to single base models. This was explained due to

the ability of larger molecular systems to adopt many more local minima as compared to the

single base systems. While the largest RMSD values for dGMP and dAMP were determined to

be 2.115 and 0.420 Å, receptively; the largest RMSD recorded for d(GpG) and dGMP-dCMP was

5.144 and 6.587 Å, respectively. The optimised geometries of d(GpG) and dGMP-dCMP were

compared to previously determined experimental data. For d(GpG), the calculated inter-base

distance and the base pair tilt were compared to experimental values. The calculated base pair

tilts were usually underestimated, with a mean absolute deviation of 10∘. When comparing the

inter-base distance between the two guanine units in d(GpG), the predicted distances were

found to be overestimated by 0.436 Å on average. The directionality of hydrogen bonds in the

double strandedmodel significantly reduced the flexibility of the nucleobase units. Long-range

𝜋-𝜋 stacking is less directional and resulted in large differences in optimised geometries for the

stacked model are not surprising. Overall, the SRS-MP2 method in combination with SMD and

full system optimisations reproduced experimental in-plane hydrogen bonds in the double

stranded model within 0.06 Å on average.

In the case of the dGMP-dCMP model the sugar and phosphate group backbone was found

to become more flexible in the presence of implicit solvation models, thus resulting in opti-

misations to different local minima and hence larger differences in electronic energies when

compared to those of full system optimisations. The range of energy differences, when im-

proved with SRS-MP2/VTZ in the gas phase, was found to be smaller for the double stranded

model than the stacked model. For the former, the range was found to fall between 0.9 to 22.3

kJ mol−1 and for the latter between -40.9 and 72.4 kJ mol−1.

When optimisations were performed in the gas phase for the stacked systems, the Fragmenta-

tion scheme I outperformed the Fragmentation scheme II, resulting in mean absolute devia-

tions of 40.9 and 50.2 kJ mol−1, respectively. While the incorporation of the CPCM solvation

model decreased the mean absolute deviation, of 15.6 and 34.5 kJ mol−1 for Fragmentation
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schemes I and II, respectively, the SMD solvation model resulted in a larger mean absolute

deviation of 76.0 kJmol−1 with the use of Fragmentation scheme II.The gas phase optimisations

for the double-stranded systems resulted in smaller mean absolute deviations as compared to

those of the stacked system, falling in between 5.1 and 13.7 kJmol−1 for Fragmentation schemes

I and II, respectively. The inclusion of solvation models increased the mean absolute deviation,

with the largest absolute energy difference of 45.8 kJ mol−1 resulting from the combination of

the SRS-MP2 method, Fragmentation scheme I and the SMD solvation model. Similar to the

single base system, the energy differences were attributed to locating different local minima, a

result of the increased flexibility of the phosphate and sugar units due to the absence of steric

hindrance of larger DNA models.

Due to the location of different minima, the geometries of the double stranded and stacked

systems obtained from FMO and SRS-MP2 calculations were re-optimised using full system

optimisations to determine if the same minima would be located. Upon re-optimisation,

the energies differences between the re-optimised geometries and the original full system

optimisations revealed that different minima were located for most of the method-solvation

model combinations. Only gas phase re-optimisations for the stacked model managed to

produce similar local minima as the original full system optimisation. For the stacked system,

themeanabsolutedeviationobtained for theFMO-optimisedand re-optimisedgeometrieswas

42.9 and 6.5 kJ mol−1, respectively, regardless of Fragmentation scheme and solvation model

used. For the double stranded system, the mean absolute deviation obtained for the FMO-

optimised and re-optimised geometries was 26.3 and 10.1 kJ mol−1, respectively, regardless of

Fragmentation scheme and solvation model. The inclusion of implicit solvation models was

found to result in larger differences in geometries when compared to the gas phase. These

findings suggest the different approaches locate different minima on the potential energy

surface. Moreover, the use of the SMD solvation model for geometry optimisations of DNA

models beyond a single base system is not recommended within the FMO framework. In the

case of CPCM, only Fragmentation scheme I can be recommended.

Overall, the inclusion of implicit solvation models into the geometry optimisation procedure

within the FMO approach affected the location of similar local minima when compared with

full system optimisations. All three methods used, PBE, PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2, located varying
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minima. This suggests two potential issues that require solutions. Firstly, as the number of

fragments increases in the system, the inclusion of three body effects might become crucial

already at the optimisation level. For example, within Fragmentation scheme II the number of

fragments increases from three in single base systems to six fragments in double stranded and

stacked systems. Therefore, the use of FMO3 should be studied in the future. Secondly, more

work needs to be done in refining solute-solvent interactions to interface implicit solvation

models to be able to treat varying intermolecular interactions with similar accuracy.
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Chapter 5

InteractionsbetweenPt-complexesand

DNA/RNA building blocks

5.1 Introduction

Cisplatin, an accidental discovery by Rosenberg in 1965, has become one of the most com-

monly administered anti-cancer drugs.1–3 Whilst conducting electrolysis studies to investigate

bacterial growth, he discovered that the platinum product disrupted the process of cell di-

vision.1 This led to an investigation of Pt complexes and their effects on tumours, especially

sarcoma 180 and mouse leukaemia L1210.1 With a sample size of 10 mice, Rosenberg success-

fully demonstrated that Pt complexes, such as cis-Pt(II)(NH3)2Cl2, are able to treat tumour

growth.2 It was also reported that some mice remained tumour free for the following 6 months

after the initial treatment.2 This remarkable discovery has led to Pt complexes becoming major

candidates for anti-cancer drugs. Cisplatin (Figure: 5.1) undergoes hydration as it passes into

the cell cytoplasm, where either one or both Cl− gets replaced with water molecules, forming

either the mono- or di-aquated complexes (see Figure: 5.1).4 These aquated complexes inhibit

DNA to form either mono- or di-functional adducts, preferentially intrastrand at 1,2-d(GpG)

or 1,2-d(GpA) position at 65% and 25%, respectively.4 Upon inhibition, the adducts cause a

localised unwinding of the helix, leading to an increase in the width of the minor groove.4–6

The first crystal structure of cisplatin-DNA interaction was discovered by Lippard et al. in
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1995.7 cis-[Pt(NH3)2]2+ was found to form intrastrand adducts between two neighbouring

guanine moieties.7 This disruption to the structural integrity of DNA effectively interrupts the

cell replication process and programs the cell death.5,6

Figure 5.1: Mono- and di-aquated complexes of cisplatin.4

Due to the toxicity and side effects of cisplatin, other Pt-based complexes were studied. Ox-

aliplatin is one of these complexes (see Fig 5.2). Pt complexes are found to have similar

cytotoxicity as cisplatin without the same limitations.3,8,9 For example, despite forming fewer

cross linkages, oxaliplatin exhibits similar cytotoxicity when compared to cisplatin.3,8,9 Lip-

pard et al. published a crystal structure of oxaliplatin interacting with DNA, forming a similar

1,2-d(GpG) adduct as cisplatin.10 Solved at 2.4 Å resolution, a bend of 30∘ of the DNA helix

towards the major groove was induced after the binding of oxaliplatin.10 The activated oxali-

platin, as identified in the crystal structure, loses its oxalate group and while retaining the

(1R,2R)-diaminocyclohexane.10 This is in agreement with the study conducted in Chapter 3

where it was determined that it is energetically favourable for the oxalate to play the role of

a leaving group. The Pt metal centre in the activated oxaliplatin, similar to that of cisplatin,

binds to the N7 of two neighbouring guanine moieties.10 Hydrogen bonding between the NH2

group of the (1R,2R)-diaminocyclohexane and the O6 on guanine is absent in cisplatin-DNA

binding (Figure: 5.3).10 The difference in binding could explain the different in specificity
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between the two Pt complexes towards treating different types of cancer. Where cisplatin is

usually administered for testicular and ovarian cancer, the combination of oxaliplatin and

5-fluorouracil is effective against colon cancer.9,11–15 These findings motivated this study to

identify how the interaction between DNA and cisplatin/oxaliplatin occurs, and specifically

whether the presence of water molecules coordinated to the Pt centre, affects the geometry of

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) building blocks.

Figure 5.2: Oxaliplatin, oxalato-(1,2-cyclohexanediamine)Pt(II), a Pt-based anti-cancer drug
with oxalate as the leaving group.3,8,9
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Figure 5.3: Binding mode of fully dissciated cisplatin (left) and oxaliplatin (right) to dGMP.

Despite extensive studies conducted on Pt-based anti-cancer drugs and DNA, there is still

uncertainty about the influence of Pt drugs on ribonucleic acid (RNA).7,16–22 RNA is involved

in the regulation and expression of genes and has become an important drug target in recent

years.23–30 Compared to DNA, RNA is able to possess different biological functions such as

translating genetic information from DNA to proteins and is a very robust molecule.28–31

Messenger RNA (mRNA) is involved in transmitting genetic information from DNA to the

ribosome in the form of transfer RNA (tRNA).32–34 tRNA has an anticodon on one terminal

end and an amino acid on the other that binds to the codon, a sequence of three nucleotides,

on mRNA.32–34 The ribosomal RNA (rRNA) then acts as a catalyst that links the amino acids

together to form the protein in the specific sequence dictated by mRNA.32 The biological

functions of RNA makes them very attractive for small molecule targeting to modulate and

regulate protein production.35–39
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Figure 5.4: Different RNA conformations formed with Watson.

Despite RNA being similar to DNA, consisting of a ribose unit connected to a phosphate group

and a nucleobase (one of the four - guanine (G), adenine (A), cytosine (C) and uracil (U)),

there are plenty of unknowns regarding using them as drug targets.31 The binding pocket of

RNA arises from the intrastrand folding, governed by intermolecular interactions between

the nueclobases.30,40 As the primary structure of RNA determines its secondary structure,

different functioning RNA will result in different secondary structures, such as the stem-loop

andbulge conformations, and this allows for specific binding of smallmolecules (Figure: 5.4).30

The imperfect base pair interactions within RNA occurr due to the mismatch in nucleobases

outside the conventionalWatson-Crick hydrogen bonding types and result in the formation of

binding pockets for proteins or small molecules.35–37 Imperfect base pairs, often caused by
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the formation of Hoogsteen base pairs instead ofWatson-Crick base pairs, result in perturbed

base pairing of RNA, thus resulting in a larger solvent-exposed major groove and allowing

for binding events to occur.31,35–37,41 The differences between Hoogsteen andWatson-Crick

base pairs are their conformations, where Hoogsteen base pairs exist in the syn conformation,

whereas Watson-Crick base pairs exist in anti conformation.41,42 The four basic secondary

structures that RNAcan adopt are duplexes, loops, bulges and junctions (Figure: 5.4).30,31,36,37,40

It was also reported that the A-form of RNA, the helical conformation, is more likely to result in

amismatch of base pairs, giving rise to the binding pockets.31,35 Uponbinding, smallmolecules

are able to alter the biological functions of RNA.35–37 For example, oligonucleotides bind to

RNA and interfere with the function of RNA by either inhibiting the translation mechanism

translation or degrading it.36,43

Though the interest in better understanding of RNA as a drug target is rapidly gaining momen-

tum, there are some roadblocks on the way.35–37 Due to the flexibility of RNA, attributed to

the presence of an additional hydroxyl group on the ribose, it is able to exist in multiple low

energy conformations as a single stranded molecule.31,36,44 Consequently there is a need to be

able to design small molecules with high affinity and high specificity for the RNA targets. In

particular, the understanding of how the binding to RNA can be manipulated, is needed.35,36,38

For RNA to be a drug target, it is first vital to understand the biological effects of binding to

different regions of the molecule.38 Not surprisingly, electrostatics and dispersion interactions

are both important to increase affinity for RNA binding sites.38 In a study conducted using

aminoglycosides, including Neomycin B, butirosin B and ribostamycin, it was discovered

that a number of amines significantly influenced the binding affinity of small molecules to

RNA.35,45,46

Cisplatin has demonstrated its ability to affect RNA, both directly and indirectly. The human

upstreambinding factor (UBF) is an essential component in the expression of rRNA.47 However,

UBF has been reported to bind preferentially to the intrastrand adduct formed when cisplatin

binds to DNA, resulting in the suppression of rRNA synthesis.47,48 In addition, cisplatin also

results in the redistribution of proteins, such as UBF and RNA polymerase I, in the nucleolus.

While RNA polymerase I is redistributed to the fringe of the nucleolus, the activity of RNA

polymerase II remains unaffected, indicating that the suppression of rRNA synthesis could
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contribute to the cytotoxicity of cisplatin.47 Furthermore, it has been reported that a decrease

in rRNA expression leads to the activation of theMyb-binding protein 1A (MYBBP1A), a protein

that increases p53 (tumour growth suppression protein) acetylation.49–52 The increased levels

of p53 acetylation then results in apoptosis.49

Cisplatin has been reported to form adducts with RNA.28 Although the extent of cisplatin

interaction with different types of RNA, like mRNA or tRNA, is not yet known, cisplatin has

been shown to form a strong interaction with RNA.28 With the use of inductively coupled

plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), DeRose et al. determined that cisplatin interacted with

DNA and RNA in the ratio of 3:1 in cells.28 Interestingly, in vitro studies showed that cisplatin

bound preferentially to RNA over DNA in human cervical adenocarcinoma HeLa cells.26,53,54

It was also reported that the positively charge activated form of cisplatin interacted more

rapidly with hairpin RNA than DNA.53,55 Binding to RNA could result in the disruption of RNA

functions and contribute to the cytotoxicity of Pt-based drugs.53 DeRose et al. also reported

the ability of cisplatin to form intrastrand adducts with the internal branch-bulge domain

(BBD), a conformation formed with the combination of a hairpin loop and a bulge caused by

mismatched base pairs, thus inhibiting its biological activity.55

Crystal structures of cisplatin binding to Thermus thermophilus, a Gram negative bacterium,

were solved at 2.6 Å resolution by Polikanov et al..56 Cisplatin was crystallized with Thermus

thermophilus 70S ribosome containing mRNA and tRNA. Nine cisplatin-derived complexes

were found to coordinate to the ribosome by studying the difference in the electron density

map.56 Cisplatin was identified to bind to adenine three times and guanine five times out of

the nine possibilities identified.56 Similarities were found among the binding sites that were

targeted by cisplatin.56 For the guanine binding sites, cisplatin also formed hydrogen bonds

with the phosphate backbone through its NH3 group.56 On the other hand, guanine needed to

be next in the RNA sequence for cisplatin to bind to adenine.56 It was noted that cisplatin still

bound to the N7 of adenine and formed hydrogen bonds with the O6 atom of the neighbouring

guanine through the NH3 group.56 The binding of the active form of cisplatin to adenine also

altered the RNA geometry by bringing the guanine moiety closer to adenine, thus resulting in

a more compact structure.56
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Quantum chemical methods, such as those of density functional theory (DFT), have proven

to be a reliable tool to study biomolecules and DNA in particular.57–61 Leszczynski et al. ap-

plied B3LYP, a DFT functional that incorporates Becke’s 3 parameter exchange-correlation

functional (B3) and Lee-Yang-Parr’s correlation functional (LYP), to study the interactions

between Pt-based complexes and DNA nucleobases.61 The interaction between species pro-

duced during the hydrolysis of Pt complexes such as [Pt(NH3)4]2+, [Pt(NH3)3(H2O)]2+ and

cis-[Pt(NH3)2(H2O)2]2+ and a nucleobase (either guanine and adenine) was modelled.61 The

Pt-complexes were modelled to bind to one or two bases, thus forming a link between these.61

Electronic energies of the optimised structures were improved with MP2.62,63 Analysis of the

bond dissociation energies (BDE) and stabilisation energies revealed that the complexes are

generally more stable when bonded to two guanine units instead of two adenine units, with

the average BDE of the Pt-guanine bond being calculated to be 62.8 kJ mol−1 higher than that

of the Pt-adenine bond.61 This supports the observation that Pt-complexes are more likely

to bind between two neighbouring guanine (G) moieties than two neighbouring adenine

(A) moieties.4,5,64 Czyżnikowska-Balcerak et al. utilised MP2 to study the effects of guanine

𝜋-𝜋 stacking with other DNA bases.58 Seven different stacking models were constructed with

different combinations of bases such as GG, GA, GT and GC,.58 The effects of electronic cor-

relation, solvation effects and thermodynamic effects were explored.58 The highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) between the

different bases were used to discuss the donor-acceptor characteristics contributing to 𝜋-𝜋

stacking.58 Geometry optimisations were performed with the MP2/6-31G(d) level of theory

with the initial geometries generated using the 3DNA software.58 They discovered that 𝜋-𝜋

stacking interactions between pyrimidine rings were crucial for stabilisation of the GA stacking,

with the HOMO being localised on G and LUMO localised on A.58 It was also noted that the

𝜋-𝜋 stacking nature played a role in stabilising the structure. For example, the GA stacking

was found to be by 8.4 kJ mol−1 more stable than the AG stacking.58 In general, the stacking

stability decreased in the following order: GC > GA > AG > CG > TG/GT (C and T representing

cytosine and thymine, respectively) > GG, with stacking pair energies ranging from -46.7 to

-20.9 kJ mol−1.58
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Shoeib et al. also used DFT to investigate the interaction between Pt complexes and

biomolecules such as 4-sulfocalix[4]arene.65,66 It was previously reported that the interac-

tions between biomolecules, such as 4-sulfocalix[4]arene, and Pt-based anti-cancer drugs

could alter their properties.65 Shoeib et al. demonstrated that the binding of nedaplatin to

4-sulfocalix[4]arene is more stable through the formation of hydrogen bonds between the

NH3 of nedaplatin and the O present on 4-sulfocalix[4]arene.65 Shoeib also investigated the

interactions between cisplatin and carnosine, a dipeptide that has been detected in multiple

organs, like stomach and brain, and has been shown to interact with Pt complexes, hindering

their ability to bind to DNA.12,66 With 5 possible sites for interaction, such as the carboxylic

group and the imidazole ring, carnosine is able to interact with oxaliplatin, inhibiting its ability

to bind to DNA and, hence, decreasing its potency.66 The binding modes of the three tautomers

of carnosine have since been the subject of interest with various different metal ions, such as

Zn2+, Co2+ and Ru2+.66–68 Shoeib et al. used B3LYP, LanL2DZ basis set and gas phase to identify

the lowest energy conformations of carnosine and fully dissociated oxaliplatin.66 Binding

energies were also analysed in both gas phase and with the polarizable continuum solvation

model.66 The study once again emphasizes the inability of gas phase to predict non-covalently

bound complexes by overestimating the Pt-O bond length by 1.3 Å when compared to typical

Pt-O bond lengths of 2.0 Å in nanoparticles.66 Binding energies of carnosine and the fully

dissociated form of oxaliplatin were calculated to be -1668.6 and -372.8 kJ mol−1 obtained in

gas phase and PCM, respectively.66 However, Shoeib et al. did not consider the possibility of

the aquated species of oxaliplatin.

Platts et al. utilised the QM/MM approach to investigate the effect that hydrogen bonding

and 𝜋-𝜋 stacking in single and double-stranded DNA have on cisplatin-DNA interactions.69

Using DNA models consisting of di- and trinucleobases in length, Platts et al. investigated their

interactions with either cis-[Pt(NH3)2]2+ or cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl]+ by treating the nucleobase and

cisplatin species using quantum chemical methods (BH&H functional, 6-311++G(d,p) basis

set and SDD, a basis set that applies Stuttgart/Dresden effective core potentials (ECPs) for the

Pt), while treating the sugar and phosphate backbone of DNA with molecular mechanics (MM)

(the Amber force field).69,70 The optimised geometry of cis-[Pt(NH3)2]2+ bound to d(pGpG)

were in agreement with experimental data, with an average deviation of 0.05 Å in bond length
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and 2∘ in bond angles.69 Comparison of calculated binding energies of cisplatin to form bi-

functional adducts with d(GpG) and d(GpA) showed the energetic preference of binding to

two neighbouring guanines over a guanine and adenine by approximately 113.8 kJ mol−1, with

a binding energy of -1307.2 kJ mol−1 for d(GpG) and -1193.4 kJ mol−1 for d(GpA).69,71 Platts et

al. also made use of the atoms-in-molecules (AIM) approach to study the effects platination

has on the H-bonding and 𝜋-𝜋 stacking interactions of the DNA model.69 Hydrogen bonding

was found to dominate over 𝜋-𝜋 stacking to stabilise the d(GpG) model, contributing 88.5 kJ

mol−1 to the binding energy of cis-[Pt(NH3)2{dGpG}]2+.69 The platination of cis-[Pt(NH3)2]2+

disrupts the geometry of d(GpG) by rotating the purine bases towards each other, disrupting

the 𝜋-𝜋 stacking and destabilising the structure.69

Schofield et al. also utilised the QM/MM to study the effect of Pt complexes, specifically

cisplatin and oxaliplatin, binding to DNA.8 With 5’-d(CCTCAGGCCTCC)-3’ as a DNA model,

the extent of deformation due to cisplatin and oxaliplatin was analysed through a series of

parameters: torsional angles, binding affinities, hydrogen bonding between the Pt complex

and the DNA model.8 20 ns simulations were ran for both cisplatin and oxaliplatin interacting

with DNA. Simulations were conducted with the AMBER parm99SB force field including the

TIP3P water model with a radius of 10 Å. Na+ ions were included as counterions.8 B3LYP/6-

31G** and the LanL2DZ effective core potential on Pt were used to perform the partial charge

analysis of the system.8 QM/MM calculations were performed using the ONIOM approach,

with the BH&H functional, the 6-31G basis set and the LanL2DZ effective core potential on Pt

for the higher layer and AMBER parm99SB force field for the lower layer.8 Binding energies

were calculated by employing either the MM/generalized born surface area (MMGBSA) or

MM/Poisson–Boltzman surface area (MMPBSA) approach.8 Thebinding energies reportedwith

the use of MMGBSA for cisplatin and oxaliplatin were -65.1 and -134.8 kJ mol−1, respectively,

whereas MMPBSA reported binding energies of -137.5 and -252.8 kJ mol−1, respectively.8 Both

approaches suggested preferential binding of oxaliplatin to DNA over cisplatin.8 The binding

of the Pt complex was found to significantly distort the DNA backbone.8 In addition, cisplatin

and oxaliplatin produced different bends in the helix axis, 56.1∘ and 46.8∘, respectively.8 Both

resultant angles were much wider than the previously reported value of 34.3∘ of an undistorted

DNA model.72
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Despite the growing interest inRNAas apotential drug target, fewer computational studieshave

been conducted to investigate the binding mechanism of small molecule to RNA. This study

aims to investigate the difference in binding energies between Pt-based anti-cancer drugs and

building blocks of RNA and DNA. Lower energy conformations of guanosine monophosphate

(GMP), adenosine monophosphate (AMP), deoxyguanosine monophosphate (dGMP) and

deoxyadenosine monophosphate (dAMP) were considered for binding with cisplatin and

oxaliplatin. Three types of their proposed activated forms were studied: the activated form of

the drug of the [PtL]2+ type (further referred to as the non-aquated form), the mono-aquated

form of the [PtL(H2O)]2+ type and the di-aquated form of the [PtL(H2O)2]2+ type (where L

= (NH3)2 for cisplatin and (CH2)4(CHNH2)2 for oxaliplatin). Geometry optimisations were

performed with the M06-L functional in combination with the cc-pVDZ (VDZ) basis set on

the non-Pt atoms and cc-pVTZ-pp (VTZ-pp) with a corresponding effective core potential

(ECP) on the Pt atom. A universal solvation model, SMD, was applied with water as solvent.

Interaction energies between the three types of activated forms and DNA/RNA building blocks

were calculatedwith SRS-MP2 in combinationwith cc-pVTZ for non-Pt atoms and cc-pVTZ-pp

(VTZ-pp) with a corresponding ECP on the Pt atom in gas phase. For comparison, 𝜔B97X-D3

in combination with aug-cc-pVTZ (aVTZ) basis set on non-Pt atoms and aug-cc-pVTZ-pp

(aVTZ-pp) with a corresponding ECP on the Pt atom also in gas phase. Deformation energies of

the RNA and DNA building blocks upon geometry optimisations were calculated to investigate

the extent of structural disruption. The extent of aquation on the binding mode and bond

strength was analysed.

5.2 Theoretical Procedures

All calculations were performed using of the three quantum chemical packages: Gaussian16,73

the General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure Systems (GAMESS-US)74 software

and Orca version 4.0.1.75 The activated forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin (Figure: 5.5) were

optimised with Gaussian 16 and in combination with the M06-L functional,76 the cc-pVDZ

(VDZ) basis set77 onnon-Pt atoms and the cc-pVTZ-pp (VTZ-pp) basis setwith a corresponding

effective core potential (ECP) on the Pt atom.78,79 The ECP decreases the computational cost

of the heavy Pt metal by modelling the inner-core electrons and only calculates the outer
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electron shell explicitly.80,81 Including both the one- and two-component potentials, the ECP

is able to describe the Pauli repulsion, spin-orbital interactions and relativistic effects.80,81 A

conductor-like polarisable continuum (CPCM) solvation model77 with water as solvent was

added to mimic the aqueous environment. This level of theory was chosen as in a previously

conducted study it was demonstrated to be able to describe the ionic nature of the Pt-O bonds

in Pt-based complexes such as carboplatin.82 The building blocks of RNA and DNA (Figure:

5.6) were initially optimised in GAMESS-US in combination with SRS-MP2, theVDZ basis set

and the SMD solvation model with water as solvent.83 This level of theory has been shown to

replicate experimental geometries (for more detail see Chapter 4).

Figure 5.5: Activated forms of Pt drugs considered in the study.

The starting geometries of deoxyguanosine monophosphate (dGMP), deoxyadenosine

monophosphate (dAMP), guanosine monophosphate (GMP) and adenosine monophosphate

(AMP) were obtained from previously published crystal structures (Figure: 5.6).84,85 dGMP

and dAMP were obtained from 1Z9C crystal structure, GMP and AMP were obtained from

4C2M crystal structure.84,85 The various different building blocks then underwent geometry

optimisation before the Pt-building block complexes were constructed.
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Figure 5.6: DNA and RNA building blocks

Subsequently, DNA-Pt complexes were constructed by placing the Pt centre approximately

2.0 Å away from the N7 atom on guanine of the building block. Three types of activated forms

of the Pt complexes were investigated for both cisplatin and oxaliplatin: the non- ([PtL]2+),

mono- ([PtL(H2O]2+) and di-aquated ([PtL(H2O)2)2+] forms of each Pt complex (where L =

(NH3)2 for cisplatin and (CH2)4(CHNH2)2 for oxaliplatin). The non-, mono- and di-aquated

equivalent of cisplatin are labelled as CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, respectively. Similarly,

the non-, mono- and di-aquated equivalent of oxaliplatin are labelled asOXPT -1,OXPT -2 and

OXPT -3, respectively. 8 different combinations of aquation modes and configurations were

considered for cisplatin and oxaliplatin, respectively (Figure: 5.8). The configurations were

constructed to promote the formation of the Pt-N7 bond, which has been reported to be 1.992

Å for guanine and 2.010 Å for adenine.61,86 In this chapter, the different configurations of each

aquation mode were also investigated and labelled as Conf1, Conf2 and Conf3 representing

three different starting binding modes (Figure: 5.8). These starting geometries were optimised

in Orca with SRS-MP2, theVDZ basis set for non-Pt atoms,VTZ-pp ECP for the Pt atom and the

SMD solvation model. Single point energy calculations were then performed with SRS-MP2,

theVTZ basis set for non-Pt atoms andVTZ-pp ECP for Pt atoms in gas phase to obtain more

accurate energies. Interaction energies were also calculated using𝜔B97X-D3 for a comparison.
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In a previously conducted benchmarking study, the combination of 𝜔B97X-D and the aVTZ

basis set, with aVTZ-pp ECP on Pt, was determined to predict the dissociation energies of

two cationic (diimine)Pt2+ complexes with different ligands.87 In chapter 3, a benchmarking

study was conducted on two dissociation reactions containing the Pt2+ metal ion from the

WCCR10 benchmark set (Figure: 5.7). The combination of 𝜔B97X-D, aVTZ basis set, aVTZ-pp

ECP on Pt was able to perform consistently for both dissociation reactions, giving rise to an

average underestimation of 18 kJ mol−1 when compared to previously published experimental

results.87

Figure 5.7: Dissociation reactions used for benchmarking purposes. The numbers represents
previously published experimental values in kJ mol−1.

Figure 5.8: Starting geometries of cisplatin in its various aquated state with dGMP.
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SRS-MP2, the spin-ratio scaledMP2method, uses the ratio of the opposite-spin (OS) and same-

spin (SS) component of the correlation energy, 𝜖Δ𝑠 =
𝐸𝑂𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇

𝐸𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇

.88,89 This allowed the interaction

energy components, the same-spin (SS) and opposite-spin (OS), separately to give 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝐼𝑁𝑇 =

𝑐𝑂𝑆𝐸𝑂𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇+𝑐𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑆𝑆
𝐼𝑁𝑇, where𝑐𝑂𝑆 and𝑐𝑆𝑆 are the respective scaling factors.89 Itwas also determined

that different scaling factors are optimal for different Dunning basis sets, for example, for a

system dominated by electrostatics and the 𝜖Δ𝑠 < 1, 𝑐𝑂𝑆 should be 1.752 or 1.640 whenVDZ or

VTZbasis setswere employed.89 Upon splitting and scaling the two spin components, SRS-MP2

is able to reproduce non-covalent interactions within 4 kJ mol−1 of the CCSD(T)/CBS gold

standard data.89 In addition, SRS-MP2 is able to accurately predict correlation energy without

the need to correct for basis set superposition error (BSSE) and has been demonstrated to be

the superior method to calculate correlation energy over DFT functionals and the original MP2

method.88,89

𝜔B97X-D is a hybrid DFT functional based on the B97 functional has been modified to include

100% long-range and 22% short-range exact exchange.90,91 This functionalwas tested on several

databases, suchasG3/05 andS22, and its performancewas comparedwithotherDFT-D (B97-D,

B3LYP-D and BLYP-D) and long-range corrected functionals (𝜔B97X and 𝜔B97).90,91 𝜔B97X-

D was demonstrated to be optimal method to study non-covalent interaction energies and

reaction energies, giving rise to amean average error of 1.93 kJmol−1.90,91 Due to the availability

of the functional in Orca, 𝜔B97X-D3, with Grimme’s D3 dispersion correction was used in

this study. While 𝜔B97X-D was formulated to correct for the C6R−6 interatomic potential,

𝜔B97X-D3 includes anadditionalC8R−8 term, resulting inmore accurate descriptionof systems

containingheavyatoms.90–92When testedon theHEAVY28dataset, systemscontaining leadand

antimony, DFT coupledwith theD3 dispersion corrections outperforms theDFT-D functionals,

reducing the mean absolute deviation by at least 1.6 kJ mol−1.90–92

Solvent model based on density (SMD) was used to determine the Gibbs free energy of sol-

vation of the complexes between the activated forms of Pt-based anti-cancer drugs and the

DNA/RNA building blocks, further referred to as building block-Pt activated form complexes.

SMD was formulated to investigate the polarisation of the solute due to the influence of the

solvent.83Formulated with 6 different levels of theory, SMD has been demonstrated to be

an excellent solvation model in reproducing solvation energies of multiple different types
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of solute, like amides and aromatic N-heterocycles, with a mean unsigned error of 16.7 kJ

mol−1.83 The smallest unsigned error of 4.1 kJ mol−1 was obtained with M05-2X/6-31G* level

of theory. Within this model ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, the Gibbs free energy of solvation of a solute, is defined

as the difference between the electronic energy of the solute calculated in SMD and the gas

phase. In this study the M06-2X/6-31G* level of theory with SMD and gas phase were used to

calculate the solvation energy of the building block-Pt (bb-Pt) activated form complexes.93

Figure 5.9: Schematic explaining the calculation of interaction energy between the activated
form of Pt-based drug (blue) and the building block (pink).

Upon obtaining the optimised geometries of the bb-Pt activated form complexes, single point

energy calculations were performed to determine the interaction energy between the Pt com-

plex and DNA/RNA building blocks (Figure: 5.9). The interaction energy (𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇) is defined as

the difference in electronic energy of the complex and the sum of the electronic energies of

the activated form of the Pt drug and the building block taken in the geometries they adopt in
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the complex. The 𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 is split into two main components, electrostatics (Electro), the HF com-

ponent of electronic energy, and dispersion (Disp), the correlation component of SRS-MP2, as

follows:

𝐸𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜
𝐼𝑁𝑇 =𝐸𝐻𝐹

𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚−𝐸𝐻𝐹
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔1−𝐸

𝐻𝐹
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔2 (5.1)

𝐸𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝
𝐼𝑁𝑇 =𝐸𝑆𝑅𝑆−𝑀𝑃2, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝

𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 −𝐸𝑆𝑅𝑆−𝑀𝑃2, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝
𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔1 −𝐸𝑆𝑅𝑆−𝑀𝑃2, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝

𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔2 (5.2)

where 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔1 and 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑔2 refers to either the DNA/RNA building block or the Pt complex.

TheHFcomponent of𝐸𝐼𝑁𝑇 was corrected for basis set superposition error (BSSE)using theBoys

andBernardi counterpoise correction scheme.94 Interactionenergieswerealso calculatedusing

the𝜔B97X-D3 functional and corrected for BSSE also using theBoys andBernardi counterpoise

correction. The interaction energies obtained with the two methods were compared.

The deformation of the building block was defined as follows:

𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑓 =𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔−𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 (5.3)

where 𝐸𝑏𝑒𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 and 𝐸𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 is the electronic energy of the building block before

and after the drug binding, respectively.

Root mean square deviation (RMSD) was employed to compare geometries of optimised struc-

tures and was calculated as shown below, where 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 represents the spatial coordinates

of each atom:

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐷 =√
1
𝑛∑((𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗)2+(𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑗)2+(𝑧𝑖−𝑧𝑗)2) (5.4)

5.3 Results and Discussion
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5.3.1 Interaction between DNA/RNA building blocks and activated forms of cis-

platin

Figure 5.10: Interaction energy of activated cisplatin with either dGMP, GMP, dAMP or AMP.

Figure 5.10 shows interaction energies of activated forms of cisplatin - non-, mono- or di-

aquated complexes - with dGMP, GMP, dAMP and AMP. Analysis of SRS-MP2 interaction

energies demonstrated a clear preference of CPPT -1 binding to dGMP over the other building

blocks, with an average interaction energy of -867.2 kJ mol−1. The average interaction energy

between CPPT -1 and the three other building block - GMP, dAMP and AMP - were determined

to be -818.8, -708.1 and -665.6 kJ mol−1, respectively. The aquated equivalents of cisplatin,

CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, have demonstrated to have weaker interactions with these building

blocks than CPPT -1. For example, for dGMP, the average interaction energies decreased by

225.3 and 535.0 kJ mol−1 for CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, receptively, when compared to CPPT -1. A

closer look into correlating geometries and energy differences was undertaken to possibly

explain the preferential binding to dGMP over the other building blocks. The strong interaction

energies are a result of the overall 2+ charge of the systems.
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Comparison of the strength of binding to GMP and dGMP reveals that the interaction energy

of the Pt complexes, regardless of the number of water molecules present, ranges from -304.1

to -916.2 kJ mol−1. Comparing SRS-MP2 interaction energies, CPPT -3 interacts the weakest

out of the three different hydration modes, with a mean interaction energy of -332.1 and -366.6

kJ mol−1 for dGMP and GMP, respectively. The CPPT -1 interacts the strongest, with an average

of -867.2 and -818.8 kJ mol−1 for dGMP and GMP, respectively. This is expected as previously

published crystal structures confirmed that CPPT -1 was the species that bound to both DNA

and RNA.7,56 Interestingly, the extent of aquation of the Pt complex displays a selectivity for

either dGMP or GMP depending on the number of water molecules in the Pt complexes. CPPT -

3 would preferentially bind to GMP over dGMP while the CPPT -1 would preferentially bind

to dGMP over GMP, interacting by 34.5 and 48.4 kJ mol−1 on average stronger, respectively.

Further analysis on their respective optimised geometries was conducted to understand the

influence of an additional hydroxyl group on the strength and mode of interaction between

the Pt complexes and DNA/RNA building blocks.

Figure 5.11: Electrostatic and correlation components to the interaction between activated
cisplatin with either dGMP or GMP.

It is unsurprising that electrostatics dominates over correlation (dispersion) when the Pt

complexes possess an overall 2+ charge. The stronger interaction between dGMP or GMP and

CPPT -1 over CPPT -2 and CPPT -3 could be explained by the higher electrostatic interaction
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(Figure: 5.11). The average electrostatic component for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3 with

dGMP is -706.3, -507.7 and -239.1 kJ mol−1, respectively. The average correlation component

for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3 with dGMP is -160.9, -134.1 and -93.0 kJ mol−1, respectively.

Whereas the average electrostatic component for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3 with GMP

is -656.1, -556.6 and -267.8 kJ mol−1 and the average correlation component is -162.7, -121.3

and -98.8 kJ mol−1. Both dGMP and GMP demonstrate a more significant decrease of the

electrostatics component than the decrease in correlationwith an increasing number of bound

watermolecules, which is in direct correlationwith the reduction of charge on Pt as the number

of water molecules increases. The decrease in interaction energies due to the increase of Pt

bound water molecules is an indication of the complex’s ability to form the Pt-N7 dative bond.

This was investigated by studying the Pt-N7 distances of the activated forms of cisplatin (Table:

5.1).

Table 5.1: Pt-N7 distance (Å) between activated cisplatin and dGMP or GMP building blocks.
Values in brackets inidicate the absolute deviation from previously published Pt-N7
distance (1.992 Å).86

Activated Cisplatin Configuration dGMP GMP

CPPT -1
1 1.998 (0.006) 1.996 (0.004)
2 1.997 (0.005) 2.824 (0.823)
3 2.035 (0.043) 2.039 (0.047)

CPPT -2
1 1.998 (0.006) 1.993 (0.001)
2 2.881 (0.889) 2.846 (0.823)
3 2.002 (0.010) 2.000 (0.008)

CPPT -3 1 3.414 (1.422) 3.492 (1.500)
2 4.085 (2.093) 4.734 (2.742)

Table 5.1 display the Pt-N7 bond distances obtained from the optimised structures of the three

different activated forms of cisplatin and dGMP or GMP building blocks. Other than CPPT -3,

both CPPT -1 and CPPT -2 produced significantly shorter Pt-N7 distances (in the range of 1.996

to 2.035 Å on average) than the previously reported value of 1.992 Å obtained from crystal

structure.86 The three outliers that deviated significantly from the trend are Conf2 of GMP with

both CPPT -1 and CPPT -2, resulting in longer distances of 2.824 and 2.846 Å, respectively, as

well as Conf2 of dGMP with CPPT -2, resulting in a distance of 2.881 Å. CPPT -3 usually resulted

in longer Pt-N7 distances for both dGMP and GMP, ranging from 3.414 to 4.734 Å, suggesting
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that no bonds were formed. The explanation for these long Pt-N7 distances in the case of

CPPT -3 will be discussed later.

Figure 5.12: Interaction of CPPT-1 with dGMP (left) or GMP (right).

From Figure 5.12, it can be seen that the additional hydroxyl group on GMP results in signifi-

cantly different types of interaction. Where CPPT -1 interacts with N7 on dGMP, a hydrogen

bond forms between the NH3 of CPPT -1 and the additional hydroxyl group of GMP. Hydro-

gen bonding results in an increase of the Pt-N7 distance in GMP to 2.8 Å, deviating from the

previously published bond distance of 1.992 Å (Table 5.1).86 In the case of dGMP, the Pt-N7

distance was found to be 2.000 Å, in agreement to the previously published Pt-N7 distance of

1.992 Å.86 The overestimation of the Pt-N7 distance could be due to the absence of a longer

oligomer chain and explicit “free” water molecules, resulting in the absence of steric hindrance

and stabilising effects from other nucleobases as well as water molecules.
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Figure 5.13: Optimised strcutures of activated mono-aquated complex of cisplatin with dGMP
(left) and GMP (right).

CPPT -2 is able to form the similar in length Pt-N7 to both dGMP and GMP (see Figure 5.13),

forming Pt-N7 bond distances of 2.002 and 1.993 Å for dGMP and GMP, respectively. The

deviation from the previously published Pt-N7 bond distance of 1.992 Å could be due to the

formation of additional hydrogen bonds between CPPT -2 and the building blocks with the

C=O on guanine and the phosphate group.86 CPPT -2 has demonstrated to form a 1.615 Å bond

between the H2O and the C=O and a 2.254 Å bond between the NH3 and the phosphate group

of dGMP. For GMP, hydrogen bond distances of 2.063 and 1.851 Å were found between NH3

and both C=O and the phosphate group, respectively.

The importance of hydrogen bonding between cisplatin and DNA is well established.4,69,95–99

Evident in a crystal structure solved by Lippard et al. between cisplatin and double-stranded

deoxyoligonucleotide, hydrogen bonds between the NH3 group on cisplatin and the O on the

phosphate group was determined, forming a bond distance of 3.1 Å.7,10 The hydrogen bond

distance determined in this study is significantly shorter than that determined in experiments

as the models used were smaller and allows for higher flexibility between the interactions

between the Pt complexes and the building blocks.
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Figure 5.14: Optimised strcutures of activated di-aquated complex of cisplatin with dGMP (left)
and GMP (right).

The explanation of the preferential binding of CPPT -3 to GMP over dGMP was further inves-

tigated.CPPT -3 does not form the Pt-N7 bond required to alter the geometries of DNA and

RNA. From Figure 5.14, it can be seen that the addition of two water molecules results in the

formation of hydrogen bonding between the dGMP or GMP building block and the Pt complex.

While a hydrogenbond forms between thewater andNH2 on guanine and the phosphate group

for dGMP, a hydrogen bond also forms between the water and NH2 and the hydroxyl group of

GMP. It is suggested that the hydrogen bond increases the Pt-N7 distance by 1.4 and 1.5 Å to

3.4 and 3.5 Å for dGMP and GMP, respectively, indicating that the presence of water molecules

on the Pt centre plays an adverse role in coordination to the N7 position on guanine. While

CPPT -2 is still able to form a strong Pt-N7 bond, the presence of two bound water molecules

in CPPT -3 preferentially forms hydrogen bonds with functional groups present in the building

block instead of a strong Pt-N7 bond.

Figure 5.10 also presents interaction energies between the Pt complexes and DNA building

blocks calculated using the 𝜔B97X-D3 functional. In general, a good agreement was found

when compared to interaction energies calculated with the SRS-MP2 method, excluding Conf3

ofCPPT -1, for which the deviations were found to fall in the range of 1.4 to 57.4 kJmol−1. Conf3

of CPPT -1 gives rise to differences of 83.8 and 80.9 kJ mol−1 for dGMP and GMP, respectively.

The absolute errors in interaction energies decreasewith increasing number ofwatermolecules
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bound to the Pt metal centre, decreasing from 83.8 to 4.5 kJ mol−1 for dGMP and 80.9 to 1.4 kJ

mol−1 for GMP.

Figure 5.15: HOMO-LUMO gaps (eV) of the Pt-building blocks as calcualted with SRS-MP2
and 𝜔B97X-D3.

Table 5.2: Differences in predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps (eV) between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3.

Activated Cisplatin Configuration dGMP GMP

CPPT -1
1 1.110 2.010
2 1.393 2.489
3 3.232 3.305

CPPT -2
1 1.029 0.909
2 2.685 2.647
3 1.099 1.222

CPPT -3 1 1.322 1.473
2 1.161 1.126

In an attempt to explain the trends in errors, the energy differences between the highest occu-

pied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital were calculated

by both SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3 and compared in Figure 5.15. Analysis of the HOMO-LUMO

gap revealed that 𝜔B97X-D3 predicted smaller HOMO-LUMO gaps compared to those of
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SRS-MP2 by an average of 1.4 and 1.8 eV for dGMP and GMP, respectively. The smaller HOMO-

LUMO gap predicted by 𝜔B97X-D3 is not unexpected as DFT functionals have been known to

underestimate HOMO-LUMO gaps due to the inability to describe excited states using ground

state densities.100–103 As the number of Pt-boundwatermolecules increases, theHOMO-LUMO

gap for dGMP predicted with SRS-MP2 decreases, with an average of 10.2, 9.8 and 9.4 eV for

CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, respectively. On the other hand, 𝜔B97X-D3 predicts that CPPT -

2 results in the largest HOMO-LUMO gap, averaging 8.7 eV. 𝜔B97X-D3 predicts an average

HOMO-LUMO gap of 8.3 and 8.2 eV for the CPPT -1 and CPPT -3 for dGMP. The same trend

was observed for GMP. It is suggested that lower band gaps in CPPT -1 and CPPT -2 may be

responsible for larger deviations between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3.

Figure 5.16: Rootmean square deviation of either dGMP or GMP before and after binding event.

The RMSD values of optimised structures of dGMP and GMP before and after binding with the

Pt complexes were compared in Figure 5.16. With an average RMSD of 1.2 and 0.8 Å for dGMP

and GMP, respectively, the binding of CPPT -1 has a more significant effect on dGMP than

GMP. An example of a significant geometry change in the building block is given in Figure 5.17.

In the case of dGMP, the folding of the phosphate group is observed upon binding to the Pt

centre in CPPT -1. As a result, the dihedral angle between the sugar and the phosphate group
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decreases from 52∘ to 45∘. The binding with CPPT -1 also altered the dihedral angle between

the sugar and guanine from 62∘ to 89∘. On the other hand, the geometry of GMP is influenced

to a lesser extent by the binding event as demonstrated in Figure 5.17. This could be due to

the formation of hydrogen bond between CPPT -1 and the hydroxyl group on the sugar. The

binding of CPPT -1 in the Conf3 configuration with GMP resulted in the largest deviation of

RMSD of 0.9 Å, demonstrated by the displacement of the phosphate group, thus giving rise

to a change in dihedral angle between the phosphate group to the sugar from 54∘ to 69∘. In a

previously published study conducted by Neidle, the dihedral angle between the sugar and

phosphate group of canonical B-DNA was determined to be 133∘.104 The significantly smaller

dihedral angles obtained in the studied models could be due to the lack of steric hindrance

and further interactions between explicit solvation and 𝜋-𝜋 stacking in larger models.

Figure 5.17: Difference in geometries of dGMP (left) and GMP (right) before (pink) and after
(blue) binding to CPPT-1.
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Figure 5.18: Deformation energy (kJ mol−1) of either dGMP or GMP due to the binding of Pt
complex.

Figure 5.18 shows differences in electronic energies, also known as deformation energies, of

dGMP and GMP, before and after interacting with Pt complexes. The changes in geometry

due to binding with CPPT -1 resulted in the largest deformation energy with both dGMP and

GMP, averaging 99.3 and 110.7 kJ mol−1, respectively. The deformation energies resulting from

interacting with the mono- and di-aquated species of cisplatin are significantly lower for both

dGMP and GMP, ranging from 21.9 to 81.3 kJ mol−1 for the former and 1.9 to 23.9 kJ mol−1 for

the latter.

Upon comparison with RMSD values, no direct relationship between deformation energy and

RMSD values was determined (see Figures 5.16 and 5.18). Whilst Conf 3 of CPPT -1 binding to

dGMP resulted in the largest deformation energy, it did not produce the largest RMSD value.

The same analysis as shown above was applied to studying binding to dAMP and AMP. Figure

5.10 displays the interaction energies between the activated forms of cisplatin with dAMP and

AMP at two levels of theory. Similar to the trend observed for dGMP and GMP, the interaction

strength decreases from CPPT -1 to CPPT -3. According to the SRS-MP2 method, the mean

interaction energies between CPPT -1 with dAMP and AMP are -708.1 and -665.9 kJ mol−1,
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respectively. CPPT -3 gives rise to mean interaction energies of -353.0 and -330.3 kJ mol−1 for

dAMP and AMP, respectively. Interestingly, CPPT -3 interacts more strongly with AMP over

dAMP by 22.7 kJ mol−1, which is in agreement with the previously established trends for dGMP

and GMP.

Figure 5.19: Electrostatic and correlation components to interaction energy in complexe be-
tween activated forms of cisplatin and dAMP/AMP.

Similar to dGMP andGMP (Figure: 5.11), electrostatics again plays a bigger part in determining

the nature of the interaction between dAMP/AMP and cisplatin (Figure: 5.19). The average

electrostatic contributions ofCPPT -1, CPPT -2 andCPPT -3 with dAMP decreases from -549.2, -

439.1 to -274.9 kJmol−1, respectively. Theaverage correlation contribution changes significantly

less from -158.9 kJ mol−1 in CPPT -1 to -136.5 kJ mol−1 in CPPT -2 and -78.2 kJ mol−1 in CPPT -3.

On the other hand, the average electrostatic contributions of CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3

with AMP are slightly smaller of -507.1, -452.9 and -251.6 kJ mol−1, respectively. The correlation

components are practically identical to those in dAMP of -158.5, -138.2 and -78.7 kJ mol−1 for

CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, respectively. Again, the decrease in electrostatics is found to be

more significant than the decrease in correlation as the number of water molecules increased.
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Table 5.3: Pt-N7 distances (in Å) between the activated forms of cisplatin and dAMP/AMP
building block. Values in brackets inidicate the absolute deviation from the previously
published Pt-N7 distance of 2.010 Å.61,105

Activated Cisplatin Configuration dAMP AMP

CPPT -1
1 1.996 (0.014) 1.989 (0.021)
2 1.993 (0.017) 1.992 (0.018)
3 2.053 (0.043) 2.054 (0.044)

CPPT -2
1 2.006 (0.004) 1.998 (0.012)
2 2.939 (0.929) 2.926 (0.916)
3 1.998 (0.012) 1.996 (0.014)

CPPT -3 1 3.493 (1.483) 4.995 (2.985)
2 3.562 (1.552) 3.314 (1.304)

Table 5.3 shows the Pt-N7 distances in complexes between the activated forms of cisplatin,

CPPT-1,CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, and dAMP/AMP. Similar to dGMP and GMP, CPPT -3 results in

larger variations in the Pt-N7 distance with dAMP and AMP, ranging from 3.314 to 4.995 Å,

suggesting that the Pt-N7 bond is not formed. Both CPPT -1 and CPPT -2 were able to optimise

to the Pt-N7 distances close to the previously reported distance of 2.010 Å.,61,105 ranging from

1.992 to 2.053 Å.61,105 CPPT -2 is able to form a dative Pt-N7 bond with both dAMP and AMP,

similar to both dGMP and GMP. Two types of hydrogen bonding were again observed for dAMP

- 1) between the Pt-bound H2O in CPPT -2 (1.8 Å) and 2) between the NH3 of CPPT -2 and the

NH2 on adenine (2.1 Å). For AMP, however, hydrogen bonding was formed between different

groups. For example, the Pt-bound water formed hydrogen bonding with the NH2 on adenine

(1.8 Å), while the NH3 on CPPT -2 also interacted with the phosphate group (1.9 Å). Again,

two outliers were found for Conf2 of the building blocks of AMP and dAMP when coupled

with CPPT -2, with the Pt-N7 distance lengthening to 2.939 and 2.926 Å for dAMP and AMP,

respectively. For CPPT -1 and CPPT -2, the Pt-N7 distance does not vary significantly between

binding to guanine and adenine. Some variations in the Pt-N7 distances occur in the case of

CPPT -3, for which the binding becomes non-covalent, thus resulting in broader fluctuations

due to the presence of functional groups in the building block that can provide additional non-

covalent bonding to the activated formof cisplatin. Similar to the trends observed in dGMPand

GMP, the presence of two water molecules prevented the formation of a dative bond between

the Pt metal centre and N7 of dAMP and AMP (Figure: 5.20), resulting in lengthening of the

Pt-N7 distance to 3.6 and 3.3 Å, respectively. For dAMP, CPPT -3 formed four hydrogen bonds
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with the phosphate and adenine with an average distance of 2.05 Å. The additional hydroxyl of

AMP was found to interact with H2O through a hydrogen bond of 1.7 Å. The geometry adopted

by AMP resulted in the formation of five hydrogen bonds ranging from 1.7 to 2.5 Å.Thepresence

of additional hydrogen bonding can explain the preferential interaction, by 22.7 kJ mol−1, with

AMP over dAMP.

Figure 5.20: Optimised structures of complexes betweenCPPT-1,CPPT-2 andCPPT-3 and dAMP
or AMP.

The E𝐼𝑁𝑇 calculated with both SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3 are compared in Figure 5.10. Similar

to dGMP and GMP, the energy difference between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3 was found to be

the largest for conf3 of CPPT -1 for both dAMP and AMP, 62.8 and 67.3 kJ mol−1, respectively.

The energy difference between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3 decreases with inclusion of water

molecules on the Pt centre. The absolute differences for dAMP decrease from 62.8 to 2.2 kJ
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mol−1 going from CPPT-1 to CPPT-3. AMP produced a similar range, with the energy difference

decreasing from 67.3 to 1.3 kJ mol−1.

Figure 5.21: HOMO-LUMO (eV) gap of dAMP and AMP calculated with SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-
D3.

Table 5.4: Difference in predicted HOMO-LUMO gap (eV) between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3

Activated Cisplatin Configuration dAMP AMP

CPPT -1
1 1.933 2.155
2 1.147 1.280
3 3.067 3.221

CPPT -2
1 1.038 1.396
2 2.818 2.677
3 1.001 0.848

CPPT -3 1 1.490 1.174
2 1.064 1.209

Figure 5.21 presents predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps for dAMP and AMP calculated with both

methods to explain this phenomenon. SRS-MP2 consistently predicts a larger HOMO-LUMO

gap as compared to 𝜔B97X-D3, with an average difference of 1.7 eV (Figure 5.21 and Table 5.4).

The largest HOMO-LUMOgap predicted by SRS-MP2 is Conf2 ofCPPT -2, with a gap of 11.3 and

11.2 eV for dAMP and AMP, respectively. This is contrary to the gaps found for dGMP and GMP,

for which the largest HOMO-LUMO gap was found in CPPT -1. Average differences between
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the two methods were found to be 2.1, 1.6 and 1.3 eV for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3 upon

binding with dAMP. A similar trend is observed for AMP, with average differences of 2.2, 1.6

and 1.2 eV, for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, respectively. As one can see there is a correlation

between the decreasing difference between the predictedHOMO-LUMOgap and the closeness

of the calculated interaction energies. For CPPT -3 the 𝜔B97X-D3 interaction energies are

reproduced within chemical accuracy when compared to SRS-MP2. These difference clearly

highlight the changing nature of the Pt-N7 bond from dative in CPPT -2 to non-covalent in

CPPT -3.

Figure 5.22: Rootmean square deviation of either dAMP or AMP before and after binding event.

Unsurprisingly, the RMSD values for the building blocks of dAMP and AMP shown in Figure

5.22 are larger after interacting with CPPT -1, averaging 1.4 and 1.1 Å, respectively. In general,

the differences in geometry in AMP aremore prevalent than in dAMP, regardless of the aquation

extent of the Pt complex, with an average RMSD of 1.3 and 1.1 Å. For AMP, the differences in

geometry due to interaction with CPPT -2 resulted in higher RMSD values when compared

to those of CPPT -1, with an average of 1.5 and 1.1, respectively. This, however, was not also

reflected in the calculated deformation energy of AMP (see Figure 5.23) for which the average

deformation energy was found to be large for CPPT -1 (58.5 kJ mol−1) and CPPT -2 (54.6 kJ
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mol−1). The highest deformation energy arises of 107.4 kJ mol−1 for Conf3 of AMP when bound

to CPPT -1 (see Figures 5.23 and 5.24).

Figure 5.23: Deformation energy (kJ mol−1) of dAMP and AMP upon binding to the activated
forms of cisplatin.

Figure 5.24: Difference in geometry of dAMP (left) and AMP (right) before (pink) and after
(blue) binding of CPPT-1 with Conf3 of AMP/dAMP.
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Figure 5.24 shows the displacement of the phosphate group and the hydroxyl groups of the

sugar from the initial conformation of the building block due to the interaction with CPPT -1.

Whilst the interaction with CCPT -1 resulted in a displacement in both the hydroxyl group and

phosphate for AMP, the displacement in dAMP is only present in the phosphate group. Overall,

RMSD values and deformation energies differ only slightly between dAMP and AMP, namely

by 0.003 Å and 0.003 kJ mol −1 on average, respectively.

Overall, comparing the extent of aquation in activated formsof cisplatin, it was determined that

the presence of water molecules coordinated to the Pt metal centre has an adverse effect on the

formation of a dative Pt-N7 bond, evident from the increased Pt-N7 distance reported above.

The reduction of effective charge on the Pt centre coupled with the competitive formation

of hydrogen bonding between the water molecules and the nucleobases shifts the nature of

the Pt - N7 bond into the non-covalent range. The presence of Pt bound water molecules also

decreased the SRS-MP2 interaction energy, from an average of -708.1, -575.6 and -353.0 kJ

mol−1 for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3,respectively, with dAMP. The same trend was observed

for AMP, where the average SRS-MP2 interaction energies also decreased, from an average of

-665.6, -591.1 and -330.3 kJ mol−1 for CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3, respectively.

Figure 5.25 shows the strongest interacting structures of the DNA and RNA building blocks

with CPPT -1, CPPT -2 and CPPT -3. Figure 5.25 displays a clear trend where a decrease in

interaction energies between the Pt complex and nucleobases can be seen with an increase

in number of water molecules bound to the Pt metal centre. The comparison of interaction

energy between dGMP and dAMP also reveals a preference for binding to the former, by 162.4

kJ mol−1 for CPPT -1. It is similar with GMP and AMP, where CPPT -1 preferentially binds to

GMP by 161.6 kJ mol−1. This finding is in agreement to previously published studies where

activated cisplatin is found to bind and form adducts between two neighbouring guanine

65% of the time, and between a neighbouring guanine and adenine 25%. of the time4,106–111
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of interaction energies and Gibbs free energies of solvation (ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 (kJ
mol−1)) of activated forms of cisplatin (CPPT-1, CPPT-2 and CPPT-3) with dGMP,
GMP, dAMP and AMP.

Analysis of Gibbs free energies of solvation, ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 showed smaller differences among the

building blocks as well as activated forms of cisplatin ranging from -841.8 to -753.2 kJ mol−1.

This demonstrates that the solvation of the building block significantly outweighs the solvation

of the activated forms of cisplatin. Therefore, the presence of explicit water molecules is

important in locating the most stable configuration of the building blocks.

5.3.2 Interaction between DNA/RNA building blocks and activated forms of oxali-

platin

As determined in the previous section, the fully dissociated and mono-aquated forms of

cisplatin, CPPT -1 and CPPT -2, were found to interact with the DNA/RNA building blocks

and form a strong dative Pt-N7 bond. In this section the comparison of binding is made to

activated forms of oxaliplatin.
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Figure 5.26: Interaction energies of activated forms of oxaliplatin with dGMP, GMP, dAMP and
AMP

Figure 5.26 shows the interaction energies of the activated formsof oxaliplatin - thenon-,mono-

and di-aquated complexes - with dGMP, GMP, dAMP and AMP. Analysis of SRS-MP2 interaction

energies demonstrates a preference for OXPT -1 to bind to dGMP over the other building

blocks, with interaction energies ranging between -462.3 to -796.4 kJ mol−1. The surprisingly

low interaction energy of Conf3 of OXPT -1 to dGMP is discussed later. The average interaction

energies between OXPT -1 and GMP, dAMP and AMP were determined to be -743.4, -605.7 and

-630.8 kJ mol−1, respectively. Similar to aquated cisplatin, the interaction energies between

the mono- (OXPT -2) and di-aquated (OXPT -3) oxaliplatin and building blocks decreases. For

example, the average interaction energies betweenOXPT -2 andOXPT -3 with dGMP decreased

by 107.7 and 332.8 kJ mol−1, respectively, when compared toOXPT -1. Subsequently, a closer

investigation was conducted to study the effects of aquation on geometries to explain the

preferential binding of oxaliplatin to dGMP over the other building blocks. Similar to cisplatin,

the strong interaction energies are a result of the overall 2+ charge of the systems.

The interaction energy of activated oxaliplatin, regardless of number of water molecules, and

dGMP and GMP ranges from -305.5 to -796.4 kJ mol−1. Comparing the SRS-MP2 interaction
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energies,OXPT -3 interacts the weakest out of the three different activated forms of oxaliplatin,

with anaverage interactionenergyof -342.6 and -320.7 kJmol−1 for dGMPandGMP, respectively.

OXPT -1 interacts significantly stronger than its aquated counterparts, resulting in an average

interaction energy of -675.4 and -743.4 kJ mol−1 for dGMP and GMP, respectively. These trends

are similar to that of cisplatin and supports previously published crystal structure where

OXPT -1 was the species determined to bind to DNA.10

Figure 5.27: Electrostatic and correlation components to the interaction between activated
oxaliplatin with either dGMP or GMP.

Similar to cisplatin (Figure: 5.11), the electrostatics dominate over correlation in determining

the interactions between dGMP or GMP and OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 (Figure 5.27).

Where the average electrostatic component forOXPT -1,OXPT -2 andOXPT -3 with dGMP is

-513.1, -456.3 and -213.6 kJ mol−1, the average correlation component is -162.3, -111.4 and

-129.0 kJ mol−1, respectively. For GMP, on the other hand, the average electrostatic component

for OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 -547.3, -408.8 and -186.7 kJ mol−1, respectively. The average

correlation component are -196.1, -147.0 and -134.0 kJ mol−1 for GMP withOXPT -1,OXPT -

2 and OXPT -3, respectively. Similar to the trend observed with cisplatin (Figure: 5.11), the

decrease in the electrostatic component ismore significant than the decrease in the correlation

component with an increase of Pt bound water molecules.
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Table 5.5: Pt-N7 distances (Å) between activated forms of oxaliplatin and dGMP/GMP building
block. Values in brackets indicate the absolute deviation from the previously reported
Pt-N7 distance (1.992 Å).86

Activated Oxaliplatin Configuration dGMP GMP

OXPT -1
1 2.024 (0.032) 2.002 (0.010)
2 2.037 (0.045) 2.804 (0.812)
3 3.818 (1.824) 2.036 (0.044)

OXPT -2
1 2.016 (0.024) 3.890 (1.898)
2 1.992 (0.000) 2.840 (0.848)
3 2.004 (0.012)

OXPT -3 1 3.692 (1.700) 3.705 (1.713)
2 3.319 (1.327) 3.350 (1.358)

Table 5.5 shows the Pt-N7 distances between activated forms of oxaliplatin and dGMP and

GMP building blocks. Similar to the calculations reported for cisplatin above,OXPT -3 resulted

in the largest Pt-N7 deviation from the experimental value, ranging between 3.350 to 3.705 Å.

This range clearly suggests that the Pt-N7 bond is not formed. Both OXPT -1 and OXPT -2 have

demonstrated their ability to form the dative Pt-N7 bond, with the distances ranging from

1.929 to 2.037 Å. There are two configurations that did not result in the formation of the Pt-N7

bond, Conf3 of OXPT -1 with dGMP (the Pt-N7 bond of 3.818 Å). The other geometry that did

not form the Pt-N7 bond were Conf1 of OXPT -2 with GMP, resulting in Pt-N7 distance of 3.890

Å.

Similar to cisplatin, the non-aquated form of oxaliplatin, OXPT -1 interacts the strongest

with both dGMP and GMP, with an average interaction energy of -675.4 and -743.4 kJ mol−1,

respectively (see Figure: 5.28). Though it may appear that OXPT-1 preferentially binds to GMP,

the lower average interaction energy with dGMP is due to a weaker interaction energy of -462.3

kJ mol−1 observed for Conf3. The significantly lower interaction between Conf3 of OXPT -1

with dGMP could be explained by the formation of a dative bond between the Pt metal ion

with the O on the phosphate group, with a bond distance of 2.1 Å (Figure: 5.29). The formation

of the Pt-O dative bond with the phosphate group resulted in an increase in Pt-N7 distance to

3.8 Å, preventing the formation of the Pt-N7 bond (Figure: 5.29).
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Figure 5.28: Optimised structures of OXPT-1 with dGMP (left) and GMP (right).

Figure 5.29: Optimised structures of OXPT-1 and dGMP building block. Conf1 (left) and Conf3
(right)

On average,OXPT -1 preferentially interacts with GMP over dGMP, giving rise to an average

E𝐼𝑁𝑇 of -743.4 and -675.4 kJ mol−1, respectively. However, upon comparing the strongest

interaction configurations,OXPT -1 interacts more strongly with dGMP, by 14.3 kJ mol−1. The

preferential binding ofOXPT -1 of dGMPoverGMP could be seen in Figure 5.29, where different
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binding modes between this active form of oxaliplatin with the nucleobase is observed. While

the Pt metal ion coordinates to the N7 in both dGMP and GMP, forming the Pt-N7 bond of 2.0 Å,

the metal ion also coordinates to the carbonyl group on dGMP at a relatively short distance of

2.1 Å or the phosphate group at a similar distance of 2.1 Å on GMP. The binding event resulted

in a difference in building block geometries, giving rise to RMSD values of 1.488 and 1.852

Å for dGMP and GMP, respectively (Figure 5.28). The most significant difference in geometries

were due to the displacement of the phosphate group, likely to accommodate the formation of

hydrogen bonding withOXPT -1. The formation of the Pt-O dative bond with either the base

or the phosphate group could result in the slightly stronger interaction between the building

block and the Pt complexes, which was not observed in the case of cisplatin (see Figures 5.12

and 5.13).

Figure 5.30: Optimised structures of dGMP or GMP with OXPT-2.

As seen in Figure 5.26, the interaction energy of OXPT -2 is significantly lower than that of

OXPT -1, an average of 107.7 and 187.6 kJ mol−1 lower for dGMP and GMP, respectively. For

dGMP, OXPT -2 is able to form the Pt-N7 bond at 2.0 Å and two additional hydrogen bonds

between the Pt-bound water molecule and the phosphate group and between the NH2 group

to the C=O on guanine (Figure: 5.30). For GMP, the conformation that resulted in the strongest

interaction was accompanied by the formation of a Pt-N7 bond of 2.8 Å, 0.8 Å longer than
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the experimental value.86 This could be due to the formation of hydrogen bonding between

the NH2 group and the phosphate group. In addition,OXPT -2 was able to interact with the

oxygen atom on the sugar, forming a hydrogen bond with the Pt-bound water molecule at

a distance of 1.9 Å. The inability to form the second Pt-O dative bond between the building

blocks and the Pt centre due to the presence of an explicit water molecule could explain the

weaker interaction when compared toOXPT -1.

Figure 5.31: Optimised structures of dGMP or GMP with OXPT-3.

The presence of two Pt bound water molecules deters the formation of the Pt-N7 bond and,

expectedly, interacts the weakest with dGMP and GMP when compared to OXPT -1 and OXPT -

2. The lack of the Pt-N7 dative bond formation between OXPT -3 and dGMP or GMP is evident

with lengthening of the Pt-N7 distance to 3.3 and 3.7 Å for dGMP and GMP, respectively (see

Figure 5.31). WhileOXPT -3 is still able to form hydrogen bonds and interact with dGMP and

GMP, it has been shown to be unable to form the vital Pt-N7 that is required to disrupt the

structure of DNA and RNA.
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Figure 5.32: HOMO-LUMO (eV) gap of dGMP and GMP calculated with SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-
D3.

Table 5.6: Difference in the predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps (eV) between SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-
D3

Activated Oxaliplatin Configuration dGMP GMP

OXPT -1
1 2.002 1.179
2 3.123 2.898
3 1.876 3.293

OXPT -2
1 2.008 1.349
2 1.483 2.671
3 1.629

OXPT -3 1 1.115 1.128
2 1.329 1.355

Figure 5.32 presents the predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps for dGMP and GMP calculated using

both SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3. Similar to cisplatin, SRS-MP2 predicts a larger HOMO-LUMO

gap than𝜔B97X-D3 when the dGMP and GMP interacts with the activated forms of oxaliplatin,

averaging 1.8 and 1.9 eV for dGMP and GMP, respectively (Table 5.6, Figure 5.32). THe largest

HOMO-LUMO gap predicted by SRS-MP2 is Conf2 ofOXPT -1 for dGMP (11.7 eV) and Conf3

of OXPT -1 for GMP (11.6 eV).With an average HOMO-LUMO gap of 2.3, 1.7 and 1.2 eV for

OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 for dGMP, respectively, the decrease in energy gap is associated

with the increasing number of Pt bound water molecules. The same trend can be observed for
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GMP, giving rise to an average HOMO-LUMO gap of 2.5, 1.9 and 1.2 eV forOXPT -1,OXPT -2

and OXPT -3, respectively. With the increase of Pt bound water molecules, there is a decrease

in the difference in HOMO-LUMO gap. Similar to that discovered for cisplatin, the changing

nature of the Pt-N7 bond could result in the difference in closeness in the HOMO-LUMO gap

of the two different methods fromOXPT -1 andOXPT -2 toOXPT -3.

Figure 5.33: RMSD values of dGMP and GMP building blocks after binding to either OXPT-1,
OXPT-2 or OXPT-3.

Again, the geometries of the GMP block were found to undergo significant changes compared

to the dGMP building block upon binding to the activated forms of oxaliplatin, with an average

RMSDof 1.0, 0.9 and 0.5 Å forOXPT -1,OXPT -2 andOXPT -3, respectively. dGMP is significantly

less affected by the binding event, resulting with an average RMSD of 0.8, 0.6 and 0.7 Å for

OXPT -1,OXPT -2 andOXPT -3, respectively. This suggests that oxaliplatin is able to disrupt the

structural integrity of GMP more than that of dGMP. The largest RMSD values of 1.5 and 1.9

Å were observed due to the interaction between OXPT -1 and the dGMP and GMP building

blocks, respectively, suggesting thatOXPT -1 is able to distort the geometry of the DNA/RNA

building blocks to a greater extent.
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Figure 5.34: Deformation eneries (kJ mol−1) of the dGMP and GMP building after binding to
either OXPT-1, OXPT-2 or OXPT-3.

However, after investigating the deformation energies of dGMP and GMP, there does not seem

to be a direct relationship between deformation energy and RMSD (Figures 5.33 and 5.34).

For example, while Conf2 ofOXPT -1 resulted in the highest deformation energy of 144.4 kJ

mol−1 for dGMP, it did not result in the largest geometric change, resulting in a RMSD of 0.5 Å.

The same phenomenon was observed for GMP, where Conf2 and Conf3 ofOXPT -1 resulted

in the largest deformation energies of 139.8 and 141.8 kJ mol−1, respectively. Yet it did not

result in the largest RMSD values that were found to be below 0.7 Å for both configurations.

When comparing the geometries of GMP before and after binding to OXPT -1, Conf2 and

Conf3 of OXPT -1 resulted in different geometries of the base. The resultant geometry of

GMP after interacting with Conf2 of OXPT -2 resulted in a tilt in the guanine base, resulting

in a dihedral angle of -165∘ between the C=O and C-H groups, and differing by 15∘ when

compared to the original geometry of the building block (Figure: 5.35). The resultant bend in

the guanine in Conf2 ofOXPT -1 was to accommodate the Pt complex. For Conf3 ofOXPT -1,

the interaction with the Pt complex resulted in the displacement of the phosphate group,

resulting in a dihedral angle of 61∘ between the phosphate and the sugar, differing by 7∘ when

compared to the optimised structure of GMP before interacting withOXPT -1 (Figure: 5.35).
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Figure 5.35: Geometric changes of dGMP (left) and GMP (right) before (pink) and after (blue)
binding to OXPT-1.

Figure 5.36: Geometric changes of GMP after interacting with Conf2 (left) and Conf3 (right)
of OXPT-1. The structure in pink and blue are before and after binding to OXPT-1,
respectively.

The effects of building blocks interacting with OXPT -1 can be seen in Figure 5.36. Before

OXPT -1 binding, the dihedral angles between the sugar and the phosphate group was 52∘

and 54∘ for dGMP and GMP, respectively. After the binding to OXPT -1, the dihedral angle
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changed to 52∘ and 48∘ for dGMP and GMP, respectively. This suggests that GMP might be

more receptive to geometric changes than dGMP when interacting withOXPT -1. Interestingly,

the dihedral angles between the sugar and the phosphate group was measured to be 45∘ and

66∘ after binding to CPPT -1 for dGMP and GMP, respectively. For dGMP, there is a difference

of dihedral angle of 7∘ and no changes after binding to CPPT -1 and OXPT -1, respectively.

The displacement of the phosphate group for GMP is more significant due to binding, with a

difference of dihedral angle of 12∘ and 6∘.

Figure 5.37: Electrostatic and correlation components to the interaction between oxaliplatin
with either dAMP or AMP.

Similar to dGMP and GMP, the electrostatics continue to dominate over correlation in deter-

mining the interactions between building blocks and the Pt complex. Figure 5.37 display the

electrostatic and correlation components between dAMP or AMP and OXPT -1, OXPT -2 or

OXPT -3. While the average electrostatic component forOXPT -1,OXPT -2 andOXPT -3 with

dAMP are -457.0, -458.3 and -264.0 kJ mol−1, the average correlation is -148.7, -120.0 and -79.4

kJ mol−1, respectively. On the other hand, the average electrostatic component forOXPT -1,

OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 with AMP is -462.9, -323.9 and -182.0 kJ mol−1, respectively. The average

correlation component for OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 with AMP are -168.0, -150.0 and

-127.2 kJ mol−1, respectively. This is in agreement with the previously studied systems (Figures
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5.11, 5.19, 5.27) where the decrease in electrostatic is more significant than the decrease in

correlation with the increase of Pt bound water molecules.

Table 5.7: Pt-N7 distance (Å) between activated oxaliplatin and dAMP or AMP building blocks.
Values in brackets indicate the absolute deviation from the experimental value of
2.010 Å).61,105

Activated for of Oxaliplatin Configuration dAMP AMP

OXPT -1
1 1.994 (0.016) 1.995 (0.015)
2 2.059 (0.049) 2.042 (0.032)
3 1.995 (0.015) 2.885 (0.875)

OXPT -2

1 1.996 (0.014) 2.002 (0.008)
2 1.996 (0.014) 2.894 (0.884)
3 1.995 (0.015) 3.179 (1.169)

OXPT -3 1 5.176 (3.166) 3.807 (1.797)
2 4.474 (2.464) 3.357 (1.347)

A similar analysis was performed for the dAMP and AMP building blocks. Table 5.7 displays the

Pt-N7 distances between the activated forms of oxaliplatin and dAMP or AMP building blocks.

Again, the inability of the di-aquated form of oxaliplatin,OXPT -3, to form the vital Pt-N7 bond

was demonstrated, with the optimised structures yielding a Pt-N7 distance between 3.357

to 4.474 Å. Both OXPT -1 and OXPT -2 have demonstrated their ability to interact with both

dAMP and AMP, forming the dative Pt-N7 bond ranging between 1.994 to 2.059 Å. Again, the

formation of this Pt-N7 bond is configuration-dependent, where Conf3 of AMP withOXPT -1

and Conf2 and Conf3 ofOXPT -2 with AMP did not result in the formation of the dative bond.
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Figure 5.38: Optimised structures between OXPT-1 and dAMP (left) and AMP (right).

OXPT -1 was also found to preferentially bind to AMP over dAMPwith an average E𝐼𝑁𝑇 of -630.8

and -605.7 kJ mol−1, respectively. The extent of preferential binding of AMP over dAMP is less

significant as in the case of GMP over dGMP, with an average difference in 25.1 kJ mol−1 for the

AMP/dAMP pair and 68.0 kJ mol−1 for the GMP/dGMP pair. Figure 5.38 shows the formation

of different hydrogen bonds betweenOXPT -1 and dAMP or AMP.Whereas hydrogen bonds

form between NH2 of OXPT -1 and the phosphate group of dAMP at 1.9 Å, hydrogen bonds

form between OXPT -1 with both the phosphate group at 1.7 Å and the NH2 group at 2.2 Å.

The binding event resulted in geometrical changes of the building blocks. Whereas binding of

OXPT -1 resulted in a RMSD value of 0.781 Å for dAMP, it resulted in a RMSD value of 1.717

Å for AMP, demonstrating its ability to influence the geometry of AMP more than dAMP (for

more detail see Figure 5.39).
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Figure 5.39: Visual geometric changes in dAMP (left) and AMP (right) before (pink) and after
(blue) binding to OXPT-1

The effects of OXPT -1 binding to the AMP/dAMP building block can be visually seen in Figure

5.39 Before OXPT -1 binding, the dihedral angles between the sugar and the phosphate group

was 53∘ and 53∘ for dAMP and AMP, respectively. After binding toOXPT -1, both dihedral angles

increased significantly to 69∘ and 66∘ for dAMP and AMP, respectively. This suggests that both

dAMP and AMP are equally susceptible to geometric changes when interacting with OXPT -1.

Figure 5.40: Optimised structures of dAMP and AMP with OXPT-2
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The configurations that resulted in the strongest interaction energy between OXPT -2 and

dAMP and AMP appear to be rather similar (see Figure 5.40), with a flip about the Pt centre

resulting in the bound water molecule to be opposite sides of the adenine base. This difference

in orientation results in different hydrogen bonding. While both dAMP and AMP formed

the Pt-N7 dative bonds, both at around 2.0 Å, the interaction between dAMP and OXPT -2

was found to form a hydrogen bond between the Pt bound water molecule and the O on the

phosphate group at 1.6 Å. On the other hand, AMP resulted in the formation of hydrogen bonds

between the NH2 and the O atom on the phosphate at 2.1 Å and between the Pt bound water

molecule and the NH2 group on the adenine base at 1.8 Å. This difference in the interaction

resulted in a preferential binding ofOXPT -2 to dAMP over AMP by 104.8 kJ mol−1.

Figure 5.41: Optimised structures of dAMP and AMP with OXPT-3

Similar to CPPT -3, OXPT -3 was unable to form a dative Pt-N7 bond, resulting in the weakest

interaction energy when compared to OXPT -1 and OXPT -2 (see Figure 5.41). The Pt-N7

distance again is increased to 5.2 and 3.8 Å for dAMP and AMP, respectively, which is a result of

hydrogen bonds between the Pt bound water molecules and NH2 onOXPT -3. The presence

of the two Pt bound water molecules, again, prevented the formation of the Pt-N7 dative

bond. For dAMP, OXPT -3 was still able to form hydrogen bonds with the N atom on the 4-

pyrimidinamine of adenine and the phosphate group, with distances ranging from 1.6 to 2.0 Å.

On the other hand, OXPT -3 was able to form hydrogen bonds with the 4-pyrimidinamine ring
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of adenine, the phosphate group and the imidazoline ring, with distances ranging from 1.7 to

2.3 Å.

Figure 5.42: HOMO-LUMO (eV) gaps of dAMP and AMP calculated with SRS-MP2 and𝜔B97X-
D3.

Table 5.8: Differences in predicted HOMO-LUMO gap (eV) as calculated with SRS-MP2 and
𝜔B97X-D3

Activated Oxaliplatin Configuration dAMP AMP

OXPT -1
1 1.780 1.892
2 2.930 3.260
3 1.759 2.160

OXPT -2
1 1.086 1.463
2 1.094 2.701
3 0.790 1.121

OXPT -3 1 0.827 1.643
2 0.920 1.014

Figure 5.42 shows the predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps for dAMP and AMP with activated oxali-

platin using both SRS-MP2 and 𝜔B97X-D3 to explain the difference in predicted interaction

energies. Similar to the previous complexes, SRS-MP2 consistently predicts a larger HOMO-

LUMO gap than 𝜔B97X-D3, averaging 1.3 and 1.8 eV for dAMP and AMP, regardless of the

activation state of oxaliplatin (see Figure 5.42 and Table 5.8). For dAMP, the largest HOMO-

LUMO energy gap predicted by SRS-MP2 was found to be 10.9 eV when interacting with
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OXPT -1, whereas for AMP the largest HOMO-LUMO energy gap was calculated to be 11.4

eV when interacting with OXPT -2.The average differences in the HOMO-LUMO gap were

calculated to be 2.2, 1.0 and 0.9 eV forOXPT -1,OXPT -2 andOXPT -3, respectively, when bound

to dAMP, and 2.4, 1.8 and 1.3 eV, respectively, when bound to AMP. The decrease in orbital

energy differences is coupled with the increase in number of Pt bound water molecules. There

is a correlation between the decrease in difference in predicted HOMO-LUMO gap and the

closeness in predicted interaction energies. This could be seen with the difference between

𝜔B97X-D3 and SRS-MP2 interaction energies decreasing from 42.5 to 3.1 kJ mol−1 for dAMP

with increasing water molecules, indicating a different type of interaction.

Figure 5.43: RMSD values of dAMP and AMP building blocks after binding to OXPT-1, OXPT-2
and OXPT-3.

Overall, oxaliplatin affects the geometry of the dAMP building block more than that of AMP,

with RMSD values averaging 1.4 and 1.1 Å, respectively (see Figure 5.43). While the largest

RMSD value for dAMP was calculated to be 1.9 Å when interacting withOXPT -3, the largest

RMSD value for AMP was found to be 1.7 Å when interacting with OXPT -1. On average, OXPT -

1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 resulted in average RMSD values of 1.3, 1.6 and 1.6 Å, respectively,

for dAMP and 0.9, 1.1 and 1.0 Å, respectively, for AMP. Contrasting the observed trends in

dGMP and GMP, whenOXPT -1 resulted in the largest average RMSD value for dGMP and GMP,
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OXPT -2 produced the largest geometric difference in the dAMP and AMP building blocks after

binding.

Figure 5.44: Deformation energies (kJmol−1) of the dAMPandAMPbuilding block after binding
to either OXPT-1, OXPT-2 or OXPT-3.

From Figure 5.44, the largest deformation energies of 103.4 for dAMP kJ mol−1 and 115.3 kJ

mol−1 for AMP were observed due to interaction with OXPT -1. Again, the largest deformation

energies, both observed in Conf2 of optimised structures with OXPT -1, were not accompa-

nied with the largest RMSD values (Figures 5.43), averaging 0.8 and 0.6 Å for dAMP and AMP,

respectively.
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Figure 5.45: Interaction energies and Gibbs free energies of solvation (ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, kJ mol−1) of
complexes between activated forms of oxaliplatin (OXPT-1, OXPT-2 and OXPT-3)
and dGMP, GMP, dAMP or AMP.

Figure 5.45 displays the strongest interacting configuration of each building block, dGMP, GMP,

dAMP and AMP with oxaliplatin of various aquation states, OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3.

Figure 5.45 displays a similar trend to cisplatin, where there is a decrease in interaction energy

between the Pt complex and DNA/RNA building blocks with increasing number of Pt bound

water molecules.OXPT -1 gives rise to the largest interaction energy, ranging from -651.0 to

-796.4 kJ mol−1 across all four building blocks. The largest interaction energy was obtained to

be -796.4 kJ mol−1, a result ofOXPT -1 interacting with dGMP. The comparison of interaction

energy of between dGMP and dAMP also revealed thatOXPT -1 preferentially binds with dGMP

over dAMP by 128.3 kJ mol−1, similar to that of CPPT -1. OXPT -1 also preferentially binds to

GMP over AMP, by 131.1 kJ mol−1.

Analysis of Gibbs free energies of solvation,ΔG𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, again produced similar values ranging from

-707.9 to -783.5 kJ mol−1, with the former corresponding to dGMP interacting withOXPT -2

and the latter to GMP interacting with OXPT -3. Similar to cisplatin, this is a small variation in

the solvation energies across building blocks and activated forms of oxaliplatin. This clearly
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indicates that the solvation of the building block strongly influences the overall solvation rather

than the activated form itself.

5.3.3 Comparison of binding between cisplatin and oxaliplatin with DNA and RNA

building blocks

Figure 5.46: Strongest interaction energies calculated between DNA/RNA building blocks and
activated forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin.

Overall, SRS-MP2 calculations indicates that cisplatin results in stronger interactions with both

DNA and RNA building blocks, averaging -823.6, -645.1 and -380.0 kJ mol−1 for CPPT -1, CPPT -

2 and CPPT -3, respectively, regardless of building block. The average interaction energies

for OXPT -1, OXPT -2 and OXPT -3 were calculated to be -724.4, -580.1 and -333.7 kJ mol−1,

respectively, regardless of building block. Among the activated forms, CPPT -1 andOXPT -1

were found to form the strongest bound complexes with both RNA and DNA building blocks,

further highlighting that the non-aquated form is the most likely candidate to bind with DNA

or RNA. This is consistent with the already established consensus that the fully dissociated

equivalent of Pt complexes are likely to bind to DNA or RNA.

The mono-aquated form, either CPPT -2 or OXPT -2, does not interact as strongly to the build-

ing blocks as compared to CPPT -1 and OXPT -1, by an average of 178.5 and 144.3 kJ mol−1,

respectively. This form is still able to form the dative Pt-N7 bond (see Figures 5.13, 5.20, 5.30

and 5.40) falling in the range between 1.9 and 2.0 Å. It is suggested that this form is equally
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capable of disrupting the structural integrity of DNA and RNA, potentially serving as a precur-

sor complex before the water molecule is liberated and a stronger bond interaction is formed

between the non-aquated form and DNA/RNA building blocks.

Figure 5.47: RMSD values of DNA/RNA building blocks after interacting with activated forms
of cisplatin and oxaliplatin.

As shown in Figure 5.47, the RMSD values corresponding to geometric changes of building

blocks do not exhibit a trend with respect to the formation of the dative Pt-N7 bond. The

di-aquated forms of CPPT -3 andOXPT -3 have been demonstrated to be able to significantly

alter the geometry of DNA or RNA building blocks. For example, CPPT -3 resulted in a large

RMSD value of 1.3 Å after interacting with dAMP, compared to that of 0.9 Å observed for

CPPT -2. Similarly,OXPT -3 was able to alter the geometries of building blocks to a larger extent

(an RMSD value of 1.5 Å) than OXPT -1 (an RMSD value of 0.8 Å) and OXPT -2 (an RMSD value

of 0.6 Å). The larger RMSD values could be attributed to the formation of hydrogen bonds

between the Pt bound water molecules and the building blocks. These types of hydrogen

bonding may not be available in the actual models of RNA and DNA as the phosphate groups

become less flexible due to the presence of a long backbone and explicit water molecules.

This raises the question about the identity of the Pt complexes that are more likely to bind

to DNA or RNA. The present results clearly indicate that the mono-aquated form cannot be

excluded as a potential candidate to bind to the building blocks. The mono-aquated form may

serve as a pre-cursor complex, before the water molecule dissociates and a stronger dative

bond is formed between the Pt metal centre and DNA/RNA building blocks. Single nucleobase
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models are used in this work to study the strength and mode of binding between activated

forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin. This is a simplified model of real-sized DNA and RNA that

are less flexible and more limited in terms of potential binding modes due to steric hindrance.

As seen in the previous sections, the phosphate group was found to actively participate in

the binding event of the Pt complexes studied, which reveals another limitation of a small

model as phosphate groups are less accessible due to their strong affinity for water. It has been

previously established that water molecules surround the phosphate group of DNA, forming a

network of water molecules via hydrogen bonding.112 The presence of explicit water molecules

around the phosphate group could prevent the interaction between the phosphate group and

the Pt complex. In Chapter 3, the presence of explicit solvation has been shown to be vital to

stabilise the 2+ charge of the Pt complexes and plays a role in determining the hydrolysis rate

of the Pt complexes. This leads to the need to investigate interactions between Pt complexes

and realistic DNA/RNA models in the presence of explicit water solvation.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a comprehensive study was conducted to analyse the strength and mode of

interactions between activated forms of Pt complexes, cisplatin and oxaliplatin, and DNA or

RNA building blocks. The DNA building blocks utilised for this study were dGMP and dAMP,

whereas the RNA building blocks utilised were GMP and AMP. These models were selected as it

was previously established that the fully dissociated Pt complexes were likely species to bind

to nucleobases.[4, 7, 28] Activated forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin in their non- ([PtL]2+),

mono- ([PtL(H2O)]2+) and di-aquated equivalents ([PtL(H2O)2]2+) were selected to study the

role of water molecules coordinated to the Pt centre on the binding event. Complexes between

activated forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin and DNA and RNA building block models were

constructed to promote the formation of the dative Pt-N7 bond. Optimised with SRS-MP2 and

implicit solvationmodel, SMD, the interaction energies between the Pt complexes and building

blocks were calculated to identify which activated form of the Pt complexes is most likely to

bind to DNA/RNA building block. It was determined that the non-aquated form, CPPT -1

andOXPT -1, consistently resulted in the strongest interaction, with an average of -764.9 and

-663.9 kJmol−1, regardless of building blocks. Unsurprisingly, the strongest interaction occured
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between the non-aquated equivalent and dGMP, -916.2 and -796.4 kJ mol−1 for CPPT -1 and

OXPT -1, respectively. This is in agreement with the previously published crystal structure

where the non-aquated Pt complexes were determined to form the adducts with DNA and

RNA.

Though the non-aquated form of cisplatin and oxaliplatin was known to form the dative Pt-

N7 bond with the nucleobases, this study has clearly demonstrated that the mono-aquated

form, CPPT -2 and OXPT -2, is also capable of forming the dative Pt-N7 bond. With an average

interaction energy of -620.8 and -544.3 kJ mol−1 for CPPT -2 and OXPT -2, respectively, the

mono-aquated Pt complexes could potentially play a role of a precursor that binds to DNA

or RNA before the water molecule dissociates, thus disrupting the structural integrity of the

building blocks.

The di-aquated form of cisplatin and oxaliplatin was unable to form the Pt-N7 bond due to the

presence of two Pt bound water molecules. These water molecules prevent the Pt complexes

from forming dative bonds with the nucleobase, resulting in a lower interaction energy than its

non- and mono-aquated counterparts. CPPT -3 andOXPT -3 resulted in an average interaction

energy of -345.5 and -324.6 kJ mol−1, respectively. This suggests that CPPT -3 andOXPT -3 are

unlikely candidates to bind to DNA or RNA.

RMSD and deformation energies were employed as a measure of how the binding of Pt com-

plexes alters the geometries of the various building blocks. Upon comparison, there is no

direct relationship between RMSD and deformation energies. This is a result of the formation

of different building block geometries to accommodate the Pt complexes. An example of this

is the resultant dGMP geometry after interacting with Conf3 of CPPT -1. Whereas it resulted in

the largest deformation energy when compared to the other configurations, 143.8 kJ mol−1, it

resulted in a small RMSD of 0.4 Å when compared to the geometry of dGMP before binding.

This phenomenon was explained by the changes in dihedral angles between the sugar and

phosphate group as well as the dihedral angles between the sugar and the guanine. After

binding to CPPT -1, the dihedral angle changed from 54∘ to 69∘.

Upon comparison of the strongest interacting configurations of the activated forms of cisplatin

and oxaliplatin with the various different building blocks, it is suggested that different aquated
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states of the Pt complexes would preferentially bind to either DNA or RNA building blocks.

This could be due to the additional hydrogen bonds being formed between the Pt complex

and the building blocks. For example, while CPPT -1 preferentially binds to DNA over RNA

building blocks, by an average of 22.7 kJ mol−1, CPPT -2 preferentially binds to RNA building

blocks, by an average of 45.8 kJ mol−1. The preferential binding of Pt complexes to either DNA

or RNA could facilitate binding to either building blocks and cannot be excluded as a potential

candidate to bind to DNA or RNA building blocks.

The comparison of predicted interaction energies using the two methods, 𝜔B97X-D3 and SRS-

MP2, was also investigated. The interaction energies predicted by𝜔B97X-D3 were consistently

underestimated when compared to those of SRS-MP2. However, the difference in predicted

interaction energies decreases with the increase in Pt bound water molecules. An example

of this is the decrease of absolute errors, from 83.8 to 4.5 kJ mol−1, for dGMP and cisplatin.

Subsequently, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps were utilised to explain this phenomenon. It was

revealed that on average the HOMO-LUMO energy gap predicted by 𝜔B97X-D3 was smaller

than that of SRS-MP2. This was not surprising as it is established that DFT functionals tend to

underestimate HOMO-LUMO energy gaps. It was observed that the difference in predicted

HOMO-LUMO gap of the two methods decreases with increasing number of Pt bound water

molecules. This emphasises the different type of bonds present between the activated form of

the Pt complexes as well.

The sugar and phosphate groups of the DNA and RNA models have been demonstrated to

interact with the Pt complexes, forming hydrogen bonds, thus resulting in increased stability.

The chosen small DNA and RNA models prove to be less sterically hindered than a realistic

model and able to provide a stronger interaction with the Pt metal centre. Since nucleobases

are involved in 𝜋-𝜋 stacking in the realistic models of DNA and RNA, there will be less spatial

allowance for approaching activated forms of Pt complexes. In addition, water molecules

were previously established to interact with the DNA/RNA phosphate groups, thus forming an

extended hydrogen bond network. This suggests that the phosphate group in the DNA/RNA

backbone is unlikely to participate in strengthening the interaction between the activated

form of Pt complexes and RNA/DNA nucleobases. Therefore, more studies must be performed

utilising realistic RNA and DNA building blocks and explicit water molecules to confirm that
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the mono aquated form of cisplatin and oxaliplatin act as precursors before the water molecule

dissociates from the Pt metal centre, exposing it for stronger interaction with nucleobases.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to better understand the hydrolysis mechanism of several Pt-based

anti-cancer drugs and their mode and strength of interaction with DNA and RNA building

blocks.

Chapter 2 presented a step-by-step approach to investigate the effects of 4 factors - density

functional theory (DFT) functionals, basis sets on the non-Pt atoms, effective core potentials

(ECPs) and solvation models on the prediction of characteristic bands of cisplatin and car-

boplatin in the far infrared (FIR) region, 0 - 600 cm−1. With the presence of different types

of ligands, it was determined that two different levels of theory were optimal for the two Pt

complexes. For cisplatin, the combination of PBE and SMD was optimal to predict the charac-

teristic FIR bands with a mean absolute deviation and standard deviation of 5.7± 8.5 cm−1. For

carboplatin, the combination of M06-L and either IEFPCM or CPCM was optimal with a mean

absolute deviation and standard deviation of 6.8 ± 9.2 and 6.8 ± 9.1 cm−1, respectively. This

was the result of the different nature of Pt-ligand bonds present in the two complexes. This was

determined by analysing the charge transfer between charge transfer between the Pt ion and

ligands using ChelpG partial atomic charge scheme. When calculated using PBE in gas phase,

a charge transfer of 0.293 e was recorded from Cl− to Pt in cisplatin, decreasing the charge

on Pt to 1.786 e, below its nominal +2.0 e charge. The Pt-O bond on carboplatin, on the other

hand, exhibited more ionic characteristics evident from the charge transfer of 0.036 and 0.013

e to the cyclobutanedicarboxylate and NH3 groups, respectively, thus increasing the charge on
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Pt to 2.118 e. When calculations were performed in gas phase, the stretching vibrations were

usually overestimated for both cisplatin and carboplatin, up to 33 and 25 cm−1, respectively.

It is more challenging to predict the characteristic bands of carboplatin due to the mixing

of stretching and bending vibrations. It was also determined that while the Pt-O stretching

vibrations were either under- or overestimated, Pt-N vibrations were mostly overestimated.

This finding suggests that different scaling factors are required for different types of vibrations

instead of a universal scaling factor across the spectra.

Chapter 3 investigated the role of explicit solvation on the thermodynamic properties, such as

dissociation energies, of four commonly used Pt-based anti-cancer drugs - cisplatin, carbo-

platin, oxaliplatin and nedaplatin. By comparing the relative energies, it was determined that

the Cl− and di-anions were energetically preferred leaving groups over the NH3 group. The

ChelpG analysis revealed the importance of explicit solvation in stabilising the overall charge

of the system during the hydrolysis process. Δ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, calculated using the thermodynamic cycle

with implicit solvation, was employed to better understand the Gibbs free energy of hydrolysis,

whereas Δ𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, calculated using the structures from the relaxed scans, was employed to pre-

dict the activation barriers of hydrolysis. Analysis ofΔ𝐺𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 andΔ𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣 data suggested that the

Pt-complexes were more likely to be activated via a stepwise mechanism instead of a one-step

reaction. The Gibb free energy decreased significantly, by a minimum of 14.1 kJ mol−1, from

the first to the second step of hydrolysis for all Pt complexes except for cisplatin. This sug-

gests that the mechanism of hydrolysis mechanism was not thermodynamically demanding.

However, the thermodynamic cycle did not take into consideration the formation of a contact

ion pair between the dissociated Pt-complex and the leaving dianion and therefore did not

properly describe the mechanism of hydrolysis. Δ𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣, on the other hand, revealed that the

activation barrier of the first step was similar for all four Pt complexes, ranging from 87.3 to

125.4 kJ mol−1. The activation barrier of the second step was found to be similar for cisplatin,

carboplatin and oxaliplatin, with the highest barrier of 98.0 kJ mol−1. Nedaplatin produced a

higher activation barrier of the second step than the first step, 136.8 kJmol−1 compared to 125.4

kJ mol−1, respectively. The higher activation barrier was explained by analysing the charge of

the 2-oxidoacetate anion. With a charge of -3.180 e, the 2-oxidoacetate anion still interacts

strongly with the Pt metal ion, resulting in the higher activation barrier. The use of explicit
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solvation was also employed to study the hydrolysis mechanism of cisplatin. The use of explicit

solvation resulted in an energy barrier of 78.7 kJ mol−1 for the first step of hydrolysis, closer to

previously published experimental data of 81.6 to 90.0 kJ mol−1. This finding emphasised the

importance of including explicit solvation when studying such reactions.

Chapter 4 explored the viability of the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) approach as a cost

saving alternative to study large biomolecules. The effects of different fragmentation schemes,

methods (PBE, PBE-D3 and SRS-MP2) and solvation models (CPCM and SMD) were investi-

gated on single stranded (dGMP and dAMP), stacked (d(GpG)) and double stranded (dGMP-

dCMP) DNA models. Two types of fragmentation of the DNA model were considered: 1)

Fragmentation I scheme, in which the bond between the sugar and the base units is broken

and 2) Fragmentation II scheme, in which two covalent bonds are broken - between the sugar

and the base units and between the sugar and the phosphate units. Upon comparison to

full system calculations, Fragmentation scheme I was found to outperforms Fragmentation

scheme II for the single base systems, producing an average energy difference of 0.02 and

3.2 kJ mol−1, respectively, in the gas phase. Larger errors were incurred with the inclusion of

solvation models, ranging between -0.6 to 3.6 kJ mol−1 for CPCM and -18.1 to 39.1 kJ mol−1 for

SMD. The inclusion of solvation model allows for higher degree of flexibility for the phosphate

and sugar backbone, evident from the higher root mean square deviation (RMSD) values when

comparing the optimised geometries to full system optimisations performed without any

fragmentation. This suggests that the FMO optimisations located different local minima that

were usually higher in energy. The same approach was used to study the stacked and double-

stranded systems. The larger-sized systems, unsurprisingly, incurred larger energy differences

due to the ability of thesemolecular systems to adoptmanymore localminima on the potential

energy surface as compared to the single base systems. The FMO-optimised geometries were

re-optimised again using full system optimisations to determine if the local minima deter-

mined from these optimisations could be located for both the stacked and double-stranded

models. Once again, different local minima of higher electronic energy were located. While the

re-optimisations performed in gas phase resulted in similar local minima, resulting in energy

differences of -0.08 kJ mol−1 for the stacked system with the use of Fragmentation scheme II,

the use of CPCM and SMD solvation model resulted in larger energy difference of -0.3 and 33.4
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kJ mol−1, respectively. The re-optimisation of the stacked system using Fragmentation scheme

I resulted in lower energy differences as compared to Fragmentation scheme II, resulting in

differences of -0.003, 0.3 and -4.9 kJ mol−1 for gas, CPCM and SMD, respectively. The large er-

rors incurred by Fragmentation scheme II suggests FMO2 might not be sufficient for geometry

optimisations and that FMO3, which includes three-body correction, should be used. It is not

surprising that CPCM solvation model outperformed SMD as it was improved upon to work

with FMO, improving how the solvation model is interfaced within the FMO approach.

Chapter 5 studies the interaction, specifically the strength and mode, between Pt-complexes

(cisplatin and oxaliplatin) andDNA (dGMPanddAMP) or RNA (GMPandAMP) building blocks.

Activated forms of cisplatin and oxaliplatin in their non- ([PtL]2+), mono- ([PtL(H2O)]2+)

and di-aquated equivalents ([PtL(H2O)2]2+) (where L is either two ammonia for cisplatin or

1,2-diaminocyclohexane for oxaliplatin) were selected to study the role of water molecules

coordinated to the Pt centre on the binding event. Complexes were constructed to encourage

the formation of the Pt-N7 bond and the interaction energies were analysed to determine the

likely species to bind to DNA/RNA building block. The non-aquated form of both cisplatin and

oxaliplatin resulted in the strongest interaction energy, resulting in an average of -764.9 and

-663.9 kJ mol−1, respectively. The ability of the mono-aquated form of cisplatin and oxaliplatin

were also able to form the Pt-N7 bond, with an average interaction energy of -620.8 and -

544.3 kJ mol−1, respectively. The formation of the Pt-N7 bond between two neighbouring

nucleobases in DNA/RNA is crucial as it has been established that it disrupts the structural

integrity of DNA and leads to cell death. The ability of mono-aquated complexes to form the

Pt-N7 bond suggests that it could be a precursor complex before liberating the water molecule

and forming a stronger interaction with DNA/RNA building blocks. The di-aquated form of the

two Pt complexes were unable to form the Pt-N7 bond due to the presence of two Pt-bound

water molecules. RMSD and deformation energies of the building blocks were also used to

study the effect of binding. No direct relationship could be observed between the RMSD values

and deformation energies. The highest deformation energies resulted from the interaction

with the non-aquated form of the complexes, with an average of 85.4 and 87.6 kJ mol−1 for

cisplatin and oxaliplatin, respectively. The mono- and di-aquated form of the two Pt complexes

produced smaller deformation energies. For example, the deformation energies resulted from
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the interaction between mono- and di-aquated cisplatin and the building blocks resulted in

an average of 54.8 and 19.7 kJ mol−1, respectively. This suggests that the non-aquated form

of the Pt complexes are able to influence the DNA/RNA geometries stronger than the mono-

and di-aquated forms. Upon analysing the two components of the interaction energy, it was

determined that electrostatics play a more significant role between the interaction of the Pt

complexes and building blocks than correlation. For example, the average electrostatic and

correlation components in the complex between the non-aquated form of cisplatin and dGMP

were calculated to be -706.3 and -160.9 kJ mol−1, respectively. It was also observed that the

increasing number of Pt-bound water molecules had a stronger influence on the electrostatic

component than the correlation component. A direct correlation was observed between the

decrease of charge on the Pt ion with the increase of explicit water molecules in the system.

The predicted strongest interacting configurations of the Pt complexes with each building

block, dGMP, GMP, dAMP and AMP, support previously published studies that showed the

preferential binding of the Pt complexes preferentially the guanine unit (dGMP and GMP)

over the adenine unit (dAMP and AMP). For example, the non-aquated form of cisplatin and

oxaliplatin preferred to bind to dGMP over dAMP by 162.4 and 128.3 kJ mol−1, respectively.

The same trend could be seen for GMP and AMP, where the non-aquated form of cisplatin

and oxaliplatin was found to preferentially bind to GMP over AMP by 161.6 and 131.1 kJ mol−1,

respectively.

6.1 Future Works

As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the importance of explicit solvation to model biochemical reac-

tions, especially the hydrolysis reactions of Pt complexes, cannot be ignored. The inclusion of

explicit solvation to study the hydrolysis reaction of the other three Pt-complexes, carboplatin,

oxaliplatin and nedaplatin, should be explored.

The inclusion of explicit solvation in quantum chemical calculations is accompanied by high

computational costs. This motivates the need to identify a suitable approach that is able to

accurately locate the minima on the potential energy surface. As demonstrated in Chapter 4,

the combination of FMO and implicit solvation models resulted in the location of different

local minima when compared to full system calculations. This suggests that more work needs
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to be done in refining solute-solvent interactions interfaced between implicit solvation models

to be able to treat varying intermolecular interactions with similar accuracy.The location of

different localminima could be due to the lack of steric hindrance present in largermodels. The

lack of explicit solvation, especially around the phosphate groups, allows for higher degree of

flexibility of the sugar-phosphate motif. This suggest that explicit solvation and larger models

need to be considered to better describe such systems.

Lastly, more studies need to be conducted to investigate the binding of Pt-complexes and

larger models of DNA/RNA building blocks. The work reported in Chapter 5 reports the

interaction between activated Pt complexes in their non-, mono- and di-aquated forms. Again,

the inclusion of explicit solvation around the system as the explicit H2O molecules could play a

role in binding event, thus affecting its kinetics. The presence of the leaving groups of Pt-based

anticancer drugs (Cl− for cisplatin and 1,2-diaminocyclohexane for oxaliplatin) could also play

a role in the binding process. Larger DNA/RNA building block model should also be studied to

investigate the binding thermodynamics of Pt-based complexes.
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Appendix A

Additional stuff

A.1 Selecting the appropriate level of theory to study the Infrared

Spectra of Pt complexes - Supporting Information
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./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035771      0.174764009      0.000188207
Cl      -1.723249004     -1.413112301     -0.001380125
Cl       1.721768212     -1.414793479      0.002759738
N        1.500351688      1.606561003      0.012137274
H        1.440076526      2.261780161     -0.757703943
H        1.515330552      2.148956975      0.867463719
N       -1.498881701      1.608017884     -0.012662907
H       -1.437942165      2.263700695      0.756730958
H       -1.513360571      2.149847293     -0.868357146
H        2.396122331      1.134726636     -0.059773030
H       -2.395109639      1.137106124      0.059595255
./cisplatin-H2O-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529056274      0.798174860      0.000000000
Cl       0.434968073     -1.540054934     -0.006652756
Cl       2.867286071      0.892262978      0.006652756
N        0.584422177      2.861710576     -0.008385470
H        0.178580669      3.277474059     -0.861667195
H        0.106718286      3.298320023      0.795650869
N       -1.534479444      0.742809030      0.008385470
H       -1.950242913      1.148650553      0.861667195
H       -1.971088874      1.220512937     -0.795650869
H        1.573833960      3.162669596      0.028913689
H       -1.835438500     -0.246602742     -0.028913689
./cisplatin-CPCM-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000037604      0.183554403      0.000166098
Cl      -1.720625446     -1.399746995      0.004085088
Cl       1.719191457     -1.401401291     -0.002621127
N        1.492001813      1.599227184      0.005612562
H        1.458786277      2.242624243     -0.799933917
H        1.496541078      2.180153420      0.858162205
N       -1.490540468      1.600672851     -0.006138290
H       -1.456730293      2.244595388      0.798963649
H       -1.494526379      2.181015043     -0.859090968
H        2.403594490      1.112270135     -0.031873420
H       -2.402588133      1.114590618      0.031666121
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.001457501      0.167417542      0.002956743
Cl       1.687446971     -1.410238736     -0.006157703
Cl      -1.680743484     -1.420375113     -0.016890751
N       -1.449450838      1.601221341      0.011392265
H       -1.327837991      2.269081470      0.767600614
H       -1.461753306      2.127199596     -0.858408971
N        1.437795708      1.609911496      0.020595299
H        1.452470655      2.135981556     -0.849113543
H        1.307349509      2.277002991      0.776009302
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H       -2.365659031      1.174822299      0.121623831
H        2.355834308      1.189033558      0.136662913
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000025681      0.150940916      0.000183231
Cl      -1.710503371     -1.447101340     -0.009055840
Cl       1.709001784     -1.448756634      0.010390033
N        1.471130317      1.607447034      0.018067473
H        1.359652395      2.282705476     -0.729922689
H        1.475233648      2.124567605      0.890442099
N       -1.469662841      1.608864610     -0.018581259
H       -1.357529529      2.284464305      0.729002459
H       -1.473261534      2.125463584     -0.891267158
H        2.386653496      1.183294494     -0.086332333
H       -2.385598046      1.185664951      0.086071982
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.493030185      0.834200950      0.000000000
Cl       0.386145829     -1.462917886      0.000002430
Cl       2.790149025      0.941085225     -0.000002430
N        0.627736725      2.920363431      0.000016893
H        0.239990966      3.371851887     -0.825310002
H        0.239969828      3.371843394      0.825338521
N       -1.593132301      0.699494484     -0.000016893
H       -2.044620742      1.087240260      0.825310002
H       -2.044612250      1.087261397     -0.825338521
H        1.640071945      3.078344520      0.000031209
H       -1.751113425     -0.312840730     -0.000031209
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-4_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.128718798     -0.000172377      0.195685482
Cl      -0.417637209     -1.719326252     -1.392547557
Cl      -0.296214623      1.718292590     -1.410636809
N        0.136761223      1.431729811      1.627387533
H       -0.521733303      1.335252828      2.401580709
H        1.075545386      1.391272888      2.027280428
N        0.017424557     -1.431456312      1.645052132
H       -0.771836443     -1.390785897      2.291798368
H        0.024863914     -2.367095832      1.237602109
H        0.015485315      2.367199866      1.237925213
H        0.866349677     -1.334684313      2.203853942
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036642      0.176980747      0.000192180
Cl      -1.727480342     -1.409816635      0.000146830
Cl       1.726003002     -1.411502538      0.001257538
N        1.504873327      1.607166107      0.010960003
H        1.451345183      2.257532373     -0.763612531
H        1.518830341      2.154559191      0.863212888
N       -1.503403093      1.608627543     -0.011493431
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H       -1.449232708      2.259449625      0.762651374
H       -1.516834399      2.155474329     -0.864105444
H        2.397578810      1.128354271     -0.054170750
H       -2.396574764      1.130729986      0.053959344
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527885539      0.799345595      0.000000000
Cl       0.438946516     -1.528620811     -0.005349190
Cl       2.855851948      0.888284535      0.005349190
N        0.576761829      2.858979302     -0.013645024
H        0.190039372      3.251770829     -0.876642925
H        0.074717193      3.281346956      0.772244892
N       -1.531748170      0.750469378      0.013645024
H       -1.924539683      1.137191849      0.876642925
H       -1.954115806      1.252514029     -0.772244892
H        1.557646043      3.155060086      0.047260398
H       -1.827828989     -0.230414825     -0.047260398
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVTZ-SMD-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000024679      0.148349602      0.000182895
Cl      -1.716229769     -1.453810748     -0.009634833
Cl       1.714720947     -1.455471588      0.010965486
N        1.462262044      1.600867085      0.018892796
H        1.357080628      2.290738371     -0.727348240
H        1.478021265      2.126011364      0.895556679
N       -1.460800588      1.602276487     -0.019401003
H       -1.354948320      2.292493816      0.726425179
H       -1.476049664      2.126908771     -0.896380597
H        2.390704278      1.188407278     -0.089347252
H       -2.389643500      1.190784562      0.089086890
./cisplatin-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.473934692      0.853296444      0.000000000
Cl       0.358010761     -1.439947061      0.000002324
Cl       2.767178201      0.969220293     -0.000002324
N        0.642580150      2.932144747     -0.000008316
H        0.262611029      3.390094219     -0.831649432
H        0.262741952      3.390103665      0.831687161
N       -1.604913617      0.684651060      0.000008316
H       -2.062863076      1.064620197      0.831649432
H       -2.062872522      1.064489274     -0.831687161
H        1.669994992      3.050017870     -0.000082433
H       -1.722786777     -0.342763777      0.000082433
./cisplatin-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475203680      0.852027456      0.000000000
Cl       0.360673697     -1.439416178      0.000001812
Cl       2.766647318      0.966557357     -0.000001812
N        0.641235343      2.929148790     -0.000008155
H        0.258823239      3.386032122     -0.831451520
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H        0.258930050      3.386042079      0.831478673
N       -1.601917660      0.685995867      0.000008155
H       -2.058800978      1.068407987      0.831451520
H       -2.058810935      1.068301176     -0.831478673
H        1.667950084      3.053549147     -0.000070025
H       -1.726318053     -0.340718870      0.000070025
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530719919      0.796511215      0.000000000
Cl       0.450213441     -1.525397296      0.000592935
Cl       2.852628433      0.877017610     -0.000592935
N        0.566208707      2.839667788      0.000056740
H        0.119674301      3.252357512     -0.821949555
H        0.119330707      3.252227417      0.821944011
N       -1.512436656      0.761022500     -0.000056740
H       -1.925126364      1.207556920      0.821949555
H       -1.924996268      1.207900514     -0.821944011
H        1.539060589      3.158892123      0.000291554
H       -1.831661025     -0.211829371     -0.000291554
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000047211      0.151079488      0.000184631
Cl      -1.709451315     -1.447981879     -0.008852136
Cl       1.708065302     -1.449557156      0.010192375
N        1.468821476      1.606912537      0.017470341
H        1.358342623      2.280155409     -0.732169266
H        1.470936790      2.126964317      0.887830177
N       -1.467379486      1.608259929     -0.017985116
H       -1.356269191      2.281863645      0.731236817
H       -1.469024648      2.127775127     -0.888666243
H        2.385515217      1.184912474     -0.083939652
H       -2.384461978      1.187171109      0.083696069
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486074367      0.841156769      0.000000000
Cl       0.371017428     -1.456078828     -0.000198563
Cl       2.783309968      0.956213626      0.000198563
N        0.650017359      2.944215510     -0.000104801
H        0.274342860      3.403979276     -0.819514837
H        0.274158271      3.404070489      0.819171027
N       -1.616984381      0.677213851      0.000104801
H       -2.076748133      1.052888366      0.819514837
H       -2.076839346      1.053072955     -0.819171027
H        1.662296033      3.074259735      0.000016166
H       -1.747028642     -0.335064818     -0.000016166
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVTZ-H2O_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.535585489      0.791645644      0.000000000
Cl       0.442908896     -1.560438757     -0.004300360
Cl       2.887669894      0.884322154      0.004300360
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N        0.579410547      2.859682821     -0.013542304
H        0.199653433      3.265092736     -0.870100044
H        0.075316571      3.293701733      0.760703473
N       -1.532451688      0.747820660      0.013542304
H       -1.937861590      1.127577789      0.870100044
H       -1.966470583      1.251914652     -0.760703473
H        1.549147716      3.176523994      0.052377186
H       -1.849292896     -0.221916498     -0.052377186
./cisplatin-CPCM_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530628301      0.796602833      0.000000000
Cl       0.435887144     -1.542036756     -0.000089019
Cl       2.869267893      0.891343907      0.000089019
N        0.582777280      2.859865114      0.000064404
H        0.138345210      3.284046776     -0.829396708
H        0.138663688      3.284147737      0.829642941
N       -1.532633982      0.744453927     -0.000064404
H       -1.956815628      1.188886012      0.829396708
H       -1.956916589      1.188567534     -0.829642941
H        1.571742613      3.164561241     -0.000136724
H       -1.837330145     -0.244511395      0.000136724
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533853667      0.793377467      0.000000000
Cl       0.439867761     -1.546614241     -0.003205311
Cl       2.873845378      0.887363289      0.003205311
N        0.580444434      2.866735371     -0.011865059
H        0.190869922      3.261234798     -0.859622023
H        0.088415719      3.285852352      0.767876605
N       -1.539504239      0.746786774      0.011865059
H       -1.934003652      1.136361299      0.859622023
H       -1.958621202      1.238815504     -0.767876605
H        1.548446365      3.167229451      0.042718099
H       -1.839998353     -0.221215146     -0.042718099
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-aug-pVTZ-4_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.065634074     -0.000542361      0.192193509
Cl      -0.153139849     -1.717942842     -1.413042869
Cl      -0.198595948      1.715293755     -1.411591299
N        0.015605373      1.441943962      1.633465474
H       -0.676623506      1.304133278      2.374966622
H        0.932329301      1.480505596      2.088177274
N        0.053783574     -1.441592212      1.632242424
H        0.971199531     -1.456235458      2.086957879
H       -0.641867661     -1.322793355      2.373830668
H       -0.154242403      2.367261550      1.230668666
H       -0.091479488     -2.370745492      1.228659582
./cisplatin-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.543700538      0.783530596      0.000000000
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Cl       0.466852999     -1.539752036     -0.004790641
Cl       2.866983173      0.860378051      0.004790641
N        0.558145944      2.839318776      0.017713982
H        0.016202182      3.241304247     -0.753664125
H        0.171679755      3.209529995      0.892234274
N       -1.512087643      0.769085263     -0.017713982
H       -1.914073094      1.311029039      0.753664125
H       -1.882298848      1.155551465     -0.892234274
H        1.522109287      3.180829609     -0.064288375
H       -1.853598511     -0.194878068      0.064288375
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534726588      0.792504545      0.000000000
Cl       0.442449754     -1.569889805      0.012595231
Cl       2.897120942      0.884781296     -0.012595231
N        0.558765231      2.843015473     -0.027019517
H        0.214891712      3.221582703     -0.909260721
H        0.007848964      3.268273332      0.717834063
N       -1.515784341      0.768465976      0.027019517
H       -1.894351558      1.112339508      0.909260721
H       -1.941042179      1.319382257     -0.717834063
H        1.519993181      3.168233601      0.082186741
H       -1.841002503     -0.192761962     -0.082186741
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.488118497      0.839112638      0.000000000
Cl       0.376805585     -1.463376948     -0.000149566
Cl       2.790608088      0.950425469      0.000149566
N        0.647598989      2.936965069     -0.000140858
H        0.273961478      3.410938850     -0.822264827
H        0.273355185      3.411074425      0.821631861
N       -1.609733939      0.679632221      0.000140858
H       -2.083707707      1.053269749      0.822264827
H       -2.083843282      1.053876042     -0.821631861
H        1.664916216      3.081694418      0.000235322
H       -1.754463325     -0.337685001     -0.000235322
./cisplatin-PBE0-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477695708      0.849535427      0.000000000
Cl       0.368790110     -1.435286867     -0.000141229
Cl       2.762518007      0.958440944      0.000141229
N        0.628717049      2.911573799     -0.000007311
H        0.250555297      3.375283241     -0.827187235
H        0.250781643      3.375289748      0.827272690
N       -1.584342668      0.698514160      0.000007311
H       -2.048052097      1.076675929      0.827187235
H       -2.048058604      1.076449582     -0.827272690
H        1.649187599      3.051407355     -0.000125992
H       -1.724176260     -0.321956385      0.000125992
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.477610269      0.849620867      0.000000000
Cl       0.367499906     -1.436960092     -0.000034565
Cl       2.764191231      0.959731148      0.000034565
N        0.627513984      2.911816682      0.000279235
H        0.246202932      3.367536481     -0.825704802
H        0.246253881      3.367294515      0.826421131
N       -1.584585552      0.699717225     -0.000279235
H       -2.040305337      1.081028293      0.825704802
H       -2.040063371      1.080977345     -0.826421131
H        1.644500888      3.052434140      0.000286502
H       -1.725203046     -0.317269674     -0.000286502
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-4_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.089124558      0.001045571      0.188281030
Cl      -0.341706868     -1.721396422     -1.383002230
Cl      -0.173668494      1.720838447     -1.403795006
N        0.127255489      1.499446846      1.605407428
H       -0.655963658      1.549144877      2.245583698
H        0.966231278      1.406998521      2.164865455
N       -0.001724400     -1.494964080      1.621666025
H       -0.703984663     -1.401434695      2.345200787
H       -0.154122273     -2.388285305      1.164882885
H        0.179816255      2.391979959      1.125280947
H        0.898818021     -1.543734992      2.082503920
./cisplatin-H2O-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.525851917      0.801379217      0.000000000
Cl       0.430214788     -1.534434668      0.006234242
Cl       2.861665805      0.897016263     -0.006234242
N        0.581603289      2.857542612      0.009487087
H        0.100941895      3.293471403     -0.792358891
H        0.179695235      3.270551412      0.865233403
N       -1.530311480      0.745627918     -0.009487087
H       -1.966240254      1.226289327      0.792358891
H       -1.943320266      1.147535987     -0.865233403
H        1.571248320      3.154964572     -0.031346359
H       -1.827733476     -0.244017102      0.031346359
./cisplatin-SMD-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.178408224
Cl      -0.002203494     -1.708830784     -1.416114776
Cl       0.002203494      1.708830784     -1.416114776
N       -0.015531485      1.471525009      1.620112404
H       -0.888329526      1.469596842      2.173489493
H        0.763873475      1.394091770      2.293697339
N        0.015531485     -1.471525009      1.620112404
H        0.888329526     -1.469596842      2.173489493
H       -0.763873475     -1.394091770      2.293697339
H        0.056148618      2.404469263      1.179491426
H       -0.056148618     -2.404469263      1.179491426
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./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038513      0.181471074      0.000189198
Cl      -1.709386714     -1.400020919      0.000909794
Cl       1.707898175     -1.401717678      0.000137888
N        1.490605352      1.603119675      0.009149558
H        1.434146082      2.250485334     -0.781953250
H        1.492181264      2.161672483      0.867416382
N       -1.489125240      1.604584109     -0.009575767
H       -1.431763928      2.252790152      0.780770469
H       -1.490490418      2.162173222     -0.868472285
H        2.394750826      1.120302702     -0.046806718
H       -2.393711911      1.122694844      0.047232732
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000034474      0.179181496      0.000187440
Cl      -1.699577867     -1.404710923     -0.001998246
Cl       1.698088447     -1.406379059      0.003370192
N        1.470764243      1.597720335      0.012592598
H        1.409210068      2.263642098     -0.760674738
H        1.489115232      2.143657244      0.877068083
N       -1.469298921      1.599158927     -0.013111026
H       -1.407063690      2.265551185      0.759696183
H       -1.487145013      2.144520249     -0.877960582
H        2.381661264      1.136413747     -0.063000726
H       -2.380646238      1.138799702      0.062828821
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.531688263      0.795542871      0.000000000
Cl       0.445353553     -1.531355993     -0.001737761
Cl       2.858587130      0.881877498      0.001737761
N        0.564741326      2.841637875     -0.016786466
H        0.197290846      3.229944968     -0.884543080
H        0.041632675      3.265189467      0.748239896
N       -1.514406743      0.762489881      0.016786466
H       -1.902713822      1.129940374      0.884543080
H       -1.937958316      1.285598546     -0.748239896
H        1.531153956      3.158984174      0.065501425
H       -1.831753076     -0.203922738     -0.065501425
./cisplatin-M06L-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486239091      0.840992045      0.000000000
Cl       0.371784577     -1.456039131     -0.000115490
Cl       2.783270271      0.955446477      0.000115490
N        0.651734877      2.947539854     -0.000105950
H        0.277491986      3.407821164     -0.819921285
H        0.277150304      3.407917707      0.819500188
N       -1.620308724      0.675496333      0.000105950
H       -2.080590021      1.049739240      0.819921285
H       -2.080686564      1.050080923     -0.819500188
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H        1.664335903      3.074037008      0.000110622
H       -1.746805915     -0.337104688     -0.000110622
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000015782      0.158993717      0.000186031
Cl      -1.689565653     -1.429331143     -0.006283746
Cl       1.688004999     -1.431018884      0.007635602
N        1.433672868      1.597781817      0.010163864
H        1.332655184      2.250609115     -0.766805992
H        1.410693349      2.146907802      0.869573516
N       -1.432198314      1.599211778     -0.010678624
H       -1.330550356      2.252388843      0.765914955
H       -1.408640966      2.147815492     -0.870405808
H        2.361995919      1.180897914     -0.058673430
H       -2.360940812      1.183298549      0.058371632
./cisplatin-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.474091466      0.853139670      0.000000000
Cl       0.358909296     -1.449895375      0.000007966
Cl       2.777126515      0.968321758     -0.000007966
N        0.641059206      2.928968066     -0.000001538
H        0.260572048      3.391734621     -0.833897350
H        0.260740901      3.391739501      0.833968662
N       -1.601736936      0.686172004      0.000001538
H       -2.064503477      1.066659178      0.833897350
H       -2.064508358      1.066490325     -0.833968662
H        1.671194667      3.056560637     -0.000098371
H       -1.729329544     -0.343963453      0.000098371
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.554393365      0.772837768      0.000000000
Cl       0.477358961     -1.573826889     -0.000258130
Cl       2.901058025      0.849872088      0.000258130
N        0.537127430      2.823007818     -0.000032786
H        0.061119584      3.192732620     -0.819458068
H        0.061188579      3.192791974      0.819404694
N       -1.495776684      0.790103776      0.000032786
H       -1.865501469      1.266111635      0.819458068
H       -1.865560823      1.266042640     -0.819404694
H        1.484425282      3.193447565     -0.000090422
H       -1.866216465     -0.157194063      0.000090422
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.537608329      0.789622804      0.000000000
Cl       0.442929186     -1.566231429     -0.002498408
Cl       2.893462566      0.884301864      0.002498408
N        0.575181300      2.859291658      0.016372173
H        0.056627302      3.288067542     -0.748292442
H        0.207660455      3.255857263      0.879807433
N       -1.532060525      0.752049908     -0.016372173
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H       -1.960836392      1.270603920      0.748292442
H       -1.928626118      1.119570766     -0.879807433
H        1.541141967      3.176703383     -0.063921146
H       -1.849472285     -0.213910748      0.063921146
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036275      0.176043703      0.000191043
Cl      -1.724984642     -1.409903045     -0.000521105
Cl       1.723507111     -1.411586262      0.001916396
N        1.502983872      1.606780420      0.011249894
H        1.447303407      2.258453877     -0.762159249
H        1.516974581      2.152866426      0.864422040
N       -1.501513869      1.608240050     -0.011780386
H       -1.445183432      2.260373978      0.761193324
H       -1.514987932      2.153770987     -0.865315941
H        2.396640195      1.130069236     -0.055755660
H       -2.395633566      1.132445630      0.055557646
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038519      0.160722081      0.000178741
Cl      -1.691463883     -1.423261113     -0.007433943
Cl       1.690022390     -1.424875919      0.008740098
N        1.439331803      1.594543259      0.014187743
H        1.341444454      2.266683477     -0.750320784
H        1.437427257      2.133910868      0.883500079
N       -1.437883371      1.595909699     -0.014688675
H       -1.339299675      2.268478665      0.749353085
H       -1.435530303      2.134679811     -0.884370677
H        2.367770662      1.174226971     -0.072044480
H       -2.366715854      1.176537201      0.071896814
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000031816      0.167504292      0.000184957
Cl      -1.738422280     -1.433057763     -0.004553744
Cl       1.736921088     -1.434752007      0.005913383
N        1.497433620      1.606359846      0.014506697
H        1.432409565      2.277517985     -0.748913383
H        1.523410340      2.145361332      0.878600437
N       -1.495963699      1.607813724     -0.015024598
H       -1.430239097      2.279439588      0.747923872
H       -1.521464877      2.146238904     -0.879491890
H        2.403805421      1.146364771     -0.070597977
H       -2.402779897      1.148764328      0.070450246
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000040447      0.185160779      0.000191794
Cl      -1.697826181     -1.389347381      0.000279788
Cl       1.696365991     -1.391007395      0.001119675
N        1.475859920      1.600638732      0.012010205
H        1.412087446      2.254985068     -0.761092992
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H        1.486449477      2.141555738      0.870918008
N       -1.474395244      1.602072573     -0.012540352
H       -1.409970211      2.256877577      0.760120100
H       -1.484472430      2.142420491     -0.871812597
H        2.372134341      1.125920704     -0.059215534
H       -2.371131557      1.128278115      0.059019904
./cisplatin-PBE0-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477613459      0.849617677      0.000000000
Cl       0.368893798     -1.428279017      0.000004854
Cl       2.755510157      0.958337257     -0.000004854
N        0.628053116      2.914537889      0.000044887
H        0.246909992      3.364849915     -0.824113879
H        0.246932848      3.364814110      0.824233960
N       -1.587306759      0.699178093     -0.000044887
H       -2.037618771      1.080321233      0.824113879
H       -2.037582967      1.080298377     -0.824233960
H        1.642202165      3.047222350      0.000038707
H       -1.719991255     -0.314970951     -0.000038707
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527398018      0.799833116      0.000000000
Cl       0.446253032     -1.513786758     -0.002769057
Cl       2.841017895      0.880978020      0.002769057
N        0.565382078      2.843225382     -0.012701384
H        0.175626310      3.232013328     -0.865614973
H        0.066690536      3.258101040      0.767861625
N       -1.515994250      0.761849129      0.012701384
H       -1.904782182      1.151604910      0.865614973
H       -1.930869890      1.260540686     -0.767861625
H        1.533636398      3.147973258      0.045033171
H       -1.820742159     -0.206405180     -0.045033171
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000026928      0.145551804      0.000183777
Cl      -1.718586509     -1.461157459     -0.010401290
Cl       1.717085452     -1.462811990      0.011731209
N        1.459813323      1.604510158      0.021071985
H        1.340630836      2.298674755     -0.716166467
H        1.474825749      2.115267632      0.903668736
N       -1.458350472      1.605906088     -0.021579685
H       -1.338484999      2.300419811      0.715219162
H       -1.472891574      2.116122316     -0.904497310
H        2.386316298      1.196354627     -0.098680286
H       -2.385243032      1.198717257      0.098448170
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529706319      0.797524815      0.000000000
Cl       0.448686184     -1.524378714     -0.001010269
Cl       2.851609851      0.878544867      0.001010269
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N        0.567282207      2.840934150     -0.000336652
H        0.123114331      3.255015778     -0.822908143
H        0.121831752      3.255516367      0.821284872
N       -1.513703017      0.759949000      0.000336652
H       -1.927784629      1.204116890      0.822908143
H       -1.928285219      1.205399469     -0.821284872
H        1.541159592      3.157232684      0.000290694
H       -1.830001586     -0.213928374     -0.000290694
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.181114075
Cl       0.004215717     -1.725359711     -1.419869611
Cl      -0.004215717      1.725359711     -1.419869611
N        0.013328498      1.478464357      1.618025597
H       -0.747421892      1.396481626      2.286002270
H        0.881755967      1.493212066      2.145054518
N       -0.013328498     -1.478464357      1.618025597
H        0.747421892     -1.396481626      2.286002270
H       -0.881755967     -1.493212066      2.145054518
H       -0.077243896      2.381384782      1.158363189
H        0.077243896     -2.381384782      1.158363189
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534649346      0.792581788      0.000000000
Cl       0.446267451     -1.557789317      0.001180598
Cl       2.885020454      0.880963599     -0.001180598
N        0.561865423      2.847565455      0.018543972
H        0.035998485      3.262832526     -0.744706084
H        0.191283661      3.228081278      0.884586795
N       -1.520334322      0.765365783     -0.018543972
H       -1.935601374      1.291232736      0.744706084
H       -1.900850132      1.135947559     -0.884586795
H        1.524344618      3.166258911     -0.063941517
H       -1.839027813     -0.197113400      0.063941517
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.537201573      0.790029560      0.000000000
Cl       0.444298829     -1.567486658      0.001745848
Cl       2.894717795      0.882932221     -0.001745848
N        0.575890775      2.860631632     -0.018936484
H        0.219440723      3.254475280     -0.888429080
H        0.046859650      3.291591722      0.737281860
N       -1.533400500      0.751340432      0.018936484
H       -1.927244136      1.107790498      0.888429080
H       -1.964360571      1.280371573     -0.737281860
H        1.540968937      3.177988391      0.072828935
H       -1.850757293     -0.213737719     -0.072828935
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534872444      0.792358689      0.000000000
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Cl       0.444757324     -1.570035949      0.008013516
Cl       2.897267086      0.882473725     -0.008013516
N        0.560578827      2.846690558     -0.020848864
H        0.207042309      3.230042611     -0.896910893
H        0.019290630      3.267429610      0.733322583
N       -1.519459425      0.766652379      0.020848864
H       -1.902811466      1.120188911      0.896910893
H       -1.940198458      1.307940592     -0.733322583
H        1.523680850      3.168635438      0.079585983
H       -1.841404340     -0.196449631     -0.079585983
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526285045      0.800946089      0.000000000
Cl       0.443935961     -1.519896444     -0.005875892
Cl       2.847127581      0.883295091      0.005875892
N        0.562675400      2.838040938     -0.016593635
H        0.189621070      3.226071651     -0.881671973
H        0.047244817      3.261592388      0.753149483
N       -1.510809805      0.764555807      0.016593635
H       -1.898840505      1.137610151      0.881671973
H       -1.934361237      1.279986405     -0.753149483
H        1.531759534      3.148253179      0.058148627
H       -1.821022080     -0.204528316     -0.058148627
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.187748560
Cl       0.005408602     -1.735898561     -1.417877871
Cl      -0.005408602      1.735898561     -1.417877871
N       -0.019722618      1.466964555      1.620501425
H       -0.896831042      1.488917401      2.140140227
H        0.732211678      1.380527963      2.303326418
N        0.019722618     -1.466964555      1.620501425
H        0.896831042     -1.488917401      2.140140227
H       -0.732211678     -1.380527963      2.303326418
H        0.082597788      2.376883355      1.169675521
H       -0.082597788     -2.376883355      1.169675521
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534204738      0.793026396      0.000000000
Cl       0.446440563     -1.557373314      0.001154059
Cl       2.884604450      0.880790487     -0.001154059
N        0.563607223      2.850449026     -0.018649600
H        0.198406128      3.231417045     -0.887031907
H        0.034778917      3.266810671      0.742312195
N       -1.523217894      0.763623984      0.018649600
H       -1.904185899      1.128825092      0.887031907
H       -1.939579519      1.292452305     -0.742312195
H        1.526977336      3.165651358      0.068447934
H       -1.838420259     -0.199746118     -0.068447934
./cisplatin-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.000038381      0.183698690      0.000177314
Cl      -1.713480454     -1.395826223      0.002565088
Cl       1.711996187     -1.397521622     -0.001335765
N        1.494614191      1.603601239      0.008267230
H        1.443595206      2.247162952     -0.786101196
H        1.495774419      2.165256046      0.864312349
N       -1.493136794      1.605071007     -0.008742155
H       -1.441335954      2.249323150      0.785013891
H       -1.493939348      2.165933478     -0.865308879
H        2.395490271      1.114235271     -0.042690031
H       -2.394474104      1.116621011      0.042840156
./cisplatin_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.473754488      0.853476648      0.000000000
Cl       0.359392710     -1.450255700      0.000020290
Cl       2.777486840      0.967838343     -0.000020290
N        0.646893421      2.934837659     -0.000001568
H        0.274976232      3.412537432     -0.834691136
H        0.274993868      3.412540853      0.834693870
N       -1.607606529      0.680337789      0.000001568
H       -2.085306289      1.052254995      0.834691136
H       -2.085309710      1.052237359     -0.834693870
H        1.682697894      3.055588234     -0.000013062
H       -1.728357141     -0.355466680      0.000013062
./cisplatin-M062X-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.495778580      0.831452555      0.000000000
Cl       0.392258888     -1.463881524      0.000007374
Cl       2.791112662      0.934972165     -0.000007374
N        0.627086300      2.918563972      0.000014738
H        0.240035968      3.375434312     -0.826720424
H        0.240011200      3.375427418      0.826742154
N       -1.591332842      0.700144910     -0.000014738
H       -2.048203167      1.087195257      0.826720424
H       -2.048196274      1.087220025     -0.826742154
H        1.641211461      3.083378088      0.000031229
H       -1.756146993     -0.313980246     -0.000031229
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000015138      0.155725237      0.000179826
Cl      -1.691727469     -1.432992657     -0.011530356
Cl       1.690164321     -1.434680185      0.012839997
N        1.434815176      1.597727283      0.018081124
H        1.315517365      2.281009578     -0.730093597
H        1.436346912      2.115207732      0.897715599
N       -1.433340191      1.599152347     -0.018584873
H       -1.313349501      2.282775285      0.729167807
H       -1.434366556      2.116092673     -0.898537681
H        2.362619607      1.187559230     -0.089697386
H       -2.361552803      1.189978477      0.089457541
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./cisplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527903884      0.799327250      0.000000000
Cl       0.438256704     -1.527332032     -0.006284253
Cl       2.854563170      0.888974347      0.006284253
N        0.577187884      2.858562544     -0.013396393
H        0.189413483      3.251881419     -0.875708374
H        0.075955645      3.281317414      0.772831297
N       -1.531331412      0.750043323      0.013396393
H       -1.924650273      1.137817738      0.875708374
H       -1.954086264      1.251275577     -0.772831297
H        1.558139444      3.154967578      0.046392420
H       -1.827736481     -0.230908226     -0.046392420
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.185901256
Cl       0.011745742     -1.724111503     -1.416228036
Cl      -0.011745742      1.724111503     -1.416228036
N        0.006411916      1.474588700      1.620680333
H       -0.752712520      1.386589713      2.289749107
H        0.875210360      1.493743483      2.146980138
N       -0.006411916     -1.474588700      1.620680333
H        0.752712520     -1.386589713      2.289749107
H       -0.875210360     -1.493743483      2.146980138
H       -0.090417897      2.378488662      1.164246330
H        0.090417897     -2.378488662      1.164246330
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.549605172      0.777625961      0.000000000
Cl       0.477519997     -1.542104805     -0.000411321
Cl       2.869335941      0.849711054      0.000411321
N        0.543084972      2.814323317     -0.000047089
H        0.071047325      3.201044649     -0.821897998
H        0.071178764      3.201142595      0.821831353
N       -1.487092183      0.784146234      0.000047089
H       -1.873813498      1.256183895      0.821897998
H       -1.873911445      1.256052456     -0.821831353
H        1.496433128      3.187003486     -0.000154338
H       -1.859772387     -0.169201909      0.000154338
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVDZ-SMD-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000024189      0.144168354      0.000178210
Cl      -1.716620178     -1.463557831     -0.010392814
Cl       1.715107983     -1.465215859      0.011696355
N        1.464425789      1.602572415      0.019640457
H        1.355122813      2.294601600     -0.725074845
H        1.480146744      2.125405408      0.898561493
N       -1.462963103      1.603979469     -0.020141577
H       -1.352965108      2.296370474      0.724134905
H       -1.478210175      2.126275060     -0.899390376
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H        2.395564523      1.195288782     -0.091969362
H       -2.394491478      1.197667129      0.091755559
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.537026151      0.790204982      0.000000000
Cl       0.443772883     -1.564730339     -0.001147990
Cl       2.891961476      0.883458167      0.001147990
N        0.577162037      2.861930932      0.013675048
H        0.072717879      3.288242599     -0.761540363
H        0.195702244      3.261789326      0.869304177
N       -1.534699800      0.750069170     -0.013675048
H       -1.961011449      1.254513343      0.761540363
H       -1.934558180      1.131528978     -0.869304177
H        1.545002886      3.176691440     -0.051926112
H       -1.849460342     -0.217771667      0.051926112
./cisplatin-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.474320799      0.852910336      0.000000000
Cl       0.357183092     -1.448752244      0.000014043
Cl       2.775983384      0.970047962     -0.000014043
N        0.639935089      2.926766584     -0.000004514
H        0.260311932      3.391283772     -0.833542385
H        0.260452417      3.391289960      0.833593921
N       -1.599535454      0.687296120      0.000004514
H       -2.064052628      1.066919294      0.833542385
H       -2.064058816      1.066778809     -0.833593921
H        1.670301027      3.054456151     -0.000085593
H       -1.727225057     -0.343069813      0.000085593
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.485966278      0.841264858      0.000000000
Cl       0.371497602     -1.462264883     -0.000126191
Cl       2.789496022      0.955733452      0.000126191
N        0.646857525      2.937966517     -0.000172742
H        0.271720399      3.405303275     -0.822241680
H        0.270911810      3.405477974      0.821430806
N       -1.610735387      0.680373685      0.000172742
H       -2.078072132      1.055510828      0.822241680
H       -2.078246831      1.056319416     -0.821430806
H        1.662631592      3.075642187      0.000333526
H       -1.748411093     -0.335400378     -0.000333526
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.478102033      0.849129102      0.000000000
Cl       0.368975397     -1.427507009     -0.000374487
Cl       2.754738148      0.958255657      0.000374487
N        0.627658098      2.912081239     -0.000025984
H        0.244916535      3.362912678     -0.823345983
H        0.245249812      3.362938503      0.823434424
N       -1.584850109      0.699573111      0.000025984
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H       -2.035681534      1.082314690      0.823345983
H       -2.035707359      1.081981413     -0.823434424
H        1.641637025      3.048653356     -0.000207705
H       -1.721422262     -0.314405811      0.000207705
./cisplatin-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.474802229      0.852428907      0.000000000
Cl       0.360906968     -1.441222017      0.000013826
Cl       2.768453157      0.966324086     -0.000013826
N        0.641335967      2.931620116     -0.000005700
H        0.260864210      3.388643280     -0.831999073
H        0.260962312      3.388651797      0.832027680
N       -1.604388986      0.685895242      0.000005700
H       -2.061412137      1.066367016      0.831999073
H       -2.061420654      1.066268914     -0.832027680
H        1.668237972      3.051956348     -0.000062489
H       -1.724725255     -0.341006758      0.000062489
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039635      0.183248640      0.000188991
Cl      -1.694622746     -1.393966901     -0.001813718
Cl       1.693158022     -1.395622448      0.003193985
N        1.472522365      1.600600866      0.013138657
H        1.402696395      2.259242662     -0.755884625
H        1.484571227      2.136992252      0.874953824
N       -1.471057542      1.602030996     -0.013663081
H       -1.400561215      2.261135557      0.754902296
H       -1.482614612      2.137838562     -0.875848290
H        2.371376184      1.131846666     -0.064582542
H       -2.370365713      1.134208146      0.064412505
./cisplatin-SMD-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.543587103      0.783644030      0.000000000
Cl       0.464444923     -1.543520413     -0.002651182
Cl       2.870751549      0.862786128      0.002651182
N        0.559536174      2.842491979      0.017496383
H        0.019287824      3.244260404     -0.754814798
H        0.172522686      3.212182480      0.891674712
N       -1.515260846      0.767695033     -0.017496383
H       -1.917029252      1.307943397      0.754814798
H       -1.884951334      1.154708534     -0.891674712
H        1.524486381      3.180990516     -0.063169834
H       -1.853759417     -0.197255162      0.063169834
./cisplatin-M062X-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.497406980      0.829824155      0.000000000
Cl       0.393092818     -1.466645142      0.000007991
Cl       2.793876281      0.934138236     -0.000007991
N        0.632161189      2.925112920      0.000015030
H        0.246304405      3.384060003     -0.826892815
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H        0.246285708      3.384052297      0.826918442
N       -1.597881790      0.695070020     -0.000015030
H       -2.056828859      1.080926821      0.826892815
H       -2.056821153      1.080945518     -0.826918442
H        1.647113627      3.088324515      0.000027695
H       -1.761093421     -0.319882412     -0.000027695
./cisplatin-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526768961      0.800462173      0.000000000
Cl       0.435053309     -1.525483068     -0.006932158
Cl       2.852714205      0.892177742      0.006932158
N        0.578595001      2.860067394     -0.012138349
H        0.186313953      3.255131366     -0.871587128
H        0.084054636      3.282738531      0.778357976
N       -1.532836261      0.748636206      0.012138349
H       -1.927900219      1.140917269      0.871587128
H       -1.955507382      1.243176586     -0.778357976
H        1.561215058      3.152086575      0.041625979
H       -1.824855478     -0.233983841     -0.041625979
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.536009492      0.791221641      0.000000000
Cl       0.445962906     -1.567655814      0.003322301
Cl       2.894886951      0.881268144     -0.003322301
N        0.563586699      2.845955132     -0.018270970
H        0.198464617      3.237967069     -0.890283239
H        0.033991152      3.272778849      0.745908639
N       -1.518724000      0.763644508      0.018270970
H       -1.910735924      1.128766604      0.890283239
H       -1.945547698      1.293240069     -0.745908639
H        1.530564932      3.172074440      0.069185232
H       -1.844843342     -0.203333714     -0.069185232
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.184555237
Cl       0.006257126     -1.724341884     -1.416393692
Cl      -0.006257126      1.724341884     -1.416393692
N        0.012017061      1.473976291      1.618681473
H       -0.747044728      1.389048983      2.288234388
H        0.880776225      1.489636639      2.145196506
N       -0.012017061     -1.473976291      1.618681473
H        0.747044728     -1.389048983      2.288234388
H       -0.880776225     -1.489636639      2.145196506
H       -0.081131057      2.378671669      1.162967706
H        0.081131057     -2.378671669      1.162967706
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477695014      0.849536122      0.000000000
Cl       0.368190949     -1.426097850      0.000010079
Cl       2.753328989      0.959040106     -0.000010079
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N        0.627889465      2.912083762      0.000183770
H        0.245195683      3.362442428     -0.823419051
H        0.245234720      3.362285587      0.823891338
N       -1.584852631      0.699341744     -0.000183770
H       -2.035211284      1.082035542      0.823419051
H       -2.035054443      1.081996505     -0.823891338
H        1.641905528      3.047937299      0.000184189
H       -1.720706205     -0.314674314     -0.000184189
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035949      0.175243574      0.000188149
Cl      -1.723066934     -1.413720391     -0.001507661
Cl       1.721585318     -1.415401421      0.002887826
N        1.500805512      1.606938541      0.012316084
H        1.440857165      2.262407524     -0.757293942
H        1.516794308      2.148850547      0.867894428
N       -1.499335118      1.608395928     -0.012841980
H       -1.438722031      2.264328948      0.756320371
H       -1.514824233      2.149741960     -0.868787917
H        2.395983794      1.134194821     -0.060244129
H       -2.394971729      1.136574971      0.060066771
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.185907775
Cl      -0.006297575     -1.732056482     -1.415448591
Cl       0.006297575      1.732056482     -1.415448591
N       -0.015516933      1.468702834      1.613408740
H       -0.883989118      1.483985474      2.153068349
H        0.752467802      1.400186097      2.284552094
N        0.015516933     -1.468702834      1.613408740
H        0.883989118     -1.483985474      2.153068349
H       -0.752467802     -1.400186097      2.284552094
H        0.065588146      2.380785889      1.156416020
H       -0.065588146     -2.380785889      1.156416020
./cisplatin-M06L-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486022018      0.841209117      0.000000000
Cl       0.369898629     -1.455212164     -0.000049127
Cl       2.782443303      0.957332424      0.000049127
N        0.652230208      2.947596113     -0.000090418
H        0.278386934      3.408550671     -0.819696276
H        0.278096853      3.408629081      0.819340180
N       -1.620364983      0.675001002      0.000090418
H       -2.081319528      1.048844293      0.819696276
H       -2.081397938      1.049134374     -0.819340180
H        1.665130461      3.072741267      0.000097096
H       -1.745510173     -0.337899246     -0.000097096
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.537253590      0.789977544      0.000000000
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Cl       0.445221690     -1.567774920     -0.002444424
Cl       2.895006057      0.882009360      0.002444424
N        0.570153982      2.853525310     -0.014788891
H        0.191770068      3.252609078     -0.878330386
H        0.057489813      3.283245032      0.759955200
N       -1.526294177      0.757077225      0.014788891
H       -1.925377932      1.135461154      0.878330386
H       -1.956013881      1.269741409     -0.759955200
H        1.541129299      3.173953818      0.056077975
H       -1.846722720     -0.213898081     -0.056077975
./cisplatin-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.525931451      0.801299683      0.000000000
Cl       0.431652160     -1.526952193     -0.006905677
Cl       2.854183330      0.895578891      0.006905677
N        0.580176614      2.862198986     -0.011429318
H        0.186069081      3.259000140     -0.869068323
H        0.089685003      3.285364271      0.781151648
N       -1.534967853      0.747054593      0.011429318
H       -1.931768994      1.141162141      0.869068323
H       -1.958133122      1.237546219     -0.781151648
H        1.564055055      3.150498042      0.039219553
H       -1.823266945     -0.236823838     -0.039219553
./cisplatin-SMD-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.544015679      0.783215454      0.000000000
Cl       0.465356337     -1.546964604     -0.003632128
Cl       2.874195740      0.861874713      0.003632128
N        0.557406221      2.830756208      0.017714942
H        0.013777040      3.248030572     -0.753739226
H        0.173392011      3.214616449      0.895735357
N       -1.503525076      0.769824985     -0.017714942
H       -1.920799419      1.313454181      0.753739226
H       -1.887385303      1.153839209     -0.895735357
H        1.524175654      3.184224199     -0.065605967
H       -1.856993101     -0.196944435      0.065605967
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530334190      0.796896944      0.000000000
Cl       0.440635742     -1.539927797     -0.001737468
Cl       2.867158934      0.886595309      0.001737468
N        0.573211711      2.852709408     -0.017136363
H        0.204931290      3.245629348     -0.892991824
H        0.049602015      3.283292568      0.755493862
N       -1.525478276      0.754019496      0.017136363
H       -1.918398202      1.122299931      0.892991824
H       -1.956061417      1.277629207     -0.755493862
H        1.552495549      3.162046846      0.064466673
H       -1.834815748     -0.225264331     -0.064466673
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.000031918      0.166812920      0.000195581
Cl      -1.737235413     -1.432935956      0.000987164
Cl       1.735738114     -1.434629924      0.000431769
N        1.502292978      1.604199336      0.008019330
H        1.462909142      2.255441744     -0.778680477
H        1.515905466      2.175493635      0.855529208
N       -1.500826318      1.605658728     -0.008551609
H       -1.460807044      2.257367193      0.777730085
H       -1.513881845      2.176421995     -0.856427990
H        2.413529390      1.140672213     -0.042578612
H       -2.412514387      1.143053118      0.042343568
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000024578      0.146136350      0.000179950
Cl      -1.717245600     -1.461098558     -0.009572381
Cl       1.715734268     -1.462758136      0.010887268
N        1.462651801      1.605093704      0.019417080
H        1.348732615      2.291515388     -0.725615987
H        1.472660171      2.124123910      0.897073674
N       -1.461186949      1.606500062     -0.019923105
H       -1.346592070      2.293264548      0.724690253
H       -1.470704965      2.125005025     -0.897895484
H        2.388766152      1.193700529     -0.091005164
H       -2.387698003      1.196072178      0.090761897
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039146      0.181534019      0.000197555
Cl      -1.709839105     -1.401348325      0.000624663
Cl       1.708350719     -1.403045252      0.000428994
N        1.490623551      1.603709004      0.009241851
H        1.433697119      2.250979832     -0.781870415
H        1.492272071      2.161596846      0.867908352
N       -1.489143262      1.605172694     -0.009670400
H       -1.431326791      2.253277406      0.780691100
H       -1.490569455      2.162103270     -0.868961309
H        2.394468458      1.120591928     -0.047222995
H       -2.393430452      1.122983576      0.047630606
./cisplatin-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475789677      0.851441459      0.000000000
Cl       0.363117330     -1.449983791      0.000017554
Cl       2.777214931      0.964113724     -0.000017554
N        0.639966094      2.927281316     -0.000001135
H        0.264126418      3.399651282     -0.835565292
H        0.264130998      3.399655239      0.835562808
N       -1.600050186      0.687265115      0.000001135
H       -2.072420139      1.063104808      0.835565292
H       -2.072424095      1.063100228     -0.835562808
H        1.673832881      3.056899218     -0.000004736
H       -1.729668124     -0.346601666      0.000004736
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./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.551470278      0.775760855      0.000000000
Cl       0.471538862     -1.576771926     -0.000944582
Cl       2.904003062      0.855692188      0.000944582
N        0.550190120      2.830228190      0.017825891
H        0.007116360      3.238712232     -0.749336254
H        0.159615111      3.207527848      0.887382110
N       -1.502997057      0.777041087     -0.017825891
H       -1.911481079      1.320114861      0.749336254
H       -1.880296700      1.167616109     -0.887382110
H        1.504011287      3.196785554     -0.061390122
H       -1.869554455     -0.176780068      0.061390122
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527226570      0.800004564      0.000000000
Cl       0.440428554     -1.521617527     -0.004122438
Cl       2.848848664      0.886802497      0.004122438
N        0.568646141      2.841470949     -0.009973164
H        0.169170797      3.245752476     -0.859773525
H        0.082454549      3.268101390      0.781506623
N       -1.514239816      0.758585066      0.009973164
H       -1.918521329      1.158060424      0.859773525
H       -1.940870241      1.244776673     -0.781506623
H        1.543681396      3.150440594      0.035382559
H       -1.823209496     -0.216450178     -0.035382559
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534368460      0.792862674      0.000000000
Cl       0.445652743     -1.556815241      0.002529955
Cl       2.884046378      0.881578307     -0.002529955
N        0.561892067      2.847698600      0.018533916
H        0.035611631      3.263076730     -0.744532718
H        0.192337749      3.228167069      0.885155060
N       -1.520467467      0.765339140     -0.018533916
H       -1.935845579      1.291619591      0.744532718
H       -1.900935923      1.134893471     -0.885155060
H        1.524830176      3.165105535     -0.064877430
H       -1.837874437     -0.197598958      0.064877430
./cisplatin-M062X-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496820175      0.830410960      0.000000000
Cl       0.393405327     -1.459307375     -0.000008900
Cl       2.786538514      0.933825726      0.000008900
N        0.634741573      2.934230941      0.000024360
H        0.250423234      3.384386555     -0.823122103
H        0.250403236      3.384373397      0.823168717
N       -1.606999810      0.692489636     -0.000024360
H       -2.057155411      1.076807992      0.823122103
H       -2.057142254      1.076827990     -0.823168717
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H        1.645570723      3.080220618      0.000037092
H       -1.752989524     -0.318339508     -0.000037092
./cisplatin-PBE0_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.479253325      0.847977811      0.000000000
Cl       0.372907242     -1.438547159     -0.000116720
Cl       2.765778299      0.954323812      0.000116720
N        0.633214173      2.918513267      0.000008894
H        0.258050098      3.386556660     -0.826804485
H        0.258397264      3.386543887      0.826987184
N       -1.591282137      0.694017037     -0.000008894
H       -2.059325516      1.069181128      0.826804485
H       -2.059312743      1.068833962     -0.826987184
H        1.654732476      3.056027789     -0.000181131
H       -1.728796695     -0.327501261      0.000181131
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.554425850      0.772805283      0.000000000
Cl       0.480098140     -1.585037280      0.000021348
Cl       2.912268416      0.847132909     -0.000021348
N        0.533900575      2.818461398     -0.000045641
H        0.055906666      3.191689901     -0.821119905
H        0.055494569      3.191733922      0.820766389
N       -1.491230265      0.793330631      0.000045641
H       -1.864458750      1.271324553      0.821119905
H       -1.864502771      1.271736650     -0.820766389
H        1.481436002      3.196953748      0.000170322
H       -1.869722647     -0.154204783     -0.000170322
./cisplatin-PBE0-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477233077      0.849998059      0.000000000
Cl       0.368436454     -1.432577429     -0.000172409
Cl       2.759808568      0.958794601      0.000172409
N        0.624668110      2.906010068     -0.000013964
H        0.245324450      3.368119809     -0.826847527
H        0.245547291      3.368133853      0.826914277
N       -1.578778937      0.702563099      0.000013964
H       -2.040888665      1.081906775      0.826847527
H       -2.040902709      1.081683935     -0.826914277
H        1.644238755      3.048301704     -0.000132027
H       -1.721070610     -0.317007541      0.000132027
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.000036033      0.182686953     -0.008656538
Cl       1.685144748     -1.401117756     -0.027144231
Cl      -1.684655050     -1.401791985     -0.018640274
N       -1.444009686      1.621090633      0.007897322
H       -1.315692430      2.288558376      0.763318225
H       -1.459934916      2.146437262     -0.862207292
N        1.443425797      1.621670088      0.000617555
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H        1.454741579      2.147043433     -0.869542966
H        1.318655379      2.289067627      0.756694713
H       -2.360533789      1.197077008      0.123970164
H        2.360696401      1.198025361      0.112048323
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.553941880      0.773289253      0.000000000
Cl       0.479235308     -1.571460762     -0.000328985
Cl       2.898691898      0.847995742      0.000328985
N        0.534858693      2.818376996     -0.000038463
H        0.057349650      3.187375131     -0.818989128
H        0.057462660      3.187450871      0.818942507
N       -1.491145862      0.792372512      0.000038463
H       -1.860143980      1.269881569      0.818989128
H       -1.860219720      1.269768558     -0.818942507
H        1.480205614      3.193851457     -0.000127048
H       -1.866620357     -0.152974395      0.000127048
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533354326      0.793876808      0.000000000
Cl       0.440305945     -1.563975023     -0.000929535
Cl       2.891206160      0.886925105      0.000929535
N        0.566402253      2.848580865     -0.015617694
H        0.191858908      3.244455225     -0.881669167
H        0.050146309      3.276695035      0.756909729
N       -1.521349732      0.760828953      0.015617694
H       -1.917224079      1.135372312      0.881669167
H       -1.949463884      1.277084913     -0.756909729
H        1.537313656      3.166165180      0.059179857
H       -1.838934082     -0.210082438     -0.059179857
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486541517      0.840689619      0.000000000
Cl       0.370902086     -1.455084882     -0.000190415
Cl       2.782316021      0.956328967      0.000190415
N        0.650273202      2.943915138     -0.000103477
H        0.274127763      3.403488138     -0.819448278
H        0.273917684      3.403576180      0.819096902
N       -1.616684009      0.676958009      0.000103477
H       -2.076256995      1.053103464      0.819448278
H       -2.076345037      1.053313543     -0.819096902
H        1.662475913      3.074883455      0.000030639
H       -1.747652361     -0.335244698     -0.000030639
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529612473      0.797618661      0.000000000
Cl       0.446993921     -1.524837974     -0.000317892
Cl       2.852069111      0.880237131      0.000317892
N        0.562260076      2.837713776     -0.016112270
H        0.190278523      3.226647766     -0.881659522
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H        0.043298583      3.260776011      0.752019207
N       -1.510482643      0.764971130      0.016112270
H       -1.899416619      1.136952697      0.881659522
H       -1.933544860      1.283932639     -0.752019207
H        1.529366669      3.154050546      0.061296974
H       -1.826819448     -0.202135451     -0.061296974
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000040395      0.184063789      0.000151365
Cl      -1.715294398     -1.404005806      0.000370789
Cl       1.713822677     -1.405703055      0.000860384
N        1.484807099      1.601942364      0.009193355
H        1.430083544      2.253522708     -0.783407147
H        1.489593767      2.162568788      0.870515370
N       -1.483333043      1.603395951     -0.009657955
H       -1.427814898      2.255683443      0.782302514
H       -1.487796070      2.163205283     -0.871514560
H        2.393477025      1.120258072     -0.047902416
H       -2.392444097      1.122623462      0.048086301
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039416      0.159058117      0.000194289
Cl      -1.689042633     -1.422501798     -0.004850849
Cl       1.687620627     -1.424100100      0.006240867
N        1.444639740      1.600521367      0.010400263
H        1.344456976      2.249135188     -0.765122326
H        1.421736003      2.145173716      0.868098964
N       -1.443191486      1.601885350     -0.010925770
H       -1.342426958      2.250857768      0.764221033
H       -1.419731307      2.146013493     -0.868941593
H        2.364908492      1.174616771     -0.058582688
H       -2.363866868      1.176895128      0.058265809
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000026795      0.151362247      0.000179389
Cl      -1.707182881     -1.444935429     -0.009960361
Cl       1.705682590     -1.446588740      0.011271357
N        1.469668532      1.606530914      0.018684477
H        1.356414632      2.284167523     -0.726775343
H        1.475809732      2.121327428      0.892346289
N       -1.468200590      1.607946815     -0.019192211
H       -1.354267972      2.285942940      0.725837211
H       -1.473870404      2.122198566     -0.893178055
H        2.385430213      1.183615385     -0.089052972
H       -2.384368645      1.185987352      0.088838219
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.554438255      0.772792878      0.000000000
Cl       0.471119859     -1.579562799     -0.000308485
Cl       2.906793935      0.856111190      0.000308485
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N        0.545691806      2.824691715     -0.000055429
H        0.073035527      3.213745892     -0.822081922
H        0.073017429      3.213825126      0.821922157
N       -1.497460582      0.781539400      0.000055429
H       -1.886514742      1.254195693      0.822081922
H       -1.886593976      1.254213790     -0.821922157
H        1.500392281      3.197535108     -0.000068202
H       -1.870304009     -0.173161061      0.000068202
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534503774      0.792727360      0.000000000
Cl       0.443618068     -1.558011206      0.013075472
Cl       2.885242343      0.883612983     -0.013075472
N        0.563680909      2.850404128     -0.033180267
H        0.201427980      3.224283122     -0.905749938
H        0.033190351      3.273709251      0.722563535
N       -1.523172995      0.763550298      0.033180267
H       -1.897051977      1.125803240      0.905749938
H       -1.946478100      1.294040871     -0.722563535
H        1.526987587      3.165563255      0.053661468
H       -1.838332156     -0.199756369     -0.053661468
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.488716981      0.838514154      0.000000000
Cl       0.371105919     -1.473887575     -0.000145907
Cl       2.801118714      0.956125134      0.000145907
N        0.652361158      2.946709054     -0.000128108
H        0.278246586      3.415616639     -0.822055208
H        0.277666476      3.415746395      0.821462046
N       -1.619477924      0.674870052      0.000128108
H       -2.088385496      1.048984641      0.822055208
H       -2.088515252      1.049564751     -0.821462046
H        1.668247133      3.084699605      0.000228503
H       -1.757468512     -0.341015918     -0.000228503
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529493169      0.797737965      0.000000000
Cl       0.441351363     -1.539743749     -0.002613014
Cl       2.866974886      0.885879687      0.002613014
N        0.574850138      2.855975299     -0.015055018
H        0.195487044      3.251241568     -0.884832092
H        0.062792475      3.283560729      0.766665807
N       -1.528744167      0.752381069      0.015055018
H       -1.924010422      1.131744177      0.884832092
H       -1.956329578      1.264438747     -0.766665807
H        1.556038724      3.161518945      0.054937981
H       -1.834287847     -0.228807506     -0.054937981
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038236      0.153410092      0.000074448
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Cl      -1.705549036     -1.442840671     -0.008178986
Cl       1.704006025     -1.444560373      0.009108897
N        1.453236090      1.601294059      0.018868904
H        1.336786172      2.290262695     -0.736528857
H        1.456362311      2.122328666      0.906598496
N       -1.451744151      1.602709393     -0.019258504
H       -1.334190383      2.292490814      0.735228176
H       -1.454985097      2.122685248     -0.907610437
H        2.385787237      1.178694209     -0.088985573
H       -2.384605404      1.181080868      0.089681436
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.478694248      0.848536888      0.000000000
Cl       0.365494241     -1.440257889     -0.000128521
Cl       2.767489028      0.961736813      0.000128521
N        0.630619240      2.915286452     -0.000006632
H        0.250252611      3.372733189     -0.825713396
H        0.250419716      3.372710244      0.825790773
N       -1.588055322      0.696611969      0.000006632
H       -2.045502045      1.076978614      0.825713396
H       -2.045479100      1.076811509     -0.825790773
H        1.647923470      3.055471398     -0.000085511
H       -1.728240304     -0.320692256      0.000085511
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534482924      0.792748210      0.000000000
Cl       0.445846379     -1.556644275      0.002308548
Cl       2.883875412      0.881384671     -0.002308548
N        0.562782123      2.848890097      0.017403022
H        0.040826581      3.263949108     -0.748926959
H        0.188855615      3.230419368      0.881790624
N       -1.521658964      0.764449084     -0.017403022
H       -1.936717956      1.286404641      0.748926959
H       -1.903188222      1.138375606     -0.881790624
H        1.526489686      3.165208890     -0.061194540
H       -1.837977792     -0.199258468      0.061194540
./cisplatin-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475554929      0.851676207      0.000000000
Cl       0.360247044     -1.442415708      0.000009210
Cl       2.769646848      0.966984010     -0.000009210
N        0.640746020      2.929214171     -0.000007345
H        0.258810983      3.386541017     -0.831200508
H        0.258891226      3.386550531      0.831217258
N       -1.601983041      0.686485190      0.000007345
H       -2.059309874      1.068420243      0.831200508
H       -2.059319387      1.068340000     -0.831217258
H        1.667131570      3.054031626     -0.000054448
H       -1.726800532     -0.339900356      0.000054448
./cisplatin-PBE0-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.476897332      0.850333804      0.000000000
Cl       0.367451260     -1.427552494      0.000010903
Cl       2.754783634      0.959779795     -0.000010903
N        0.629580487      2.917121322      0.000206795
H        0.250230748      3.368674530     -0.823858363
H        0.250248270      3.368500460      0.824376375
N       -1.589890192      0.697650722     -0.000206795
H       -2.041443386      1.077000477      0.823858363
H       -2.041269316      1.076982956     -0.824376375
H        1.644445415      3.044649561      0.000221235
H       -1.717418467     -0.317214202     -0.000221235
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039475      0.183133512      0.000193858
Cl      -1.693491450     -1.393314742     -0.001094299
Cl       1.692030743     -1.394966066      0.002507824
N        1.472411308      1.600015907      0.009958692
H        1.410160914      2.247320812     -0.769308728
H        1.475857736      2.149851967      0.863318609
N       -1.470948278      1.601446155     -0.010492696
H       -1.408064348      2.249197765      0.768352556
H       -1.473859802      2.150728946     -0.864210828
H        2.372352969      1.130895631     -0.052219068
H       -2.371347268      1.133245114      0.051992079
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530279531      0.796951603      0.000000000
Cl       0.450541860     -1.524839552     -0.001232928
Cl       2.852070689      0.876689191      0.001232928
N        0.566169944      2.839950898     -0.011933707
H        0.174776574      3.240229273     -0.867639786
H        0.067494064      3.265475497      0.772578549
N       -1.512719765      0.761061262      0.011933707
H       -1.912998126      1.152454646      0.867639786
H       -1.938244346      1.259737158     -0.772578549
H        1.537539481      3.158525221      0.044652536
H       -1.831294123     -0.210308264     -0.044652536
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000029464      0.158660517      0.000296697
Cl      -1.685636902     -1.421670847     -0.004702492
Cl       1.684218546     -1.423242376      0.006679033
N        1.441425679      1.599289618      0.008365445
H        1.344244460      2.242107185     -0.772648430
H        1.413278580      2.151550740      0.861272902
N       -1.439989481      1.600662870     -0.009035165
H       -1.342895191      2.243270316      0.772161906
H       -1.410498629      2.153032339     -0.861823396
H        2.363573323      1.175812852     -0.052593519
H       -2.362607849      1.178081786      0.051025018
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./cisplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036125      0.154436304      0.000107941
Cl      -1.705226867     -1.443198344     -0.006230966
Cl       1.703700623     -1.444886575      0.007159412
N        1.456237317      1.602442575      0.016756013
H        1.346377388      2.282229851     -0.747606437
H        1.452877963      2.132297860      0.899026014
N       -1.454753350      1.603858455     -0.017159633
H       -1.343779737      2.284452791      0.746325019
H       -1.451470567      2.132675837     -0.900053613
H        2.387883776      1.175416586     -0.079773383
H       -2.386740670      1.177829659      0.080447633
./cisplatin-CPCM-aug-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.079902569     -0.000111402      0.187996948
Cl       0.312646646     -1.715859586     -1.378366220
Cl       0.117742105      1.709030874     -1.402261270
N       -0.118111448      1.485008512      1.589683484
H       -0.970080528      1.403037282      2.164354353
H        0.680703247      1.538743514      2.239458148
N        0.035947043     -1.479293268      1.609115338
H        0.777747489     -1.394612159      2.320015215
H       -0.861797430     -1.530572382      2.113718256
H       -0.168821914      2.393982844      1.100835814
H        0.168756932     -2.390295178      1.139846264
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000033454      0.170155858      0.000181945
Cl      -1.732071665     -1.427908905     -0.003876718
Cl       1.730575749     -1.429597378      0.005223517
N        1.494924049      1.605484680      0.013932600
H        1.431600872      2.273839765     -0.751870785
H        1.518813385      2.146490964      0.876651995
N       -1.493454678      1.606936498     -0.014446600
H       -1.429421036      2.275778980      0.750871864
H       -1.516882551      2.147347191     -0.877552119
H        2.400348641      1.143316048     -0.067898981
H       -2.399324218      1.145711299      0.067781282
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000025068      0.153192680      0.000183515
Cl      -1.713399400     -1.442572957     -0.007904911
Cl       1.711892169     -1.444237846      0.009244897
N        1.473587979      1.607088558      0.017820271
H        1.365796248      2.281605465     -0.731286283
H        1.478911157      2.125578393      0.889295962
N       -1.472118403      1.608514354     -0.018335786
H       -1.363664267      2.283383591      0.730357155
H       -1.476940370      2.126476056     -0.890128440
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H        2.387172277      1.178072954     -0.084739964
H       -2.386120457      1.180453751      0.084491585
./cisplatin-M062X-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496810545      0.830420591      0.000000000
Cl       0.392912110     -1.460220294     -0.000006414
Cl       2.787451432      0.934318944      0.000006414
N        0.632617788      2.930622195      0.000024694
H        0.246186813      3.378966416     -0.823260804
H        0.246171928      3.378952929      0.823310621
N       -1.603391065      0.694613422     -0.000024694
H       -2.051735272      1.081044412      0.823260804
H       -2.051721785      1.081059298     -0.823310621
H        1.642681692      3.081599497      0.000034444
H       -1.754368403     -0.315450477     -0.000034444
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.182599127
Cl      -0.008484149     -1.724375793     -1.418146227
Cl       0.008484149      1.724375793     -1.418146227
N       -0.011091119      1.472854929      1.616994198
H       -0.876319813      1.483431963      2.149324864
H        0.753322661      1.391613905      2.280784224
N        0.011091119     -1.472854929      1.616994198
H        0.876319813     -1.483431963      2.149324864
H       -0.753322661     -1.391613905      2.280784224
H        0.074387023      2.378025011      1.160899377
H       -0.074387023     -2.378025011      1.160899377
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038899      0.178178847      0.000222333
Cl      -1.717060761     -1.410035386     -0.000172995
Cl       1.715578089     -1.411714451      0.001503628
N        1.483996787      1.601695420      0.011853793
H        1.421241855      2.265635194     -0.770294767
H        1.495602520      2.151795375      0.880356640
N       -1.482528979      1.603136943     -0.012358618
H       -1.419083985      2.267631751      0.769262418
H       -1.493656999      2.152564937     -0.881293332
H        2.396181917      1.128143415     -0.059156994
H       -2.395167342      1.130522955      0.059075895
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.179063522
Cl      -0.042006084     -1.696081920     -1.411647466
Cl       0.042006084      1.696081920     -1.411647466
N        0.021990865      1.460660764      1.624649614
H       -0.853927655      1.471810767      2.157474060
H        0.787723748      1.336911677      2.294491401
N       -0.021990865     -1.460660764      1.624649614
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H        0.853927655     -1.471810767      2.157474060
H       -0.787723748     -1.336911677      2.294491401
H        0.131854708      2.383562141      1.190138629
H       -0.131854708     -2.383562141      1.190138629
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.180053356
Cl       0.012748992     -1.697349732     -1.412128186
Cl      -0.012748992      1.697349732     -1.412128186
N        0.002579869      1.460322425      1.626733480
H       -0.766018983      1.347650767      2.295273861
H        0.878329038      1.456369796      2.159926657
N       -0.002579869     -1.460322425      1.626733480
H        0.766018983     -1.347650767      2.295273861
H       -0.878329038     -1.456369796      2.159926657
H       -0.092183249      2.385160114      1.192994511
H        0.092183249     -2.385160114      1.192994511
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.553911850      0.773319283      0.000000000
Cl       0.479545353     -1.573019807     -0.000371553
Cl       2.900250943      0.847685697      0.000371553
N        0.534782854      2.819320792     -0.000042991
H        0.057540819      3.188095824     -0.819227655
H        0.057674173      3.188181693      0.819179028
N       -1.492089658      0.792448352      0.000042991
H       -1.860864674      1.269690400      0.819227655
H       -1.860950543      1.269557046     -0.819179028
H        1.480450203      3.193866637     -0.000146379
H       -1.866635537     -0.153218984      0.000146379
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVDZ-H2O-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000028458      0.167258637      0.000180115
Cl      -1.730376585     -1.432428823     -0.003439234
Cl       1.728857467     -1.434128071      0.004772871
N        1.495500276      1.603539726      0.012727168
H        1.439415444      2.272146825     -0.757480698
H        1.520304421      2.153417258      0.873454927
N       -1.494028719      1.605004749     -0.013236319
H       -1.437217440      2.274115625      0.756480370
H       -1.518369162      2.154281867     -0.874360926
H        2.407097704      1.145964255     -0.063373427
H       -2.406069865      1.148382953      0.063273152
./cisplatin-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000040267      0.182777415      0.000228575
Cl      -1.710216259     -1.396813028      0.001039426
Cl       1.708732934     -1.398511712     -0.000006961
N        1.492295276      1.603185923      0.008424148
H        1.438867647      2.247879040     -0.785057042
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H        1.493125062      2.163847145      0.865300205
N       -1.490815228      1.604651268     -0.008847048
H       -1.436518677      2.250200506      0.783875707
H       -1.491402343      2.164339024     -0.866362574
H        2.394719852      1.116806627     -0.044222602
H       -2.393686531      1.119192792      0.044626167
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496401064      0.830830071      0.000000000
Cl       0.391420421     -1.457602621     -0.000003130
Cl       2.784833760      0.935810632      0.000003130
N        0.631897667      2.927092528      0.000022417
H        0.244051335      3.375364068     -0.822601070
H        0.244028587      3.375352442      0.822641519
N       -1.599861398      0.695333543     -0.000022417
H       -2.048132924      1.083179891      0.822601070
H       -2.048121298      1.083202639     -0.822641519
H        1.641555278      3.081687803      0.000036858
H       -1.754456708     -0.314324063     -0.000036858
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVTZ-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000030959      0.170898535      0.000192903
Cl      -1.730732574     -1.423265057     -0.001081558
Cl       1.729227866     -1.424963012      0.002486291
N        1.491630146      1.601600108      0.009417040
H        1.444958284      2.257173052     -0.771593591
H        1.507080613      2.165431279      0.860380721
N       -1.490162241      1.603058489     -0.009945521
H       -1.442840588      2.259091935      0.770639209
H       -1.505065910      2.166352297     -0.861274810
H        2.401662751      1.139893588     -0.049152812
H       -2.400647319      1.142283786      0.048930137
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526674829      0.800556305      0.000000000
Cl       0.443378635     -1.511391834     -0.004188669
Cl       2.838622971      0.883852417      0.004188669
N        0.566665911      2.844001509     -0.011576310
H        0.172569823      3.234242368     -0.861871017
H        0.073426673      3.258971276      0.772447930
N       -1.516770376      0.760565295      0.011576310
H       -1.907011222      1.154661398      0.861871017
H       -1.931740126      1.253804548     -0.772447930
H        1.536249451      3.145681837      0.040761574
H       -1.818450738     -0.209018233     -0.040761574
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.550615318      0.776615815      0.000000000
Cl       0.477760296     -1.543368702      0.000005188
Cl       2.870599838      0.849470754     -0.000005188
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N        0.536814866      2.810353100      0.000001326
H        0.061941374      3.188127235     -0.820235488
H        0.061905772      3.188128491      0.820216868
N       -1.483121966      0.790416340     -0.000001326
H       -1.860896085      1.265289845      0.820235488
H       -1.860897340      1.265325447     -0.820216868
H        1.485961595      3.184298984      0.000020941
H       -1.857067884     -0.158730376     -0.000020941
./cisplatin-H2O-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530321289      0.796909845      0.000000000
Cl       0.443464670     -1.538907781     -0.003506626
Cl       2.866138917      0.883766381      0.003506626
N        0.577371546      2.854772479     -0.012733084
H        0.186895242      3.261037128     -0.877290519
H        0.078587328      3.289312270      0.778991140
N       -1.527541346      0.749859661      0.012733084
H       -1.933805982      1.140335980      0.877290519
H       -1.962081120      1.248643894     -0.778991140
H        1.562125717      3.165091574      0.043921240
H       -1.837860477     -0.234894499     -0.043921240
./cisplatin-SMD-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036233      0.162495715      0.000126897
Cl      -1.710121672     -1.427538071     -0.001319735
Cl       1.708625179     -1.429210846      0.002429302
N        1.466964463      1.598287300      0.014010503
H        1.382135703      2.275280365     -0.760845785
H        1.470802056      2.144236994      0.890717694
N       -1.465492999      1.599716334     -0.014453792
H       -1.379696978      2.277427873      0.759667213
H       -1.469191325      2.144782985     -0.891713530
H        2.396968517      1.154835771     -0.068139341
H       -2.395887177      1.157240580      0.068518574
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529232198      0.797998936      0.000000000
Cl       0.447936945     -1.525119539     -0.000798425
Cl       2.852350676      0.879294106      0.000798425
N        0.563706910      2.840575705     -0.014221981
H        0.181393409      3.231653872     -0.874036678
H        0.055059105      3.260752299      0.762107318
N       -1.513344572      0.763524297      0.014221981
H       -1.904422726      1.145837812      0.874036678
H       -1.933521148      1.272172117     -0.762107318
H        1.532291395      3.154297504      0.052606998
H       -1.827066406     -0.205060178     -0.052606998
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496231958      0.830999177      0.000000000
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Cl       0.391397481     -1.459679783     -0.000004075
Cl       2.786910922      0.935833573      0.000004075
N        0.631574223      2.927662058      0.000022583
H        0.243905922      3.375645239     -0.822849893
H        0.243886532      3.375633377      0.822892392
N       -1.600430928      0.695656987     -0.000022583
H       -2.048414095      1.083325304      0.822849893
H       -2.048402233      1.083344694     -0.822892392
H        1.641308820      3.081583912      0.000034936
H       -1.754352817     -0.314077605     -0.000034936
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039545      0.183177389      0.000189103
Cl      -1.694931057     -1.393822327     -0.001409649
Cl       1.693466694     -1.395478243      0.002790883
N        1.474124195      1.601101410      0.012773483
H        1.405485069      2.258472109     -0.757437062
H        1.485315537      2.138133981      0.874201018
N       -1.472658902      1.602533354     -0.013298156
H       -1.403351962      2.260368426      0.756455753
H       -1.483356320      2.138982072     -0.875095908
H        2.372274249      1.130862610     -0.063280802
H       -2.371265048      1.133224220      0.063109337
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533158441      0.794072693      0.000000000
Cl       0.437180216     -1.550495725      0.002689639
Cl       2.877726862      0.890050835     -0.002689639
N        0.582150260      2.870242112      0.010917874
H        0.094598768      3.289684611     -0.771518476
H        0.190962845      3.266444587      0.857172767
N       -1.543010980      0.745080947     -0.010917874
H       -1.962453461      1.232632455      0.771518476
H       -1.939213441      1.136268376     -0.857172767
H        1.551664103      3.166378926     -0.040529265
H       -1.839147828     -0.224432885      0.040529265
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527833396      0.799397738      0.000000000
Cl       0.445560393     -1.513115245     -0.009022939
Cl       2.840346382      0.881670659      0.009022939
N        0.565217188      2.842422096     -0.016452236
H        0.190020357      3.226503752     -0.877990194
H        0.052535981      3.261252585      0.752791888
N       -1.515190964      0.762014018      0.016452236
H       -1.899272606      1.137210863      0.877990194
H       -1.934021434      1.274695240     -0.752791888
H        1.532022299      3.148666295      0.056220461
H       -1.821435197     -0.204791081     -0.056220461
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.497429561      0.829801574      0.000000000
Cl       0.388294819     -1.472575225      0.000003726
Cl       2.799806365      0.938936234     -0.000003726
N        0.633831473      2.929853437      0.000018774
H        0.246452181      3.382378197     -0.825181154
H        0.246409056      3.382370618      0.825202677
N       -1.602622307      0.693399737     -0.000018774
H       -2.055147053      1.080779045      0.825181154
H       -2.055139474      1.080822170     -0.825202677
H        1.646171079      3.089101009      0.000047162
H       -1.761869915     -0.318939864     -0.000047162
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.188205063
Cl       0.001849985     -1.733839354     -1.417255098
Cl      -0.001849985      1.733839354     -1.417255098
N       -0.016424814      1.467316759      1.615161227
H       -0.883097342      1.477984745      2.151579281
H        0.751025765      1.392945494      2.281421565
N        0.016424814     -1.467316759      1.615161227
H        0.883097342     -1.477984745      2.151579281
H       -0.751025765     -1.392945494      2.281421565
H        0.064674724      2.375231874      1.156516494
H       -0.064674724     -2.375231874      1.156516494
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.183205165
Cl       0.014348196     -1.696419830     -1.392957396
Cl      -0.014348196      1.696419830     -1.392957396
N        0.003115808      1.474737796      1.599957356
H       -0.779408292      1.414028793      2.243312735
H        0.854226182      1.479140957      2.153018826
N       -0.003115808     -1.474737796      1.599957356
H        0.779408292     -1.414028793      2.243312735
H       -0.854226182     -1.479140957      2.153018826
H       -0.056852425      2.372483449      1.126417395
H        0.056852425     -2.372483449      1.126417395
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.554682812      0.772548321      0.000000000
Cl       0.480025257     -1.574228649     -0.000291561
Cl       2.901459785      0.847205792      0.000291561
N        0.535290331      2.820834528     -0.000035223
H        0.057999239      3.189176624     -0.819527643
H        0.058091012      3.189242832      0.819479634
N       -1.493603394      0.791940875      0.000035223
H       -1.861945474      1.269231980      0.819527643
H       -1.862011681      1.269140206     -0.819479634
H        1.481225045      3.194828248     -0.000108427
H       -1.867597148     -0.153993826      0.000108427
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./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000032023      0.167708689      0.000194929
Cl      -1.737108477     -1.431884537      0.000658497
Cl       1.735610045     -1.433579669      0.000756897
N        1.503626980      1.604279980      0.009982345
H        1.460349345      2.263215820     -0.770058012
H        1.523660255      2.167052993      0.863061996
N       -1.502159746      1.605740673     -0.010513804
H       -1.458236599      2.265136946      0.769101261
H       -1.521646201      2.167982652     -0.863956209
H        2.413753656      1.139756452     -0.050636649
H       -2.412739273      1.142145002      0.050406749
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496153104      0.831078031      0.000000000
Cl       0.391608133     -1.456296283     -0.000004986
Cl       2.783527422      0.935622921      0.000004986
N        0.631797319      2.926915278      0.000022320
H        0.243838799      3.374884344     -0.822840394
H        0.243813905      3.374872846      0.822879518
N       -1.599684148      0.695433891     -0.000022320
H       -2.047653200      1.083392427      0.822840394
H       -2.047641701      1.083417320     -0.822879518
H        1.641612809      3.080987752      0.000038058
H       -1.753756658     -0.314381594     -0.000038058
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.183590886
Cl       0.010901070     -1.732475488     -1.417123991
Cl      -0.010901070      1.732475488     -1.417123991
N        0.008321012      1.468234167      1.611371680
H       -0.758867983      1.394585332      2.282974811
H        0.876381845      1.489289844      2.151519919
N       -0.008321012     -1.468234167      1.611371680
H        0.758867983     -1.394585332      2.282974811
H       -0.876381845     -1.489289844      2.151519919
H       -0.078226081      2.380291691      1.155144138
H        0.078226081     -2.380291691      1.155144138
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000049605      0.150967797      0.000185036
Cl      -1.708196587     -1.446457565     -0.009337969
Cl       1.706824587     -1.448022716      0.010681821
N        1.468842018      1.606598032      0.018147327
H        1.356183531      2.282484666     -0.728917022
H        1.472755296      2.123426575      0.890546722
N       -1.467403013      1.607937636     -0.018662904
H       -1.354112310      2.284184798      0.727979471
H       -1.470853983      2.124226958     -0.891383610
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H        2.385455382      1.184980033     -0.086943363
H       -2.384402526      1.187228788      0.086702490
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496577069      0.830654066      0.000000000
Cl       0.391929215     -1.459617254     -0.000004278
Cl       2.786848393      0.935301839      0.000004278
N        0.631987444      2.927937697      0.000021209
H        0.244517284      3.376550574     -0.822428385
H        0.244498745      3.376539652      0.822468059
N       -1.600706566      0.695243766     -0.000021209
H       -2.049319430      1.082713942      0.822428385
H       -2.049308508      1.082732480     -0.822468059
H        1.641515910      3.082154865      0.000033017
H       -1.754923771     -0.314284695     -0.000033017
./cisplatin-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.472455177      0.854775959      0.000000000
Cl       0.356034911     -1.446764472      0.000017817
Cl       2.773995612      0.971196143     -0.000017817
N        0.642291127      2.927592771     -0.000004694
H        0.267008067      3.400830731     -0.835061661
H        0.267023340      3.400836672      0.835055747
N       -1.600361641      0.684940082      0.000004694
H       -2.073599588      1.060223159      0.835061661
H       -2.073605529      1.060207887     -0.835055747
H        1.676961193      3.051817978     -0.000014647
H       -1.724586885     -0.349729978      0.000014647
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038233      0.178803107      0.000195603
Cl      -1.705146318     -1.402391919      0.002357846
Cl       1.703676042     -1.404059344     -0.000936886
N        1.477925852      1.597831122      0.010531038
H        1.427599716      2.256424556     -0.770406444
H        1.493282135      2.154805949      0.868506426
N       -1.476464738      1.599265132     -0.011064023
H       -1.425494153      2.258318691      0.769443340
H       -1.491279956      2.155694524     -0.869402707
H        2.387381631      1.130249891     -0.052427134
H       -2.386376445      1.132613290      0.052200932
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.535468824      0.791762310      0.000000000
Cl       0.446531445     -1.559549572      0.000379763
Cl       2.886780709      0.880699605     -0.000379763
N        0.563607126      2.851620231      0.017707398
H        0.041564912      3.266727676     -0.748264328
H        0.191118361      3.233086446      0.882480146
N       -1.524389099      0.763624081     -0.017707398
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H       -1.939496525      1.285666310      0.748264328
H       -1.905855300      1.136112859     -0.882480146
H        1.527564291      3.166510058     -0.061805309
H       -1.839278959     -0.200333073      0.061805309
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.000227684      0.179118685      0.039191551
Cl       1.704790320     -1.428576102      0.262577253
Cl      -1.735537934     -1.409950914     -0.032807612
N       -1.459340875      1.620304678     -0.145484400
H       -1.536257460      2.200416125      0.685086368
H       -1.312002005      2.240017474     -0.936772301
N        1.486065314      1.603435348      0.088163212
H        1.573205020      2.100916270     -0.793432554
H        1.351204291      2.297814512      0.817230697
H       -2.357340784      1.161127737     -0.278541767
H        2.375327958      1.141958986      0.264808042
./cisplatin-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000040328      0.181520980      0.000200728
Cl      -1.710058646     -1.400908977      0.000735227
Cl       1.708575540     -1.402605470      0.000286918
N        1.492201599      1.604177158      0.008856937
H        1.436555517      2.250056048     -0.783425504
H        1.493163980      2.162712591      0.867051695
N       -1.490721427      1.605642487     -0.009276850
H       -1.434165981      2.252390215      0.782228839
H       -1.491487635      2.163185615     -0.868119862
H        2.395210551      1.119497035     -0.045965181
H       -2.394171829      1.121887317      0.046425052
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.553487245      0.773743888      0.000000000
Cl       0.478579836     -1.569679576     -0.000370860
Cl       2.896910712      0.848651214      0.000370860
N        0.536245981      2.820188574     -0.000043735
H        0.059668142      3.190123303     -0.819334921
H        0.059797558      3.190208792      0.819282463
N       -1.492957440      0.790985225      0.000043735
H       -1.862892152      1.267563077      0.819334921
H       -1.862977641      1.267433661     -0.819282463
H        1.482990080      3.192467635     -0.000144729
H       -1.865236535     -0.155758861      0.000144729
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035977      0.175078280      0.000187728
Cl      -1.724254378     -1.414266884     -0.001293428
Cl       1.722772570     -1.415949050      0.002670962
N        1.500532484      1.606877190      0.011774966
H        1.441874135      2.260533537     -0.759385222
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H        1.515024642      2.151051571      0.865843339
N       -1.499062185      1.608334412     -0.012300046
H       -1.439739219      2.262458837      0.758412103
H       -1.513054784      2.151940479     -0.866738748
H        2.396050600      1.134559219     -0.058128746
H       -2.395037843      1.136937409      0.057955093
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.495888793      0.831342342      0.000000000
Cl       0.387325474     -1.467330344      0.000000351
Cl       2.794561483      0.939905580     -0.000000351
N        0.629243109      2.923184518      0.000022302
H        0.241721544      3.375591740     -0.825232401
H        0.241691115      3.375580652      0.825268824
N       -1.595953388      0.697988100     -0.000022302
H       -2.048360596      1.085509682      0.825232401
H       -2.048349508      1.085540110     -0.825268824
H        1.641542406      3.082925743      0.000042809
H       -1.755694649     -0.314311191     -0.000042809
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.525941605      0.801289529      0.000000000
Cl       0.444610228     -1.519481829     -0.003080156
Cl       2.846712966      0.882620823      0.003080156
N        0.562857105      2.838204683     -0.013658242
H        0.177391612      3.230154226     -0.871479171
H        0.059067428      3.258970082      0.765303819
N       -1.510973550      0.764374101      0.013658242
H       -1.902923079      1.149839608      0.871479171
H       -1.931738932      1.268163794     -0.765303819
H        1.533052682      3.147613378      0.048644652
H       -1.820382280     -0.205821464     -0.048644652
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000025250      0.152180244      0.000181650
Cl      -1.710004837     -1.443090329     -0.008923326
Cl       1.708499399     -1.444750118      0.010248723
N        1.471542363      1.606727316      0.017843537
H        1.362068302      2.281567452     -0.730835961
H        1.476258491      2.124866729      0.889624722
N       -1.470073314      1.608149946     -0.018355488
H       -1.359929925      2.283345437      0.729905125
H       -1.474299129      2.125755116     -0.890456470
H        2.386192170      1.180212288     -0.085466743
H       -2.385136769      1.182590919      0.085232231
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534700701      0.792530433      0.000000000
Cl       0.448613791     -1.559688343      0.003358782
Cl       2.886919479      0.878617259     -0.003358782
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N        0.562712453      2.849843632     -0.019219220
H        0.195474492      3.231084072     -0.886195865
H        0.035033644      3.265710387      0.742349466
N       -1.522612500      0.764518754      0.019219220
H       -1.903852927      1.131756728      0.886195865
H       -1.938479236      1.292197577     -0.742349466
H        1.525189989      3.167315204      0.066172124
H       -1.840084105     -0.197958771     -0.066172124
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038202      0.183677438      0.000193679
Cl      -1.704492869     -1.395077857      0.001148886
Cl       1.703017096     -1.396752190      0.000262971
N        1.473783095      1.597056105      0.010765980
H        1.421798643      2.255680290     -0.769175588
H        1.489628960      2.150894645      0.869981425
N       -1.472319837      1.598494006     -0.011296610
H       -1.419683124      2.257583449      0.768207989
H       -1.487630111      2.151778608     -0.870878600
H        2.380444104      1.125924800     -0.054205504
H       -2.379442158      1.128295706      0.053993371
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036147      0.175971374      0.000191391
Cl      -1.726825446     -1.412743614     -0.000217213
Cl       1.725344948     -1.414428925      0.001616153
N        1.504775114      1.607818944      0.011190023
H        1.449645716      2.258839674     -0.762730459
H        1.518598719      2.153912615      0.864288248
N       -1.503304119      1.609280393     -0.011721857
H       -1.447528580      2.260758194      0.761767489
H       -1.516607082      2.154823549     -0.865180557
H        2.398103687      1.130472686     -0.055310494
H       -2.397097103      1.132850111      0.055105277
./cisplatin-M062X-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496509776      0.830721359      0.000000000
Cl       0.393499962     -1.456194858     -0.000005263
Cl       2.783425997      0.933731092      0.000005263
N        0.632235299      2.928286842      0.000022049
H        0.244620871      3.376223970     -0.823082103
H        0.244599041      3.376212145      0.823122357
N       -1.601055711      0.694995911     -0.000022049
H       -2.048992826      1.082610355      0.823082103
H       -2.048981001      1.082632184     -0.823122357
H        1.642023377      3.081500094      0.000036022
H       -1.754268999     -0.314792162     -0.000036022
./cisplatin-M06L-pVTZ-SMD-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000022931      0.149238554      0.000184781
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Cl      -1.722350182     -1.454355252     -0.006818794
Cl       1.720829617     -1.456031552      0.008160874
N        1.469141245      1.602194054      0.017695335
H        1.370105259      2.288093847     -0.733842182
H        1.482756579      2.132163010      0.892133167
N       -1.467676013      1.603616650     -0.018206759
H       -1.367966133      2.289878605      0.732910671
H       -1.480779016      2.133063910     -0.892968189
H        2.396545713      1.183651211     -0.083845533
H       -2.395487999      1.186041962      0.083594630
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035461      0.176328961      0.000022075
Cl      -1.721615834     -1.413505192     -0.000692654
Cl       1.720147836     -1.415204473      0.001927546
N        1.488626085      1.602771873      0.009966512
H        1.430853590      2.258713435     -0.779242467
H        1.495417204      2.161597400      0.872826823
N       -1.487154688      1.604233350     -0.010439965
H       -1.428416798      2.260885115      0.778103421
H       -1.493804091      2.162229911     -0.873839143
H        2.401113091      1.128563094     -0.051406330
H       -2.400059857      1.130941526      0.051772180
./cisplatin-M06L-pVTZ-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.535609441      0.791621692      0.000000000
Cl       0.437892398     -1.564490167      0.001808813
Cl       2.891721304      0.889338652     -0.001808813
N        0.582158428      2.863394251      0.010154890
H        0.095606440      3.296074110     -0.776788452
H        0.186849647      3.274365512      0.857697299
N       -1.536163119      0.745072779     -0.010154890
H       -1.968842961      1.231624783      0.776788452
H       -1.947134365      1.140381575     -0.857697299
H        1.554910386      3.176222911     -0.038203189
H       -1.848991813     -0.227679167      0.038203189
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036591      0.183300072      0.000189120
Cl      -1.701632991     -1.394783878     -0.000710080
Cl       1.700153209     -1.396455154      0.002093573
N        1.467757520      1.596034079      0.011739548
H        1.410110267      2.258489786     -0.763708233
H        1.484814169      2.145266043      0.873169275
N       -1.466293895      1.597469856     -0.012261091
H       -1.407974941      2.260398865      0.762731685
H       -1.482835593      2.146129698     -0.874065621
H        2.375574665      1.129664528     -0.059158770
H       -2.374567002      1.132041106      0.058978594
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.175396530
Cl       0.016788947     -1.698057855     -1.416610922
Cl      -0.016788947      1.698057855     -1.416610922
N       -0.001210679      1.460661916      1.621905817
H       -0.772051909      1.349335545      2.287892275
H        0.872173346      1.456659644      2.158695421
N        0.001210679     -1.460661916      1.621905817
H        0.772051909     -1.349335545      2.287892275
H       -0.872173346     -1.456659644      2.158695421
H       -0.093532791      2.385403475      1.187691644
H        0.093532791     -2.385403475      1.187691644
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.180506562
Cl      -0.003074335     -1.696025294     -1.409653489
Cl       0.003074335      1.696025294     -1.409653489
N       -0.011333614      1.461135705      1.625987451
H       -0.887604510      1.453299586      2.158469970
H        0.757148709      1.353945573      2.295689032
N        0.011333614     -1.461135705      1.625987451
H        0.887604510     -1.453299586      2.158469970
H       -0.757148709     -1.353945573      2.295689032
H        0.078617565      2.385762298      1.190463254
H       -0.078617565     -2.385762298      1.190463254
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035807      0.175025288      0.000189535
Cl      -1.724684500     -1.413717485     -0.000885973
Cl       1.723203061     -1.415400309      0.002272829
N        1.502963930      1.607482196      0.011675457
H        1.445099230      2.260669960     -0.760262503
H        1.517346692      2.151494827      0.866143988
N       -1.501493118      1.608941827     -0.012203452
H       -1.442971205      2.262592355      0.759292982
H       -1.515367970      2.152393001     -0.867037694
H        2.397436342      1.132847095     -0.057689224
H       -2.396426268      1.135226245      0.057502054
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.538886977      0.788344156      0.000000000
Cl       0.442602763     -1.572920054     -0.002128856
Cl       2.900151191      0.884628286      0.002128856
N        0.578342650      2.864321600      0.014008749
H        0.069231605      3.291432359     -0.757918745
H        0.201484586      3.264345483      0.871782429
N       -1.537090467      0.748888558     -0.014008749
H       -1.964201209      1.257999618      0.757918745
H       -1.937114338      1.125746636     -0.871782429
H        1.545270694      3.181179766     -0.056736385
H       -1.853948668     -0.218039476      0.056736385
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./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.553591867      0.773639266      0.000000000
Cl       0.478927884     -1.570265003     -0.000330220
Cl       2.897496139      0.848303165      0.000330220
N        0.534984759      2.818667744     -0.000037985
H        0.057866290      3.187897840     -0.819245728
H        0.057982280      3.187974433      0.819201296
N       -1.491436611      0.792246446      0.000037985
H       -1.860666690      1.269364928      0.819245728
H       -1.860743283      1.269248939     -0.819201296
H        1.481010706      3.192628658     -0.000128651
H       -1.865397558     -0.153779487      0.000128651
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000032545      0.178073940      0.000253602
Cl      -1.705139869     -1.403309531      0.002173939
Cl       1.703642228     -1.405016592     -0.000964144
N        1.477190941      1.597826663      0.007894502
H        1.431793266      2.246059798     -0.781952320
H        1.484067195      2.165830049      0.858675205
N       -1.475718200      1.599279197     -0.008351963
H       -1.429651296      2.248178566      0.780906248
H       -1.482106816      2.166521352     -0.859644291
H        2.387789278      1.130874383     -0.042084349
H       -2.386757273      1.133237176      0.042091572
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.544042302      0.783188831      0.000000000
Cl       0.470886917     -1.549359827     -0.005778607
Cl       2.876590963      0.856344134      0.005778607
N        0.552188418      2.831469150      0.018923978
H        0.001204788      3.236328294     -0.749567124
H        0.168983752      3.202420529      0.898939006
N       -1.504238017      0.775042788     -0.018923978
H       -1.909097141      1.326026433      0.749567124
H       -1.875189382      1.158247467     -0.898939006
H        1.515265135      3.184253032     -0.068985437
H       -1.857021933     -0.188033917      0.068985437
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000042542      0.161302886      0.000199529
Cl      -1.688610314     -1.419071136     -0.005447897
Cl       1.687205678     -1.420657542      0.006870399
N        1.445541998      1.599743178      0.012100453
H        1.344159839      2.255236057     -0.757581413
H        1.429822826      2.138333633      0.873919463
N       -1.444098020      1.601099798     -0.012633881
H       -1.342160040      2.256923219      0.756692848
H       -1.427794928      2.139198623     -0.874748820
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H        2.364257296      1.171588520     -0.064878736
H       -2.363224876      1.173857764      0.064506054
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000022848      0.143882485      0.000178535
Cl      -1.723605146     -1.465845467     -0.009664047
Cl       1.722084338     -1.467514914      0.010968478
N        1.465127634      1.605856641      0.020309039
H        1.349615281      2.295886413     -0.721390900
H        1.478323957      2.122059084      0.899770897
N       -1.463660618      1.607267697     -0.020812319
H       -1.347462612      2.297640407      0.720461418
H       -1.476376215      2.122942890     -0.900590523
H        2.391820229      1.196499266     -0.094209031
H       -2.390747695      1.198880498      0.093976453
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000037833      0.179303456      0.000045850
Cl      -1.716773934     -1.410482572     -0.000335457
Cl       1.715306959     -1.412177921      0.001566335
N        1.486990808      1.603019726      0.009592413
H        1.429736780      2.256155564     -0.781713270
H        1.491751583      2.162475587      0.871823654
N       -1.485517949      1.604478314     -0.010060700
H       -1.427337806      2.258335072      0.780578490
H       -1.490101942      2.163095592     -0.872837996
H        2.397692613      1.125491534     -0.049593237
H       -2.396642943      1.127860647      0.049931920
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477958923      0.849272212      0.000000000
Cl       0.366161149     -1.435922878     -0.000140526
Cl       2.763154018      0.961069906      0.000140526
N        0.626056797      2.909468643      0.000009956
H        0.245171790      3.366386345     -0.825797419
H        0.245384134      3.366340631      0.825941770
N       -1.582237512      0.701174412     -0.000009956
H       -2.039155201      1.082059435      0.825797419
H       -2.039109487      1.081847092     -0.825941770
H        1.643262564      3.050262484     -0.000092293
H       -1.723031390     -0.316031350      0.000092293
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486290790      0.840940346      0.000000000
Cl       0.370566432     -1.456710209     -0.000192209
Cl       2.783941348      0.956664622      0.000192209
N        0.649991793      2.944081467     -0.000099455
H        0.274339794      3.404076675     -0.819300512
H        0.274179615      3.404163277      0.818980911
N       -1.616850338      0.677239417      0.000099455
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H       -2.076845532      1.052891433      0.819300512
H       -2.076932134      1.053051611     -0.818980911
H        1.662163132      3.074460210      0.000004412
H       -1.747229116     -0.334931917     -0.000004412
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526044374      0.801186760      0.000000000
Cl       0.437532164     -1.534108056      0.004701182
Cl       2.861339194      0.889698887     -0.004701182
N        0.574126080      2.853781006      0.014542902
H        0.066718715      3.282090333     -0.769642005
H        0.192148778      3.249922604      0.882619893
N       -1.526549873      0.753105127     -0.014542902
H       -1.954859182      1.260512507      0.769642005
H       -1.922691458      1.135082443     -0.882619893
H        1.557089224      3.154513333     -0.051325319
H       -1.827282236     -0.229858006      0.051325319
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039506      0.182951042      0.000189249
Cl      -1.695367583     -1.393881842     -0.001320078
Cl       1.693903458     -1.395538007      0.002702112
N        1.472616760      1.600336789      0.012563768
H        1.404632012      2.257134826     -0.758048972
H        1.483345197      2.139421047      0.872561791
N       -1.471152289      1.601767094     -0.013088284
H       -1.402501763      2.259028457      0.757070060
H       -1.481383377      2.140270197     -0.873456581
H        2.371737992      1.131852942     -0.062151682
H       -2.370727912      1.134212455      0.061976617
./cisplatin-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475364933      0.851866203      0.000000000
Cl       0.360442855     -1.440357911      0.000004623
Cl       2.767589051      0.966788200     -0.000004623
N        0.641052866      2.928926264     -0.000008035
H        0.258909321      3.386299854     -0.831231743
H        0.259003439      3.386309748      0.831253327
N       -1.601695134      0.686178343      0.000008035
H       -2.059068711      1.068321905      0.831231743
H       -2.059078604      1.068227787     -0.831253327
H        1.667661948      3.053797272     -0.000062880
H       -1.726566179     -0.340430734      0.000062880
./cisplatin-PBE0-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.476809368      0.850421767      0.000000000
Cl       0.366187029     -1.426810117      0.000001653
Cl       2.754041257      0.961044026     -0.000001653
N        0.628930754      2.914810869      0.000204365
H        0.248493095      3.366140345     -0.823625101
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H        0.248498611      3.365968588      0.824131387
N       -1.587579738      0.698300455     -0.000204365
H       -2.038909201      1.078738131      0.823625101
H       -2.038737444      1.078732615     -0.824131387
H        1.643554239      3.044903278      0.000225945
H       -1.717672184     -0.316323025     -0.000225945
./cisplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.549613302      0.777617831      0.000000000
Cl       0.473713916     -1.561003199     -0.005761751
Cl       2.888234335      0.853517134      0.005761751
N        0.553945240      2.834302920      0.020177916
H       -0.007555664      3.241408511     -0.739948986
H        0.180354397      3.205613091      0.904571011
N       -1.507071787      0.773285966     -0.020177916
H       -1.914177358      1.334786885      0.739948986
H       -1.878381944      1.146876823     -0.904571011
H        1.513056107      3.195345842     -0.078486395
H       -1.868114743     -0.185824888      0.078486395
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.535278384      0.791952749      0.000000000
Cl       0.449263073     -1.560339243      0.003263690
Cl       2.887570380      0.877967977     -0.003263690
N        0.563139444      2.851525697     -0.019071160
H        0.201091451      3.231213019     -0.889224992
H        0.030643759      3.266843720      0.739790857
N       -1.524294564      0.764091763      0.019071160
H       -1.903981873      1.126139769      0.889224992
H       -1.939612568      1.296587463     -0.739790857
H        1.525535339      3.168248139      0.071893903
H       -1.841017040     -0.198304120     -0.071893903
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.554052937      0.773178196      0.000000000
Cl       0.479636176     -1.573369275     -0.000418361
Cl       2.900600411      0.847594874      0.000418361
N        0.535015623      2.819229035     -0.000049035
H        0.057862578      3.188725953     -0.818779155
H        0.058013105      3.188822679      0.818723245
N       -1.491997901      0.792215583      0.000049035
H       -1.861494802      1.269368641      0.818779155
H       -1.861591529      1.269218114     -0.818723245
H        1.480389884      3.194101798     -0.000165687
H       -1.866870698     -0.153158665      0.000165687
./cisplatin-PBE0-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.480211461      0.847019675      0.000000000
Cl       0.374321293     -1.438235695     -0.000079751
Cl       2.765466835      0.952909762      0.000079751
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N        0.627030564      2.911369267      0.000008147
H        0.248375044      3.374466458     -0.827476257
H        0.248643941      3.374460384      0.827619266
N       -1.584138137      0.700200646     -0.000008147
H       -2.047235314      1.078856181      0.827476257
H       -2.047229240      1.078587285     -0.827619266
H        1.646843749      3.055905505     -0.000141466
H       -1.728674410     -0.319612535      0.000141466
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.531061826      0.796169308      0.000000000
Cl       0.440917865     -1.540910659     -0.000545746
Cl       2.868141796      0.886313186      0.000545746
N        0.573003291      2.852057822     -0.000095488
H        0.123816693      3.263480708     -0.828203231
H        0.123756568      3.263653004      0.827891987
N       -1.524826689      0.754227916      0.000095488
H       -1.936249560      1.203414529      0.828203231
H       -1.936421856      1.203474653     -0.827891987
H        1.555491566      3.162306812     -0.000101994
H       -1.835075714     -0.228260348      0.000101994
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.535284223      0.791946911      0.000000000
Cl       0.448209229     -1.559600171      0.000486826
Cl       2.886831307      0.879021821     -0.000486826
N        0.562318106      2.850057411      0.017562287
H        0.035258827      3.264290090     -0.745496261
H        0.193806107      3.230297742      0.884659890
N       -1.522826278      0.764913101     -0.017562287
H       -1.937058938      1.291972395      0.745496261
H       -1.903066597      1.133425113     -0.884659890
H        1.525004142      3.167375443     -0.066645679
H       -1.840144344     -0.197772924      0.066645679
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000030820      0.156526586      0.000174171
Cl      -1.690711460     -1.432800019     -0.008153585
Cl       1.689228357     -1.434435928      0.009432333
N        1.441643239      1.596092995      0.015220429
H        1.339100879      2.271615491     -0.746847462
H        1.440480427      2.131836894      0.887781275
N       -1.440185978      1.597479856     -0.015714836
H       -1.336916232      2.273434848      0.745871166
H       -1.438594333      2.132611853     -0.888650762
H        2.373091136      1.181420887     -0.075736424
H       -2.372024855      1.183771536      0.075621695
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.488285673      0.838945463      0.000000000
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Cl       0.371670642     -1.468201893     -0.000176746
Cl       2.795433033      0.955560412      0.000176746
N        0.648126671      2.940817089     -0.000174710
H        0.273503256      3.409210395     -0.822164331
H        0.272699304      3.409385500      0.821351122
N       -1.613585960      0.679104539      0.000174710
H       -2.081979252      1.053727971      0.822164331
H       -2.082154357      1.054531923     -0.821351122
H        1.663932099      3.079546417      0.000326859
H       -1.752315324     -0.336700884     -0.000326859
./cisplatin-CPCM-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000041708      0.177708597      0.000196247
Cl      -1.714501893     -1.411689083      0.001144388
Cl       1.713034157     -1.413372613      0.000059988
N        1.487581307      1.600237982      0.007765924
H        1.442740698      2.251757643     -0.790934108
H        1.494093824      2.172408760      0.866518897
N       -1.486116106      1.601681012     -0.008232576
H       -1.440473824      2.253923407      0.789828809
H       -1.492285347      2.173032247     -0.867534067
H        2.404467901      1.124754610     -0.041655398
H       -2.403440426      1.127112439      0.041839897
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.007835984      0.162061009      0.013372564
Cl       1.652275146     -1.464265392     -0.002945127
Cl      -1.717565973     -1.377739956      0.050675995
N       -1.400214558      1.637919171      0.026958394
H       -1.388379888      2.158914515      0.899727612
H       -1.267995369      2.305351485     -0.727801699
N        1.489469071      1.563724685     -0.019032152
H        1.367706802      2.237668576     -0.769754555
H        1.532151926      2.083933256      0.853242049
H       -2.328354507      1.236377399     -0.075343446
H        2.392063367      1.115185250     -0.150483635
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.531464658      0.795766475      0.000000000
Cl       0.446431803     -1.530842198     -0.000248827
Cl       2.858073335      0.880799248      0.000248827
N        0.564871211      2.841719990     -0.014796306
H        0.185647865      3.233140488     -0.876045253
H        0.052603377      3.263226069      0.758686411
N       -1.514488857      0.762359996      0.014796306
H       -1.905909342      1.141583355      0.876045253
H       -1.935994918      1.274627845     -0.758686411
H        1.532356743      3.158671187      0.055541202
H       -1.831440089     -0.205125526     -0.055541202
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.552165480      0.775065653      0.000000000
Cl       0.477669158     -1.579375893      0.005794521
Cl       2.906607028      0.849561892     -0.005794521
N        0.541854510      2.822065264     -0.015842720
H        0.139389359      3.194900244     -0.881455450
H        0.000581489      3.220078161      0.757585126
N       -1.494834130      0.785376696      0.015842720
H       -1.867669096      1.187841860      0.881455450
H       -1.892847008      1.326649731     -0.757585126
H        1.491736254      3.198268351      0.056746754
H       -1.871037252     -0.164505035     -0.056746754
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038318      0.181678565      0.000214940
Cl      -1.709144310     -1.399124883      0.000750748
Cl       1.707654926     -1.400821434      0.000284045
N        1.490950872      1.603198983      0.009246825
H        1.434169829      2.250749039     -0.781796716
H        1.492758502      2.161183233      0.867994509
N       -1.489470287      1.604663502     -0.009671023
H       -1.431803332      2.253058654      0.780612700
H       -1.491049363      2.161678591     -0.869051171
H        2.394639731      1.119448458     -0.047259433
H       -2.393602885      1.121842292      0.047672577
./cisplatin-M06L-TZ-CPCM-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035704      0.174197989      0.000188949
Cl      -1.724361489     -1.415002286     -0.000351291
Cl       1.722880092     -1.416684409      0.001734559
N        1.501709177      1.607472321      0.009603071
H        1.448057485      2.252620308     -0.769384856
H        1.509389870      2.160430490      0.858374992
N       -1.500238516      1.608931383     -0.010130443
H       -1.445932828      2.254553831      0.768418794
H       -1.507408845      2.161322222     -0.859276308
H        2.397366105      1.133670694     -0.049186847
H       -2.396354755      1.136042457      0.049007379
./cisplatin-M06L-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.485926261      0.841304875      0.000000000
Cl       0.372306276     -1.455818505     -0.000052647
Cl       2.783049645      0.954924778      0.000052647
N        0.652804419      2.949704304     -0.000100888
H        0.280266974      3.411316241     -0.819931814
H        0.279906936      3.411406697      0.819516578
N       -1.622473175      0.674426792      0.000100888
H       -2.084085098      1.046964253      0.819931814
H       -2.084175555      1.047324291     -0.819516578
H        1.665882270      3.073024261      0.000129242
H       -1.745793167     -0.338651055     -0.000129242
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./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533943498      0.793287635      0.000000000
Cl       0.440021970     -1.548119032     -0.002907859
Cl       2.875350169      0.887209081      0.002907859
N        0.580015615      2.866335160     -0.011763637
H        0.189675748      3.260822122     -0.859095966
H        0.088262578      3.285147940      0.768232919
N       -1.539104028      0.747215592      0.011763637
H       -1.933590976      1.137555473      0.859095966
H       -1.957916790      1.238968645     -0.768232919
H        1.547652273      3.167925375      0.042246735
H       -1.840694277     -0.220421055     -0.042246735
./cisplatin-M062X-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.496571268      0.830659867      0.000000000
Cl       0.391796378     -1.457727854     -0.000007557
Cl       2.784958993      0.935434676      0.000007557
N        0.633957540      2.931248020      0.000023049
H        0.247956428      3.380349317     -0.823046824
H        0.247935250      3.380336915      0.823089761
N       -1.604016890      0.693273670     -0.000023049
H       -2.053118173      1.079274798      0.823046824
H       -2.053105771      1.079295976     -0.823089761
H        1.644297778      3.080848111      0.000036564
H       -1.753617017     -0.317066563     -0.000036564
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.182355000
Cl      -0.016660000     -1.719569000     -1.424356000
Cl       0.016660000      1.719569000     -1.424356000
N        0.000000000      1.444678000      1.630632000
H       -0.868408000      1.441569000      2.174466000
H        0.768709000      1.338854000      2.299282000
N        0.000000000     -1.444678000      1.630632000
H        0.868408000     -1.441569000      2.174466000
H       -0.768709000     -1.338854000      2.299282000
H        0.087659000      2.376251000      1.214055000
H       -0.087659000     -2.376251000      1.214055000
./cisplatin-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.473125225      0.854105911      0.000000000
Cl       0.357254162     -1.444454834      0.000013358
Cl       2.771685974      0.969976892     -0.000013358
N        0.637455137      2.921479775     -0.000005537
H        0.260728896      3.392866592     -0.834807865
H        0.260736051      3.392873779      0.834795920
N       -1.594248645      0.689776073      0.000005537
H       -2.065635449      1.066502330      0.834807865
H       -2.065642636      1.066495175     -0.834795920
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H        1.670928803      3.050002826     -0.000010846
H       -1.722771733     -0.343697589      0.000010846
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.184544066
Cl       0.006707602     -1.724161462     -1.415713070
Cl      -0.006707602      1.724161462     -1.415713070
N        0.012183190      1.474192454      1.618270504
H       -0.746441694      1.389030607      2.288450124
H        0.881685234      1.490660930      2.143751040
N       -0.012183190     -1.474192454      1.618270504
H        0.746441694     -1.389030607      2.288450124
H       -0.881685234     -1.490660930      2.143751040
H       -0.082035607      2.378188770      1.161236369
H        0.082035607     -2.378188770      1.161236369
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.478079584      0.849151552      0.000000000
Cl       0.369172014     -1.429322285     -0.000388765
Cl       2.756553424      0.958059041      0.000388765
N        0.627167456      2.912415061     -0.000027210
H        0.244459810      3.362735359     -0.823617900
H        0.244807554      3.362761184      0.823710451
N       -1.585183930      0.700063753      0.000027210
H       -2.035504215      1.082771415      0.823617900
H       -2.035530040      1.082423671     -0.823710451
H        1.641098589      3.048735557     -0.000217646
H       -1.721504463     -0.313867375      0.000217646
./cisplatin-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526773206      0.800457928      0.000000000
Cl       0.433741426     -1.528713178     -0.006005421
Cl       2.855944315      0.893489625      0.006005421
N        0.579679136      2.862856292     -0.011790505
H        0.187140346      3.257822536     -0.870867847
H        0.086456680      3.284821530      0.779592261
N       -1.535625160      0.747552072      0.011790505
H       -1.930591390      1.140090875      0.870867847
H       -1.957590380      1.240774542     -0.779592261
H        1.562900946      3.152444446      0.041224943
H       -1.825213349     -0.235669728     -0.041224943
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.531660034      0.795571100      0.000000000
Cl       0.440379809     -1.545225296     -0.001654544
Cl       2.872456433      0.886851241      0.001654544
N        0.576073640      2.856899036     -0.015605117
H        0.199661645      3.252871342     -0.886562044
H        0.060561891      3.286069190      0.763222223
N       -1.529667904      0.751157567      0.015605117
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H       -1.925640196      1.127569576      0.886562044
H       -1.958838039      1.266669331     -0.763222223
H        1.555998280      3.166260923      0.057744084
H       -1.839029825     -0.228767062     -0.057744084
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527027782      0.800203352      0.000000000
Cl       0.442637997     -1.514529570     -0.003064428
Cl       2.841760707      0.884593055      0.003064428
N        0.567275456      2.846232199     -0.011669082
H        0.174381033      3.235945147     -0.862508469
H        0.073736360      3.260739631      0.772139787
N       -1.519001066      0.759955751      0.011669082
H       -1.908714001      1.152850188      0.862508469
H       -1.933508481      1.253494861     -0.772139787
H        1.537130720      3.146341825      0.041548585
H       -1.819110727     -0.209899503     -0.041548585
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000059330      0.150626306      0.000185231
Cl      -1.714733698     -1.454021090     -0.009234645
Cl       1.713411073     -1.455553959      0.010581652
N        1.460346944      1.603941568      0.018834122
H        1.348712774      2.288553171     -0.727940942
H        1.469464495      2.124093936      0.895623952
N       -1.458922859      1.605240411     -0.019347746
H       -1.346667867      2.290210885      0.727005070
H       -1.467580513      2.124861056     -0.896457479
H        2.384942653      1.188703261     -0.089272426
H       -2.383890331      1.190899455      0.089021209
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.546698869      0.780532265      0.000000000
Cl       0.470705154     -1.535963248     -0.000328752
Cl       2.863194384      0.856525897      0.000328752
N        0.542592712      2.811658318     -0.000034704
H        0.072148751      3.199931309     -0.821007466
H        0.072264044      3.200009348      0.820965617
N       -1.484427185      0.784638493      0.000034704
H       -1.872700159      1.255082468      0.821007466
H       -1.872778197      1.254967175     -0.820965617
H        1.497255047      3.178568735     -0.000126221
H       -1.851337636     -0.170023829      0.000126221
./cisplatin-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475011920      0.852219215      0.000000000
Cl       0.356497250     -1.453108145      0.000023337
Cl       2.780339285      0.970733804     -0.000023337
N        0.644094219      2.931860113     -0.000006741
H        0.264613001      3.396624406     -0.833409945
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H        0.264695367      3.396633663      0.833428754
N       -1.604628983      0.683136991      0.000006741
H       -2.069393263      1.062618226      0.833409945
H       -2.069402520      1.062535859     -0.833428754
H        1.674368434      3.059810019     -0.000055714
H       -1.732578926     -0.347137219      0.000055714
./cisplatin-SMD-TZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.542554468      0.784676666      0.000000000
Cl       0.462541135     -1.541176537     -0.002790787
Cl       2.868407673      0.864689916      0.002790787
N        0.560278500      2.842038111      0.017651686
H        0.020510232      3.245948148     -0.754023993
H        0.174713217      3.213481517      0.891856014
N       -1.514806978      0.766952707     -0.017651686
H       -1.918716996      1.306720989      0.754023993
H       -1.886250371      1.152518003     -0.891856014
H        1.525952517      3.178798711     -0.063531858
H       -1.851567612     -0.198721299      0.063531858
./cisplatin-M062X-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.498930166      0.828300969      0.000000000
Cl       0.395319163     -1.470463278      0.000023605
Cl       2.797694417      0.931911890     -0.000023605
N        0.631179971      2.926030786      0.000017089
H        0.246214530      3.385410165     -0.827153482
H        0.246177643      3.385401880      0.827175221
N       -1.598799655      0.696051239     -0.000017089
H       -2.058179020      1.081016696      0.827153482
H       -2.058170737      1.081053583     -0.827175221
H        1.646139869      3.090121656      0.000041210
H       -1.762890562     -0.318908653     -0.000041210
./cisplatin-M06L_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.490912958      0.836318177      0.000000000
Cl       0.381820533     -1.473133474     -0.000076768
Cl       2.800364613      0.945410520      0.000076768
N        0.655737586      2.950009276     -0.000048966
H        0.285865819      3.429375237     -0.822158317
H        0.285635464      3.429419784      0.821931280
N       -1.622778146      0.671493624      0.000048966
H       -2.102144095      1.041365408      0.822158317
H       -2.102188641      1.041595763     -0.821931280
H        1.674739222      3.091580622      0.000091553
H       -1.764349529     -0.347508007     -0.000091553
./cisplatin-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527804403      0.799426731      0.000000000
Cl       0.438300733     -1.528407714     -0.005504718
Cl       2.855638851      0.888930318      0.005504718
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N        0.577687314      2.860563177     -0.012778212
H        0.189122676      3.253807379     -0.874695594
H        0.078514774      3.282581761      0.775082281
N       -1.533332044      0.749543893      0.012778212
H       -1.926576233      1.138108545      0.874695594
H       -1.955350611      1.248716448     -0.775082281
H        1.559244736      3.154669911      0.045555183
H       -1.827438814     -0.232013519     -0.045555183
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.478332604      0.848898532      0.000000000
Cl       0.368860968     -1.429380907     -0.000325731
Cl       2.756612046      0.958370086      0.000325731
N        0.627465946      2.912400085     -0.000019796
H        0.244933317      3.363264479     -0.823255337
H        0.245272671      3.363285575      0.823361269
N       -1.585168954      0.699765263      0.000019796
H       -2.036033335      1.082297908      0.823255337
H       -2.036054431      1.081958554     -0.823361269
H        1.641217712      3.049053854     -0.000205281
H       -1.721822760     -0.313986498      0.000205281
./cisplatin-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.474793476      0.852437660      0.000000000
Cl       0.360102523     -1.438876217      0.000002212
Cl       2.766107357      0.967128532     -0.000002212
N        0.641011072      2.929593557     -0.000009547
H        0.259526916      3.386506609     -0.831710213
H        0.259632604      3.386517822      0.831733249
N       -1.602362427      0.686220138      0.000009547
H       -2.059275466      1.067704310      0.831710213
H       -2.059286678      1.067598622     -0.831733249
H        1.667821999      3.051686684     -0.000070165
H       -1.724455591     -0.340590784      0.000070165
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533105621      0.794125513      0.000000000
Cl       0.436519168     -1.547155240     -0.003557631
Cl       2.874386378      0.890711883      0.003557631
N        0.581642571      2.868264640     -0.010895274
H        0.188836501      3.264606237     -0.856406793
H        0.094836426      3.287752165      0.772057151
N       -1.541033508      0.745588636      0.010895274
H       -1.937375091      1.138394721      0.856406793
H       -1.960521015      1.232394797     -0.772057151
H        1.551052501      3.165064876      0.039143364
H       -1.837833779     -0.223821283     -0.039143364
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000035693      0.174878020      0.000188509
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Cl      -1.722320434     -1.411958443     -0.001578816
Cl       1.720840455     -1.413638591      0.002960111
N        1.500906320      1.606538184      0.012276547
H        1.440515418      2.262174870     -0.757277616
H        1.516491530      2.148367889      0.868031687
N       -1.499436305      1.607995637     -0.012802850
H       -1.438381077      2.264095050      0.756304064
H       -1.514521272      2.149259687     -0.868924836
H        2.396163986      1.133731142     -0.060340807
H       -2.395152314      1.136111555      0.060162008
./cisplatin-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000038449      0.182595611      0.000173968
Cl      -1.713317557     -1.398379712      0.002178658
Cl       1.711834934     -1.400071081     -0.000960031
N        1.494811759      1.604399614      0.008365915
H        1.441973939      2.247839795     -0.785843113
H        1.494958968      2.164971147      0.864992374
N       -1.493334324      1.605868282     -0.008837928
H       -1.439704058      2.250008638      0.784748232
H       -1.493139378      2.165633567     -0.865993311
H        2.396091140      1.116152210     -0.043292831
H       -2.395071873      1.118536929      0.043466066
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.003766760      0.003769385      0.192006999
Cl      -0.013948671     -1.734244216     -1.407413604
Cl       0.011456399      1.725733804     -1.421878701
N        0.006078835      1.485636480      1.617365835
H       -0.807342664      1.457077445      2.237752164
H        0.838551393      1.465737064      2.212373471
N       -0.017833673     -1.474766776      1.624236409
H        0.793515043     -2.088558110      1.512664872
H       -0.010712064     -1.148859263      2.593386069
H       -0.005416395      2.399549170      1.154684130
H       -0.845046593     -2.067956844      1.517768295
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000048776      0.152814033      0.000188933
Cl      -1.695783205     -1.437912683     -0.009566202
Cl       1.694412623     -1.439470073      0.010926183
N        1.438726267      1.598925141      0.015992188
H        1.325591117      2.273529625     -0.740970717
H        1.433699097      2.126973825      0.889295565
N       -1.437293409      1.600242427     -0.016507672
H       -1.323550604      2.275193892      0.740054737
H       -1.431761280      2.127765379     -0.890125614
H        2.367819601      1.188630549     -0.080083036
H       -2.366766983      1.190862885      0.079793633
./cisplatin-M06L-pVTZ-H2O-2_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.000034442      0.172474957      0.000192778
Cl      -1.735879781     -1.423401109     -0.000129847
Cl       1.734388957     -1.425094880      0.001535699
N        1.499867965      1.603029209      0.010402103
H        1.454968655      2.262578476     -0.768165486
H        1.520977674      2.162614844      0.864771042
N       -1.498401658      1.604486371     -0.010930526
H       -1.452845043      2.264510042      0.767196617
H       -1.518980261      2.163523184     -0.865671717
H        2.407416221      1.135224131     -0.052650646
H       -2.406405175      1.137609776      0.052447980
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.488012308      0.839218827      0.000000000
Cl       0.373298816     -1.468584739     -0.000169416
Cl       2.795815879      0.953932238      0.000169416
N        0.649001094      2.942045629     -0.000167869
H        0.273803067      3.409489116     -0.822303073
H        0.273044716      3.409664154      0.821524341
N       -1.614814499      0.678230116      0.000167869
H       -2.082257973      1.053428159      0.822303073
H       -2.082433011      1.054186511     -0.821524341
H        1.664567431      3.081653137      0.000305137
H       -1.754422044     -0.337336216     -0.000305137
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527990144      0.799240990      0.000000000
Cl       0.438257674     -1.529187449     -0.005336166
Cl       2.856418586      0.888973378      0.005336166
N        0.577065034      2.858966535     -0.013168547
H        0.187781854      3.252759060     -0.874408394
H        0.077527096      3.281309883      0.774187792
N       -1.531735403      0.750166174      0.013168547
H       -1.925527914      1.139449367      0.874408394
H       -1.954078734      1.249704126     -0.774187792
H        1.557937709      3.155251358      0.044973455
H       -1.828020261     -0.230706491     -0.044973455
./cisplatin-SMD-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.547075541      0.780155592      0.000000000
Cl       0.473572411     -1.553412741     -0.004265777
Cl       2.880643877      0.853658639      0.004265777
N        0.557839768      2.833754132      0.018794594
H        0.009048217      3.249523597     -0.750975535
H        0.175472197      3.214978372      0.899689133
N       -1.506522999      0.769391438     -0.018794594
H       -1.922292444      1.318183004      0.750975535
H       -1.887747226      1.151759023     -0.899689133
H        1.522793847      3.193498506     -0.068084426
H       -1.866267407     -0.195562628      0.068084426
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./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529557850      0.797673284      0.000000000
Cl       0.446949254     -1.525681985     -0.003174777
Cl       2.852913122      0.880281798      0.003174777
N        0.563478209      2.840398486     -0.016901104
H        0.193298738      3.227943769     -0.883629421
H        0.043586753      3.262937035      0.750614286
N       -1.513167353      0.763752997      0.016901104
H       -1.900712623      1.133932482      0.883629421
H       -1.935705884      1.283644468     -0.750614286
H        1.530943184      3.154756578      0.062188928
H       -1.827525480     -0.203711966     -0.062188928
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000026313      0.151443792      0.000182127
Cl      -1.708422308     -1.447054865     -0.009485238
Cl       1.706921139     -1.448707039      0.010813239
N        1.469378210      1.606942170      0.018437182
H        1.356815103      2.283334555     -0.728141731
H        1.474575923      2.123065612      0.891211155
N       -1.467911037      1.608357587     -0.018949535
H       -1.354687919      2.285091520      0.727219698
H       -1.472610863      2.123958014     -0.892035186
H        2.385362457      1.184376678     -0.087727170
H       -2.384305018      1.186746977      0.087473459
./cisplatin-M062X_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.499023610      0.828207525      0.000000000
Cl       0.396407945     -1.469554805      0.000010094
Cl       2.796785944      0.930823108     -0.000010094
N        0.638074237      2.933886365      0.000017148
H        0.256546241      3.398585195     -0.826259068
H        0.256515487      3.398576764      0.826283950
N       -1.606655235      0.689156973     -0.000017148
H       -2.071354051      1.070684986      0.826259068
H       -2.071345620      1.070715740     -0.826283950
H        1.654505927      3.092119792      0.000037641
H       -1.764888698     -0.327274711     -0.000037641
./cisplatin-PBE0-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.477389639      0.849841496      0.000000000
Cl       0.368046758     -1.425832111      0.000004790
Cl       2.753063250      0.959184297     -0.000004790
N        0.627843400      2.912785315      0.000048421
H        0.245903705      3.363060045     -0.823866229
H        0.245928563      3.363019859      0.823996747
N       -1.585554185      0.699387809     -0.000048421
H       -2.035828901      1.081327520      0.823866229
H       -2.035788715      1.081302662     -0.823996747
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H        1.641961415      3.046580239      0.000041929
H       -1.719349145     -0.314730201     -0.000041929
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.549941301      0.777289832      0.000000000
Cl       0.475836221     -1.578157294      0.000048246
Cl       2.905388430      0.851394828     -0.000048246
N        0.533131764      2.815605723     -0.000064965
H        0.056340791      3.189311084     -0.821410161
H        0.055734587      3.189374398      0.820895983
N       -1.488374589      0.794099442      0.000064965
H       -1.862079934      1.270890428      0.821410161
H       -1.862143248      1.271496632     -0.820895983
H        1.482349352      3.189739990      0.000253966
H       -1.862508890     -0.155118133     -0.000253966
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVDZ-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000029572      0.166687271      0.000185135
Cl      -1.730204448     -1.433359941     -0.002183012
Cl       1.728690246     -1.435057499      0.003543252
N        1.494571459      1.603500182      0.010293093
H        1.444119290      2.262734239     -0.768353389
H        1.511549733      2.163884408      0.864382212
N       -1.493101151      1.604960993     -0.010809668
H       -1.441956829      2.264686513      0.767374959
H       -1.509582157      2.164767437     -0.865287501
H        2.407257662      1.146175786     -0.053152780
H       -2.406231378      1.148575613      0.053005701
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000020546      0.144147737      0.000185540
Cl      -1.723684479     -1.462919283     -0.004760360
Cl       1.722155685     -1.464598101      0.006103508
N        1.472321667      1.603203194      0.017102290
H        1.374824547      2.287587441     -0.736936582
H        1.483200930      2.137578884      0.889682449
N       -1.470855470      1.604629265     -0.017613473
H       -1.372685602      2.289377712      0.736007206
H       -1.481218488      2.138482982     -0.890519256
H        2.402767821      1.188835259     -0.080462094
H       -2.401705156      1.191229910      0.080208770
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039695      0.183895313      0.000191050
Cl      -1.697777327     -1.391760310     -0.000219274
Cl       1.696314703     -1.393419708      0.001613565
N        1.476157019      1.601381474      0.012314699
H        1.410112528      2.256422453     -0.759882817
H        1.486419210      2.140389522      0.872314742
N       -1.474691562      1.602815778     -0.012843645
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H       -1.407991475      2.258313943      0.758909263
H       -1.484445826      2.141252247     -0.873207746
H        2.372844320      1.127952314     -0.060686860
H       -2.371839284      1.130311974      0.060495022
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527284666      0.799946468      0.000000000
Cl       0.445432543     -1.511717866     -0.004262056
Cl       2.838949003      0.881798509      0.004262056
N        0.565871434      2.843137193     -0.012642083
H        0.175121677      3.232002288     -0.865194971
H        0.068060502      3.258317787      0.768447606
N       -1.515906061      0.761359772      0.012642083
H       -1.904771141      1.152109543      0.865194971
H       -1.931086636      1.259170719     -0.768447606
H        1.534553314      3.147124581      0.043932103
H       -1.819893483     -0.207322097     -0.043932103
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.526878632      0.800352502      0.000000000
Cl       0.440285374     -1.519061734     -0.000734051
Cl       2.846292871      0.886945678      0.000734051
N        0.566251636      2.837640684     -0.000181145
H        0.123133857      3.252229148     -0.822036671
H        0.121952354      3.252992583      0.820639291
N       -1.510409551      0.760979570      0.000181145
H       -1.924997999      1.204097364      0.822036671
H       -1.925761434      1.205278868     -0.820639291
H        1.541113834      3.148354888      0.000341148
H       -1.821123790     -0.213882617     -0.000341148
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527622699      0.799608435      0.000000000
Cl       0.445697226     -1.514264371     -0.002896620
Cl       2.841495508      0.881533826      0.002896620
N        0.565632750      2.843097156     -0.011924728
H        0.172394009      3.233076014     -0.862537788
H        0.070148170      3.257700692      0.770674796
N       -1.515866023      0.761598456      0.011924728
H       -1.905844868      1.154837211      0.862537788
H       -1.930469541      1.257083051     -0.770674796
H        1.533841377      3.148266626      0.042196504
H       -1.821035528     -0.206610160     -0.042196504
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.534823619      0.792407515      0.000000000
Cl       0.447216749     -1.559156836     -0.002365533
Cl       2.886387973      0.880014301      0.002365533
N        0.562283767      2.848568793      0.015976621
H        0.042715571      3.261922994     -0.752216166
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H        0.185616982      3.232650597      0.877522431
N       -1.521337660      0.764947439     -0.015976621
H       -1.934691843      1.284515651      0.752216166
H       -1.905419450      1.141614239     -0.877522431
H        1.525208713      3.166419734     -0.060804492
H       -1.839188636     -0.197977494      0.060804492
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.181508142
Cl      -0.014330842     -1.721790847     -1.408794958
Cl       0.014330842      1.721790847     -1.408794958
N       -0.001614384      1.498956714      1.614679856
H       -0.849791679      1.509614040      2.168194950
H        0.776988720      1.441608692      2.259690343
N        0.001614384     -1.498956714      1.614679856
H        0.849791679     -1.509614040      2.168194950
H       -0.776988720     -1.441608692      2.259690343
H        0.060596222      2.395371511      1.142814238
H       -0.060596222     -2.395371511      1.142814238
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000027290      0.157463270      0.000185814
Cl      -1.695622300     -1.429363970     -0.002215527
Cl       1.694123976     -1.431019594      0.003559468
N        1.450855439      1.596286767      0.014665329
H        1.357734904      2.271272729     -0.749627330
H        1.452362299      2.136181721      0.885099775
N       -1.449394497      1.597694316     -0.015174774
H       -1.355592266      2.273090366      0.748672051
H       -1.450405030      2.137019673     -0.885963153
H        2.379775801      1.173280389     -0.071468320
H       -2.378723617      1.175649332      0.071264667
./cisplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000039404      0.181314736      0.000197852
Cl      -1.710741626     -1.401316411      0.000869464
Cl       1.709254389     -1.403014485      0.000182453
N        1.490725500      1.603485415      0.008750582
H        1.435297583      2.249291651     -0.783512729
H        1.491350049      2.163502158      0.865877383
N       -1.489245584      1.604949329     -0.009178628
H       -1.432927584      2.251593404      0.782334972
H       -1.489648338      2.164007585     -0.866933781
H        2.394742540      1.120677027     -0.045312168
H       -2.393704332      1.123064592      0.045722600
./cisplatin-M06L-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.491464891      0.835766244      0.000000000
Cl       0.382108054     -1.470417722     -0.000071376
Cl       2.797648861      0.945122999      0.000071376
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N        0.650068172      2.942631275     -0.000067384
H        0.277031407      3.417820469     -0.822554926
H        0.276722888      3.417883109      0.822245102
N       -1.615400146      0.677163038      0.000067384
H       -2.090589326      1.050199820      0.822554926
H       -2.090651966      1.050508339     -0.822245102
H        1.667618030      3.089636174      0.000121994
H       -1.762405081     -0.340386815     -0.000121994
./cisplatin-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.472151521      0.855079615      0.000000000
Cl       0.357058519     -1.444926576      0.000012161
Cl       2.772157716      0.970172535     -0.000012161
N        0.638882653      2.925241780     -0.000008117
H        0.258673727      3.388265689     -0.833786967
H        0.258773778      3.388273882      0.833811837
N       -1.598010650      0.688348556      0.000008117
H       -2.061034546      1.068557499      0.833786967
H       -2.061042738      1.068457448     -0.833811837
H        1.669314334      3.050539622     -0.000066661
H       -1.723308529     -0.342083120      0.000066661
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.003622299      0.179752067     -0.049887842
Cl       1.729872241     -1.434120962     -0.196028272
Cl      -1.741609854     -1.419705757     -0.092740836
N       -1.461371462      1.622778006      0.069862935
H       -1.349368553      2.249016413      0.866509145
H       -1.504593055      2.204104246     -0.766732305
N        1.485559126      1.609535534     -0.000667671
H        2.390027594      1.160695033     -0.149759554
H        1.381473897      2.326109233     -0.718339774
H       -2.371145394      1.170198698      0.165948735
H        1.535015271      2.088244850      0.898271970
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.103676309      0.001417973      0.195850537
Cl      -0.337373355     -1.717861086     -1.406267741
Cl      -0.229245184      1.725307979     -1.413417763
N        0.104510143      1.441060676      1.640421318
H       -0.568523076      1.332195804      2.400341760
H        1.035016583      1.423622614      2.060620254
N        0.013965285     -1.442443138      1.646411727
H       -0.650793941     -1.288398331      2.405798879
H       -0.177963236     -2.366259128      1.257297898
H       -0.029103163      2.373477353      1.247447914
H        0.943794322     -1.481693076      2.066639566
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.537178327      0.790052806      0.000000000
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Cl       0.444944473     -1.575310082      0.005789281
Cl       2.902541219      0.882286577     -0.005789281
N        0.561416334      2.847828423     -0.018245464
H        0.216143408      3.231613297     -0.897640112
H        0.011762131      3.268856637      0.729975680
N       -1.520597290      0.765814872      0.018245464
H       -1.904382152      1.111087813      0.897640112
H       -1.941625484      1.315469090     -0.729975680
H        1.522489136      3.173485414      0.091669229
H       -1.846254316     -0.195257918     -0.091669229
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000033292      0.154470647      0.000188189
Cl      -1.691590736     -1.435718873     -0.007288297
Cl       1.690132979     -1.437334006      0.008647726
N        1.435767787      1.598883744      0.011961698
H        1.330077604      2.257817644     -0.759455250
H        1.416911439      2.142096522      0.875456757
N       -1.434315753      1.600252092     -0.012477942
H       -1.328012540      2.259538597      0.758553507
H       -1.414916625      2.142938386     -0.876291860
H        2.365388523      1.186152401     -0.064690294
H       -2.364333970      1.188457846      0.064393766
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.529972341      0.797258793      0.000000000
Cl       0.446228477     -1.525318823     -0.002790211
Cl       2.852549960      0.881002574      0.002790211
N        0.561981199      2.837437917     -0.018626530
H        0.199027214      3.223174809     -0.889456357
H        0.034508946      3.262593623      0.742496937
N       -1.510206784      0.765250007      0.018626530
H       -1.895943663      1.128204006      0.889456357
H       -1.935362471      1.292722276     -0.742496937
H        1.528120335      3.154490871      0.067695491
H       -1.827259773     -0.200889118     -0.067695491
./cisplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.553385867      0.773845266      0.000000000
Cl       0.475892576     -1.571636204     -0.000262174
Cl       2.898867340      0.851338474      0.000262174
N        0.537286043      2.821822399     -0.000035171
H        0.061624353      3.192620564     -0.819315945
H        0.061685873      3.192680439      0.819253170
N       -1.494591265      0.789945162      0.000035171
H       -1.865389413      1.265606866      0.819315945
H       -1.865449288      1.265545346     -0.819253170
H        1.484875350      3.191802751     -0.000088525
H       -1.864571651     -0.157644131      0.000088525
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11
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Pt       0.527342639      0.799888495      0.000000000
Cl       0.445361710     -1.511789361     -0.007604620
Cl       2.839020498      0.881869341      0.007604620
N        0.565759453      2.843218340     -0.018216042
H        0.190655020      3.226842712     -0.880117231
H        0.053884176      3.262798460      0.751254334
N       -1.515987208      0.761471754      0.018216042
H       -1.899611566      1.136576201      0.880117231
H       -1.935567309      1.273347046     -0.751254334
H        1.533252360      3.147725090      0.053723811
H       -1.820493992     -0.206021142     -0.053723811
./cisplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475569680      0.851661456      0.000000000
Cl       0.365638364     -1.431866048     -0.000006932
Cl       2.759097188      0.961592691      0.000006932
N        0.625396252      2.907958377      0.000208912
H        0.244246636      3.363932329     -0.825603511
H        0.244283646      3.363750671      0.826139601
N       -1.580727246      0.701834957     -0.000208912
H       -2.036701185      1.082984589      0.825603511
H       -2.036519526      1.082947580     -0.826139601
H        1.642620179      3.046519295      0.000215848
H       -1.719288201     -0.315388965     -0.000215848
./cisplatin-M06L-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486030308      0.841200827      0.000000000
Cl       0.370584267     -1.453386542     -0.000084220
Cl       2.780617682      0.956646787      0.000084220
N        0.651493937      2.945947458     -0.000092863
H        0.276615091      3.406160328     -0.819735805
H        0.276373720      3.406241866      0.819395310
N       -1.618716329      0.675737273      0.000092863
H       -2.078929185      1.050616136      0.819735805
H       -2.079010723      1.050857506     -0.819395310
H        1.664132918      3.072806996      0.000064504
H       -1.745575902     -0.336901703     -0.000064504
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527363767      0.799867367      0.000000000
Cl       0.442112642     -1.519263863     -0.003771571
Cl       2.846495000      0.885118410      0.003771571
N        0.565288759      2.836669400     -0.011224353
H        0.169886308      3.238219878     -0.863499301
H        0.072559369      3.262604133      0.775742641
N       -1.509438268      0.761942447      0.011224353
H       -1.910988732      1.157344912      0.863499301
H       -1.935372983      1.254671853     -0.775742641
H        1.538004519      3.149525700      0.039753420
H       -1.822294602     -0.210773301     -0.039753420
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./cisplatin-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.545276576      0.781954557      0.000000000
Cl       0.469955683     -1.543763516     -0.004576520
Cl       2.870994652      0.857275367      0.004576520
N        0.556674557      2.839299760      0.017891866
H        0.012324272      3.239492009     -0.752672283
H        0.170426063      3.207580744      0.893281365
N       -1.512068627      0.770556649     -0.017891866
H       -1.912260856      1.314906949      0.752672283
H       -1.880349597      1.156805157     -0.893281365
H        1.519261994      3.183850032     -0.065468734
H       -1.856618934     -0.192030776      0.065468734
./cisplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000000000      0.000000000      0.185479037
Cl       0.006824812     -1.728791363     -1.413228317
Cl      -0.006824812      1.728791363     -1.413228317
N        0.011637134      1.493276364      1.615629559
H       -0.757990570      1.434439007      2.279722740
H        0.871578004      1.513258300      2.160982027
N       -0.011637134     -1.493276364      1.615629559
H        0.757990570     -1.434439007      2.279722740
H       -0.871578004     -1.513258300      2.160982027
H       -0.063411881      2.397049585      1.148856972
H        0.063411881     -2.397049585      1.148856972
./cisplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000025243      0.152209999      0.000182109
Cl      -1.713110925     -1.445466406     -0.007959379
Cl       1.711601528     -1.447131700      0.009286921
N        1.473301450      1.607694391      0.017595540
H        1.364768584      2.280979100     -0.732526794
H        1.476763933      2.126858417      0.888688600
N       -1.471830925      1.609120063     -0.018108111
H       -1.362629319      2.282764079      0.731594644
H       -1.474803169      2.127746940     -0.889523133
H        2.387669841      1.180199748     -0.083881669
H       -2.386614242      1.182580370      0.083649274
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000029943      0.162519553      0.000183551
Cl      -1.694903336     -1.421791503     -0.004886895
Cl       1.693412709     -1.423445065      0.006220422
N        1.446842434      1.595612182      0.014766085
H        1.352525406      2.269967346     -0.749032635
H        1.448841384      2.132904833      0.886026535
N       -1.445382317      1.597015268     -0.015274213
H       -1.350376640      2.271783717      0.748073954
H       -1.446895730      2.133732427     -0.886890420
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H        2.372909391      1.168446322     -0.072907376
H       -2.371861243      1.170809922      0.072718992
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000030000      0.156579969      0.000218597
Cl      -1.684341636     -1.424851730     -0.004059712
Cl       1.682884868     -1.426462619      0.005595421
N        1.438637196      1.599292613      0.006648103
H        1.343137924      2.235466203     -0.780100831
H        1.403202001      2.158609543      0.854742018
N       -1.437185292      1.600675722     -0.007209655
H       -1.341283216      2.237058968      0.779320751
H       -1.400970197      2.159633891     -0.855506001
H        2.363102276      1.179625600     -0.045799904
H       -2.362071925      1.181926841      0.045149213
./cisplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000040220      0.184340508      0.000189886
Cl      -1.694961522     -1.390177190     -0.000984308
Cl       1.693500631     -1.391833675      0.002370223
N        1.474042101      1.600252485      0.012342716
H        1.407562842      2.256220350     -0.759311415
H        1.484802967      2.139586740      0.872380545
N       -1.472577628      1.601684413     -0.012868584
H       -1.405434372      2.258118524      0.758331269
H       -1.482839638      2.140436745     -0.873277373
H        2.371622715      1.128283450     -0.061324146
H       -2.370616317      1.130642651      0.061149188
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.000036521      0.176098885      0.000191737
Cl      -1.727255179     -1.411093424      0.000469767
Cl       1.725778052     -1.412778307      0.000930546
N        1.503553257      1.607145035      0.009054175
H        1.453689372      2.250120862     -0.771924104
H        1.511337254      2.162737256      0.856045086
N       -1.502083253      1.608605760     -0.009586480
H       -1.451580290      2.252049045      0.770965491
H       -1.509339167      2.163645022     -0.856944671
H        2.397424306      1.129327842     -0.046450361
H       -2.396418872      1.131697023      0.046246815
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.015022128      0.001079016      0.183019553
Cl      -0.030746842     -1.730856804     -1.420049814
Cl       0.157671537      1.730462276     -1.413597687
N        0.003880798      1.475534242      1.614102070
H       -0.811272787      1.459481905      2.232079100
H        0.833370903      1.439858114      2.212152043
N       -0.174024339     -1.471026844      1.607770535
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H        0.576508983     -1.453750737      2.302771575
H       -1.058232151     -1.434483471      2.121421901
H        0.011413871      2.389032516      1.150872353
H       -0.136038244     -2.385336252      1.147651089
./cisplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.495951998      0.831279137      0.000000000
Cl       0.388616428     -1.469544322     -0.000000220
Cl       2.796775461      0.938614626      0.000000220
N        0.630659336      2.925896142      0.000020022
H        0.242826092      3.377312074     -0.825410154
H        0.242794454      3.377302338      0.825440695
N       -1.598665012      0.696571874     -0.000020022
H       -2.050080930      1.084405134      0.825410154
H       -2.050071194      1.084436771     -0.825440695
H        1.642812588      3.085234533      0.000041335
H       -1.758003438     -0.315581373     -0.000041335
./cisplatin-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.473884192      0.853346944      0.000000000
Cl       0.358938080     -1.440794842      0.000013419
Cl       2.768025982      0.968292975     -0.000013419
N        0.643179364      2.934439528     -0.000007034
H        0.264334198      3.392571851     -0.831908550
H        0.264472690      3.392582017      0.831951630
N       -1.607208398      0.684051846      0.000007034
H       -2.065340707      1.062897028      0.831908550
H       -2.065350874      1.062758536     -0.831951630
H        1.670851859      3.049401695     -0.000084704
H       -1.722170602     -0.343620646      0.000084704
./cisplatin-M06L-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.488956590      0.838274545      0.000000000
Cl       0.376720883     -1.468249316     -0.000087038
Cl       2.795480455      0.950510170      0.000087038
N        0.652178752      2.943403574     -0.000090025
H        0.279690474      3.419083405     -0.822463858
H        0.279269321      3.419167706      0.822045398
N       -1.616172445      0.675052458      0.000090025
H       -2.091852263      1.047540753      0.822463858
H       -2.091936563      1.047961907     -0.822045398
H        1.670399017      3.086349531      0.000170060
H       -1.759118438     -0.343167802     -0.000170060
./cisplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.533487068      0.793744066      0.000000000
Cl       0.441758184     -1.559344637      0.002526224
Cl       2.886575774      0.885472866     -0.002526224
N        0.576924850      2.860618942      0.013427855
H        0.076661159      3.287364810     -0.764047561
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H        0.192091438      3.260537422      0.867331775
N       -1.533387810      0.750306358     -0.013427855
H       -1.960133660      1.250570063      0.764047561
H       -1.933306276      1.135139784     -0.867331775
H        1.546612419      3.170898455     -0.047950634
H       -1.843667357     -0.219381200      0.047950634
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.003797065      0.005130266      0.196400318
Cl      -0.013342108     -1.740576602     -1.398409542
Cl       0.010130900      1.726678394     -1.422657873
N        0.005279180      1.487370321      1.620519804
H       -0.807885169      1.454541206      2.234561607
H        0.835009802      1.461678683      2.212395739
N       -0.016737361     -1.474566331      1.625741275
H        0.791503920     -2.084076579      1.503977149
H       -0.005776201     -1.148920793      2.590821421
H       -0.004575504      2.395563051      1.155142647
H       -0.844275544     -2.059703476      1.514453394
./cisplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.530505941      0.796725193      0.000000000
Cl       0.441854383     -1.564437883      0.005342888
Cl       2.891669020      0.885376667     -0.005342888
N        0.559864178      2.844725657     -0.019623150
H        0.198908804      3.229152814     -0.891970685
H        0.027599320      3.265769497      0.740662816
N       -1.517494524      0.767367029      0.019623150
H       -1.901921668      1.128322416      0.891970685
H       -1.938538346      1.299631902     -0.740662816
H        1.525539372      3.161601792      0.071441416
H       -1.834370694     -0.198308154     -0.071441416
./cisplatin-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.475353478      0.851877658      0.000000000
Cl       0.360701569     -1.442149891      0.000008177
Cl       2.769381031      0.966529485     -0.000008177
N        0.640487326      2.929200054     -0.000006441
H        0.258374579      3.386032058     -0.831515035
H        0.258474105      3.386040848      0.831542864
N       -1.601968924      0.686743884      0.000006441
H       -2.058800914      1.068856647      0.831515035
H       -2.058809704      1.068757121     -0.831542864
H        1.667012436      3.053820290     -0.000064517
H       -1.726589197     -0.339781222      0.000064517
./cisplatin-M062X-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.082972247      0.000850822      0.189464609
Cl       0.320280703     -1.733254165     -1.392844415
Cl       0.161636906      1.730550452     -1.413416674
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N       -0.117306124      1.481791832      1.609850789
H       -0.958351197      1.390884681      2.186060457
H        0.677894907      1.531790731      2.252626119
N       -0.000211698     -1.476083584      1.625614577
H        0.147255604     -2.386977088      1.179344854
H        0.711834701     -1.383590141      2.355059499
H       -0.174592912      2.391335191      1.140735309
H       -0.905878287     -1.524180592      2.100450816
./cisplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.486370161      0.840860974      0.000000000
Cl       0.371644658     -1.453397062     -0.000179406
Cl       2.780628201      0.955586396      0.000179406
N        0.650691309      2.944285477     -0.000100020
H        0.274438840      3.403655645     -0.819561682
H        0.274260972      3.403740670      0.819233778
N       -1.617054347      0.676539902      0.000100020
H       -2.076424502      1.052792386      0.819561682
H       -2.076509527      1.052970255     -0.819233778
H        1.663009722      3.074670797      0.000016533
H       -1.747439704     -0.335778508     -0.000016533
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527478963      0.799752171      0.000000000
Cl       0.445984658     -1.513923571     -0.002392612
Cl       2.841154708      0.881246394      0.002392612
N        0.566125276      2.844666572     -0.012188871
H        0.175210869      3.233553706     -0.864526205
H        0.069207193      3.259179615      0.769693385
N       -1.517435440      0.761105930      0.012188871
H       -1.906322560      1.152020352      0.864526205
H       -1.931948465      1.258024028     -0.769693385
H        1.534874964      3.147945476      0.043925074
H       -1.820714378     -0.207643746     -0.043925074
./cisplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt      -0.001099238      0.170469517     -0.006428817
Cl       1.689235863     -1.408306822      0.008160559
Cl      -1.681747208     -1.418674080     -0.000717542
N       -1.449298265      1.604715608     -0.019447976
H       -1.326542029      2.285094857      0.725141380
H       -1.463353908      2.116077389     -0.897735756
N        1.438289619      1.613603626     -0.011845496
H        1.453832920      2.125011351     -0.890081528
H        1.307399680      2.293235337      0.732040555
H       -2.365198115      1.180420869      0.099478750
H        2.356149680      1.194975347      0.111945871
./cisplatin-H2O-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527416354      0.799814780      0.000000000
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Cl       0.434110896     -1.533162787     -0.006662622
Cl       2.860393924      0.893120155      0.006662622
N        0.576501093      2.851117968     -0.010963411
H        0.182656820      3.259571726     -0.871957217
H        0.083386434      3.285846763      0.783124686
N       -1.523886836      0.750730113      0.010963411
H       -1.932340579      1.144574401      0.871957217
H       -1.958615613      1.243844788     -0.783124686
H        1.562561890      3.155799696      0.040823884
H       -1.828568599     -0.235330672     -0.040823884
./cisplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527908211      0.799322923      0.000000000
Cl       0.442195744     -1.519947933      0.000478225
Cl       2.847179070      0.885035307     -0.000478225
N        0.565154947      2.836270460      0.000041477
H        0.119636175      3.249607468     -0.821157463
H        0.119324679      3.249503821      0.821125621
N       -1.509039327      0.762076260     -0.000041477
H       -1.922376320      1.207595046      0.821157463
H       -1.922272673      1.207906542     -0.821125621
H        1.538895427      3.150221248      0.000250081
H       -1.822990150     -0.211664210     -0.000250081
./cisplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
11

Pt       0.527721788      0.799509346      0.000000000
Cl       0.437797110     -1.526468805      0.006773350
Cl       2.853699942      0.889433941     -0.006773350
N        0.577394213      2.858895961      0.013492195
H        0.076246517      3.281609887     -0.772907789
H        0.189763655      3.251934564      0.876095867
N       -1.531664828      0.749836994     -0.013492195
H       -1.954378737      1.250984705      0.772907789
H       -1.924703418      1.137467566     -0.876095867
H        1.558733416      3.154224985     -0.046337747
H       -1.826993887     -0.231502199      0.046337747

./carboplatin-CPCM-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.205020661     -0.362170927     -0.367715543
N        0.527822752      1.307200723      0.579355293
H        0.168641897      1.442948536      1.537313698
H        1.557391692      1.332786563      0.643890476
N        0.474299132     -1.682181052      1.054211157
H        1.502437256     -1.720255269      1.134952309
H        0.110183015     -1.503427104      2.003059064
H        0.247479924      2.143081987      0.039780173
H        0.165489527     -2.634288447      0.796034645
O       -0.963766248      0.913740345     -1.731877938
O       -0.989944466     -1.975406071     -1.286651983
C       -1.175365912      0.534459132     -2.986970000
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C       -1.159217903     -2.012180374     -2.602367306
O       -1.758888408      1.285750727     -3.779587071
O       -1.701651789     -2.988985942     -3.136627422
C       -0.627042458     -0.828767370     -3.439246279
C        0.949982176     -0.896147397     -3.569760074
C       -0.709591529     -1.107611951     -4.965035452
C        0.769762449     -1.574629425     -4.953436888
H        1.488782661     -1.447262796     -2.774603687
H        1.379511491      0.122379441     -3.649975259
H       -1.473811532     -1.847775543     -5.264413059
H       -0.859817521     -0.158340151     -5.511265012
H        0.857129258     -2.676624507     -4.883108156
H        1.422512208     -1.216645897     -5.773084695
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206835847     -0.361103427     -0.411600221
N       -0.557791508      1.312662549      0.543907427
H       -1.569639245      1.323938006      0.588011110
H       -0.219079613      1.430531087      1.491410335
N       -0.481459814     -1.702188506      1.015888682
H       -0.124805961     -1.522491235      1.946815128
H       -1.491534035     -1.731788172      1.086883847
H       -0.275894947      2.137361293      0.025028760
H       -0.175578239     -2.633946473      0.756625760
O        0.974802291      0.918986680     -1.783479005
O        1.023251899     -1.964724559     -1.344439311
C        1.211271218      0.530806971     -3.004466810
C        1.200188630     -1.989445972     -2.634317253
O        1.824116546      1.243500400     -3.789984541
O        1.751793113     -2.935755209     -3.181657702
C        0.649675178     -0.814057039     -3.444900216
C        0.654187551     -1.079934289     -4.954557569
C       -0.909847121     -0.893478895     -3.496437861
C       -0.782842634     -1.603047759     -4.849766041
H        1.418457199     -1.760005960     -5.322186128
H        0.715543320     -0.139248201     -5.497040344
H       -1.401789530     -1.414360731     -2.675968504
H       -1.346212543      0.101266031     -3.583668601
H       -0.811916090     -2.685523519     -4.736221018
H       -1.484424502     -1.318305841     -5.631008931
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.208201873     -0.364285725     -0.411200304
N       -0.548931728      1.311899410      0.545721295
H       -1.560978540      1.330163605      0.583067840
H       -0.215949163      1.424082307      1.495933214
N       -0.488448428     -1.703630998      1.013489734
H       -0.131774269     -1.527521734      1.945083260
H       -1.498776962     -1.727091224      1.083105135
H       -0.257813347      2.136297098      0.031488104
H       -0.188093194     -2.636778073      0.752883365
O        0.984343536      0.913502694     -1.781204784
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O        1.017273192     -1.971019068     -1.345463670
C        1.220012852      0.524743271     -3.002054432
C        1.193974547     -1.995315082     -2.635331385
O        1.839382043      1.233633034     -3.786030755
O        1.740541194     -2.944002194     -3.183758855
C        0.650013017     -0.815905270     -3.444480797
C        0.653073825     -1.079858805     -4.954529337
C       -0.909931962     -0.886211177     -3.496129918
C       -0.787089461     -1.594413526     -4.850532435
H        1.413181018     -1.764187125     -5.322950591
H        0.720180411     -0.138948775     -5.495935986
H       -1.405003429     -1.405521425     -2.676576396
H       -1.340422546      0.111217527     -3.581739504
H       -0.822748848     -2.676862424     -4.738594197
H       -1.486908621     -1.304339090     -5.631387610
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.207038292     -0.363440414     -0.397575980
N       -0.550235309      1.286836955      0.554069195
H       -1.563748677      1.280501669      0.621706284
H       -0.187163194      1.413910504      1.494390869
N       -0.476105518     -1.690660052      1.009908845
H       -0.088457696     -1.530602852      1.935113759
H       -1.487574509     -1.691967113      1.104045958
H       -0.290353570      2.111564714      0.017881571
H       -0.198869828     -2.627219517      0.724924550
O        0.963673172      0.911856101     -1.773812683
O        1.010913176     -1.959436728     -1.344453754
C        1.221438459      0.527543761     -2.986069306
C        1.176009645     -1.998555277     -2.630454818
O        1.861289438      1.219021010     -3.763522822
O        1.694009745     -2.953875299     -3.187587022
C        0.646421247     -0.810923359     -3.443732179
C        0.662903116     -1.071738480     -4.958226194
C       -0.916679050     -0.877945801     -3.503347918
C       -0.785340348     -1.593104882     -4.863455801
H        1.425148423     -1.755006442     -5.319708668
H        0.720160989     -0.127458966     -5.493352445
H       -1.416479847     -1.399994958     -2.690274247
H       -1.338341016      0.121772072     -3.600617031
H       -0.814807339     -2.674505178     -4.745498705
H       -1.477542793     -1.296924238     -5.647480469
./carboplatin-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.198638517     -0.362543308     -0.381339621
N       -0.537550006      1.309847091      0.558441758
H       -1.559664594      1.321272333      0.617568071
H       -0.176713887      1.438001647      1.508246782
N       -0.485663022     -1.682768316      1.038846049
H       -0.116333912     -1.499368937      1.976108195
H       -1.506751801     -1.703467601      1.112823344
H       -0.256249628      2.132216819      0.013860648
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H       -0.181801053     -2.625494965      0.772240455
O        0.966085178      0.905029448     -1.747381841
O        0.989376750     -1.972672900     -1.298198292
C        1.201468361      0.518834925     -2.986323721
C        1.178979659     -2.009127717     -2.602145525
O        1.819870898      1.247460041     -3.768915053
O        1.743808585     -2.971845921     -3.130836162
C        0.639552718     -0.833958038     -3.438122933
C        0.689792030     -1.106895047     -4.962052707
C       -0.937089970     -0.896893134     -3.534302373
C       -0.789968970     -1.563259588     -4.924687044
H        1.436394244     -1.840617219     -5.284863421
H        0.830525521     -0.166567540     -5.507330018
H       -1.449021940     -1.451828129     -2.739022562
H       -1.366312730      0.111971225     -3.592980196
H       -0.886181487     -2.655059024     -4.866277523
H       -1.447882451     -1.192618914     -5.720485323
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.122022000      0.010809000     -0.045820000
N       -2.360802000      1.581325000      0.302728000
H       -3.257652000      1.476210000     -0.166575000
H       -2.554140000      1.703973000      1.294065000
N       -2.511481000     -1.289341000      0.663586000
H       -2.709842000     -1.133786000      1.649420000
H       -3.396470000     -1.216544000      0.166126000
H       -1.944697000      2.447205000     -0.034304000
H       -2.190178000     -2.250449000      0.568910000
O        0.254441000      1.307924000     -0.809395000
O        0.111579000     -1.558354000     -0.460352000
C        1.526137000      1.096574000     -0.745796000
C        1.394585000     -1.422115000     -0.514843000
O        2.333924000      1.875428000     -1.249841000
O        2.120397000     -2.318687000     -0.944010000
C        2.006961000     -0.135933000      0.020046000
C        1.810754000      0.104852000      1.555405000
C        3.522715000     -0.138910000      0.274010000
C        3.273022000      0.587324000      1.610426000
H        1.672206000     -0.846998000      2.066339000
H        1.022403000      0.796053000      1.845107000
H        3.866016000     -1.157047000      0.439442000
H        4.148005000      0.346918000     -0.469227000
H        3.865796000      0.277983000      2.467105000
H        3.334473000      1.668225000      1.496693000
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.111143784     -0.360122322     -0.354707873
N        0.497223149      1.416917516      0.548042511
H        0.073898592      1.619783276      1.446811632
H        1.499660956      1.540643276      0.636304162
N        0.456614956     -1.811614902      1.030674845
H        1.455074861     -1.919638163      1.169509251
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H        0.017562332     -1.740687847      1.941969627
H        0.151878283      2.103477124     -0.125657996
H        0.106219454     -2.657933999      0.577393820
O       -0.761313101      0.930822642     -1.701146162
O       -0.795257748     -1.973573555     -1.270775208
C       -1.086573061      0.567208937     -2.927261182
C       -1.063396136     -2.005227358     -2.561057300
O       -1.659319831      1.322143258     -3.673405875
O       -1.570610417     -2.973972951     -3.071071608
C       -0.609207234     -0.804485541     -3.399596617
C        0.944710848     -0.892414583     -3.586650851
C       -0.752343209     -1.074370554     -4.906367138
C        0.693362941     -1.611700249     -4.927221066
H        1.503352771     -1.417303733     -2.812775813
H        1.366033579      0.102999237     -3.724163328
H       -1.544920199     -1.759786870     -5.187171026
H       -0.854495277     -0.132151765     -5.437477043
H        0.715171379     -2.692520647     -4.806256396
H        1.325122906     -1.326843000     -5.765072375
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195722172     -0.369389497     -0.387658975
N       -0.539155957      1.274267120      0.553852106
H       -1.559240515      1.298745385      0.603122895
H       -0.196884164      1.398117604      1.508454940
N       -0.497427499     -1.676685471      1.006179854
H       -0.151487248     -1.499146482      1.950783997
H       -1.516571654     -1.710818569      1.069324026
H       -0.251881339      2.104578735      0.029933540
H       -0.188356575     -2.618450607      0.753341677
O        0.956171630      0.894694873     -1.725807395
O        0.978951500     -1.957583278     -1.299566297
C        1.180475102      0.531818971     -2.961550882
C        1.158989405     -1.996586099     -2.593182560
O        1.770006441      1.268661093     -3.742967980
O        1.695018727     -2.958616436     -3.130260250
C        0.635957905     -0.818363578     -3.423404761
C        0.715818411     -1.087451841     -4.938382286
C       -0.927250745     -0.891891971     -3.547851034
C       -0.747184364     -1.571410536     -4.919645700
H        1.484020959     -1.805859450     -5.249924043
H        0.841985316     -0.140365284     -5.477968317
H       -1.459976549     -1.437840269     -2.756335600
H       -1.359385146      0.116416771     -3.632535340
H       -0.817310581     -2.666068682     -4.842153552
H       -1.403698225     -1.231125271     -5.732927074
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.233773202     -0.365479471     -0.406305861
N        0.533926949      1.226578314      0.583422695
H        0.200422154      1.282972422      1.546733541
H        1.553523101      1.200406086      0.623378534
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N        0.499873659     -1.638282804      0.988535816
H        1.520149405     -1.638059549      1.013664397
H        0.178690549     -1.411367546      1.930469995
H        0.274998015      2.101194843      0.124888383
H        0.203731562     -2.596172065      0.794728772
O       -1.030005170      0.905163948     -1.785279401
O       -1.056763299     -1.960461571     -1.374230846
C       -1.245240090      0.525975664     -3.006530757
C       -1.209718985     -1.982425585     -2.661177356
O       -1.875029712      1.234788754     -3.799823947
O       -1.750126830     -2.937782361     -3.228745978
C       -0.657691890     -0.803473281     -3.467659073
C        0.909094500     -0.875971332     -3.485337553
C       -0.632205749     -1.064669335     -4.985087726
C        0.804900015     -1.612433051     -4.839299110
H        1.383391167     -1.392836890     -2.645216848
H        1.330224240      0.129811301     -3.590895096
H       -1.403918129     -1.727832517     -5.384035382
H       -0.639566573     -0.112443590     -5.523112510
H        0.810007872     -2.698486300     -4.697678602
H        1.528413453     -1.339066854     -5.612535099
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195992373     -0.366338319     -0.399291804
N       -0.532052918      1.290122887      0.535336321
H       -1.545198042      1.304503576      0.594930867
H       -0.173751169      1.414895776      1.476961869
N       -0.507084462     -1.668989100      1.001183184
H       -0.146524044     -1.492296428      1.933419988
H       -1.519946256     -1.679780671      1.067713590
H       -0.252006549      2.106125153     -0.002298491
H       -0.213757189     -2.606308070      0.738935113
O        0.969664348      0.883314045     -1.749975746
O        0.976803460     -1.960764246     -1.311091758
C        1.208455492      0.508415314     -2.971342735
C        1.171492762     -2.001933435     -2.594951562
O        1.828920561      1.220202362     -3.746561444
O        1.725881788     -2.953206396     -3.123879160
C        0.643659558     -0.831474044     -3.426765949
C        0.689381709     -1.101028326     -4.938972170
C       -0.919059986     -0.889093599     -3.516601360
C       -0.777486376     -1.563814842     -4.892249097
H        1.434455790     -1.821887213     -5.268619453
H        0.814558856     -0.164869022     -5.480406159
H       -1.431131472     -1.431611125     -2.722697392
H       -1.342555970      0.113805295     -3.585331225
H       -0.863614321     -2.648428019     -4.820935696
H       -1.437790935     -1.209914322     -5.683638742
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.257925275     -0.366761069     -0.417635898
N       -0.499131442      1.272187193      0.581923227
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H       -1.521767803      1.304394129      0.592960920
H       -0.204652786      1.317672418      1.561086976
N       -0.523436693     -1.654231707      0.995600752
H       -0.413512174     -1.328443387      1.959385823
H       -1.524436076     -1.824337273      0.868443035
H       -0.194081502      2.149432064      0.152107037
H       -0.073012830     -2.571862906      0.951768515
O        1.093044299      0.896963218     -1.792099371
O        1.072531945     -1.980851349     -1.377673051
C        1.253102046      0.518066791     -3.036195682
C        1.211901098     -1.995462961     -2.679444189
O        1.840279952      1.243809511     -3.845100385
O        1.743280436     -2.955577134     -3.245984483
C        0.657029130     -0.811785198     -3.469900512
C        0.614410035     -1.077816563     -4.980889630
C       -0.904516022     -0.880252417     -3.478705906
C       -0.813060713     -1.614431608     -4.822852401
H        1.382424447     -1.746782580     -5.389988602
H        0.634794094     -0.127363690     -5.529081806
H       -1.384427299     -1.386524466     -2.628099749
H       -1.333801758      0.127418747     -3.577892778
H       -0.824688293     -2.704831333     -4.683838731
H       -1.548890357     -1.352981198     -5.595022124
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.120283367     -0.010784593      0.050083011
N       -2.492463657      1.295795158     -0.683323423
H       -2.665523361      1.166054396     -1.684682892
H       -3.401601076      1.220027233     -0.216551076
N       -2.339321341     -1.592156403     -0.330605623
H       -3.312085747     -1.433498616     -0.051096167
H       -2.356860964     -1.838768022     -1.325004071
H       -2.178973689      2.263747895     -0.562225003
H       -2.019707510     -2.425908754      0.171967144
O        0.089390638      1.562066184      0.491803899
O        0.236306985     -1.306289170      0.838751491
C        1.386978180      1.434229329      0.511426526
C        1.519782372     -1.100409157      0.749439383
O        2.115354883      2.344210545      0.901490833
O        2.330585717     -1.891257295      1.227121539
C        1.992960768      0.138039659     -0.017854535
C        3.514369941      0.139298008     -0.250091308
C        1.814772699     -0.109488553     -1.555639509
C        3.283043749     -0.586024014     -1.592697984
H        4.124914138     -0.360958042      0.510137939
H        3.863927743      1.167032213     -0.402572576
H        1.026598496     -0.812905623     -1.855998426
H        1.675492704      0.847008348     -2.078648642
H        3.346742072     -1.676088399     -1.475661541
H        3.890662628     -0.273073325     -2.450415990
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt       0.203555230     -0.363585545     -0.396976407
N       -0.535978811      1.297839844      0.549215216
H       -1.549595279      1.304366726      0.614787304
H       -0.173017492      1.422625134      1.489889127
N       -0.501887021     -1.679675669      1.010244804
H       -0.112403990     -1.525355920      1.935666654
H       -1.513309749     -1.665591210      1.103876102
H       -0.264639624      2.117922471      0.011559618
H       -0.238708794     -2.620434876      0.725710273
O        0.980916589      0.900076500     -1.771761811
O        0.990305658     -1.971042341     -1.338161568
C        1.239162588      0.511288629     -2.982578124
C        1.160917506     -2.014164225     -2.623400043
O        1.889604566      1.194653070     -3.758276854
O        1.668601177     -2.977095941     -3.176736837
C        0.650522046     -0.821020320     -3.440924294
C        0.671152737     -1.084414620     -4.954925584
C       -0.913001309     -0.868901511     -3.508165140
C       -0.783814709     -1.587868440     -4.866457830
H        1.426716702     -1.777560015     -5.311540243
H        0.742662052     -0.141733204     -5.491139531
H       -1.423106901     -1.383305377     -2.696577222
H       -1.321815947      0.135780411     -3.609207726
H       -0.826985537     -2.668621001     -4.746938052
H       -1.468544676     -1.284535340     -5.654310842
./carboplatin-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.101589509     -0.342118478     -0.327651574
N        0.576667194      1.476889776      0.411576944
H        0.147658560      1.783264007      1.293084646
H        1.595024735      1.570103005      0.503980133
N        0.399986355     -1.702202757      1.159152204
H        1.406469825     -1.862582766      1.284191741
H       -0.012359538     -1.527652709      2.083434659
H        0.265087286      2.126179481     -0.332095434
H       -0.014918057     -2.574903501      0.787869346
O       -0.706855884      0.878219859     -1.783677270
O       -0.881295276     -2.005437986     -1.099374787
C       -1.004250362      0.421368891     -3.009586270
C       -1.168195732     -2.106171819     -2.407084088
O       -1.508172453      1.179774607     -3.835366246
O       -1.787521755     -3.083741875     -2.821080456
C       -0.614017366     -1.029851898     -3.352722148
C        0.954993596     -1.129736318     -3.563575560
C       -0.783253214     -1.331636140     -4.868242721
C        0.721671865     -1.017917697     -5.093915448
H        1.325418116     -2.125385224     -3.259699369
H        1.564563214     -0.355090083     -3.064976614
H       -1.034734814     -2.395398150     -5.012111041
H       -1.514877519     -0.692528699     -5.387588545
H        1.292410493     -1.715775072     -5.732037480
H        0.879397249      0.011978777     -5.459633632
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt       0.217262602     -0.368125762     -0.406093490
N       -0.542270609      1.311981450      0.557924437
H       -1.562156594      1.341543275      0.616707865
H       -0.200102135      1.444535928      1.512026872
N       -0.492314804     -1.717107526      1.015007406
H       -0.125628853     -1.569695652      1.957600500
H       -1.510059181     -1.738315619      1.107338047
H       -0.265840490      2.149371335      0.039246935
H       -0.213010066     -2.663955613      0.746079195
O        1.003750906      0.918685466     -1.769067533
O        1.027150667     -1.978136600     -1.345652087
C        1.219313889      0.536056334     -3.006464360
C        1.191214898     -1.998197069     -2.647440615
O        1.818966964      1.260016194     -3.797703350
O        1.721042682     -2.956742096     -3.203947966
C        0.650021191     -0.808432640     -3.448160030
C        0.657865684     -1.071091497     -4.960131651
C       -0.909956534     -0.884577497     -3.502824475
C       -0.780390007     -1.595023569     -4.857834295
H        1.430973662     -1.755930273     -5.330868319
H        0.719675178     -0.119938723     -5.504126199
H       -1.412598460     -1.407749546     -2.675625401
H       -1.348376527      0.120596927     -3.593650704
H       -0.807734082     -2.687780154     -4.741269859
H       -1.489492970     -1.312339844     -5.648199935
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.205056740     -0.364061197     -0.410843482
N       -0.540812053      1.313334044      0.548813712
H       -1.552653992      1.337140752      0.586490216
H       -0.207246543      1.421210070      1.499265641
N       -0.492298494     -1.696913373      1.016729761
H       -0.131312323     -1.520482387      1.946555204
H       -1.502361596     -1.715216787      1.090490194
H       -0.245213344      2.137836921      0.037353908
H       -0.197414149     -2.632266827      0.757845929
O        0.983617800      0.907861363     -1.784305474
O        1.004349162     -1.973135304     -1.348278339
C        1.223457432      0.518705322     -3.002138144
C        1.188769035     -1.998077481     -2.635231264
O        1.850799900      1.225644560     -3.784197896
O        1.739985945     -2.947655951     -3.180648810
C        0.649943605     -0.819164361     -3.448345056
C        0.651186542     -1.083276104     -4.958313191
C       -0.910337175     -0.884423104     -3.499897638
C       -0.788953428     -1.597366207     -4.851743957
H        1.411290748     -1.765656161     -5.330589241
H        0.713681962     -0.141511126     -5.498942599
H       -1.406815566     -1.399506276     -2.678568312
H       -1.335889809      0.114745534     -3.590043385
H       -0.824637802     -2.679388145     -4.735392395
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H       -1.488885586     -1.308730544     -5.633194393
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.202045054     -0.361570921     -0.397186384
N       -0.544555154      1.294223805      0.551208387
H       -1.558378380      1.295863222      0.615508598
H       -0.183597539      1.417973118      1.492889437
N       -0.491302806     -1.679638428      1.012642319
H       -0.100350776     -1.521162410      1.936842582
H       -1.502615625     -1.670833092      1.109046117
H       -0.276304437      2.117167233      0.016216345
H       -0.223655676     -2.619569854      0.729284281
O        0.968081185      0.906126966     -1.774454419
O        0.995315557     -1.964539918     -1.339580327
C        1.230793058      0.517570944     -2.983929014
C        1.166492701     -2.007087072     -2.624329366
O        1.880554606      1.202734882     -3.759123764
O        1.680559070     -2.966932669     -3.177754624
C        0.648787661     -0.817553864     -3.442862497
C        0.670464939     -1.081611022     -4.956820306
C       -0.914395334     -0.874246005     -3.509873993
C       -0.781094095     -1.594599290     -4.866989495
H        1.430558845     -1.769652612     -5.313658516
H        0.735080637     -0.138564358     -5.493302869
H       -1.421814102     -1.389896584     -2.697431107
H       -1.328395475      0.128103963     -3.612952496
H       -0.816782386     -2.675409582     -4.745465009
H       -1.468184519     -1.297249221     -5.655052891
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.248222461     -0.379066863     -0.422819751
N        0.481726197      1.272886299      0.558529606
H        0.333776961      1.239362118      1.566932987
H        1.483538637      1.399568382      0.417899170
N        0.591173449     -1.636274006      0.972432257
H        1.583174989     -1.797695887      0.800396946
H        0.517335360     -1.290839336      1.929075526
H        0.033448101      2.126582485      0.226514245
H        0.141590787     -2.551207636      0.957991422
O       -1.144637060      0.861249216     -1.782389575
O       -1.042890621     -2.013207950     -1.370753656
C       -1.314094802      0.473251208     -3.016097185
C       -1.210263247     -2.020212017     -2.663923963
O       -1.955234122      1.171007946     -3.816581805
O       -1.762225977     -2.976991108     -3.226725170
C       -0.674589420     -0.832402881     -3.460658382
C        0.889175165     -0.855855853     -3.458029254
C       -0.614994271     -1.091241620     -4.973342591
C        0.830492258     -1.579380652     -4.810617484
H        1.371435440     -1.360920851     -2.612409980
H        1.288110846      0.162553260     -3.541175301
H       -1.355788198     -1.781961458     -5.389750222
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H       -0.662595253     -0.141373136     -5.516535446
H        0.880124022     -2.667603893     -4.681285651
H        1.557740231     -1.280578536     -5.573805753
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.202572671     -0.365302467     -0.410133021
N       -0.541786473      1.313057637      0.549230473
H       -1.553518202      1.337192075      0.589178248
H       -0.205710060      1.423017201      1.498545068
N       -0.496930390     -1.698474892      1.016344265
H       -0.137259604     -1.522332142      1.946736037
H       -1.507105169     -1.716585885      1.088796723
H       -0.247127309      2.136222608      0.035092757
H       -0.202032195     -2.633963653      0.757833145
O        0.982490698      0.907246809     -1.781931956
O        1.001155982     -1.974468772     -1.347348559
C        1.223761837      0.518980997     -2.999865464
C        1.187850418     -1.998612737     -2.634103146
O        1.850941282      1.227089641     -3.780844580
O        1.739013715     -2.948340664     -3.179110332
C        0.651255878     -0.818842978     -3.447552883
C        0.655142500     -1.082472710     -4.957603788
C       -0.908931945     -0.883477218     -3.502040336
C       -0.785265698     -1.596385159     -4.853664801
H        1.415805408     -1.764897269     -5.328604506
H        0.718838058     -0.140535499     -5.497770928
H       -1.407243730     -1.398148365     -2.681529198
H       -1.333716195      0.115952477     -3.593227683
H       -0.821011766     -2.678381751     -4.737202287
H       -1.483882699     -1.307890055     -5.636352259
./carboplatin-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.101555510     -0.359429516     -0.325745277
N        0.482421018      1.426665033      0.559356209
H        0.058345972      1.626150604      1.468827289
H        1.493541831      1.558453186      0.641098193
N        0.471488098     -1.801953002      1.055918491
H        1.479349497     -1.897795359      1.201921726
H        0.020688060     -1.728736888      1.971576844
H        0.124180458      2.116731864     -0.118192780
H        0.129912216     -2.662406862      0.601437649
O       -0.781455500      0.929473110     -1.677321688
O       -0.778101295     -1.994734308     -1.233401977
C       -1.079140645      0.555737597     -2.926994870
C       -1.062077348     -2.018787092     -2.539485084
O       -1.641094269      1.338140058     -3.679471313
O       -1.606448274     -2.999489562     -3.025728928
C       -0.602178612     -0.824548721     -3.395320235
C        0.962980114     -0.901663837     -3.618748909
C       -0.774837305     -1.103014678     -4.910956511
C        0.698870427     -1.575826512     -4.986319716
H        1.536760649     -1.454196131     -2.863354823
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H        1.388331565      0.105888742     -3.720231521
H       -1.549043222     -1.835009438     -5.162148568
H       -0.954682058     -0.162602163     -5.444157574
H        0.782778036     -2.668363388     -4.926066196
H        1.298273107     -1.219035506     -5.833619443
./carboplatin-SMD-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.228573447     -0.351361432     -0.394189589
N        0.549067884      1.268908356      0.582391034
H        0.198951209      1.350042833      1.542807531
H        1.572223542      1.231225017      0.634753850
N        0.490124375     -1.627159615      1.033735437
H        1.514183468     -1.623179869      1.079146802
H        0.142613244     -1.396514262      1.970316863
H        0.301394129      2.134892046      0.092312423
H        0.196588416     -2.588093968      0.827956980
O       -1.011910723      0.910537928     -1.774956604
O       -1.050851540     -1.952262436     -1.328922110
C       -1.217036825      0.522253279     -3.015261991
C       -1.210192255     -1.987286031     -2.633483798
O       -1.825839785      1.257146576     -3.810774446
O       -1.774571426     -2.954712966     -3.170262132
C       -0.651893699     -0.823741586     -3.462759871
C        0.926035831     -0.904573569     -3.521984395
C       -0.661940977     -1.101804402     -4.986281192
C        0.794606786     -1.616516311     -4.889892860
H        1.417208828     -1.434565066     -2.697433765
H        1.355800343      0.101369838     -3.613265028
H       -1.429755836     -1.794046489     -5.349237330
H       -0.726307619     -0.157564521     -5.539366943
H        0.838123508     -2.708079359     -4.783204698
H        1.489259580     -1.305266759     -5.679273178
./carboplatin-M06L-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.127753728     -0.365492068     -0.357369613
N       -0.529719938      1.435429399      0.519622969
H       -1.538690119      1.576035157      0.577388306
H       -0.140644005      1.678523233      1.431202018
N       -0.451128688     -1.866444239      1.006540346
H       -0.036319995     -1.824096072      1.938085342
H       -1.451944791     -2.020166393      1.132036003
H       -0.169846038      2.123279158     -0.153397788
H       -0.073568979     -2.705606791      0.549823124
O        0.814918269      0.957237273     -1.687895034
O        0.875087988     -1.984108770     -1.264451890
C        1.088430548      0.588464092     -2.937103288
C        1.116232465     -1.987267687     -2.571589090
O        1.618402188      1.369326017     -3.704251869
O        1.648330956     -2.948638127     -3.093956504
C        0.616115520     -0.790650746     -3.388729708
C        0.727776142     -1.059216509     -4.896644073
C       -0.936776458     -0.898445482     -3.547495529
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C       -0.704238548     -1.611077151     -4.886480235
H        1.533351038     -1.737736077     -5.200298939
H        0.816634722     -0.108259085     -5.435922541
H       -1.487855325     -1.423468386     -2.751234314
H       -1.381870558      0.100127801     -3.675830995
H       -0.715385662     -2.703612124     -4.767907192
H       -1.367737451     -1.344489194     -5.721268515
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.196046818     -0.367233814     -0.399620144
N       -0.521450567      1.291962284      0.537007751
H       -1.534648629      1.312201898      0.595690494
H       -0.163592221      1.412119662      1.479499427
N       -0.511479895     -1.665294280      1.001983543
H       -0.149677750     -1.488891749      1.933890364
H       -1.524428209     -1.671079850      1.069177704
H       -0.236019939      2.107923816      0.001941737
H       -0.222570127     -2.604387368      0.740858186
O        0.974176712      0.878590188     -1.750597945
O        0.965993557     -1.965818268     -1.311923965
C        1.214246199      0.502079546     -2.970706697
C        1.163604258     -2.007109239     -2.594838677
O        1.841668091      1.209567614     -3.744834190
O        1.715630187     -2.960239109     -3.123652638
C        0.642374106     -0.834279455     -3.427819827
C        0.687634741     -1.104550740     -4.940028028
C       -0.920508232     -0.883725541     -3.519001783
C       -0.780934247     -1.561916585     -4.893079339
H        1.430324967     -1.827903990     -5.269527875
H        0.815801709     -0.168839220     -5.481572018
H       -1.436494186     -1.421398633     -2.724372518
H       -1.337995686      0.121478505     -3.590809765
H       -0.870726816     -2.646075732     -4.819243437
H       -1.439667831     -1.207532710     -5.685549368
./carboplatin-M06L-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.099879481     -0.369694495     -0.356997919
N       -0.483242404      1.452747160      0.515852053
H       -1.479842641      1.615047644      0.582095033
H       -0.075431716      1.664954479      1.417499177
N       -0.526710522     -1.853266077      0.997853343
H       -0.114344653     -1.813997833      1.921299607
H       -1.526503360     -1.960559208      1.111114183
H       -0.103681407      2.114148787     -0.161053661
H       -0.173278000     -2.690057279      0.534608601
O        0.826327077      0.923535061     -1.682557791
O        0.784585335     -2.007543507     -1.258333236
C        1.130978811      0.546835796     -2.914502612
C        1.064787992     -2.023087635     -2.550634570
O        1.710982037      1.302533063     -3.661058199
O        1.576535471     -2.997083351     -3.055713698
C        0.626426168     -0.813519687     -3.378358705
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C        0.756741433     -1.081626002     -4.882478337
C       -0.925832098     -0.868477956     -3.564855962
C       -0.694067276     -1.577949323     -4.903753599
H        1.532567971     -1.785451210     -5.168823912
H        0.893905229     -0.142914909     -5.413335613
H       -1.497128543     -1.381051152     -2.789856292
H       -1.334537743      0.134633761     -3.687115962
H       -0.749214369     -2.659875556     -4.797762899
H       -1.322595264     -1.278633339     -5.740258038
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206714826     -0.362384321     -0.398200355
N       -0.549832506      1.290028502      0.552896671
H       -1.564084734      1.291361514      0.606784546
H       -0.198508676      1.411176165      1.498269347
N       -0.481995249     -1.688047461      1.009877831
H       -0.114039274     -1.516175366      1.940800448
H       -1.494839352     -1.703570658      1.085021921
H       -0.276240424      2.113989851      0.022540208
H       -0.186264081     -2.622468302      0.736859431
O        0.968120269      0.911321246     -1.774988806
O        1.009431624     -1.961373527     -1.344714788
C        1.223426669      0.526689094     -2.987420435
C        1.176679402     -1.999280666     -2.630213523
O        1.860865725      1.218850219     -3.766325565
O        1.695902241     -2.954452740     -3.186735753
C        0.648491018     -0.811637808     -3.443955606
C        0.663284215     -1.073716707     -4.957910890
C       -0.914634597     -0.877373338     -3.502702406
C       -0.783366355     -1.598626129     -4.859517988
H        1.426834029     -1.754957749     -5.320648941
H        0.716557931     -0.129737145     -5.494241691
H       -1.414959006     -1.393755884     -2.686245141
H       -1.334033732      0.122797659     -3.606113180
H       -0.808470850     -2.679672242     -4.735910060
H       -1.477732103     -1.309336975     -5.644334286
./carboplatin-M06L-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.000342916     -0.321895795     -0.112353067
N        0.001185299      1.533506802      0.884086205
H       -0.816058403      1.741848674      1.443399402
H        0.818550546      1.740286545      1.443801020
N       -0.001955538     -1.764486926      1.421873109
H        0.815083398     -1.782760183      2.018823964
H       -0.819378682     -1.781435707      2.018337675
H        0.001990021      2.165570859      0.083018593
H       -0.002486122     -2.620102221      0.866313946
O        0.001220761      0.934645977     -1.636503706
O       -0.001664992     -1.995738233     -1.163515374
C        0.001340858      0.598493404     -2.910886369
C       -0.000919001     -2.083088657     -2.478709381
O        0.002401060      1.479803335     -3.747453583
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O       -0.001312318     -3.185902618     -2.989208347
C        0.000205890     -0.854717476     -3.388069717
C        1.071107119     -1.071862607     -4.513945205
C       -1.070963786     -1.070114323     -4.514052107
C       -0.000316820     -1.608886841     -5.463394333
H        1.884703802     -1.745051991     -4.252852413
H        1.465965010     -0.109731697     -4.828643966
H       -1.885702634     -1.741959842     -4.253051101
H       -1.464224215     -0.107336441     -4.828772131
H       -0.001176908     -2.693307941     -5.510481384
H        0.000055583     -1.206128866     -6.474890741
./carboplatin-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.106952483     -0.358051630     -0.322872115
N        0.486905807      1.432179459      0.555856315
H        0.060359118      1.642551430      1.461383343
H        1.497853076      1.562286038      0.637794977
N        0.471279287     -1.809567017      1.052904510
H        1.478778119     -1.908443609      1.196878637
H        0.019846904     -1.746818512      1.968685868
H        0.131535602      2.114145161     -0.131168427
H        0.128470634     -2.663130697      0.586854492
O       -0.789824786      0.933411354     -1.671756216
O       -0.791579680     -1.992251491     -1.228720007
C       -1.073748446      0.561903985     -2.926137992
C       -1.062696303     -2.017313525     -2.538222076
O       -1.620390214      1.348552213     -3.683726125
O       -1.596431653     -3.000663182     -3.028589314
C       -0.601219527     -0.821181764     -3.390186043
C        0.963006189     -0.904225061     -3.616143803
C       -0.777123018     -1.099441053     -4.905266298
C        0.693980905     -1.579631903     -4.982385552
H        1.536014219     -1.457048218     -2.860493664
H        1.392171585      0.101395639     -3.720125256
H       -1.554374259     -1.829175752     -5.153380662
H       -0.954239052     -0.158227100     -5.437782307
H        0.771079626     -2.672406486     -4.919084497
H        1.294605361     -1.229201050     -5.831446796
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.226153246     -0.355799865     -0.408372434
N        0.535844668      1.246889214      0.567678172
H        0.187396079      1.321888879      1.520038253
H        1.550413086      1.213396328      0.623147512
N        0.485344032     -1.616576837      1.007582144
H        1.500151079     -1.600625319      1.064147052
H        0.130330386     -1.395653577      1.934324321
H        0.290120139      2.109249711      0.088403987
H        0.209869319     -2.573255750      0.800467882
O       -0.994798805      0.889782995     -1.779498327
O       -1.028789688     -1.938651067     -1.343385371
C       -1.210892334      0.512913795     -2.999991612
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C       -1.188045071     -1.981591180     -2.627518943
O       -1.824646241      1.231942633     -3.785613724
O       -1.733091118     -2.942739296     -3.165027334
C       -0.645981610     -0.821040523     -3.454654589
C        0.918026103     -0.894590414     -3.516987448
C       -0.659392431     -1.095064327     -4.966856746
C        0.785520544     -1.612177020     -4.870230278
H        1.415450890     -1.413037145     -2.698368572
H        1.340389269      0.105762399     -3.618782940
H       -1.425417778     -1.776120209     -5.332311951
H       -0.714102111     -0.155304732     -5.514104650
H        0.823074840     -2.695777368     -4.753467233
H        1.476687009     -1.314174095     -5.657746179
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.001980728     -0.013618567     -0.205569492
N       -2.251643669      1.405616970      0.546973811
H       -3.204440831      1.362613335      0.178824012
H       -2.329665488      1.388937846      1.565997421
N       -2.122778833     -1.588195584      0.435980643
H       -2.201355539     -1.654291867      1.453052843
H       -3.075741526     -1.599241784      0.066409878
H       -1.882009098      2.326661393      0.296720525
H       -1.675288587     -2.452701749      0.119777496
O        0.078641633      1.503889447     -0.917302215
O        0.212893110     -1.378094746     -1.005745964
C        1.365436762      1.393848031     -1.131855507
C        1.492715409     -1.161792431     -1.171332200
O        1.993802593      2.284949493     -1.687970493
O        2.208664467     -1.990462077     -1.718303836
C        2.073591991      0.143380338     -0.614556449
C        2.199322219      0.057854535      0.947656127
C        3.612124372      0.173819237     -0.684161553
C        3.678292642     -0.337902241      0.768025355
H        1.525498159     -0.644365841      1.458917781
H        2.083065610      1.052140614      1.404160163
H        4.060598837     -0.453873409     -1.464080355
H        3.958776791      1.210009466     -0.785806025
H        3.814698899     -1.428070971      0.813890706
H        4.405822806      0.138316563      1.440614330
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.228863687     -0.359144602     -0.403233816
N        0.531830945      1.247116253      0.586139083
H        0.188319715      1.308699686      1.542205198
H        1.547756224      1.218393726      0.635151795
N        0.511060441     -1.625919438      1.005456079
H        1.527620674     -1.607593158      1.042611713
H        0.172772525     -1.403850238      1.939147519
H        0.277281435      2.113583445      0.116803018
H        0.232519145     -2.584090422      0.803905022
O       -1.028115314      0.897480120     -1.796039840

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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O       -1.037537251     -1.962388986     -1.372904797
C       -1.250283326      0.513213664     -3.010697425
C       -1.185334216     -1.997429692     -2.656367992
O       -1.881684705      1.211606313     -3.800737235
O       -1.694694530     -2.964281561     -3.217966842
C       -0.661236889     -0.812943160     -3.467261873
C        0.903574540     -0.870850119     -3.503329350
C       -0.647110897     -1.079894586     -4.980623527
C        0.789884175     -1.620730999     -4.844938121
H        1.394052458     -1.366971506     -2.668648014
H        1.311317821      0.131673045     -3.626191183
H       -1.413581248     -1.743383904     -5.370337148
H       -0.662167028     -0.136957269     -5.521466857
H        0.799071936     -2.698840586     -4.694454975
H        1.500854068     -1.356848797     -5.623349443
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.207166002     -0.366782115     -0.410493463
N       -0.545121781      1.304749686      0.553611943
H       -1.556853649      1.321549756      0.597082214
H       -0.207071271      1.415297926      1.502215395
N       -0.479029118     -1.706722352      1.015524536
H       -0.117553269     -1.530531093      1.945231868
H       -1.488829876     -1.730946014      1.091356338
H       -0.258160221      2.131265903      0.040376493
H       -0.179433156     -2.639857714      0.753858414
O        0.973636906      0.912371118     -1.782217273
O        1.011576884     -1.969080854     -1.352505453
C        1.214293726      0.527368209     -3.001218479
C        1.193040629     -1.991035082     -2.639917554
O        1.836211306      1.239611938     -3.782782346
O        1.746142063     -2.937554212     -3.188699440
C        0.647450277     -0.812696458     -3.449544046
C        0.647542209     -1.073479009     -4.960084143
C       -0.912574803     -0.885996890     -3.498814351
C       -0.789632264     -1.595563380     -4.852244625
H        1.410688984     -1.750886155     -5.335158092
H        0.704084435     -0.130146377     -5.498640348
H       -1.405204992     -1.405223474     -2.677765855
H       -1.343422460      0.111145771     -3.586437094
H       -0.819136514     -2.677980811     -4.737934473
H       -1.492503036     -1.309231087     -5.631929174
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.221132805     -0.360908037     -0.396532837
N        0.528193146      1.265443763      0.585937320
H        0.187759508      1.328530486      1.551333990
H        1.552605283      1.251320354      0.627451165
N        0.512634573     -1.624985232      1.029800729
H        1.537071986     -1.615043229      1.068569861
H        0.171327373     -1.391639506      1.968125344
H        0.255606218      2.132013150      0.109871198
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H        0.223617613     -2.589445353      0.833164174
O       -1.024529428      0.891704684     -1.772675355
O       -1.020930111     -1.970290021     -1.333280679
C       -1.241028548      0.502090882     -3.007951539
C       -1.198807199     -2.001374838     -2.633160632
O       -1.877618832      1.226762684     -3.795281305
O       -1.770746219     -2.969192793     -3.167047533
C       -0.655980590     -0.832340587     -3.465891745
C        0.923347452     -0.886866401     -3.522785366
C       -0.659685934     -1.105910686     -4.990506772
C        0.806080149     -1.594073491     -4.894097587
H        1.421104351     -1.412905433     -2.699650092
H        1.335745209      0.126843383     -3.608029542
H       -1.414542580     -1.809516531     -5.358707866
H       -0.738994759     -0.161351305     -5.541247244
H        0.871147993     -2.685234846     -4.793714959
H        1.495063161     -1.263983867     -5.680821738
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.224322067     -0.358405196     -0.402408181
N        0.537855937      1.239951764      0.593344013
H        0.194013626      1.297921692      1.549725804
H        1.553775351      1.207443860      0.643883605
N        0.492235418     -1.629336397      1.010588968
H        1.509061940     -1.625096423      1.050228925
H        0.155920388     -1.399008861      1.943173886
H        0.287384129      2.110733206      0.129444038
H        0.200838196     -2.584776926      0.813205929
O       -1.002227928      0.903880814     -1.797324709
O       -1.034116825     -1.954445046     -1.374976399
C       -1.235715596      0.520959274     -3.010137307
C       -1.185053258     -1.989382934     -2.657978624
O       -1.869316972      1.222116283     -3.796212877
O       -1.700995934     -2.953415705     -3.218634005
C       -0.655908967     -0.808021907     -3.470441332
C        0.908385159     -0.874430422     -3.511462810
C       -0.647846691     -1.074444458     -4.984022677
C        0.786114406     -1.624356289     -4.852230417
H        1.399799417     -1.372297031     -2.678365747
H        1.320470806      0.126023643     -3.636957587
H       -1.419640078     -1.732994888     -5.371549142
H       -0.658548815     -0.131093148     -5.524267574
H        0.788575972     -2.702404663     -4.700988292
H        1.496569397     -1.365473010     -5.632766497
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.198683091     -0.373946489     -0.406976754
N       -0.554390950      1.305005259      0.550389107
H       -1.566109041      1.326090090      0.592279977
H       -0.216453824      1.419021540      1.498600253
N       -0.515690645     -1.718219668      1.005678308
H       -0.159123116     -1.553516468      1.939389817
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H       -1.526233333     -1.734599361      1.073398061
H       -0.263192342      2.126778033      0.032056910
H       -0.221817292     -2.651057948      0.736611927
O        0.991523541      0.905792375     -1.765457317
O        1.003407959     -1.981887390     -1.343296340
C        1.230999867      0.522381618     -2.987318785
C        1.188287772     -2.001122022     -2.632248209
O        1.855132957      1.234117352     -3.764712509
O        1.730269851     -2.951982947     -3.181165085
C        0.658584117     -0.813980951     -3.439249779
C        0.671710611     -1.070084158     -4.950479885
C       -0.901461985     -0.875424287     -3.502744267
C       -0.773126672     -1.574311310     -4.861524045
H        1.429401113     -1.758562529     -5.316116200
H        0.750886447     -0.127021590     -5.486445728
H       -1.404303015     -1.398702111     -2.690418949
H       -1.326740528      0.124680328     -3.583207764
H       -0.818478514     -2.657267455     -4.758609393
H       -1.464459056     -1.272532682     -5.645562364
./carboplatin-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.105965989     -0.357046704     -0.324369351
N        0.492455519      1.425641284      0.557898895
H        0.065081744      1.634258968      1.463657851
H        1.504320613      1.546963014      0.644748156
N        0.453195084     -1.805378490      1.056845827
H        1.459344201     -1.905626874      1.210592394
H       -0.004833576     -1.733382250      1.968913491
H        0.145185648      2.114976998     -0.126046822
H        0.111688539     -2.662519417      0.596255592
O       -0.771445550      0.936410134     -1.675380480
O       -0.792993955     -1.985709841     -1.231317581
C       -1.062450965      0.566653175     -2.928644439
C       -1.066992349     -2.010310341     -2.540125126
O       -1.609229647      1.354504208     -3.685060862
O       -1.610292027     -2.988861745     -3.029959100
C       -0.597010298     -0.818497901     -3.393670354
C        0.966797883     -0.910079130     -3.619276048
C       -0.773743535     -1.096590101     -4.908815328
C        0.694155171     -1.586953461     -4.983980020
H        1.537958183     -1.463994344     -2.862944289
H        1.400438978      0.093357862     -3.725985481
H       -1.556032160     -1.820747993     -5.157273833
H       -0.943467344     -0.154425297     -5.442033267
H        0.763469397     -2.680077910     -4.917618061
H        1.297673443     -1.242916615     -5.833540770
./carboplatin-M06L-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.111760964     -0.365896845     -0.356541611
N        0.514546073      1.447168980      0.517320835
H        0.111440033      1.671367137      1.418059211
H        1.514644356      1.586275832      0.581800567
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N        0.466595364     -1.868155948      1.005870215
H        1.461454757     -2.002911830      1.131269548
H        0.042085916     -1.821227072      1.923418423
H        0.150551264      2.114992807     -0.161775220
H        0.096720950     -2.693256440      0.534566995
O       -0.799734801      0.943098443     -1.690135468
O       -0.832524025     -1.988451972     -1.262971043
C       -1.093037870      0.573517761     -2.927209619
C       -1.092301550     -1.999157257     -2.559543364
O       -1.637808255      1.345832128     -3.683273037
O       -1.616223144     -2.963529104     -3.070384528
C       -0.617913294     -0.800193404     -3.382622658
C        0.934470541     -0.890251802     -3.555018129
C       -0.740333056     -1.067748038     -4.887793470
C        0.700385597     -1.593995712     -4.896286505
H        1.486088898     -1.414057776     -2.773364159
H        1.366452500      0.103550630     -3.673820935
H       -1.527696650     -1.757013361     -5.178771570
H       -0.854045177     -0.127145876     -5.420970611
H        0.732691662     -2.677030432     -4.792322758
H        1.342557883     -1.306133619     -5.726630118
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.212887634     -0.363430080     -0.394927856
N       -0.542399585      1.276048409      0.565043033
H       -1.563696604      1.293692982      0.604049572
H       -0.209256153      1.388846895      1.524982278
N       -0.459844409     -1.693115777      1.007412896
H       -0.105544656     -1.517508957      1.949948883
H       -1.478781808     -1.734363432      1.079261406
H       -0.253642551      2.113991180      0.052743989
H       -0.145059067     -2.630829408      0.743506094
O        0.953865678      0.924922193     -1.754931645
O        1.015271602     -1.954357921     -1.336282052
C        1.185994961      0.555761407     -2.985209533
C        1.171691274     -1.987436499     -2.630734753
O        1.779077754      1.277043017     -3.775614369
O        1.683819776     -2.944844494     -3.195264605
C        0.634209894     -0.796975992     -3.441588093
C        0.672738051     -1.063294186     -4.957149520
C       -0.928834963     -0.887055481     -3.519659517
C       -0.767166309     -1.614385825     -4.872947042
H        1.459840654     -1.742000492     -5.303674767
H        0.719730779     -0.110222111     -5.496868621
H       -1.437644836     -1.408892949     -2.697758575
H       -1.364264872      0.115700293     -3.637761054
H       -0.770253413     -2.704401611     -4.738966351
H       -1.465431822     -1.343243932     -5.674738804
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.246135542     -0.359405971     -0.400323969
N       -0.525744712      1.247782087      0.589152886
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H       -1.549163185      1.225426406      0.645605132
H       -0.184332515      1.326034442      1.553041413
N       -0.494126007     -1.641613317      1.001699268
H       -0.152974065     -1.441691493      1.947712568
H       -1.517857661     -1.629940979      1.053458312
H       -0.279957334      2.125529584      0.119511154
H       -0.222807299     -2.608027713      0.791565675
O        1.040555862      0.907533750     -1.780382218
O        1.060976166     -1.956915242     -1.366960092
C        1.228983397      0.536660359     -3.015810705
C        1.188480434     -1.990334702     -2.662546604
O        1.815187050      1.259660126     -3.818989301
O        1.682796579     -2.961400809     -3.232255170
C        0.651774206     -0.801550755     -3.465582178
C        0.647312682     -1.071941876     -4.980368903
C       -0.913538251     -0.878979593     -3.505076247
C       -0.785916603     -1.628810590     -4.848786342
H        1.429995453     -1.738338265     -5.360904885
H        0.660168446     -0.120665097     -5.525459999
H       -1.405067813     -1.385633667     -2.663504037
H       -1.338219836      0.126905440     -3.631027862
H       -0.779999708     -2.716204654     -4.694200891
H       -1.505353820     -1.374430242     -5.636696017
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.119730730     -0.012474995      0.039558246
N       -2.476275392      1.357761263     -0.647847319
H       -2.677132977      1.256447802     -1.638384315
H       -3.365246805      1.330912329     -0.156887320
N       -2.341595022     -1.621911269     -0.298232689
H       -3.220358589     -1.574085502      0.208956909
H       -2.568308030     -1.753367399     -1.279681525
H       -2.087832976      2.288560096     -0.513936756
H       -1.859718214     -2.461725901      0.014390315
O        0.094514378      1.552470545      0.459829655
O        0.230630227     -1.330243387      0.772018144
C        1.380256814      1.415353256      0.538812885
C        1.508182046     -1.121708116      0.729902259
O        2.100490276      2.293353363      0.993715228
O        2.308879898     -1.903094183      1.223552971
C        1.993111431      0.129981342     -0.012598799
C        3.512723789      0.142531106     -0.241025419
C        1.817869321     -0.078773403     -1.554679041
C        3.290895214     -0.530615975     -1.610450876
H        4.115158227     -0.383799570      0.492820107
H        3.860139248      1.167136727     -0.345752552
H        1.047764112     -0.779328459     -1.870129931
H        1.660137901      0.877698903     -2.051677344
H        3.374510793     -1.613605123     -1.542620597
H        3.886844058     -0.174686449     -2.446994237
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt       0.202555016     -0.364837015     -0.400662373
N       -0.535249280      1.289170455      0.533238021
H       -1.548305832      1.296983988      0.594434207
H       -0.175600868      1.418009287      1.473702399
N       -0.492987110     -1.671835429      1.001133741
H       -0.128710735     -1.496186243      1.932036177
H       -1.505462115     -1.685668016      1.071136775
H       -0.261311006      2.105187774     -0.007333432
H       -0.197467312     -2.606985873      0.734231642
O        0.970124517      0.889133525     -1.754858758
O        0.992126713     -1.957534360     -1.314520392
C        1.203237225      0.513543321     -2.976940163
C        1.180914024     -1.996046247     -2.599276419
O        1.816995074      1.227074120     -3.755938726
O        1.739775494     -2.943193548     -3.130985233
C        0.641355321     -0.828922693     -3.428195104
C        0.678608373     -1.098367213     -4.940584939
C       -0.921537155     -0.894351645     -3.507284453
C       -0.786181479     -1.566670360     -4.884828820
H        1.424271246     -1.816459115     -5.274966970
H        0.796925311     -0.161848909     -5.482958466
H       -1.424694089     -1.441153761     -2.710681863
H       -1.351152009      0.106236570     -3.570969034
H       -0.868177229     -2.651669451     -4.814576721
H       -1.452745085     -1.213961931     -5.671480106
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.216859529     -0.360768770     -0.407860563
N        0.549534226      1.243658899      0.559487481
H        0.219343432      1.314960124      1.522619447
H        1.568999541      1.223107025      0.597556675
N        0.531541813     -1.610500804      0.997183372
H        1.550946207     -1.591974166      1.034601942
H        0.196320364     -1.389542588      1.935393438
H        0.287728331      2.111303002      0.090743291
H        0.257308271     -2.574315266      0.804246941
O       -1.024847317      0.883595826     -1.769211795
O       -1.027794683     -1.955457414     -1.332574656
C       -1.245412819      0.498768419     -2.990914775
C       -1.201653269     -1.991651969     -2.619546668
O       -1.882612781      1.213512287     -3.774199310
O       -1.763002702     -2.955098243     -3.153988844
C       -0.664593182     -0.829394809     -3.451631801
C        0.904071734     -0.886597173     -3.510735906
C       -0.675703436     -1.101938518     -4.968349865
C        0.782814421     -1.592984166     -4.875577877
H        1.403786000     -1.414041035     -2.690667895
H        1.318602071      0.124950387     -3.597992829
H       -1.434911189     -1.800905948     -5.333547835
H       -0.751225328     -0.157203588     -5.516931174
H        0.843538416     -2.683282094     -4.771172452
H        1.471388417     -1.268552187     -5.664057350
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt       0.206626290     -0.365686666     -0.402035072
N       -0.538539587      1.295148357      0.542981435
H       -1.557174060      1.320351482      0.572679432
H       -0.210569605      1.406031844      1.501861852
N       -0.511424803     -1.678234437      1.003249854
H       -0.135188048     -1.522001814      1.937617388
H       -1.527405660     -1.671092828      1.087020706
H       -0.237332217      2.124321074      0.029315444
H       -0.242588135     -2.624371956      0.729773999
O        1.001200524      0.904109962     -1.774432720
O        0.998795463     -1.985216930     -1.337667640
C        1.260055751      0.502865361     -2.984339959
C        1.177502747     -2.017008428     -2.625396302
O        1.930516519      1.177616018     -3.762476636
O        1.708053802     -2.975291019     -3.181558730
C        0.655007923     -0.825484363     -3.442675285
C        0.661825798     -1.087707728     -4.960019985
C       -0.911423784     -0.864812268     -3.492292901
C       -0.801578833     -1.575094279     -4.860960595
H        1.412657016     -1.794003071     -5.322239064
H        0.741823541     -0.138699042     -5.497631123
H       -1.414691090     -1.389442968     -2.673917649
H       -1.317521152      0.149239779     -3.580193847
H       -0.857988993     -2.662942026     -4.748659294
H       -1.493332396     -1.252946824     -5.645132319
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.214062577     -0.364894236     -0.414014971
N       -0.555885372      1.305601168      0.538919628
H       -1.573747725      1.331386524      0.562142766
H       -0.241268289      1.419743787      1.501033738
N       -0.497623307     -1.699410651      1.005587439
H       -0.141325530     -1.533956721      1.945348115
H       -1.513321023     -1.718101347      1.079792437
H       -0.258264601      2.141474675      0.036815509
H       -0.208711082     -2.642690153      0.748269569
O        1.007932975      0.916874683     -1.781692942
O        1.037322368     -1.975874712     -1.344367001
C        1.240385447      0.519608003     -3.005632645
C        1.214997372     -1.992830447     -2.639512827
O        1.877312846      1.223849989     -3.793156095
O        1.781904388     -2.938063599     -3.191849989
C        0.656521352     -0.817650675     -3.447842185
C        0.643109877     -1.082255027     -4.960497205
C       -0.905336383     -0.886155470     -3.479400133
C       -0.801810226     -1.587951977     -4.842113808
H        1.401700826     -1.774534797     -5.340309777
H        0.707844938     -0.134866367     -5.506248793
H       -1.392688789     -1.415974673     -2.651551693
H       -1.337819450      0.119788123     -3.553499493
H       -0.844849301     -2.678735885     -4.734102935
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H       -1.513136879     -1.284732986     -5.619245720
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.214619534     -0.364636790     -0.414760250
N       -0.555366302      1.310765416      0.538176182
H       -1.573185159      1.335466712      0.570429696
H       -0.233895876      1.431330314      1.497364092
N       -0.498638246     -1.700779934      1.008733418
H       -0.125585088     -1.548076906      1.944286342
H       -1.513271429     -1.706184405      1.100321025
H       -0.264847899      2.146099049      0.030797689
H       -0.228505860     -2.647077956      0.741797330
O        1.009842453      0.917305674     -1.784870914
O        1.036702857     -1.979134153     -1.345290975
C        1.242948412      0.517311049     -3.007770580
C        1.215066634     -1.995157308     -2.640392799
O        1.882037717      1.219296061     -3.795558819
O        1.781818791     -2.940483176     -3.192726785
C        0.657026525     -0.819612581     -3.448661174
C        0.642544602     -1.084330876     -4.961276214
C       -0.904832474     -0.886418238     -3.478808445
C       -0.803715243     -1.586178991     -4.842826946
H        1.399233553     -1.778836133     -5.340779258
H        0.710229368     -0.137299162     -5.507273997
H       -1.391688674     -1.417490606     -2.651401716
H       -1.336619775      0.119996739     -3.550516699
H       -0.850107934     -2.677037717     -4.737108807
H       -1.514503477     -1.279188849     -5.619010407
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.192800204     -0.348615603     -0.391309059
N       -0.607293909      1.358335201      0.431567364
H       -1.633508821      1.343296795      0.494038056
H       -0.253794933      1.568895088      1.373726390
N       -0.464383771     -1.584599258      1.113828602
H       -0.121997776     -1.321386478      2.046981094
H       -1.488736624     -1.644652032      1.177608876
H       -0.357509858      2.159828768     -0.164608824
H       -0.121746811     -2.538083600      0.930557103
O        0.913282421      0.852872206     -1.851864360
O        1.076459874     -1.990502885     -1.181272760
C        1.132627429      0.397136614     -3.072470120
C        1.313684011     -2.073430102     -2.478804314
O        1.675908683      1.118656621     -3.927916967
O        2.012851292     -2.995257536     -2.936970775
C        0.662575031     -1.033485899     -3.402414606
C        0.696767147     -1.358263063     -4.920874866
C       -0.918350631     -1.106020922     -3.471949229
C       -0.819464990     -1.035382681     -5.020556791
H        0.918931822     -2.427315728     -5.075165678
H        1.388329442     -0.743186054     -5.519803270
H       -1.285166069     -2.082567134     -3.109417929
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H       -1.461288701     -0.304052983     -2.943160645
H       -1.445358508     -1.747112531     -5.586826366
H       -1.008308945     -0.015459576     -5.400049935
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.211411176     -0.369412342     -0.405936599
N        0.525209021      1.244530551      0.569904108
H        0.190665860      1.303026511      1.528421914
H        1.541120646      1.236652445      0.608446767
N        0.545821260     -1.617636636      0.996508820
H        1.560966544     -1.582658190      1.036949443
H        0.201273568     -1.404224261      1.929042486
H        0.249614164      2.104344419      0.102340857
H        0.284685111     -2.579182321      0.793316960
O       -1.027468263      0.864069949     -1.763877070
O       -0.991855649     -1.966294426     -1.340528412
C       -1.251587980      0.487466006     -2.981327076
C       -1.173237547     -2.003754510     -2.620425110
O       -1.894685493      1.196013015     -3.755600719
O       -1.717068060     -2.969732620     -3.154002216
C       -0.661745850     -0.831039991     -3.450557815
C        0.903263992     -0.869101708     -3.523646389
C       -0.679916414     -1.098107831     -4.964097380
C        0.778017278     -1.580136631     -4.880905816
H        1.416288207     -1.382481938     -2.711548256
H        1.302320915      0.141212728     -3.620260445
H       -1.431960996     -1.795042958     -5.328562797
H       -0.760746898     -0.157554873     -5.506710600
H        0.844456744     -2.663287854     -4.773103279
H        1.455288026     -1.258019304     -5.670970386
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.209935714     -0.365964421     -0.413054494
N       -0.562721901      1.303380287      0.539860340
H       -1.580573565      1.327515326      0.564575071
H       -0.246716092      1.418842201      1.501358524
N       -0.502690769     -1.702303222      1.004608843
H       -0.149351974     -1.536608255      1.945444170
H       -1.518531189     -1.723518668      1.076057405
H       -0.267229662      2.139440154      0.036791895
H       -0.210747396     -2.644716401      0.747545588
O        1.004114760      0.917781936     -1.778163121
O        1.035743826     -1.975513606     -1.343076109
C        1.239877454      0.521942678     -3.001994771
C        1.216106158     -1.991530517     -2.637942382
O        1.876929016      1.228120654     -3.787555910
O        1.783641425     -2.936587697     -3.189746541
C        0.659078138     -0.815867797     -3.446630840
C        0.650009463     -1.079163645     -4.959540373
C       -0.902626612     -0.886463004     -3.482416103
C       -0.794485389     -1.587049482     -4.845417121
H        1.410634484     -1.770007104     -5.337824369
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H        0.714966435     -0.131199325     -5.504241353
H       -1.391383020     -1.417657997     -2.656250383
H       -1.336317767      0.118932004     -3.556935041
H       -0.836129624     -2.677963449     -4.738421948
H       -1.504224901     -1.284193419     -5.624159986
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.224342860     -0.365873432     -0.418690172
N        0.500176980      1.283831094      0.572570514
H        0.206036686      1.310655552      1.542883853
H        1.513472876      1.320713745      0.569843029
N        0.573398974     -1.625920509      0.998804006
H        1.568064409     -1.769437044      0.863076067
H        0.451165799     -1.284549383      1.945930684
H        0.171321628      2.139700983      0.138751835
H        0.133457335     -2.538557918      0.953280129
O       -1.080725330      0.872265503     -1.793669227
O       -1.008541797     -1.992307974     -1.368034255
C       -1.276559315      0.486181024     -3.016253180
C       -1.189060627     -2.012725018     -2.651533252
O       -1.904102989      1.192160708     -3.809799551
O       -1.733326215     -2.973929911     -3.199128056
C       -0.670287440     -0.830761119     -3.463672743
C        0.891690038     -0.866767415     -3.497355430
C       -0.643910818     -1.100462233     -4.972391851
C        0.793403570     -1.612044097     -4.832254886
H        1.386926862     -1.352443194     -2.657550843
H        1.291679982      0.140090209     -3.610732487
H       -1.398674216     -1.776676626     -5.366572521
H       -0.683910549     -0.160486079     -5.518145930
H        0.825555411     -2.690773972     -4.686864194
H        1.504398614     -1.342235664     -5.609620551
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.196665916     -0.364069989     -0.402338674
N       -0.553199591      1.281285411      0.530935873
H       -1.571031958      1.293398976      0.576270767
H       -0.211210646      1.405291750      1.482865789
N       -0.497519086     -1.667963745      0.998670890
H       -0.153364001     -1.479909617      1.939084733
H       -1.514453009     -1.701045690      1.054766154
H       -0.270453932      2.108831317      0.005390445
H       -0.183262732     -2.606522673      0.751148525
O        0.965805760      0.897623753     -1.756055705
O        1.002906059     -1.957620102     -1.309985175
C        1.211504058      0.513370339     -2.976703279
C        1.202256897     -1.990275343     -2.597033125
O        1.842988266      1.226423842     -3.755032306
O        1.787193202     -2.933272684     -3.126731225
C        0.649133501     -0.830728933     -3.431389932
C        0.680762711     -1.100399697     -4.948289623
C       -0.917949439     -0.900376086     -3.500386610
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C       -0.790882478     -1.560175526     -4.889318699
H        1.426507411     -1.827175783     -5.285111945
H        0.806136454     -0.159198686     -5.493651998
H       -1.413874901     -1.462113879     -2.700741202
H       -1.353151159      0.105372822     -3.548328023
H       -0.882777807     -2.651713442     -4.831639334
H       -1.461422485     -1.189389105     -5.673525331
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.105380738     -0.360088360     -0.343670189
N        0.489395665      1.399711726      0.539054921
H        0.077711802      1.605617598      1.446761381
H        1.495663312      1.532762901      0.612920750
N        0.452400915     -1.787519679      1.029057162
H        1.453863941     -1.902063058      1.168916424
H        0.014199611     -1.713723038      1.944767043
H        0.132550855      2.090660105     -0.129630787
H        0.099313662     -2.641380758      0.583947884
O       -0.758334812      0.922987324     -1.681871364
O       -0.782719642     -1.973854707     -1.241680951
C       -1.062134524      0.558834107     -2.918376622
C       -1.066212224     -2.000548265     -2.534141974
O       -1.618841919      1.333536955     -3.670183874
O       -1.614417984     -2.967421584     -3.024425272
C       -0.597290513     -0.817778809     -3.387378301
C        0.957567202     -0.909277983     -3.599583169
C       -0.767520692     -1.092703376     -4.895048912
C        0.694910437     -1.580997512     -4.962575402
H        1.523268926     -1.467382882     -2.842916290
H        1.393578696      0.092749590     -3.701441416
H       -1.549549711     -1.813973601     -5.148659498
H       -0.931836277     -0.150002063     -5.426674120
H        0.763907331     -2.673511632     -4.897109510
H        1.303213692     -1.234985768     -5.807186924
./carboplatin-PBE0-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.105682053     -0.365452298     -0.340660262
N        0.480127017      1.397562399      0.552041444
H        0.046506107      1.599699485      1.445670040
H        1.481216821      1.523578032      0.647289028
N        0.460859285     -1.798617475      1.029478868
H        1.458636869     -1.894727219      1.178609181
H        0.007948903     -1.735019107      1.934168167
H        0.138119914      2.080090170     -0.126779595
H        0.125460083     -2.646195177      0.568268939
O       -0.762505594      0.916202865     -1.677315386
O       -0.770542350     -1.977318408     -1.249922442
C       -1.059377100      0.559957635     -2.913364675
C       -1.045721443     -2.005417739     -2.539663600
O       -1.606787269      1.333749931     -3.661237020
O       -1.568845835     -2.974961524     -3.034518127
C       -0.594321948     -0.813045875     -3.385216432
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C        0.955130982     -0.898279047     -3.612348130
C       -0.774016141     -1.083273889     -4.888599328
C        0.681759688     -1.576872751     -4.964975186
H        1.529790109     -1.444427340     -2.863322553
H        1.382518870      0.099307193     -3.725836452
H       -1.554861371     -1.796323555     -5.140686998
H       -0.934341233     -0.144258549     -5.414916468
H        0.744266426     -2.662667832     -4.891436057
H        1.281968271     -1.243642693     -5.811855967
./carboplatin-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100545075     -0.344560792     -0.327993723
N        0.567818590      1.482756358      0.410068388
H        0.130423958      1.792244863      1.286470090
H        1.584734080      1.583182379      0.511664334
N        0.413774459     -1.706062554      1.158221436
H        1.421040393     -1.858031895      1.288440030
H       -0.003521520     -1.540123334      2.081982773
H        0.260105678      2.129469939     -0.337541058
H        0.009840513     -2.583004333      0.784474215
O       -0.719383635      0.873720236     -1.782397225
O       -0.871726456     -2.014079693     -1.099314952
C       -1.015731084      0.414412714     -3.007345673
C       -1.160445803     -2.114213433     -2.406438218
O       -1.527702455      1.169136013     -3.831745838
O       -1.775378440     -3.094791848     -2.820259195
C       -0.614574528     -1.033518910     -3.351822928
C        0.954846842     -1.120649331     -3.564333527
C       -0.783256641     -1.335596360     -4.867312293
C        0.719022921     -1.010400434     -5.094433594
H        1.333898163     -2.113193139     -3.260888341
H        1.558400692     -0.340981035     -3.066232642
H       -1.026994945     -2.401111282     -5.011534952
H       -1.520318897     -0.701668201     -5.385360772
H        1.294300448     -1.703950602     -5.733199766
H        0.868679753      0.020661903     -5.460295578
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.113306104      0.069692964      0.075813838
N       -2.427435472      1.479425077     -0.613835870
H       -2.621877036      1.390639665     -1.606783748
H       -3.321613305      1.472357075     -0.131975334
N       -2.370501655     -1.506157837     -0.288455175
H       -3.253734165     -1.441195544      0.208754883
H       -2.589337164     -1.624237679     -1.273243710
H       -2.016741887      2.398944751     -0.469876734
H       -1.913226738     -2.360155932      0.022195481
O        0.136079743      1.600372566      0.523609020
O        0.196481663     -1.287772046      0.812028226
C        1.416758338      1.429346707      0.613904974
C        1.478932231     -1.110851871      0.784050282
O        2.155053401      2.283589589      1.085136327
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O        2.255422194     -1.914959598      1.280127435
C        2.001380939      0.133864913      0.055661664
C        3.522584977      0.110210742     -0.160661010
C        1.833133540     -0.056962923     -1.489364361
C        3.294923206     -0.544719105     -1.537931749
H        4.105801673     -0.437772835      0.572890263
H        3.896590895      1.126591915     -0.253226491
H        1.048773839     -0.735603437     -1.817191355
H        1.702874079      0.907388165     -1.979021790
H        3.351066053     -1.630056684     -1.479704422
H        3.906151755     -0.196103637     -2.366474646
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.222712455     -0.376483201     -0.406381735
N        0.534566761      1.216428562      0.587072102
H        0.189785956      1.277330228      1.541859394
H        1.549537957      1.187400776      0.638222891
N        0.493768744     -1.648532024      0.995368310
H        1.508761786     -1.632247272      1.048900043
H        0.141891996     -1.435792274      1.925319503
H        0.282835163      2.084285354      0.120815118
H        0.218384591     -2.603926898      0.781911221
O       -0.998917590      0.881199697     -1.763893973
O       -1.023647783     -1.951130695     -1.358951922
C       -1.218747095      0.517126863     -2.985812113
C       -1.192840245     -1.977191007     -2.640692267
O       -1.840502357      1.242872221     -3.761710437
O       -1.750106016     -2.928844035     -3.186188888
C       -0.649887739     -0.809533176     -3.457947485
C        0.914766506     -0.877381879     -3.514922556
C       -0.657213503     -1.066460890     -4.973355374
C        0.790248330     -1.576977646     -4.878179903
H        1.409254871     -1.405841875     -2.701001631
H        1.334242210      0.125629257     -3.600622860
H       -1.418525774     -1.746535753     -5.350236595
H       -0.714336802     -0.121129673     -5.510671843
H        0.834818478     -2.661896591     -4.777107500
H        1.481881022     -1.262720836     -5.658920508
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201321625     -0.360995206     -0.398644195
N       -0.549977443      1.285892516      0.546081707
H       -1.568164493      1.300861111      0.583321703
H       -0.214160140      1.398410443      1.501688504
N       -0.486569796     -1.680927542      1.001770499
H       -0.129954549     -1.503419057      1.939555908
H       -1.503118047     -1.707258655      1.068728818
H       -0.258359450      2.115435307      0.027882572
H       -0.179757443     -2.617866125      0.737588344
O        0.967109816      0.915380819     -1.770153977
O        1.006587033     -1.963816593     -1.334973228
C        1.227327340      0.525020841     -2.983093548
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C        1.185596930     -1.997725135     -2.622319721
O        1.877176313      1.217408311     -3.763206842
O        1.726286659     -2.951421440     -3.176611201
C        0.648547939     -0.814669184     -3.442413758
C        0.663893141     -1.078732999     -4.959388888
C       -0.917247141     -0.880767225     -3.497556340
C       -0.789768025     -1.594672167     -4.862739005
H        1.429416522     -1.770219507     -5.319306547
H        0.725882021     -0.128755416     -5.497627096
H       -1.415071218     -1.410007404     -2.678813108
H       -1.339597371      0.126048530     -3.591701882
H       -0.824197872     -2.682843647     -4.744953374
H       -1.485895338     -1.290713345     -5.650244354
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.128237023     -0.364994046     -0.365112602
N        0.525582648      1.445581468      0.499814722
H        0.152927794      1.676240386      1.418141721
H        1.532274958      1.588322634      0.536068657
N        0.475100751     -1.863094946      0.994324282
H        1.476677225     -2.003387422      1.104454497
H        0.071390344     -1.815214791      1.927245691
H        0.146692852      2.128883633     -0.162338785
H        0.097842497     -2.702344344      0.544809603
O       -0.841329344      0.949218684     -1.693995653
O       -0.878032627     -1.990839156     -1.262935887
C       -1.119033759      0.570412029     -2.936906429
C       -1.129187789     -1.993666790     -2.566419661
O       -1.674240496      1.338653239     -3.702369265
O       -1.674746818     -2.952361989     -3.083888940
C       -0.626801979     -0.801602726     -3.386473966
C        0.929820548     -0.895816060     -3.522042666
C       -0.718582510     -1.070434618     -4.895775987
C        0.725381036     -1.594544031     -4.874559571
H        1.464596388     -1.431955073     -2.726020881
H        1.370378505      0.104597872     -3.626442579
H       -1.506112622     -1.764013305     -5.204404352
H       -0.822488415     -0.123005355     -5.434309585
H        0.757691017     -2.686008443     -4.772197186
H        1.389743828     -1.298979619     -5.695794188
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.122815400     -0.368325041     -0.363525097
N        0.494539592      1.443080987      0.502655500
H        0.123563567      1.658557544      1.425070761
H        1.498418292      1.604369719      0.533476967
N        0.505236183     -1.846853907      0.990907118
H        1.509535763     -1.973087132      1.091036057
H        0.111080210     -1.796161160      1.927489263
H        0.097177913      2.121492125     -0.153433701
H        0.133164008     -2.692483673      0.549449851
O       -0.856961611      0.930021500     -1.684144163
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O       -0.840766660     -2.000980198     -1.257241339
C       -1.135982052      0.553005632     -2.927456275
C       -1.100246347     -2.012156995     -2.559193251
O       -1.704570933      1.315750890     -3.688187693
O       -1.628688223     -2.982325563     -3.072561449
C       -0.627379609     -0.811019132     -3.383376211
C        0.929429165     -0.879605935     -3.534994962
C       -0.729276353     -1.080586637     -4.892044320
C        0.722632012     -1.582539006     -4.884810505
H        1.481493604     -1.406658661     -2.744736217
H        1.352147149      0.127887224     -3.644575865
H       -1.508849036     -1.786009215     -5.193851901
H       -0.852436078     -0.134545047     -5.428873908
H        0.772361512     -2.673195289     -4.781479752
H        1.374500342     -1.277985800     -5.712727916
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.219545169     -0.362578336     -0.411216937
N       -0.540675065      1.307140179      0.546314048
H       -1.560466421      1.341052964      0.575581709
H       -0.224801114      1.423997115      1.510069473
N       -0.480119396     -1.698322951      1.010077912
H       -0.129407505     -1.529779535      1.953783950
H       -1.497593954     -1.731175732      1.086547389
H       -0.243407654      2.146573022      0.045199022
H       -0.182225546     -2.642763411      0.758265048
O        0.995621306      0.921399896     -1.770638583
O        1.028586811     -1.970318062     -1.338195375
C        1.213528668      0.535135242     -3.004828028
C        1.191796541     -1.994744882     -2.638502890
O        1.816344184      1.254817903     -3.799178555
O        1.727306950     -2.951707879     -3.194437544
C        0.645010200     -0.810696832     -3.444027632
C        0.652725199     -1.078176504     -4.955671017
C       -0.915059660     -0.889847115     -3.499358382
C       -0.783419483     -1.606974326     -4.850476513
H        1.428095042     -1.760599927     -5.325867237
H        0.709108809     -0.128540854     -5.502673718
H       -1.419401752     -1.408865946     -2.671070092
H       -1.353371697      0.114648762     -3.597081864
H       -0.806782699     -2.699131159     -4.727765973
H       -1.493629920     -1.330894404     -5.641977219
./carboplatin-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.103805497     -0.356969996     -0.325516509
N       -0.494367298      1.428170750      0.548321623
H       -1.509911402      1.566221280      0.613594535
H       -0.086302983      1.639604804      1.466839550
N       -0.464958580     -1.803616697      1.051353663
H       -0.028067023     -1.731406166      1.978171765
H       -1.476092861     -1.920955704      1.186871789
H       -0.126283980      2.121209167     -0.127112484
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H       -0.105115387     -2.664007814      0.601637807
O        0.782780329      0.937382181     -1.673441413
O        0.796819288     -1.991803378     -1.223421698
C        1.078667801      0.559625855     -2.927458885
C        1.079688783     -2.013742985     -2.534735950
O        1.640088071      1.347647024     -3.685295063
O        1.638407734     -2.994806853     -3.020854774
C        0.604303056     -0.825120033     -3.393291490
C        0.771938171     -1.104802851     -4.913172783
C       -0.965295003     -0.910093137     -3.606148108
C       -0.707502954     -1.574232314     -4.985004831
H        1.548392664     -1.844948048     -5.163767124
H        0.957486524     -0.159484090     -5.449319741
H       -1.530994542     -1.476989040     -2.845258205
H       -1.400996908      0.101505212     -3.694319380
H       -0.795571067     -2.673789153     -4.934506773
H       -1.313610922     -1.204950784     -5.831294530
./carboplatin-M06L_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.121954584     -0.363368001     -0.350682444
N       -0.506480193      1.460728593      0.516913043
H       -1.512174697      1.625328611      0.576645675
H       -0.109915568      1.710075560      1.424176883
N       -0.480093761     -1.866893161      1.011268178
H       -0.067368860     -1.839650062      1.944859582
H       -1.482553293     -2.014704269      1.134720878
H       -0.134451724      2.132458224     -0.166598703
H       -0.109807784     -2.706066781      0.547252960
O        0.832199047      0.945521983     -1.685409387
O        0.847382375     -1.994473517     -1.256798248
C        1.103045590      0.573070934     -2.934824704
C        1.093686941     -2.006108314     -2.563718159
O        1.637875142      1.350681210     -3.701458828
O        1.606274553     -2.981060348     -3.079827465
C        0.619408227     -0.802555509     -3.385436267
C        0.739057504     -1.074164038     -4.892164731
C       -0.933750610     -0.890758470     -3.554463237
C       -0.702438415     -1.601155390     -4.894911883
H        1.534670676     -1.768184420     -5.187356047
H        0.850976769     -0.125610242     -5.431398190
H       -1.494034628     -1.413623961     -2.763108597
H       -1.367695515      0.113089177     -3.679082937
H       -0.733686626     -2.693871292     -4.782226885
H       -1.354772723     -1.319059287     -5.733499495
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.203228668     -0.362307000     -0.389426608
N        0.566875376      1.285622644      0.568790193
H        0.203556833      1.429618559      1.514910896
H        1.587522862      1.288327668      0.644126065
N        0.463359928     -1.712152052      1.013724511
H        1.482035421     -1.753360509      1.104784799
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H        0.091953742     -1.557740652      1.954846668
H        0.312511080      2.118610578      0.028285345
H        0.157928443     -2.648087335      0.728039578
O       -0.939325653      0.933402854     -1.752536539
O       -1.021317787     -1.948984549     -1.336903617
C       -1.172668536      0.570549367     -2.985999108
C       -1.184829281     -1.977780409     -2.631984792
O       -1.748677990      1.304651709     -3.775737643
O       -1.705483588     -2.930882646     -3.194136466
C       -0.640822742     -0.790070370     -3.442706300
C        0.920597789     -0.898066385     -3.524869707
C       -0.687420010     -1.055205163     -4.957826098
C        0.747035828     -1.621331718     -4.878992421
H        1.423750250     -1.428276556     -2.704625684
H        1.369536730      0.098821265     -3.641522981
H       -1.482645759     -1.726199699     -5.301084102
H       -0.727718612     -0.101322640     -5.496804059
H        0.738901895     -2.711530251     -4.746814986
H        1.445879461     -1.356659476     -5.682665954
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195867916     -0.367372025     -0.402871798
N       -0.519442438      1.293084923      0.531019458
H       -1.533078880      1.320684559      0.577545330
H       -0.172875721      1.407047367      1.478402508
N       -0.519932098     -1.659324317      0.998881145
H       -0.165263990     -1.479285848      1.932773147
H       -1.533254445     -1.664410635      1.058918953
H       -0.222124467      2.109947354      0.004024858
H       -0.230277718     -2.600139648      0.745198632
O        0.984680874      0.873380144     -1.756905255
O        0.968050207     -1.969191320     -1.313861595
C        1.228160566      0.492095230     -2.972960972
C        1.171902894     -2.010353995     -2.594142035
O        1.867852746      1.192776988     -3.746130431
O        1.735291166     -2.960770978     -3.119732893
C        0.647379324     -0.840889754     -3.429922054
C        0.680329019     -1.111013337     -4.942637806
C       -0.916568981     -0.882574194     -3.508207420
C       -0.792451603     -1.553818150     -4.887130488
H        1.413842407     -1.840528800     -5.279067180
H        0.813520339     -0.176943355     -5.485801380
H       -1.427062918     -1.423950650     -2.712704881
H       -1.330522407      0.124690826     -3.568832472
H       -0.894637803     -2.637330370     -4.820305535
H       -1.452076979     -1.186162785     -5.672678846
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.196266842     -0.361890439     -0.388893371
N        0.554197605      1.303500827      0.544414018
H        0.214152046      1.430260692      1.506412933
H        1.581294043      1.320469762      0.585555507
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N        0.494701781     -1.675697677      1.029029382
H        1.520446692     -1.709972506      1.090653713
H        0.144204613     -1.484651389      1.976373824
H        0.263519600      2.136588885      0.013847137
H        0.179182734     -2.623819565      0.780742970
O       -0.974593542      0.908839234     -1.751540010
O       -1.007649658     -1.972700237     -1.294265068
C       -1.220384093      0.513336070     -2.988370658
C       -1.210620170     -2.003788347     -2.599341711
O       -1.860250019      1.238891151     -3.771181737
O       -1.808852201     -2.959917781     -3.124372666
C       -0.652029426     -0.839380948     -3.441118016
C        0.929327092     -0.903312080     -3.511835168
C       -0.683230971     -1.113360620     -4.969544314
C        0.805892712     -1.552671218     -4.917449173
H        1.425367453     -1.475964725     -2.709609392
H        1.363868417      0.111439705     -3.545384455
H       -1.423129580     -1.860414622     -5.300865632
H       -0.832612972     -0.169981080     -5.520727400
H        0.919143505     -2.650559746     -4.876058188
H        1.471628192     -1.155596117     -5.703601535
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193576208     -0.363413775     -0.402909278
N       -0.545601087      1.287510988      0.526399200
H       -1.563532444      1.308837586      0.569176450
H       -0.206643780      1.410076575      1.479728240
N       -0.511145532     -1.660058488      0.998184365
H       -0.166715608     -1.474961113      1.939197558
H       -1.528397420     -1.685662587      1.055091141
H       -0.255221991      2.113411131      0.002259165
H       -0.205394827     -2.602142667      0.752630873
O        0.972524878      0.889107898     -1.754061861
O        0.989847073     -1.960350046     -1.305155397
C        1.219426122      0.504485572     -2.974265259
C        1.194232216     -1.998204736     -2.591068324
O        1.855688724      1.214806116     -3.751291170
O        1.775390030     -2.946081949     -3.116435306
C        0.651417304     -0.836935031     -3.429676752
C        0.686657193     -1.109034873     -4.946006127
C       -0.915774814     -0.896305959     -3.504026433
C       -0.788313754     -1.558791634     -4.891627391
H        1.428602497     -1.841404346     -5.279116118
H        0.820434441     -0.169491557     -5.492240882
H       -1.418371792     -1.453726532     -2.705496479
H       -1.344097909      0.112274088     -3.554957878
H       -0.887676419     -2.649637989     -4.832756212
H       -1.453602301     -1.184659443     -5.678705135
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.103480769     -0.365827903     -0.358166444
N        0.506073826      1.444258846      0.523483986
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H        0.104742586      1.657389271      1.427773120
H        1.505725583      1.587396983      0.588090622
N        0.472176626     -1.858523181      1.009380918
H        1.467661024     -1.988899048      1.135429217
H        0.049681892     -1.803879185      1.927490509
H        0.138001019      2.118195470     -0.147416547
H        0.104421690     -2.689808262      0.547267001
O       -0.789031155      0.938766356     -1.693287784
O       -0.809181935     -1.990240941     -1.267167946
C       -1.095225770      0.569022549     -2.926503392
C       -1.083768176     -2.001221588     -2.560035871
O       -1.652959489      1.338364441     -3.676804441
O       -1.614519789     -2.964789350     -3.066049378
C       -0.617329287     -0.801862514     -3.387019472
C        0.934509835     -0.886556461     -3.565368378
C       -0.743448652     -1.070479718     -4.891610065
C        0.696099781     -1.599992352     -4.900470259
H        1.492136098     -1.402407589     -2.782638576
H        1.359390611      0.109027729     -3.694810290
H       -1.533558761     -1.756720607     -5.182412730
H       -0.852346082     -0.129306201     -5.424926214
H        0.724771490     -2.682184081     -4.786489692
H        1.336764814     -1.320075437     -5.734866904
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.234955323     -0.377252699     -0.417871679
N        0.482526076      1.274112115      0.579022197
H        0.187718357      1.296670418      1.549306614
H        1.495745436      1.315334045      0.576808467
N        0.580639209     -1.639947001      0.989531634
H        1.577943499     -1.765698530      0.854640069
H        0.450716388     -1.309965056      1.939715003
H        0.150167207      2.129735837      0.147206482
H        0.155875331     -2.559282681      0.933410061
O       -1.106749451      0.861930440     -1.783896944
O       -1.010067554     -2.005884990     -1.373411806
C       -1.290691111      0.480356050     -3.011848072
C       -1.180071557     -2.021780227     -2.660222224
O       -1.919402084      1.183638114     -3.804272375
O       -1.706877781     -2.985793085     -3.216678202
C       -0.668924203     -0.828809807     -3.461280887
C        0.893307262     -0.850827413     -3.490992689
C       -0.636828916     -1.090208540     -4.971521268
C        0.806039955     -1.586016296     -4.832426840
H        1.390823034     -1.339266214     -2.654130578
H        1.286725294      0.159728505     -3.593400784
H       -1.382665704     -1.774485647     -5.368522519
H       -0.690235541     -0.148846893     -5.513620015
H        0.850911577     -2.665489830     -4.696784418
H        1.515637611     -1.302303385     -5.605888238
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt      -0.987162929     -0.009472390      0.191397026
N       -2.247181549      1.427473314     -0.540479797
H       -2.300281710      1.430901001     -1.554957326
H       -3.198054497      1.350674991     -0.191006229
N       -2.120657090     -1.573047103     -0.490855415
H       -3.066869182     -1.577169288     -0.121334845
H       -2.194393819     -1.601110317     -1.503706831
H       -1.895608813      2.338751533     -0.255325557
H       -1.679525493     -2.441712342     -0.197305343
O        0.128054263      1.499865609      0.949877637
O        0.258929477     -1.398396391      0.972635339
C        1.389490178      1.353791748      1.204921736
C        1.525376848     -1.188795659      1.142921673
O        2.021157854      2.176880109      1.853489585
O        2.255644820     -2.019800509      1.664520849
C        2.096965956      0.134413924      0.617911155
C        3.633306646      0.169749207      0.622085004
C        2.156487338      0.092287775     -0.946426059
C        3.628050038     -0.352428059     -0.828794903
H        4.127631930     -0.432953675      1.377676869
H        3.977108500      1.199289200      0.679963140
H        1.452700146     -0.569665385     -1.446269896
H        2.060174535      1.096669793     -1.357142617
H        3.717010523     -1.436525036     -0.864749508
H        4.336411028      0.090750952     -1.524101687
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.204156263     -0.359322627     -0.397996179
N       -0.553673940      1.290646125      0.551644537
H       -1.567365419      1.283723165      0.618065266
H       -0.192012584      1.417632275      1.492622700
N       -0.475625082     -1.682766307      1.013159154
H       -0.088055136     -1.518509686      1.937760739
H       -1.487147768     -1.684922139      1.107710967
H       -0.293558826      2.115752627      0.015991812
H       -0.197233837     -2.620131955      0.731711548
O        0.957732747      0.913900429     -1.777665794
O        1.008543204     -1.956235772     -1.341935475
C        1.220028090      0.526597808     -2.987534618
C        1.176391799     -1.997739518     -2.627069271
O        1.863459260      1.215647029     -3.764706410
O        1.697473355     -2.953192970     -3.181712104
C        0.646338028     -0.812831069     -3.444361866
C        0.665223643     -1.077109431     -4.958312491
C       -0.916541411     -0.881651405     -3.506271727
C       -0.782022643     -1.601276797     -4.863670021
H        1.429479370     -1.759297569     -5.317549680
H        0.720709171     -0.133742989     -5.495269893
H       -1.417376977     -1.401165010     -2.692252997
H       -1.338668630      0.117414261     -3.608111953
H       -0.809062002     -2.682311874     -4.741761468
H       -1.473883664     -1.309459369     -5.649613784
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt      -0.221030246     -0.364005897     -0.396254906
N        0.525684305      1.266211079      0.578278303
H        0.193979863      1.332957413      1.550728776
H        1.554412452      1.262298834      0.615219852
N        0.543631028     -1.614719920      1.023225739
H        1.572271131     -1.596099689      1.054344668
H        0.212457568     -1.386720076      1.970849978
H        0.247252604      2.137786111      0.106601460
H        0.265950584     -2.588483373      0.836862921
O       -1.053738379      0.881416679     -1.762498589
O       -1.017211738     -1.983870533     -1.320044937
C       -1.268318422      0.485646108     -3.002357458
C       -1.199038113     -2.016277958     -2.625421333
O       -1.921518351      1.206573996     -3.789673081
O       -1.770421881     -2.994362213     -3.156372470
C       -0.666043454     -0.843429807     -3.462548809
C        0.917466294     -0.877929461     -3.520123523
C       -0.670552626     -1.117369755     -4.991258539
C        0.810054610     -1.574436395     -4.902625129
H        1.421831231     -1.411653260     -2.696860763
H        1.320019663      0.147624725     -3.592042902
H       -1.416711250     -1.843383916     -5.354018757
H       -0.777673990     -0.169467728     -5.544464301
H        0.901442829     -2.671485069     -4.814375711
H        1.493111299     -1.217172665     -5.692299501
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.194933736     -0.364107824     -0.387968270
N       -0.533801672      1.310967851      0.548880307
H       -1.556614524      1.331748153      0.595372073
H       -0.183518965      1.429626182      1.504030993
N       -0.509537028     -1.672599569      1.030460140
H       -0.149013687     -1.484764546      1.970421879
H       -1.531652336     -1.686807871      1.093706046
H       -0.238037741      2.134638579      0.013781028
H       -0.208351621     -2.619189370      0.774381489
O        0.985570907      0.894787145     -1.753096540
O        0.983485912     -1.981001326     -1.300191369
C        1.228056274      0.502336066     -2.985873933
C        1.188070374     -2.015175279     -2.599482001
O        1.869517352      1.219133648     -3.765178861
O        1.769083080     -2.973911624     -3.123700274
C        0.649482770     -0.842849845     -3.440243780
C        0.683213982     -1.116610752     -4.964557573
C       -0.928457759     -0.891022536     -3.520058236
C       -0.802316329     -1.553308633     -4.914440289
H        1.417641150     -1.858466118     -5.296769553
H        0.829875835     -0.178835493     -5.512873307
H       -1.435081110     -1.445136009     -2.720849086
H       -1.349333305      0.121806311     -3.569099683
H       -0.914709720     -2.643909746     -4.861528073
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H       -1.461198568     -1.167700165     -5.702252138
./carboplatin-H2O_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.199753285     -0.358861763     -0.360390434
N       -0.515243862      1.327839216      0.580862263
H       -1.542878872      1.356709893      0.674042179
H       -0.131037989      1.484418317      1.526436888
N       -0.484173191     -1.679424568      1.066638192
H       -0.107482788     -1.514368680      2.013617119
H       -1.511846713     -1.707273306      1.160924773
H       -0.250015686      2.153100118      0.017129697
H       -0.190163010     -2.633426293      0.796729825
O        0.962486070      0.906817342     -1.733420289
O        0.966120135     -1.981570189     -1.281887517
C        1.172882113      0.527729841     -2.989501439
C        1.142972864     -2.024103127     -2.597254758
O        1.749866009      1.282635960     -3.782830994
O        1.673715350     -3.010528528     -3.124473999
C        0.627263581     -0.837464446     -3.439548527
C        0.720600880     -1.118934620     -4.963857855
C       -0.949181313     -0.899962249     -3.580073651
C       -0.763499148     -1.570995781     -4.966713554
H        1.479117930     -1.868892087     -5.253582376
H        0.888314278     -0.172479077     -5.509975572
H       -1.491939021     -1.457197756     -2.791890636
H       -1.378980733      0.118795664     -3.653157065
H       -0.863439856     -2.672459113     -4.905769711
H       -1.405903304     -1.200457538     -5.789181569
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195780854     -0.361625074     -0.388190670
N       -0.551190867      1.308087535      0.542734627
H       -1.578234786      1.327906351      0.580051793
H       -0.212272336      1.432350943      1.505346089
N       -0.506970396     -1.671527672      1.028987708
H       -0.158888668     -1.479603422      1.976942396
H       -1.533054234     -1.700982500      1.084840831
H       -0.254663368      2.138982401      0.012134492
H       -0.192835647     -2.620300203      0.781852753
O        0.986141453      0.906174579     -1.752199070
O        1.003693002     -1.979453452     -1.292303300
C        1.229956875      0.506582550     -2.988216355
C        1.206622054     -2.010320410     -2.597553980
O        1.874511586      1.227251119     -3.771568995
O        1.801128603     -2.968839683     -3.122287852
C        0.654095963     -0.843410214     -3.439799974
C        0.685002442     -1.118571876     -4.968053593
C       -0.927469624     -0.898988527     -3.511604170
C       -0.806428566     -1.550016882     -4.916725745
H        1.421210253     -1.869721784     -5.298289399
H        0.839777743     -0.176404189     -5.519803753
H       -1.426858761     -1.468496563     -2.709242457
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H       -1.356792518      0.117928990     -3.545975841
H       -0.925438480     -2.647260990     -4.874540952
H       -1.469515568     -1.150093798     -5.703663593
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.212187733     -0.360976217     -0.395288927
N       -0.564423570      1.275006894      0.565386255
H       -1.586481495      1.280561561      0.609442324
H       -0.228103920      1.397131438      1.523945090
N       -0.447558287     -1.703657653      1.008837299
H       -0.087153231     -1.532342970      1.950726101
H       -1.466388535     -1.752512716      1.088039070
H       -0.289518369      2.115848369      0.048439814
H       -0.129303555     -2.639058273      0.737480736
O        0.941627959      0.939086038     -1.760828499
O        1.036051040     -1.946963003     -1.341692537
C        1.179721376      0.567233336     -2.990143669
C        1.188995541     -1.975428405     -2.637379667
O        1.772643362      1.288381704     -3.779888522
O        1.711191623     -2.925293355     -3.204307411
C        0.635565816     -0.789233654     -3.444459968
C        0.668366759     -1.055422973     -4.959964608
C       -0.926456393     -0.893123870     -3.514250830
C       -0.764006015     -1.624236399     -4.865437113
H        1.461917910     -1.723886451     -5.311745401
H        0.699401232     -0.101592869     -5.499775540
H       -1.427560450     -1.415318111     -2.687698640
H       -1.371163073      0.105189158     -3.636160001
H       -0.751733411     -2.713558883     -4.726041631
H       -1.470513033     -1.366185469     -5.664362733
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.999842955     -0.010600638     -0.098579957
N       -2.226306311      1.592059779      0.496299559
H       -3.143143597      1.632339379      0.069745676
H       -2.344167117      1.709952078      1.494352502
N       -2.070675773     -1.741354489      0.438976466
H       -2.192718846     -1.900651214      1.430728136
H       -2.971934742     -1.859445856     -0.006163297
H       -1.686885580      2.385233673      0.150546552
H       -1.449822345     -2.466357749      0.080334744
O        0.077513869      1.531339731     -0.747333693
O        0.219739309     -1.426084012     -0.788704362
C        1.365082875      1.406140322     -1.025925762
C        1.496328036     -1.186952375     -1.033946660
O        1.966616584      2.309429111     -1.562727292
O        2.188399452     -2.031314441     -1.557624292
C        2.068482217      0.144300709     -0.543580258
C        2.226427751      0.081937699      1.011513389
C        3.599061335      0.169054187     -0.636705008
C        3.678054202     -0.361443425      0.800356291
H        1.544823566     -0.578486285      1.549027056
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H        2.154165223      1.080264026      1.443439198
H        4.032484134     -0.442202077     -1.423017532
H        3.944929886      1.195629267     -0.729346178
H        3.772332459     -1.445702289      0.821655949
H        4.429710370      0.067050889      1.460971775
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193050499     -0.356762124     -0.388386535
N       -0.551415664      1.316794384      0.537803229
H       -1.578331335      1.337634534      0.577393187
H       -0.210003428      1.444334960      1.499114636
N       -0.512823855     -1.661791209      1.031922571
H       -0.165315296     -1.467492219      1.979606404
H       -1.538966878     -1.690492616      1.087028709
H       -0.255328799      2.145448872      0.003459947
H       -0.198983384     -2.611421883      0.787661946
O        0.985863222      0.906111481     -1.755198526
O        0.998772950     -1.978348689     -1.287171286
C        1.230929059      0.503164221     -2.989951787
C        1.204335815     -2.013253853     -2.591949272
O        1.875944969      1.221992546     -3.774509011
O        1.797779732     -2.974514267     -3.112688087
C        0.655418302     -0.847924815     -3.438729502
C        0.689672342     -1.127636262     -4.966108170
C       -0.926090710     -0.902323520     -3.514244772
C       -0.802238968     -1.557702647     -4.917070103
H        1.426006508     -1.880452384     -5.292208449
H        0.846656513     -0.187231672     -5.520214527
H       -1.427903060     -1.468934115     -2.711316454
H       -1.354401623      0.114883340     -3.552771810
H       -0.922136115     -2.654721858     -4.871803433
H       -1.463183787     -1.159712973     -5.706797917
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.204813006     -0.360285653     -0.380578070
N       -0.526184623      1.295925603      0.562736500
H       -1.545056787      1.312113524      0.651565492
H       -0.149957966      1.446177915      1.502208655
N       -0.463459085     -1.679085152      1.028816738
H       -0.087844552     -1.518050931      1.966579940
H       -1.481433800     -1.710577664      1.124634626
H       -0.269975800      2.120531936      0.011653898
H       -0.168622603     -2.621176381      0.755062757
O        0.942679153      0.903636869     -1.743038345
O        0.984670683     -1.952473385     -1.305912557
C        1.157769433      0.538139278     -2.981476238
C        1.154476896     -1.995271329     -2.602453496
O        1.727404697      1.281195444     -3.770126518
O        1.684149358     -2.960491996     -3.137934072
C        0.624350302     -0.820221646     -3.432899042
C        0.701096581     -1.094224092     -4.946855439
C       -0.938593448     -0.905129381     -3.551065760
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C       -0.759391178     -1.585626795     -4.922490288
H        1.471772107     -1.810612766     -5.257235678
H        0.822311421     -0.148295093     -5.489739954
H       -1.463587137     -1.454818345     -2.756813633
H       -1.380066887      0.099192769     -3.634326133
H       -0.823416848     -2.680528888     -4.843148377
H       -1.420595913     -1.250396610     -5.734294015
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.230983587     -0.361912195     -0.406564147
N        0.532360127      1.241162022      0.571047441
H        0.181477760      1.317100884      1.522261335
H        1.546651667      1.206887401      0.627983146
N        0.493522532     -1.626881870      1.001319719
H        1.508059592     -1.603371171      1.056802365
H        0.136755811     -1.415646646      1.929496857
H        0.287647702      2.102107164      0.089188627
H        0.224877289     -2.583412168      0.785890515
O       -1.012027068      0.886352326     -1.773965010
O       -1.034753569     -1.945761878     -1.347358060
C       -1.218728195      0.512663730     -2.997460548
C       -1.189079010     -1.983820672     -2.632646447
O       -1.829016770      1.233349059     -3.783737578
O       -1.729077507     -2.944823354     -3.174768882
C       -0.648240162     -0.818393304     -3.453396784
C        0.916150758     -0.887565728     -3.511360771
C       -0.656666001     -1.087432629     -4.966450928
C        0.789738838     -1.599954718     -4.867978357
H        1.411735721     -1.408550568     -2.693243079
H        1.336718655      0.114135104     -3.607041412
H       -1.419247987     -1.770123767     -5.336065881
H       -0.713480168     -0.146272689     -5.511055056
H        0.830917087     -2.683889491     -4.755645145
H        1.481993496     -1.296297613     -5.652380929
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.193918119     -0.362704265     -0.387765946
N        0.530302361      1.315405321      0.546108553
H        0.175011582      1.438508131      1.498912575
H        1.552820811      1.336729734      0.598304575
N        0.512165332     -1.668877869      1.031492943
H        1.534275567     -1.681471089      1.095519083
H        0.151108509     -1.482044117      1.971497738
H        0.237609993      2.137016614      0.005971382
H        0.212871010     -2.616128140      0.775263868
O       -0.985876241      0.892761767     -1.753351235
O       -0.977919368     -1.981663594     -1.297296231
C       -1.229944728      0.499026244     -2.985315120
C       -1.183905975     -2.018611602     -2.596180020
O       -1.873382105      1.214089354     -3.764624789
O       -1.761931332     -2.980097420     -3.118720185
C       -0.649834005     -0.845752568     -3.439223139
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C        0.928077884     -0.890282612     -3.521778906
C       -0.685517002     -1.121226019     -4.963219530
C        0.801232421     -1.554151282     -4.915296750
H        1.437528265     -1.442309573     -2.722892472
H        1.346470522      0.123507289     -3.572725134
H       -1.418509769     -1.865526753     -5.293095834
H       -0.835776664     -0.184546766     -5.512401368
H        0.916478645     -2.644430054     -4.861773261
H        1.457869415     -1.167573501     -5.704539807
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.211246416     -0.358451411     -0.395589084
N        0.501683022      1.294922957      0.569004813
H        0.169160568      1.354636281      1.537475722
H        1.526570978      1.309339110      0.599648105
N        0.578929509     -1.591578914      1.027822505
H        1.603087791     -1.549557308      1.053356219
H        0.242005103     -1.362987010      1.969025039
H        0.199860113      2.150193657      0.089946167
H        0.317303808     -2.565685238      0.840103693
O       -1.069053931      0.861861517     -1.767341620
O       -0.973760418     -1.996018392     -1.313790357
C       -1.287054219      0.459805351     -2.998465817
C       -1.165656892     -2.039387854     -2.611458860
O       -1.953182702      1.161540849     -3.782107802
O       -1.714351987     -3.026853160     -3.133538887
C       -0.668164117     -0.859204339     -3.456779552
C        0.911336814     -0.867043394     -3.533275560
C       -0.682397118     -1.141175195     -4.979832804
C        0.798204769     -1.585395467     -4.899149045
H        1.434798645     -1.373079511     -2.713542516
H        1.292085926      0.158015714     -3.629393329
H       -1.420707188     -1.868623624     -5.335061050
H       -0.796256398     -0.202348754     -5.534308443
H        0.896700120     -2.673566104     -4.793687617
H        1.467411228     -1.239712530     -5.696188929
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.223086979     -0.362646354     -0.411263316
N       -0.554064390      1.301926332      0.553426058
H       -1.574566312      1.324546835      0.592227968
H       -0.230298331      1.424556770      1.514609379
N       -0.463444745     -1.711780204      1.012397856
H       -0.110362333     -1.544877513      1.956301706
H       -1.480976323     -1.754547255      1.092840492
H       -0.271906831      2.145611226      0.049142438
H       -0.158926015     -2.653815275      0.756401470
O        0.986682849      0.933670519     -1.776278241
O        1.050121555     -1.963628580     -1.348240465
C        1.202555716      0.549293787     -3.012352587
C        1.207663051     -1.981322081     -2.650105570
O        1.795953969      1.274489973     -3.807718479
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O        1.752470388     -2.929798483     -3.210153209
C        0.643636868     -0.801006092     -3.449551122
C        0.643318792     -1.067404727     -4.961217702
C       -0.915618076     -0.895134673     -3.494442088
C       -0.784916261     -1.614902314     -4.844217208
H        1.424954461     -1.738811590     -5.338333469
H        0.682168189     -0.116423707     -5.507585588
H       -1.409736871     -1.415058608     -2.660188933
H       -1.363697033      0.104981882     -3.593958883
H       -0.792155458     -2.706837355     -4.717401094
H       -1.504636827     -1.351435282     -5.631468423
./carboplatin-M062X-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.109134410     -0.360407207     -0.350085717
N        0.496296819      1.416629108      0.556149613
H        0.071349463      1.620334789      1.453980746
H        1.498893743      1.538565523      0.645926875
N        0.442694116     -1.817468146      1.037364216
H        1.439601424     -1.934463857      1.180584792
H       -0.000723390     -1.745335417      1.946485625
H        0.153134191      2.103105894     -0.118853937
H        0.087515427     -2.659212190      0.579044778
O       -0.746582082      0.933096593     -1.696894434
O       -0.785760190     -1.972595689     -1.270844855
C       -1.071458892      0.573128631     -2.925428634
C       -1.051723140     -2.003125105     -2.562327701
O       -1.636405371      1.333085545     -3.671144608
O       -1.552680768     -2.973590546     -3.074283633
C       -0.601598672     -0.800027795     -3.399075512
C        0.950064314     -0.892771363     -3.599303060
C       -0.757146878     -1.069361010     -4.904818036
C        0.685319903     -1.615450426     -4.935472042
H        1.513879239     -1.415336859     -2.827365500
H        1.372485780      0.101234375     -3.744661886
H       -1.556100969     -1.749941596     -5.179697239
H       -0.857053435     -0.126494106     -5.435487225
H        0.700325498     -2.696167202     -4.811317205
H        1.312115292     -1.337784714     -5.779604431
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.222194315     -0.362546856     -0.396027040
N        0.527833978      1.269163414      0.575957032
H        0.196283391      1.335962440      1.548326040
H        1.556478500      1.263248906      0.610416231
N        0.547468790     -1.611818619      1.023616463
H        1.576107569     -1.594055404      1.048875109
H        0.219395736     -1.379737182      1.971225351
H        0.248270013      2.139303517      0.102475915
H        0.266007877     -2.584861329      0.839594743
O       -1.060178381      0.882853065     -1.764596829
O       -1.021152062     -1.985919823     -1.319151973
C       -1.271689846      0.484309786     -3.004187915
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C       -1.201317892     -2.017356378     -2.624919617
O       -1.924500999      1.203239213     -3.793559138
O       -1.772814831     -2.994988452     -3.156411232
C       -0.667339565     -0.844770552     -3.461851231
C        0.916280340     -0.878658031     -3.517482250
C       -0.669865135     -1.120202293     -4.990359851
C        0.810844428     -1.576435225     -4.899535717
H        1.419520890     -1.411465871     -2.692978209
H        1.318537977      0.146972200     -3.589649547
H       -1.415224517     -1.846949393     -5.353246317
H       -0.776859274     -0.172940140     -5.544683021
H        0.902797747     -2.673341384     -4.810300955
H        1.494616592     -1.219358377     -5.688675050
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.095537035     -0.363085021     -0.342096139
N        0.503678068      1.396730611      0.539873224
H        0.092789111      1.600409930      1.448364626
H        1.510257518      1.527442174      0.611778627
N        0.476110503     -1.791434573      1.025252524
H        1.478988468     -1.900955354      1.157942787
H        0.042509277     -1.718539159      1.943151456
H        0.145455243      2.088023947     -0.127525757
H        0.123137163     -2.645757519      0.581204134
O       -0.762270921      0.923304747     -1.676523283
O       -0.777747707     -1.979961950     -1.239797925
C       -1.073374548      0.557118082     -2.910687311
C       -1.067407487     -2.003151331     -2.530963285
O       -1.639216323      1.329285935     -3.658223623
O       -1.615974025     -2.969968362     -3.020892106
C       -0.605864879     -0.817199253     -3.383984321
C        0.948090976     -0.904060311     -3.604758150
C       -0.783429929     -1.090121067     -4.891265948
C        0.679911199     -1.574246231     -4.967416816
H        1.519201551     -1.461888843     -2.852020499
H        1.380874461      0.099296535     -3.707072243
H       -1.564847434     -1.813061774     -5.141865662
H       -0.953109481     -0.147024210     -5.420523041
H        0.752523201     -2.666665093     -4.904400185
H        1.282560042     -1.224844679     -5.814680095
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.193189939     -0.364812088     -0.387252888
N        0.533007510      1.311133816      0.550175910
H        0.179070959      1.430903860      1.503847490
H        1.555611894      1.332539614      0.600304411
N        0.513348435     -1.672924381      1.030655126
H        1.535532913     -1.686328344      1.093076929
H        0.153328456     -1.485752433      1.970946027
H        0.238647070      2.133836582      0.012802939
H        0.212708886     -2.619715067      0.774568981
O       -0.984949875      0.893908148     -1.751636950
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O       -0.979982003     -1.982231755     -1.299518503
C       -1.229248558      0.501485579     -2.984167311
C       -1.185703853     -2.016791155     -2.598663991
O       -1.872091903      1.218228814     -3.762282880
O       -1.764494632     -2.977033647     -3.122381620
C       -0.650516981     -0.843186356     -3.439847964
C        0.927407489     -0.889697469     -3.522636132
C       -0.686674852     -1.116578073     -4.964179444
C        0.799352187     -1.551863607     -4.916887108
H        1.436079075     -1.443358820     -2.724391320
H        1.347034645      0.123624422     -3.572354191
H       -1.420992682     -1.859086576     -5.295131298
H       -0.835321109     -0.178811125     -5.511957782
H        0.912877762     -2.642361645     -4.864401239
H        1.456466116     -1.165481064     -5.705816201
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.119476000     -0.012283000      0.039422000
N       -2.475904000      1.357799000     -0.648291000
H       -2.676600000      1.257224000     -1.638843000
H       -3.365276000      1.330523000     -0.158302000
N       -2.341303000     -1.621871000     -0.297707000
H       -3.219783000     -1.574591000      0.209810000
H       -2.569116000     -1.753922000     -1.278688000
H       -2.088435000      2.288813000     -0.514068000
H       -1.859182000     -2.461556000      0.014475000
O        0.095598000      1.552671000      0.460415000
O        0.231126000     -1.330087000      0.772996000
C        1.381091000      1.414899000      0.539362000
C        1.508531000     -1.121895000      0.730402000
O        2.102003000      2.292130000      0.994787000
O        2.309519000     -1.902824000      1.224382000
C        1.992759000      0.129394000     -0.013014000
C        3.511985000      0.141848000     -0.243762000
C        1.814833000     -0.078761000     -1.554724000
C        3.287879000     -0.530140000     -1.613389000
H        4.115423000     -0.385307000      0.488662000
H        3.859561000      1.166424000     -0.348145000
H        1.044609000     -0.779595000     -1.869221000
H        1.655753000      0.877800000     -2.051125000
H        3.371876000     -1.613171000     -1.546756000
H        3.882305000     -0.173282000     -2.450617000
./carboplatin-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.197002517     -0.360607767     -0.380696677
N       -0.545501811      1.308452558      0.560159953
H       -1.567191604      1.312496222      0.626683119
H       -0.178517512      1.441243387      1.506985169
N       -0.478125676     -1.683822591      1.041119377
H       -0.107728662     -1.498965961      1.977677154
H       -1.498932331     -1.710266063      1.117241883
H       -0.274266725      2.131835905      0.011995466
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H       -0.169537134     -2.624646081      0.773290112
O        0.955047378      0.910411461     -1.748402418
O        0.993477919     -1.967344463     -1.298243007
C        1.191513974      0.525849452     -2.987625773
C        1.184343198     -2.002647103     -2.602084467
O        1.803440264      1.259021127     -3.770987582
O        1.754703755     -2.962347407     -3.130164560
C        0.638608317     -0.830906045     -3.438825337
C        0.691693720     -1.104331096     -4.962614080
C       -0.937577700     -0.903617323     -3.536280379
C       -0.785429040     -1.569400576     -4.926355875
H        1.442857382     -1.833887459     -5.284225955
H        0.827460606     -0.163494050     -5.508233524
H       -1.446732426     -1.461589375     -2.741312192
H       -1.373078708      0.102532268     -3.595509407
H       -0.875403158     -2.661725865     -4.867998040
H       -1.444819531     -1.202595923     -5.722721971
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.196428038     -0.367293557     -0.402250513
N       -0.524530920      1.289731738      0.533213270
H       -1.538251728      1.310359244      0.584874801
H       -0.173518985      1.406376555      1.478822714
N       -0.510648337     -1.662941563      1.000235216
H       -0.154709655     -1.480552942      1.933373093
H       -1.524032818     -1.672295577      1.062138865
H       -0.235158743      2.108068825      0.003736869
H       -0.217122065     -2.602647162      0.746130301
O        0.976937461      0.877061321     -1.755964623
O        0.972576638     -1.964817529     -1.314480064
C        1.220110426      0.498231841     -2.972749175
C        1.174765622     -2.004962806     -2.594973508
O        1.855181226      1.202738088     -3.746503030
O        1.740433697     -2.953558157     -3.121731172
C        0.645407046     -0.837242429     -3.430621264
C        0.680071943     -1.106806471     -4.943437120
C       -0.918468791     -0.886095318     -3.509788591
C       -0.790657875     -1.556520660     -4.888757470
H        1.417109471     -1.832810322     -5.279791709
H        0.809095433     -0.171941784     -5.486271774
H       -1.427081261     -1.429739331     -2.714589162
H       -1.336988558      0.119288027     -3.570774578
H       -0.888047717     -2.640506388     -4.822511159
H       -1.451592536     -1.191476413     -5.674459224
./carboplatin-PBE0-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.105286839     -0.363209636     -0.333651713
N        0.467378740      1.405436034      0.550847056
H        0.030633382      1.622717088      1.447906236
H        1.472668651      1.554425530      0.648386833
N        0.478929800     -1.792251971      1.029649241
H        1.482522344     -1.888473237      1.190096588
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H        0.019622983     -1.752726851      1.940871856
H        0.118032945      2.087908841     -0.136241487
H        0.155212607     -2.648662725      0.558863756
O       -0.779924293      0.918369288     -1.666583840
O       -0.759087866     -1.987185733     -1.236705284
C       -1.068548395      0.556687550     -2.910320062
C       -1.032348314     -2.016168099     -2.533608321
O       -1.617396446      1.330607637     -3.664035891
O       -1.545817541     -2.995197365     -3.031124278
C       -0.592239620     -0.816638643     -3.381600629
C        0.958000398     -0.890122077     -3.622674763
C       -0.783853406     -1.093786979     -4.885872338
C        0.676126359     -1.581060909     -4.970806478
H        1.552516014     -1.426965451     -2.868139215
H        1.376844394      0.119710711     -3.749870275
H       -1.570070334     -1.818578641     -5.127167477
H       -0.955786248     -0.148674210     -5.415820705
H        0.744625146     -2.675122332     -4.887089280
H        1.274552550     -1.251390590     -5.832438539
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.226973716     -0.359523991     -0.410662772
N        0.548283323      1.239867586      0.563577564
H        0.211182776      1.317990781      1.524008546
H        1.567324016      1.210665955      0.612645221
N        0.503806287     -1.617935308      0.999802397
H        1.522675138     -1.599809735      1.054688085
H        0.155649506     -1.404436270      1.935299184
H        0.301619529      2.111028492      0.092753018
H        0.235129691     -2.581945434      0.799421087
O       -1.016563038      0.893821556     -1.778054037
O       -1.046410130     -1.948772506     -1.342373656
C       -1.230845836      0.510018993     -3.001206640
C       -1.213342131     -1.980542447     -2.630315471
O       -1.856528023      1.229479745     -3.789467587
O       -1.782932087     -2.936400036     -3.169754179
C       -0.657424583     -0.823190050     -3.456950532
C        0.911002201     -0.894959719     -3.501958285
C       -0.657645205     -1.094946812     -4.973881840
C        0.795494439     -1.599104511     -4.868469451
H        1.398415095     -1.427928497     -2.678067568
H        1.335698881      0.112761926     -3.584501150
H       -1.419862758     -1.786857620     -5.346187437
H       -0.719884213     -0.149283504     -5.522569971
H        0.845470940     -2.689999271     -4.764348871
H        1.493966907     -1.280352094     -5.650554664
./carboplatin-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100511872     -0.357625337     -0.325811828
N        0.492411670      1.426098252      0.556914936
H        0.069277012      1.630443456      1.465789162
H        1.504144166      1.552883873      0.639260716
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N        0.460225364     -1.803648190      1.056407432
H        1.467195117     -1.907450303      1.203320856
H        0.009901430     -1.727559025      1.972108238
H        0.138443500      2.116658182     -0.122607897
H        0.112463910     -2.661569872      0.601538438
O       -0.769446864      0.934165800     -1.678007216
O       -0.785212594     -1.988487987     -1.232247766
C       -1.069159173      0.562283397     -2.927777283
C       -1.068849319     -2.012244622     -2.538458871
O       -1.625103968      1.348076275     -3.681162755
O       -1.618851634     -2.989968559     -3.024353363
C       -0.601148692     -0.821496754     -3.395005187
C        0.963586629     -0.908721972     -3.617804339
C       -0.774940125     -1.099951697     -4.910523103
C        0.695698018     -1.582379199     -4.984870595
H        1.533692967     -1.464329387     -2.861859116
H        1.395388732      0.096011504     -3.720098825
H       -1.553730983     -1.827130101     -5.161521373
H       -0.948454372     -0.158805455     -5.444527448
H        0.772508862     -2.675384140     -4.923622040
H        1.297779228     -1.230220909     -5.832209783
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.198803901     -0.362205006     -0.402814514
N       -0.540328468      1.285765081      0.525222428
H       -1.557903791      1.302514985      0.571662783
H       -0.197086932      1.409313043      1.476502575
N       -0.496396705     -1.660917284      0.996535587
H       -0.149120296     -1.474004309      1.935749638
H       -1.513200529     -1.688114541      1.055277590
H       -0.253913983      2.110565906     -0.002424895
H       -0.187963300     -2.601065752      0.748064971
O        0.969625536      0.891519632     -1.754718934
O        0.996285306     -1.955674249     -1.306003101
C        1.211554392      0.508644850     -2.976087298
C        1.194945288     -1.994160936     -2.592508873
O        1.842206085      1.220763197     -3.756227305
O        1.776047603     -2.940841157     -3.120350709
C        0.645852377     -0.834601019     -3.429592154
C        0.677347444     -1.106580355     -4.946099616
C       -0.921516591     -0.899837941     -3.499374372
C       -0.795585693     -1.562205405     -4.887206333
H        1.421138996     -1.835908308     -5.281760386
H        0.805423675     -0.166499845     -5.492739610
H       -1.419545109     -1.459424638     -2.699501017
H       -1.354034508      0.106978418     -3.548849243
H       -0.890548404     -2.653356881     -4.827516312
H       -1.464779282     -1.191020256     -5.672369909
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100977214     -0.354939595     -0.345348720
N        0.486853531      1.406691166      0.541143380
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H        0.058506648      1.608257352      1.437627182
H        1.488780817      1.529764935      0.633830382
N        0.451941421     -1.776000376      1.037890174
H        1.449256619     -1.875869928      1.189014710
H        0.001092130     -1.696465589      1.942550285
H        0.145290568      2.093899616     -0.133217018
H        0.111906157     -2.629619117      0.591336171
O       -0.746845997      0.919731443     -1.692880298
O       -0.768875597     -1.968969268     -1.246647207
C       -1.056530190      0.556039552     -2.922745057
C       -1.053533874     -2.003101194     -2.533464432
O       -1.611983418      1.324653383     -3.671340629
O       -1.591207583     -2.970115783     -3.019194167
C       -0.595176797     -0.820321271     -3.389031055
C        0.954857845     -0.910860443     -3.610916992
C       -0.771514823     -1.098884806     -4.891462925
C        0.683921973     -1.594852916     -4.961149404
H        1.525632125     -1.455500036     -2.857839182
H        1.385022805      0.085163827     -3.727504396
H       -1.553301240     -1.811244881     -5.142561670
H       -0.928288747     -0.162777813     -5.424044239
H        0.746015378     -2.680409955     -4.883683205
H        1.286464470     -1.264621073     -5.807490698
./carboplatin-M062X-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100567583     -0.364649758     -0.349940318
N        0.507039836      1.410072519      0.557720234
H        0.080649318      1.612666879      1.455163388
H        1.509516007      1.532311812      0.648624870
N        0.466084502     -1.820313321      1.031741779
H        1.463681178     -1.927167724      1.178025313
H        0.018318006     -1.756921042      1.939447517
H        0.164145438      2.097248166     -0.116795546
H        0.121188858     -2.663987836      0.569006347
O       -0.751529126      0.931744940     -1.692160274
O       -0.779920708     -1.979162932     -1.271166479
C       -1.084899821      0.570343213     -2.917875262
C       -1.053989469     -2.005476812     -2.560903595
O       -1.661677130      1.326644639     -3.658329254
O       -1.558224151     -2.974218435     -3.073073953
C       -0.609788728     -0.799304456     -3.396797997
C        0.941287230     -0.885108175     -3.602154428
C       -0.769212788     -1.066091868     -4.902594126
C        0.674939558     -1.607597869     -4.938095436
H        1.510454949     -1.405336987     -2.832657043
H        1.358608132      0.110920669     -3.748491935
H       -1.567008507     -1.748454881     -5.176360483
H       -0.873509727     -0.122420616     -5.431023284
H        0.693359594     -2.688355384     -4.814462010
H        1.298362142     -1.327737509     -5.783977036
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt      -1.121864377     -0.010904887     -0.045742654
N       -2.510135169      1.289435840      0.663363982
H       -3.395235507      1.218240554      0.165767237
H       -2.709549528      1.132912482      1.648865052
N       -2.359225281     -1.581460859      0.303462379
H       -2.553743494     -1.703132613      1.294726030
H       -3.256041862     -1.478250555     -0.166426479
H       -2.188445180      2.250645652      0.570502693
H       -1.942381069     -2.447809810     -0.031601993
O        0.110697868      1.557296390     -0.461090900
O        0.253658621     -1.307441474     -0.808898495
C        1.393739408      1.421995640     -0.514979939
C        1.525334310     -1.096530301     -0.745587707
O        2.119448227      2.318968446     -0.943713477
O        2.333075649     -1.875766055     -1.249296244
C        2.006445234      0.135998240      0.019965531
C        1.810551444     -0.104122611      1.555424753
C        3.522242359      0.138912296      0.273674774
C        3.272633879     -0.587158822      1.610221138
H        1.021989305     -0.794898749      1.845654860
H        1.672575197      0.847977083      2.066061614
H        4.147294657     -0.347174541     -0.469601162
H        3.865762485      1.157015781      0.438882691
H        3.333698698     -1.668102649      1.496653962
H        3.865663125     -0.277850480      2.466733353
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.261436275     -0.366971520     -0.422034381
N       -0.505431960      1.259948087      0.569069563
H       -1.512012027      1.368877422      0.430356838
H       -0.361273626      1.229170365      1.580303737
N       -0.502994561     -1.654904898      0.985706311
H       -0.443258998     -1.303795763      1.943543849
H       -1.488655932     -1.872718718      0.825622371
H       -0.079407607      2.130411560      0.244609279
H       -0.009071165     -2.549279243      0.976713532
O        1.080717988      0.904263146     -1.786179260
O        1.084638243     -1.971356510     -1.373880283
C        1.239894335      0.528266056     -3.029907110
C        1.222183654     -1.983123365     -2.674684619
O        1.820897561      1.257592639     -3.841373421
O        1.765866160     -2.934848316     -3.245470263
C        0.651838972     -0.805487477     -3.463854480
C        0.606012044     -1.071072226     -4.975295375
C       -0.909240400     -0.886292088     -3.468681554
C       -0.815450661     -1.621603958     -4.811852264
H        1.378919594     -1.731507014     -5.388671376
H        0.613605497     -0.119930355     -5.522424833
H       -1.384664985     -1.394211405     -2.616936347
H       -1.345159235      0.118315498     -3.569398322
H       -0.815762225     -2.711770793     -4.670684891
H       -1.556319932     -1.368323892     -5.581725712
./carboplatin-SMD_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt      -0.233627096     -0.361254944     -0.375199553
N        0.500954519      1.283236188      0.601379152
H        0.147863758      1.375671114      1.568743905
H        1.532443503      1.286455102      0.667417963
N        0.514938988     -1.629099463      1.049623171
H        1.546660331     -1.613184974      1.108651087
H        0.165330460     -1.424283871      2.000653761
H        0.238312990      2.153541266      0.109165152
H        0.248566644     -2.606929812      0.844975373
O       -1.040532344      0.888480658     -1.751809289
O       -1.010022968     -1.982473308     -1.312654727
C       -1.220021846      0.508119780     -3.010417821
C       -1.163196840     -2.022649887     -2.629009341
O       -1.806590997      1.258513189     -3.810872955
O       -1.684404179     -3.017321394     -3.164817216
C       -0.644909375     -0.837750894     -3.460867906
C        0.935439587     -0.886716991     -3.558599950
C       -0.689774401     -1.116097664     -4.987139848
C        0.787090157     -1.584800696     -4.935477745
H        1.462664744     -1.422865057     -2.746195136
H        1.348205912      0.137589931     -3.644759325
H       -1.450798469     -1.845632231     -5.320113472
H       -0.813094645     -0.165886097     -5.538537761
H        0.868423872     -2.685726915     -4.845575240
H        1.457384707     -1.239285801     -5.745691289
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.120514383     -0.361799867     -0.357263687
N       -0.501120297      1.414396448      0.536956592
H       -1.508222991      1.543481728      0.602641916
H       -0.096051726      1.620314082      1.447378713
N       -0.468036799     -1.815164068      1.016526611
H       -0.048816825     -1.747413199      1.941241583
H       -1.472001206     -1.931888750      1.133225282
H       -0.139795162      2.104306003     -0.129896410
H       -0.103343982     -2.662834317      0.569579235
O        0.791835083      0.937464780     -1.694396043
O        0.818995443     -1.981868104     -1.263900380
C        1.106146990      0.565366928     -2.926005041
C        1.081511564     -2.005714405     -2.560507430
O        1.686199309      1.317826460     -3.678461342
O        1.598923730     -2.973602911     -3.075792398
C        0.613090221     -0.804930751     -3.396016321
C        0.743379339     -1.074976808     -4.906998066
C       -0.944836457     -0.889581645     -3.565602608
C       -0.710372529     -1.601351421     -4.917719134
H        1.533667991     -1.772561341     -5.190965819
H        0.852256314     -0.126869040     -5.439966467
H       -1.495488967     -1.425451222     -2.783914923
H       -1.369805669      0.113170301     -3.690408237
H       -0.740192932     -2.689654689     -4.804303680
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H       -1.351127813     -1.301016960     -5.752560955
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195279421     -0.367020480     -0.402737746
N       -0.527910973      1.288155291      0.534644791
H       -1.541368326      1.308893130      0.587301812
H       -0.176155047      1.404406040      1.479844897
N       -0.509120756     -1.664647260      0.999544771
H       -0.153462467     -1.483138622      1.932773528
H       -1.522257991     -1.676748743      1.061909001
H       -0.239185353      2.106905325      0.005801332
H       -0.213463059     -2.603183922      0.744282410
O        0.972681340      0.880053914     -1.757295761
O        0.975602124     -1.963223681     -1.316315336
C        1.216763149      0.502026521     -2.974285468
C        1.179458207     -2.001446373     -2.596693080
O        1.848871874      1.208840118     -3.747997031
O        1.749412995     -2.947219031     -3.123451525
C        0.645841817     -0.835243727     -3.431338968
C        0.679603333     -1.104641905     -4.944155264
C       -0.917854102     -0.888820431     -3.508384879
C       -0.789714893     -1.558724762     -4.887578770
H        1.418517162     -1.828340533     -5.281339811
H        0.805178629     -0.169431936     -5.487165609
H       -1.423295787     -1.434341313     -2.712437567
H       -1.339599894      0.115221166     -3.568452994
H       -0.883779857     -2.642984224     -4.821147429
H       -1.452734538     -1.195697332     -5.672454315
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193584498     -0.362571446     -0.388638868
N       -0.537946710      1.312136459      0.546384848
H       -1.560724539      1.332593260      0.591767197
H       -0.189345265      1.431824140      1.501918730
N       -0.508406852     -1.671533729      1.030538998
H       -0.148835321     -1.482837586      1.970596001
H       -1.530369594     -1.688062609      1.093853136
H       -0.242242428      2.135812620      0.011447307
H       -0.205370090     -2.617579804      0.775090431
O        0.982282723      0.896798274     -1.754932725
O        0.985692208     -1.978885673     -1.299518934
C        1.227015252      0.503367249     -2.986842700
C        1.191309414     -2.013626694     -2.598510222
O        1.868672381      1.219917785     -3.766210927
O        1.774867406     -2.971330416     -3.121815917
C        0.650392620     -0.843021529     -3.440009614
C        0.683794848     -1.117651645     -4.964119676
C       -0.927426202     -0.893647659     -3.518588033
C       -0.801370970     -1.555577632     -4.913164744
H        1.418628623     -1.859231258     -5.296059978
H        0.829590401     -0.180225842     -5.513247666
H       -1.432409948     -1.448894281     -2.719135007
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H       -1.350131462      0.118440620     -3.566900670
H       -0.912987697     -2.646270336     -4.860483835
H       -1.460956286     -1.170295040     -5.700546142
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.203683712     -0.359919628     -0.404912220
N       -0.556254643      1.278401247      0.529798316
H       -1.574158230      1.282172007      0.578691555
H       -0.213892198      1.407062705      1.481086061
N       -0.466701051     -1.667738651      1.002350284
H       -0.118096658     -1.476079451      1.940521684
H       -1.482890971     -1.710443947      1.067428342
H       -0.283470314      2.109079372      0.003784082
H       -0.147150799     -2.604715696      0.755121073
O        0.950137226      0.905187887     -1.762981561
O        1.019194061     -1.943596529     -1.313879107
C        1.192590303      0.524056932     -2.985026953
C        1.212231928     -1.978088086     -2.601577366
O        1.811304624      1.243754626     -3.767708619
O        1.804739597     -2.915981389     -3.132348473
C        0.642090409     -0.826390697     -3.435176867
C        0.667473747     -1.097858549     -4.951805453
C       -0.924566986     -0.911800910     -3.494661392
C       -0.799248256     -1.571966055     -4.883547785
H        1.418187986     -1.817915000     -5.292082371
H        0.780503142     -0.156264143     -5.499192173
H       -1.410325621     -1.477640338     -2.691672553
H       -1.370059555      0.089509121     -3.541189106
H       -0.879957084     -2.664307663     -4.823937286
H       -1.478057356     -1.208869935     -5.664211121
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.229223524     -0.364636132     -0.407431287
N        0.513749170      1.246887384      0.575937299
H        0.185049920      1.301466918      1.541427246
H        1.534160321      1.240603424      0.612466003
N        0.541810594     -1.614315458      0.992572934
H        1.562283189     -1.592407415      1.013201380
H        0.222429657     -1.390975744      1.936407423
H        0.238669575      2.117145578      0.118110370
H        0.267211251     -2.580504410      0.807574085
O       -1.062223534      0.884361291     -1.788246984
O       -1.024700365     -1.982699132     -1.365546136
C       -1.281262719      0.493297083     -3.005250025
C       -1.187008519     -2.011686784     -2.651379179
O       -1.936460277      1.182457636     -3.795211490
O       -1.711442730     -2.980125124     -3.211703790
C       -0.666304214     -0.823826079     -3.465564340
C        0.901377027     -0.859969379     -3.492545140
C       -0.644200924     -1.089715372     -4.982211677
C        0.806325601     -1.603074624     -4.843520158
H        1.392814342     -1.362285503     -2.653424882
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H        1.298080169      0.155063556     -3.604374812
H       -1.402540638     -1.772311133     -5.374037320
H       -0.677432024     -0.139779115     -5.523372753
H        0.837779799     -2.688342802     -4.698956809
H        1.518365863     -1.314981434     -5.622048968
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201970874     -0.362657160     -0.402107973
N       -0.530108610      1.292039705      0.532710246
H       -1.543553368      1.304563743      0.589357495
H       -0.174661173      1.415120869      1.475677205
N       -0.494774793     -1.663324603      1.003363911
H       -0.136704805     -1.479879937      1.935302516
H       -1.507754056     -1.679587414      1.067928772
H       -0.250112819      2.110010716     -0.001994567
H       -0.195598475     -2.600238727      0.746364171
O        0.971005136      0.887538597     -1.758262764
O        0.987305653     -1.957631079     -1.313897007
C        1.206162899      0.509258996     -2.979245600
C        1.177660261     -1.998370514     -2.598401893
O        1.825022042      1.218774026     -3.757970705
O        1.736872090     -2.946325820     -3.128429121
C        0.640184124     -0.831786737     -3.429827885
C        0.677213391     -1.104419926     -4.941759514
C       -0.922702325     -0.893085081     -3.509954135
C       -0.787514252     -1.572640100     -4.883879068
H        1.423108674     -1.822679474     -5.275177034
H        0.794666089     -0.168708892     -5.485770708
H       -1.429196770     -1.433128109     -2.710889077
H       -1.348255101      0.108798729     -3.580436599
H       -0.868661510     -2.657294764     -4.807380318
H       -1.454266162     -1.224699816     -5.672449357
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.249035231     -0.371361368     -0.425725817
N       -0.504646224      1.258927878      0.571483081
H       -1.523987111      1.287329059      0.571537787
H       -0.215481492      1.291860310      1.549104173
N       -0.540697474     -1.644876759      0.982166537
H       -0.439442270     -1.306626335      1.938931240
H       -1.536904638     -1.810821948      0.840524435
H       -0.191549324      2.131690880      0.146894454
H       -0.087540913     -2.557539466      0.947493868
O        1.097061371      0.888684102     -1.794237262
O        1.069742275     -1.985120466     -1.380727823
C        1.271239246      0.505527859     -3.028567683
C        1.231412706     -1.990162236     -2.674406434
O        1.889050869      1.220403030     -3.832452614
O        1.802293391     -2.934992036     -3.238780836
C        0.664211482     -0.816407035     -3.469861111
C        0.604449345     -1.078123299     -4.981941276
C       -0.898484604     -0.878527484     -3.460444479
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C       -0.827404498     -1.602854981     -4.812019136
H        1.360804952     -1.750041674     -5.401155872
H        0.625220478     -0.127843564     -5.526103945
H       -1.364614032     -1.393214223     -2.611545026
H       -1.322507636      0.129655978     -3.544293597
H       -0.848458930     -2.691763146     -4.680603656
H       -1.565495190     -1.324155845     -5.572398019
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.239836200     -0.364651040     -0.420679397
N        0.513927055      1.268835127      0.579000521
H        0.208425617      1.304407074      1.545587855
H        1.527813098      1.280527308      0.589124029
N        0.519431060     -1.648300145      0.999345067
H        1.514076493     -1.804662887      0.878104548
H        0.386755126     -1.313682988      1.947512354
H        0.212114392      2.132004683      0.139858804
H        0.067891069     -2.554453408      0.937940165
O       -1.056312447      0.895402619     -1.798797592
O       -1.050361256     -1.972119713     -1.378496738
C       -1.242944318      0.515731501     -3.026909592
C       -1.209674865     -1.988454949     -2.666676935
O       -1.842682196      1.235947897     -3.826585224
O       -1.757668073     -2.940026702     -3.224120838
C       -0.658479702     -0.813389815     -3.467134201
C        0.902667656     -0.881681071     -3.484776095
C       -0.622538089     -1.080320471     -4.976292353
C        0.804117046     -1.617776183     -4.824884286
H        1.379122257     -1.382181834     -2.642855401
H        1.326532539      0.116548725     -3.586822696
H       -1.384980760     -1.743665629     -5.377305400
H       -0.644045437     -0.139480219     -5.521485254
H        0.816374056     -2.697718046     -4.686130134
H        1.527582889     -1.357192606     -5.593650215
./carboplatin-M062X-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.120405578     -0.361364970     -0.349890751
N        0.508173161      1.410600030      0.553873142
H        0.070080534      1.640963317      1.447339431
H        1.516391682      1.534204992      0.659181373
N        0.439339365     -1.828146027      1.026090275
H        1.441331055     -1.952573811      1.178954120
H       -0.012227391     -1.781835246      1.941086917
H        0.181001766      2.100238505     -0.136847978
H        0.089493310     -2.672585718      0.552531874
O       -0.761198108      0.949671124     -1.686936197
O       -0.820563838     -1.973210698     -1.264885151
C       -1.071527028      0.587994679     -2.925320337
C       -1.071201840     -1.994997940     -2.565716567
O       -1.626498779      1.352403237     -3.679852068
O       -1.576804276     -2.961982759     -3.088556801
C       -0.599435568     -0.790322969     -3.396474412
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C        0.953870913     -0.895569849     -3.588167825
C       -0.751358204     -1.060202256     -4.905018254
C        0.687840586     -1.620302460     -4.926185575
H        1.518195114     -1.423824959     -2.805706880
H        1.387845719      0.103872763     -3.737652287
H       -1.561664800     -1.742780137     -5.180287771
H       -0.843099234     -0.108167480     -5.439853340
H        0.689997249     -2.709981161     -4.793651635
H        1.329731200     -1.352452978     -5.775182313
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.214331188     -0.359722918     -0.393066425
N       -0.546959068      1.297477499      0.558837216
H       -1.566768193      1.300355600      0.645165021
H       -0.173972709      1.448121648      1.500139943
N       -0.465769349     -1.700705582      1.013498776
H       -0.083473807     -1.554904153      1.951639038
H       -1.484180279     -1.723310187      1.113605931
H       -0.298603982      2.126706780      0.009902345
H       -0.180042822     -2.641420462      0.723358307
O        0.962872663      0.925437587     -1.761735028
O        1.022651978     -1.956095930     -1.333844764
C        1.195072643      0.550593221     -2.991805013
C        1.174426789     -1.994386033     -2.630333804
O        1.789409071      1.268081590     -3.783393824
O        1.678322516     -2.956923367     -3.191471676
C        0.639818544     -0.803197447     -3.442304204
C        0.673978432     -1.071725145     -4.957391605
C       -0.923416439     -0.889360107     -3.513382812
C       -0.771595041     -1.608269782     -4.872527192
H        1.453082510     -1.759988534     -5.303079862
H        0.732382371     -0.120368913     -5.498925994
H       -1.426663586     -1.418695959     -2.692803051
H       -1.361278505      0.113558104     -3.618688882
H       -0.787792888     -2.699145514     -4.748078438
H       -1.468525025     -1.322464764     -5.670443013
./carboplatin-H2O-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.208134443     -0.358807346     -0.370408269
N        0.527725673      1.303043002      0.576051349
H        0.172827259      1.436757404      1.534919751
H        1.556739866      1.324112889      0.636683612
N        0.457338621     -1.675317433      1.053613736
H        1.484450414     -1.721732268      1.131672405
H        0.097360994     -1.487679165      2.001332845
H        0.247720417      2.139770786      0.039408646
H        0.138417091     -2.624262646      0.800017265
O       -0.951008864      0.916290071     -1.732920059
O       -0.994063048     -1.965708479     -1.283873784
C       -1.161315751      0.539587969     -2.987868885
C       -1.162327323     -2.006420772     -2.598712735
O       -1.735309615      1.295533270     -3.784080128
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O       -1.707983205     -2.982524413     -3.132350999
C       -0.622553903     -0.828383705     -3.437813289
C        0.954622066     -0.906878257     -3.566980982
C       -0.706133124     -1.107984514     -4.963583093
C        0.772280608     -1.578022242     -4.953879506
H        1.487461814     -1.466956484     -2.774164942
H        1.392458142      0.108561724     -3.639885719
H       -1.471512299     -1.847546092     -5.261370657
H       -0.855756612     -0.159418952     -5.510997785
H        0.858699716     -2.680488852     -4.890500141
H        1.425302517     -1.215878263     -5.771437647
./carboplatin-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.112026450     -0.354746403     -0.314180378
N        0.494040407      1.427388362      0.558870967
H        0.068214159      1.660283584      1.468305419
H        1.512098776      1.561458699      0.645625741
N        0.442953745     -1.810765297      1.057351537
H        1.453809305     -1.930829526      1.217508375
H       -0.016083441     -1.758548487      1.978960883
H        0.146645984      2.118935156     -0.134716879
H        0.096160107     -2.669711565      0.586485808
O       -0.773938764      0.946344316     -1.661098580
O       -0.806134471     -1.983772845     -1.217465750
C       -1.043184096      0.581242141     -2.929105307
C       -1.066023612     -2.009562269     -2.537148860
O       -1.558032724      1.386126344     -3.696992815
O       -1.599010441     -2.997103419     -3.031751740
C       -0.591420460     -0.814381041     -3.389496579
C        0.972708297     -0.918426200     -3.625522368
C       -0.782820284     -1.094182100     -4.905850018
C        0.685005958     -1.590475998     -4.993448320
H        1.549613496     -1.482850729     -2.866047288
H        1.417957689      0.090942940     -3.731648370
H       -1.575650104     -1.826031897     -5.142139089
H       -0.959223141     -0.142718249     -5.440008584
H        0.751132162     -2.694009224     -4.929354659
H        1.290514914     -1.244959063     -5.854262156
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201062117     -0.359688456     -0.380026732
N       -0.530860447      1.296638506      0.562445335
H       -1.549280001      1.310880829      0.656329731
H       -0.150027426      1.450418332      1.499500798
N       -0.467188113     -1.678851504      1.029175967
H       -0.091334414     -1.518197264      1.966919336
H       -1.485131036     -1.710775837      1.125202693
H       -0.279109521      2.120157634      0.007672072
H       -0.172026549     -2.620732970      0.754897032
O        0.938057844      0.904841185     -1.742121488
O        0.982259629     -1.951671952     -1.304322576
C        1.156465115      0.539295899     -2.980022935
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C        1.155446239     -1.994381890     -2.600439702
O        1.726431244      1.283082630     -3.767682118
O        1.687039522     -2.959212278     -3.134571654
C        0.625987010     -0.819948188     -3.432215479
C        0.706167207     -1.094173113     -4.945915392
C       -0.936621570     -0.906876672     -3.553538114
C       -0.753742312     -1.587411887     -4.924455680
H        1.478355098     -1.809691243     -5.254485721
H        0.827336573     -0.148188406     -5.488716446
H       -1.462452366     -1.457125383     -2.760207655
H       -1.379296286      0.096845818     -3.637844539
H       -0.816487382     -2.682368439     -4.845034451
H       -1.413743164     -1.253218120     -5.737671292
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.214695800     -0.360364069     -0.415930864
N       -0.572193189      1.306941701      0.537282984
H       -1.590356779      1.322622446      0.564572750
H       -0.256712339      1.427382609      1.498485371
N       -0.482679952     -1.702667756      1.009436572
H       -0.113129985     -1.543153762      1.945236785
H       -1.497302122     -1.720772036      1.099513745
H       -0.286674124      2.146459421      0.033972576
H       -0.200083684     -2.645978064      0.744846593
O        0.995427771      0.928061551     -1.788831956
O        1.052987032     -1.966912739     -1.346300869
C        1.230050607      0.528892930     -3.011648847
C        1.228910268     -1.982458381     -2.641651321
O        1.861495737      1.235720392     -3.801382320
O        1.805803181     -2.921669485     -3.194072170
C        0.656067978     -0.814077960     -3.449906265
C        0.640449231     -1.080747585     -4.962191644
C       -0.905072053     -0.896805587     -3.475790095
C       -0.800593595     -1.596483733     -4.839589353
H        1.402794067     -1.768587086     -5.342573320
H        0.697706090     -0.133929514     -5.509759557
H       -1.384156404     -1.432391323     -2.646782040
H       -1.347455490      0.105031377     -3.546740931
H       -0.836457000     -2.687690896     -4.733157719
H       -1.516214039     -1.296775222     -5.614167114
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.207808391     -0.362291077     -0.388397647
N       -0.523349926      1.287612231      0.555672339
H       -1.543302649      1.309311708      0.622913189
H       -0.164346975      1.420781802      1.503818011
N       -0.472693535     -1.672085451      1.016570916
H       -0.112374810     -1.498850548      1.957516195
H       -1.491636774     -1.706134968      1.094761451
H       -0.249297528      2.116822551      0.021150576
H       -0.168769488     -2.614684387      0.756681249
O        0.957155130      0.902056006     -1.742837660
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O        0.989433085     -1.956063676     -1.306899991
C        1.173359165      0.532623269     -2.979247887
C        1.158900774     -1.995802351     -2.602882966
O        1.756491014      1.266390858     -3.767162820
O        1.692920348     -2.957170405     -3.141581523
C        0.626543921     -0.819985938     -3.431130507
C        0.692557853     -1.095186207     -4.945502671
C       -0.937152913     -0.896013435     -3.541114948
C       -0.767262253     -1.587672280     -4.908095308
H        1.462055628     -1.809895583     -5.262292259
H        0.806686726     -0.149178861     -5.489835213
H       -1.463328068     -1.433807493     -2.739561663
H       -1.370286336      0.111326079     -3.633311745
H       -0.828504546     -2.681932810     -4.818099076
H       -1.434299225     -1.260521806     -5.718259053
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.204184243     -0.365874069     -0.410432700
N       -0.555369822      1.303195094      0.552122699
H       -1.567444213      1.318407082      0.588044461
H       -0.224790850      1.412010262      1.503553317
N       -0.479826890     -1.707958799      1.014253600
H       -0.120487360     -1.530575871      1.944556729
H       -1.489681639     -1.735115524      1.088318195
H       -0.265824618      2.131347805      0.042999820
H       -0.177027416     -2.640209648      0.753152852
O        0.969614693      0.915225321     -1.781366508
O        1.015323619     -1.965911172     -1.350889375
C        1.212860219      0.530283683     -2.999767438
C        1.198298589     -1.987470296     -2.638029341
O        1.834658874      1.243401148     -3.780754076
O        1.755731160     -2.932057077     -3.185952529
C        0.649691241     -0.811218280     -3.448442567
C        0.651873595     -1.072138413     -4.958980064
C       -0.910051032     -0.888278761     -3.499097519
C       -0.784264769     -1.597342803     -4.852554829
H        1.416795236     -1.748029330     -5.333247973
H        0.707054408     -0.128822390     -5.497699640
H       -1.402289455     -1.408819711     -2.678687308
H       -1.343130735      0.107859306     -3.586957485
H       -0.811580156     -2.679847887     -4.738419168
H       -1.487009911     -1.312412440     -5.632852163
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.113061201     -0.012138176      0.039985497
N       -2.476203262      1.390276725     -0.638148363
H       -2.683561826      1.303636580     -1.625785462
H       -3.362373944      1.366509925     -0.147854274
N       -2.349130847     -1.636637171     -0.315685057
H       -3.218442892     -1.603367731      0.203177590
H       -2.592694712     -1.752224994     -1.292101309
H       -2.086652288      2.316324080     -0.498533587

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 354



H       -1.865559746     -2.480969085     -0.029284210
O        0.095955169      1.551276746      0.489905209
O        0.225499585     -1.346668969      0.770344025
C        1.387447599      1.406370131      0.543960178
C        1.506369625     -1.126640482      0.728955623
O        2.109943278      2.293477152      0.986561078
O        2.303032807     -1.908845398      1.235886673
C        1.984675557      0.121796739     -0.014858889
C        3.498638960      0.132201179     -0.255258697
C        1.801872823     -0.073943741     -1.554272616
C        3.269350193     -0.511279879     -1.627559369
H        4.105101144     -0.409017760      0.466470605
H        3.855193525      1.156717049     -0.332868582
H        1.031652135     -0.775304036     -1.872066535
H        1.623162757      0.881381918     -2.046878320
H        3.364900727     -1.595225894     -1.589310765
H        3.858489044     -0.141337369     -2.464064976
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.216771930     -0.363445968     -0.408536548
N       -0.547342291      1.309633958      0.549519680
H       -1.567425437      1.336821032      0.591918593
H       -0.218843396      1.435888571      1.508543264
N       -0.480740041     -1.707219430      1.013177512
H       -0.119445075     -1.547581849      1.955127528
H       -1.498186162     -1.735646468      1.098934165
H       -0.261946141      2.147271426      0.037579950
H       -0.189745940     -2.651526873      0.750657866
O        0.992161526      0.923398859     -1.770525456
O        1.030085619     -1.970229479     -1.340102139
C        1.211089943      0.539253038     -3.006856031
C        1.194508296     -1.993538922     -2.641783036
O        1.808886358      1.262764075     -3.799854203
O        1.729728937     -2.950025132     -3.196625499
C        0.647174051     -0.808521476     -3.445149387
C        0.656370167     -1.075034659     -4.956584378
C       -0.912507807     -0.890538609     -3.500437762
C       -0.779549127     -1.605053364     -4.852950041
H        1.432578172     -1.757375986     -5.325336454
H        0.713854076     -0.124989461     -5.502898919
H       -1.414809208     -1.411876257     -2.672065435
H       -1.353683848      0.112976689     -3.595880418
H       -0.801963247     -2.697502415     -4.732615097
H       -1.489714347     -1.328254069     -5.644386766
./carboplatin_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.104193951     -0.352472877     -0.306489301
N        0.494692722      1.441329105      0.566291223
H        0.051184563      1.688230789      1.464240810
H        1.510054454      1.587116977      0.670716289
N        0.445191837     -1.821799741      1.065080571
H        1.453768294     -1.952777207      1.234438872

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 355



H       -0.021792093     -1.785908288      1.984146859
H        0.154946475      2.121372243     -0.143968586
H        0.098413799     -2.672053971      0.576269084
O       -0.763943566      0.949923312     -1.661097659
O       -0.797837634     -1.984293437     -1.217158554
C       -1.031324652      0.585966547     -2.929379550
C       -1.061365499     -2.008388893     -2.535807941
O       -1.535960143      1.396736061     -3.698168620
O       -1.593342214     -2.997750539     -3.028274012
C       -0.590285778     -0.813209333     -3.390312269
C        0.972177542     -0.924239653     -3.633942727
C       -0.790591072     -1.092785274     -4.905523727
C        0.675020632     -1.594291649     -5.000833388
H        1.548764490     -1.492467465     -2.877139024
H        1.422444653      0.082736613     -3.741357947
H       -1.586981877     -1.822245063     -5.137368376
H       -0.966566861     -0.140828517     -5.439017972
H        0.737491684     -2.698105700     -4.937972206
H        1.277341203     -1.250146810     -5.864500859
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.223493922     -0.359753715     -0.404408669
N        0.553535724      1.226237039      0.597519628
H        0.209913782      1.284286790      1.553710751
H        1.568868899      1.184525072      0.648456286
N        0.469780094     -1.640405640      1.010104277
H        1.486104105     -1.650558568      1.053990630
H        0.133205057     -1.405556589      1.941238525
H        0.311173713      2.100491465      0.136395659
H        0.165944858     -2.591457531      0.811685331
O       -0.981977070      0.915898131     -1.803277904
O       -1.053526112     -1.944475476     -1.385863398
C       -1.218217100      0.537643099     -3.014990784
C       -1.209003498     -1.970656085     -2.666735695
O       -1.842946503      1.248140809     -3.802299025
O       -1.751300843     -2.920174409     -3.230249297
C       -0.654426036     -0.798382744     -3.476002771
C        0.909186739     -0.885733438     -3.501738211
C       -0.635619939     -1.061346301     -4.990116858
C        0.790462518     -1.628325053     -4.846524983
H        1.384159710     -1.394277580     -2.665696914
H        1.335652753      0.109720316     -3.617691495
H       -1.411534781     -1.708981073     -5.387527694
H       -0.629571778     -0.116529969     -5.527801465
H        0.780070504     -2.706976574     -4.700016150
H        1.510866136     -1.373704746     -5.619288785
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.227324828     -0.369146391     -0.418302834
N        0.513469448      1.266437487      0.583343909
H        0.216567649      1.292205970      1.552762381
H        1.527037519      1.291755953      0.584456794

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 356



N        0.544126537     -1.645876566      0.998254391
H        1.537324674     -1.803447004      0.868189992
H        0.421119505     -1.307289233      1.946200664
H        0.196313266      2.128300693      0.152823278
H        0.091352859     -2.551754384      0.945678320
O       -1.058956525      0.885947025     -1.793403416
O       -1.028881851     -1.980859842     -1.378601785
C       -1.254617937      0.507427077     -3.018253413
C       -1.204314912     -1.993763195     -2.662779600
O       -1.868435579      1.225165425     -3.812070490
O       -1.760203448     -2.944747204     -3.216604018
C       -0.664771807     -0.816249718     -3.467790324
C        0.896606951     -0.874237008     -3.493673395
C       -0.634652426     -1.080416884     -4.977368808
C        0.794686665     -1.612518437     -4.832189375
H        1.380550509     -1.370553052     -2.653518502
H        1.311474037      0.127281406     -3.600673164
H       -1.396742162     -1.744527657     -5.377966633
H       -0.658826426     -0.137867843     -5.519622571
H        0.811124475     -2.692175322     -4.691161785
H        1.513280819     -1.349444069     -5.604858626
./carboplatin-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195490926     -0.362864166     -0.381411612
N       -0.525778710      1.316194724      0.555997989
H       -1.548088136      1.338025382      0.610473450
H       -0.168129246      1.438988558      1.507811820
N       -0.504548120     -1.673201042      1.038853215
H       -0.136611835     -1.490568365      1.976899476
H       -1.526123169     -1.684039473      1.109674605
H       -0.233517886      2.136748037      0.014214300
H       -0.208671243     -2.619569773      0.775869338
O        0.978149189      0.895493767     -1.746342708
O        0.971551926     -1.981202506     -1.294525745
C        1.216044054      0.505625111     -2.982981655
C        1.167246860     -2.020082206     -2.596890686
O        1.847295299      1.226166719     -3.763516262
O        1.727186956     -2.987605983     -3.122981204
C        0.641659995     -0.841306043     -3.436952623
C        0.694406722     -1.116568629     -4.960565267
C       -0.935135135     -0.888603957     -3.538865987
C       -0.789464128     -1.559779684     -4.927001007
H        1.435708626     -1.856873877     -5.280456004
H        0.844600192     -0.178000246     -5.506361276
H       -1.455888291     -1.435979096     -2.744110789
H       -1.353389684      0.124587249     -3.602039636
H       -0.895261405     -2.650552870     -4.866020807
H       -1.441426745     -1.185384400     -5.725899935
./carboplatin-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.119904106     -0.356872255     -0.322451158
N        0.493264170      1.419856427      0.546042723

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 357



H        0.085115740      1.644443464      1.464889544
H        1.512091440      1.555232671      0.613478722
N        0.464927024     -1.801458404      1.042089239
H        1.478655549     -1.912024976      1.186446089
H        0.020126127     -1.747842821      1.969904799
H        0.131563801      2.115857593     -0.134937689
H        0.118033371     -2.665394459      0.581511308
O       -0.808258004      0.938348485     -1.657265818
O       -0.819551486     -1.986242563     -1.214593254
C       -1.070829368      0.570721717     -2.924048464
C       -1.073151988     -2.014237040     -2.533728993
O       -1.599446265      1.366983676     -3.692989003
O       -1.603995445     -3.002369999     -3.031463495
C       -0.599332115     -0.818022428     -3.385431709
C        0.967424757     -0.907926154     -3.610861463
C       -0.777294849     -1.099231964     -4.903374133
C        0.695094952     -1.583414377     -4.980203130
H        1.544875168     -1.466977814     -2.847743199
H        1.403269328      0.105896896     -3.715299300
H       -1.562709113     -1.836823496     -5.146104313
H       -0.956757918     -0.149547287     -5.439491249
H        0.770451718     -2.686322783     -4.914803361
H        1.303644522     -1.232984879     -5.836701701
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206714998     -0.367549487     -0.409859945
N       -0.545966003      1.309890672      0.548513028
H       -1.557805453      1.329763965      0.589088711
H       -0.210095800      1.422852141      1.497612711
N       -0.490210857     -1.709404703      1.012527801
H       -0.129075668     -1.538452940      1.943357663
H       -1.500235515     -1.729985419      1.086601463
H       -0.255082650      2.133074157      0.032179090
H       -0.193807577     -2.642314077      0.746450317
O        0.982827804      0.910398042     -1.776737484
O        1.010501177     -1.973835105     -1.345427713
C        1.220192928      0.523929232     -2.998087210
C        1.188864480     -1.997911644     -2.635096664
O        1.840178178      1.234354646     -3.780146677
O        1.732014994     -2.948465203     -3.183640362
C        0.650130514     -0.815712215     -3.443317119
C        0.656301097     -1.076551113     -4.953853969
C       -0.909959473     -0.882826758     -3.498539695
C       -0.786144940     -1.585897492     -4.855576522
H        1.414645893     -1.763308292     -5.321450794
H        0.729012820     -0.134943058     -5.493296058
H       -1.407248234     -1.404974585     -2.682172620
H       -1.338907908      0.115572121     -3.580509313
H       -0.826840050     -2.668682845     -4.748761100
H       -1.482697744     -1.289372809     -5.636986549
./carboplatin-SMD-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 358



Pt      -0.231902946     -0.364012770     -0.383198094
N        0.516090717      1.261560154      0.603656569
H        0.203625946      1.314327975      1.587228139
H        1.548952582      1.281465978      0.622275555
N        0.497583892     -1.637794115      1.040079346
H        1.515737854     -1.791067268      0.951659181
H        0.332941217     -1.312398384      2.006565608
H        0.214315936      2.141126456      0.152572735
H        0.055409748     -2.568774657      0.963398963
O       -1.022747587      0.903206233     -1.751499616
O       -1.031889529     -1.972441629     -1.320793416
C       -1.210369424      0.523780350     -3.008564629
C       -1.181990287     -2.003717023     -2.636932141
O       -1.800531567      1.274488386     -3.806668812
O       -1.721378598     -2.984989329     -3.180372687
C       -0.642196225     -0.823663931     -3.462313819
C        0.937837286     -0.888478917     -3.550315683
C       -0.678651879     -1.098748874     -4.989632542
C        0.788808629     -1.594294819     -4.923143952
H        1.456882634     -1.421278907     -2.730356056
H        1.357687625      0.132375493     -3.645135948
H       -1.450555118     -1.812158842     -5.332127721
H       -0.775958050     -0.145030689     -5.540130189
H        0.847743735     -2.695797468     -4.822880138
H        1.471860417     -1.268036169     -5.730499662
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.239326804     -0.362479643     -0.402028540
N        0.515241115      1.237302898      0.576348225
H        0.199999054      1.296358521      1.547873518
H        1.537868483      1.239710297      0.602213468
N        0.478221415     -1.626342993      1.004032079
H        1.486906978     -1.774856710      0.918059248
H        0.312013589     -1.308037565      1.961680080
H        0.233178461      2.110765493      0.124614220
H        0.041270032     -2.547750753      0.921877563
O       -1.009932474      0.890831238     -1.759942658
O       -1.038605971     -1.944777840     -1.335021822
C       -1.200023359      0.522499487     -2.997129737
C       -1.178215810     -1.986684106     -2.630593820
O       -1.785086250      1.258749923     -3.792328261
O       -1.702343387     -2.957802923     -3.177276899
C       -0.637171972     -0.816692102     -3.450504420
C        0.929349165     -0.890358998     -3.524659508
C       -0.663236296     -1.088148073     -4.966554991
C        0.787149694     -1.599393251     -4.884931326
H        1.439093645     -1.417733286     -2.706197344
H        1.353951724      0.119566007     -3.622738347
H       -1.436089915     -1.781216194     -5.322252183
H       -0.734536513     -0.139381602     -5.513404326
H        0.830375437     -2.692794728     -4.775682269
H        1.477256970     -1.291685868     -5.682580961
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD_eGeom.xyz

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 359



25

Pt      -0.234193283     -0.363631128     -0.393104086
N        0.505134766      1.258775063      0.578068363
H        0.155258671      1.348598073      1.536964758
H        1.527393194      1.253473325      0.643627712
N        0.516313688     -1.621383717      1.012692638
H        1.538005782     -1.589434060      1.078198442
H        0.159953563     -1.430680906      1.954101291
H        0.251378524      2.124947023      0.093584095
H        0.269133658     -2.592472416      0.799768701
O       -1.037371192      0.874314081     -1.758952479
O       -1.011323270     -1.964984746     -1.330142922
C       -1.225009995      0.502362884     -2.996979410
C       -1.159038328     -2.010166966     -2.626212816
O       -1.818620606      1.232534063     -3.789959690
O       -1.665554109     -2.993052929     -3.166419786
C       -0.646784421     -0.830279223     -3.450502556
C        0.919871904     -0.878918462     -3.536210288
C       -0.680900406     -1.103584210     -4.965729416
C        0.779472702     -1.587710006     -4.896912680
H        1.442618221     -1.401032174     -2.722524888
H        1.329976819      0.136972649     -3.633750082
H       -1.443535952     -1.811964335     -5.313464083
H       -0.776368912     -0.156916276     -5.512711358
H        0.844208133     -2.680357205     -4.790895638
H        1.457287859     -1.265761170     -5.699662833
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.975798905     -0.010524249     -0.254299693
N       -2.270499136      1.401087886      0.499006652
H       -3.242518120      1.240018098      0.224609646
H       -2.267485422      1.446394908      1.520606773
N       -2.110689350     -1.539068538      0.532773279
H       -1.934782895     -1.689381067      1.529004467
H       -3.118789580     -1.392754360      0.442320773
H       -2.034014927      2.341222587      0.172821686
H       -1.908490861     -2.428637011      0.070782329
O        0.121187990      1.494555002     -1.096272391
O        0.273605794     -1.411991423     -1.066412791
C        1.413827007      1.361712760     -1.259522456
C        1.551893274     -1.171344475     -1.210083974
O        2.066668324      2.225534536     -1.854692017
O        2.294472785     -2.000670181     -1.745588626
C        2.098557961      0.144447693     -0.658060003
C        2.122437842      0.086678101      0.903720664
C        3.632750125      0.176171490     -0.616123806
C        3.581199159     -0.379340915      0.811845427
H        1.383841665     -0.567768467      1.389659548
H        2.031541593      1.098016009      1.326261083
H        4.164046273     -0.400775438     -1.383808106
H        3.985505965      1.215108370     -0.636409433
H        3.650888411     -1.476390486      0.823939478

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 360



H        4.290473028      0.024283166      1.546611494
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.243206496     -0.362216265     -0.402985641
N       -0.533685953      1.233378946      0.591296737
H       -1.558161974      1.230260690      0.608619583
H       -0.224629819      1.279743371      1.567348171
N       -0.475773320     -1.650740092      0.998605293
H       -0.335097734     -1.326072977      1.960209235
H       -1.480630379     -1.821725363      0.892176530
H       -0.251172331      2.115390853      0.152260010
H       -0.015673031     -2.563692268      0.926310316
O        1.019533904      0.920595031     -1.782599003
O        1.076710755     -1.952158928     -1.371036179
C        1.222006386      0.543785522     -3.013499334
C        1.198615324     -1.980376443     -2.666930543
O        1.821390040      1.260308558     -3.813182428
O        1.704001993     -2.942647666     -3.242279322
C        0.646347057     -0.794962578     -3.465591992
C        0.637887577     -1.060946192     -4.981693054
C       -0.918630264     -0.878954578     -3.499934321
C       -0.792921013     -1.623741239     -4.846531200
H        1.421302457     -1.723397664     -5.366757648
H        0.645002665     -0.107835261     -5.523252236
H       -1.406933447     -1.390116734     -2.659379769
H       -1.347027394      0.125879952     -3.622060659
H       -0.782611504     -2.711461602     -4.695349758
H       -1.515749481     -1.368649845     -5.630891797
./carboplatin-PBE0-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.095446605     -0.360998986     -0.341193202
N        0.466848842      1.409001460      0.545588437
H        0.035149139      1.603730058      1.441984907
H        1.466934453      1.546450691      0.637797540
N        0.490324147     -1.777258305      1.033575593
H        1.489692423     -1.855623135      1.183768254
H        0.037376662     -1.711968643      1.938335135
H        0.114266955      2.089651405     -0.129794432
H        0.168343084     -2.634804301      0.581230938
O       -0.769447297      0.906017055     -1.679376609
O       -0.738124683     -1.983094547     -1.242342914
C       -1.077534117      0.542143972     -2.910374879
C       -1.026880603     -2.019900249     -2.528841408
O       -1.646327086      1.304639845     -3.654058209
O       -1.544596957     -2.996703538     -3.015326446
C       -0.598089615     -0.825516573     -3.383430676
C        0.950231023     -0.890666029     -3.624534168
C       -0.787654601     -1.103317202     -4.884340841
C        0.673523499     -1.578805683     -4.971599679
H        1.539930939     -1.425620328     -2.879049219
H        1.362479300      0.112267213     -3.746628891
H       -1.561933819     -1.826598900     -5.127281355
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H       -0.964047362     -0.168103730     -5.412302639
H        0.750400345     -2.663374582     -4.893663867
H        1.261888944     -1.241899737     -5.825270378
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.112860119     -0.366551709     -0.353518618
N       -0.508070537      1.404803811      0.545341833
H       -1.515623979      1.535373424      0.602358088
H       -0.112511539      1.606311994      1.460907500
N       -0.464886222     -1.824767825      1.016783348
H       -0.051641983     -1.752635125      1.943882756
H       -1.467939383     -1.954053188      1.129342326
H       -0.140715218      2.098732956     -0.114092601
H       -0.089193653     -2.669201301      0.572583436
O        0.778620257      0.934793727     -1.684152080
O        0.808314618     -1.979885023     -1.265502008
C        1.093171743      0.573233431     -2.918778689
C        1.076737927     -2.000553726     -2.560459027
O        1.662197392      1.336545517     -3.668713262
O        1.596436312     -2.967143901     -3.076334158
C        0.611944606     -0.798352631     -3.395369521
C        0.754339515     -1.064513916     -4.905960166
C       -0.944030773     -0.887594315     -3.578577256
C       -0.695485940     -1.601426898     -4.926725045
H        1.552427823     -1.754371287     -5.187145200
H        0.858316321     -0.113419544     -5.434755139
H       -1.500324561     -1.421574252     -2.799596624
H       -1.368847533      0.114326738     -3.711019767
H       -0.716971952     -2.689671585     -4.809897672
H       -1.331816350     -1.308758141     -5.767731465
./carboplatin-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193268782     -0.363257432     -0.380736016
N       -0.501840998      1.329555961      0.551766776
H       -1.523567489      1.367411449      0.607958836
H       -0.140412011      1.450263969      1.502434253
N       -0.533568127     -1.659526089      1.039166127
H       -0.165058005     -1.482512059      1.978066612
H       -1.555371749     -1.652832217      1.107194909
H       -0.197883841      2.143522863      0.006450331
H       -0.253235921     -2.611063251      0.777793836
O        1.000717975      0.879966126     -1.744737158
O        0.944732818     -1.995878525     -1.288650514
C        1.237269646      0.484802242     -2.980037095
C        1.146734211     -2.039649524     -2.589931887
O        1.881842563      1.194845141     -3.759177789
O        1.693673610     -3.016755883     -3.111782286
C        0.644138324     -0.853907677     -3.434371748
C        0.699751558     -1.132728103     -4.957210247
C       -0.932682872     -0.876403592     -3.543722448
C       -0.791143278     -1.552267354     -4.930014655
H        1.430737813     -1.885239712     -5.272250130
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H        0.867437146     -0.197627233     -5.503865919
H       -1.465723478     -1.414133328     -2.750504825
H       -1.334652531      0.143132540     -3.610613615
H       -0.914573930     -2.641109044     -4.867714480
H       -1.433283205     -1.168962040     -5.732639875
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206123912     -0.361937829     -0.400932099
N       -0.555804039      1.282807188      0.547136458
H       -1.574549464      1.293424743      0.580150027
H       -0.226455481      1.396805830      1.505150251
N       -0.478166546     -1.684201134      1.004288869
H       -0.119652321     -1.508115042      1.942008193
H       -1.494731577     -1.710924122      1.075176549
H       -0.267619982      2.116361009      0.033175637
H       -0.173943144     -2.622477407      0.741233485
O        0.968255318      0.918071260     -1.774908198
O        1.018017498     -1.963100600     -1.339909967
C        1.228245567      0.526290583     -2.987530864
C        1.193373878     -1.994906756     -2.627937496
O        1.878759944      1.217580132     -3.768145141
O        1.737582335     -2.945505747     -3.184258267
C        0.648908647     -0.813490141     -3.445258637
C        0.657860631     -1.076482537     -4.962447979
C       -0.916820663     -0.881150755     -3.492825488
C       -0.795654284     -1.591996039     -4.860170070
H        1.421536076     -1.768257576     -5.325899509
H        0.718245491     -0.126324593     -5.500599356
H       -1.410062780     -1.412462701     -2.672672151
H       -1.340733282      0.125396126     -3.582826086
H       -0.830497919     -2.680493311     -4.745301852
H       -1.494910805     -1.285263349     -5.643825321
./carboplatin-M062X_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.115270099     -0.363437990     -0.342024009
N        0.490050781      1.423396220      0.561909072
H        0.051202029      1.655897236      1.454939101
H        1.496417041      1.566292515      0.664940074
N        0.447316669     -1.839220432      1.032440192
H        1.449350117     -1.976426836      1.177228709
H        0.004718443     -1.798476273      1.952548031
H        0.151163563      2.103610882     -0.133271497
H        0.087133367     -2.677850831      0.555270347
O       -0.765377206      0.941106245     -1.678853848
O       -0.795764590     -1.978976718     -1.264140549
C       -1.060569855      0.589023112     -2.924309269
C       -1.054170691     -2.001237384     -2.563860143
O       -1.590563860      1.366738616     -3.682843935
O       -1.550355917     -2.974092033     -3.084463472
C       -0.597959085     -0.792058122     -3.395702819
C        0.953935185     -0.894608223     -3.599420525
C       -0.761080034     -1.061516844     -4.903178039
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C        0.680415299     -1.615393190     -4.937700034
H        1.520792493     -1.425498453     -2.820776660
H        1.386701107      0.105532092     -3.746640872
H       -1.570842282     -1.747270596     -5.172630507
H       -0.861839204     -0.108841888     -5.435309652
H        0.688058210     -2.705682876     -4.810033561
H        1.313845527     -1.341361000     -5.791245144
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.237968146     -0.366180807     -0.399205727
N        0.480239237      1.257679208      0.575484996
H        0.163206344      1.312091528      1.547697419
H        1.503350209      1.286596435      0.601104378
N        0.518702540     -1.612619125      1.008025064
H        1.531962269     -1.733305094      0.921660441
H        0.344055395     -1.299462552      1.966821340
H        0.176353440      2.123660196      0.121264738
H        0.108033563     -2.547188890      0.926578027
O       -1.049289448      0.868477751     -1.761736506
O       -1.003555923     -1.973881347     -1.332865647
C       -1.238473214      0.490205065     -2.997029883
C       -1.147662345     -2.017974614     -2.628655712
O       -1.850129965      1.207113105     -3.788915294
O       -1.649012335     -3.001927445     -3.172492841
C       -0.641382014     -0.833810174     -3.450874774
C        0.925857198     -0.865624724     -3.531209423
C       -0.665713215     -1.108787361     -4.966184060
C        0.796063676     -1.586897348     -4.886238482
H        1.453637384     -1.372617309     -2.711187025
H        1.322064715      0.154854269     -3.639326851
H       -1.423904627     -1.819437528     -5.318784327
H       -0.759089829     -0.162509857     -5.514207341
H        0.862897954     -2.678268325     -4.768463679
H        1.477064147     -1.270537830     -5.688387843
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.111759480     -0.011978795      0.035754861
N       -2.447724576      1.375408054     -0.620377238
H       -2.659672087      1.289566281     -1.609470644
H       -3.331909829      1.355247487     -0.121641879
N       -2.332116461     -1.598270993     -0.337523424
H       -3.215708196     -1.553907638      0.160390817
H       -2.548504423     -1.714741258     -1.322581704
H       -2.046502667      2.298983342     -0.479784224
H       -1.858938869     -2.444840990     -0.032501890
O        0.083183886      1.522203209      0.492760276
O        0.199494060     -1.340318899      0.745564283
C        1.372810967      1.391492600      0.547997510
C        1.479452203     -1.131410616      0.728517975
O        2.086598517      2.279355613      0.995652467
O        2.260099634     -1.912297012      1.255756016
C        1.982272961      0.110868784     -0.010227340
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C        3.505038877      0.119910041     -0.218945468
C        1.822726151     -0.071224374     -1.557910088
C        3.307218318     -0.469824488     -1.626570955
H        4.085747415     -0.461225086      0.494143277
H        3.872070721      1.144549710     -0.245225639
H        1.076555602     -0.793684175     -1.886268900
H        1.623396843      0.884605708     -2.044047420
H        3.435369035     -1.552531421     -1.641532707
H        3.894724397     -0.034990085     -2.434748960
./carboplatin-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193944801     -0.359848949     -0.383341306
N       -0.566455029      1.300189448      0.559163101
H       -1.588644487      1.296714654      0.619165939
H       -0.205901347      1.431754476      1.508670067
N       -0.471928142     -1.688262017      1.038034454
H       -0.108413461     -1.495831533      1.975799020
H       -1.492839446     -1.726661258      1.108659756
H       -0.297649672      2.127571809      0.015769103
H       -0.150746857     -2.626318652      0.775223189
O        0.944021837      0.920427208     -1.750155247
O        1.010979629     -1.958675028     -1.301147683
C        1.184461388      0.536915583     -2.988949509
C        1.203332691     -1.988975032     -2.604814217
O        1.792732447      1.273756083     -3.771809678
O        1.788893791     -2.938949980     -3.134005290
C        0.641445031     -0.823767807     -3.440172397
C        0.691013926     -1.096664870     -4.964132011
C       -0.934059262     -0.911262269     -3.531050853
C       -0.780655693     -1.578103738     -4.920592737
H        1.449113158     -1.817307474     -5.289481152
H        0.813412208     -0.154235942     -5.510267412
H       -1.434888548     -1.471668587     -2.732572675
H       -1.378586936      0.090875190     -3.590997491
H       -0.857651723     -2.671281172     -4.859245815
H       -1.447623295     -1.220742914     -5.714878168
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.209456760     -0.368634290     -0.409348084
N       -0.542150365      1.310873032      0.547906349
H       -1.553954464      1.332247557      0.588210821
H       -0.205844714      1.424138129      1.496787988
N       -0.493945411     -1.710268767      1.011159623
H       -0.133195388     -1.542040970      1.942627443
H       -1.504120238     -1.728156983      1.083768247
H       -0.249973149      2.132968454      0.030620105
H       -0.199801756     -2.643390850      0.743397517
O        0.992539080      0.908415950     -1.776434546
O        1.012192784     -1.977469090     -1.346214251
C        1.224654222      0.521627990     -2.998624115
C        1.188136212     -2.000266558     -2.636269723
O        1.843642769      1.231447555     -3.781970522
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O        1.728761326     -2.951485072     -3.186072861
C        0.650655762     -0.816555994     -3.443060074
C        0.653933971     -1.077071883     -4.953617764
C       -0.909643758     -0.880188698     -3.495765430
C       -0.789626242     -1.582838669     -4.853373196
H        1.409984862     -1.765733699     -5.322365225
H        0.728271312     -0.135579208     -5.493040923
H       -1.406338128     -1.401817797     -2.678641048
H       -1.336747551      0.119131293     -3.576168944
H       -0.832993988     -2.665570904     -4.747056246
H       -1.486586900     -1.284133300     -5.633584151
./carboplatin-SMD-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.242697104     -0.356179519     -0.388658007
N        0.526144114      1.253804655      0.598466370
H        0.284144822      1.269657031      1.601744974
H        1.556143388      1.298966950      0.544672957
N        0.451021554     -1.639148994      1.037742889
H        1.459625954     -1.834729921      0.935717177
H        0.314680794     -1.297908180      2.002274586
H        0.172745863      2.136983484      0.196791300
H       -0.030527005     -2.550460908      0.977090324
O       -0.995553726      0.920584461     -1.758157064
O       -1.064040148     -1.946266706     -1.323332615
C       -1.174814630      0.546464434     -3.017012708
C       -1.204894033     -1.979325368     -2.639615701
O       -1.736980090      1.310191478     -3.823935532
O       -1.761357985     -2.950227134     -3.185759212
C       -0.631820769     -0.814108677     -3.463148578
C        0.947632553     -0.913857688     -3.535685776
C       -0.659996409     -1.090584791     -4.990470917
C        0.797716924     -1.612443229     -4.912114158
H        1.445814497     -1.461712135     -2.712822207
H        1.391584206      0.097477111     -3.621132561
H       -1.441436432     -1.790962319     -5.338158469
H       -0.736273038     -0.136537628     -5.543534879
H        0.837049708     -2.715169190     -4.816045414
H        1.493394005     -1.294859990     -5.712045790
./carboplatin-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.117102130     -0.355615410     -0.318223962
N        0.499976321      1.425165215      0.554282688
H        0.074953354      1.661070735      1.463535961
H        1.518519554      1.558406442      0.639569898
N        0.449083021     -1.812070594      1.051199564
H        1.460286026     -1.930993853      1.211391113
H       -0.010968868     -1.765531722      1.972864746
H        0.152853117      2.116768976     -0.140334638
H        0.104292589     -2.670606000      0.576689060
O       -0.790515448      0.948225273     -1.662617118
O       -0.822301176     -1.985539776     -1.219794589
C       -1.056319653      0.579623785     -2.929202077
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C       -1.076809983     -2.007011776     -2.539446228
O       -1.579245527      1.379273675     -3.697811715
O       -1.615856290     -2.989996404     -3.037728201
C       -0.594704560     -0.812742222     -3.389813355
C        0.970939374     -0.912554032     -3.615317087
C       -0.774054666     -1.093831503     -4.907579881
C        0.693278221     -1.593882117     -4.980672773
H        1.546584582     -1.468407817     -2.848483065
H        1.411192557      0.098564404     -3.727757353
H       -1.567365132     -1.822695111     -5.151063422
H       -0.941698305     -0.142335574     -5.444493143
H        0.755875407     -2.697106437     -4.907086097
H        1.306414626     -1.256530925     -5.839237336
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.101603141      0.006140734      0.102283582
N       -2.447670600      1.370741662     -0.616942057
H       -2.638152930      1.262206660     -1.612260185
H       -3.346841211      1.354012660     -0.137129214
N       -2.323463055     -1.605121079     -0.226379775
H       -3.211141657     -1.553446325      0.271618176
H       -2.541384891     -1.753563599     -1.210911018
H       -2.059686976      2.306116994     -0.488907473
H       -1.845309645     -2.444566994      0.103239658
O        0.111101000      1.580614049      0.515235226
O        0.236284930     -1.313484213      0.867914100
C        1.400931145      1.431018692      0.592805448
C        1.518713995     -1.102915614      0.819664023
O        2.130504211      2.310829342      1.044319911
O        2.321485586     -1.877557867      1.333968583
C        2.004694723      0.134571977      0.049606675
C        3.526817063      0.138055713     -0.183368441
C        1.819279896     -0.095034843     -1.490159654
C        3.297344390     -0.543735612     -1.551368911
H        4.127938429     -0.393115279      0.558474927
H        3.880391976      1.167115837     -0.293225488
H        1.046305782     -0.809853086     -1.789639801
H        1.651885429      0.859271977     -2.002180995
H        3.384036042     -1.632983717     -1.478866239
H        3.891024509     -0.186064070     -2.397990058
./carboplatin-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.218818264     -0.360155920     -0.392961433
N        0.535999759      1.266826472      0.587950332
H        0.195777102      1.331521480      1.553314446
H        1.560428725      1.249987866      0.628392831
N        0.521520885     -1.627182404      1.029892978
H        1.546186444     -1.618176956      1.063006680
H        0.184620169     -1.394320737      1.969932388
H        0.265244628      2.133248789      0.110625811
H        0.230497081     -2.591001815      0.833155061
O       -1.025525844      0.894797190     -1.764930128
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O       -1.020379938     -1.970142888     -1.327216268
C       -1.239671318      0.506040165     -3.003606731
C       -1.191556106     -2.003296186     -2.630318202
O       -1.870070604      1.232155052     -3.790399239
O       -1.747724390     -2.976412508     -3.165541190
C       -0.657163393     -0.829296898     -3.460965303
C        0.921243337     -0.884868790     -3.533060710
C       -0.674781274     -1.103584108     -4.985171190
C        0.789471217     -1.598115287     -4.900209794
H        1.428403359     -1.406317128     -2.712775624
H        1.333140721      0.128161528     -3.628317646
H       -1.435762627     -1.805208746     -5.344398432
H       -0.755945528     -0.158650738     -5.534883971
H        0.848369478     -2.689013894     -4.793908317
H        1.473803393     -1.277346307     -5.694735359
./carboplatin-PBE0-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.102634244     -0.360686738     -0.342473419
N        0.478829611      1.403268221      0.546620124
H        0.045697341      1.604081283      1.440930912
H        1.480025120      1.530025758      0.641582798
N        0.465554225     -1.784910997      1.033190934
H        1.463533969     -1.875343746      1.185600017
H        0.010358918     -1.716899155      1.936588699
H        0.135918556      2.086632892     -0.130941395
H        0.135027710     -2.637624496      0.577895516
O       -0.761886641      0.915563059     -1.683072782
O       -0.763945477     -1.976485836     -1.246976607
C       -1.064696244      0.553999945     -2.916280090
C       -1.043446659     -2.008453979     -2.535783465
O       -1.621116874      1.321803228     -3.663702156
O       -1.568910086     -2.978768328     -3.026663342
C       -0.594923843     -0.818132042     -3.386066963
C        0.954437708     -0.899051972     -3.614809727
C       -0.775250219     -1.093698926     -4.888450631
C        0.681247487     -1.585378845     -4.963530465
H        1.532914407     -1.438506535     -2.863876918
H        1.377346130      0.099708876     -3.734724522
H       -1.555504286     -1.808313475     -5.137839079
H       -0.936864242     -0.156545034     -5.417710637
H        0.745322199     -2.670668617     -4.883933755
H        1.280272444     -1.255967312     -5.812702057
./carboplatin-PBE0-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.106034646     -0.357961233     -0.331914790
N        0.481676484      1.403451225      0.553661528
H        0.044596001      1.625786628      1.449098949
H        1.488541749      1.536683351      0.655623823
N        0.437452951     -1.793319241      1.039185874
H        1.438172526     -1.906689452      1.205133014
H       -0.025365803     -1.738111778      1.947578954
H        0.145512961      2.090289335     -0.134810797
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H        0.100017044     -2.645643521      0.571980732
O       -0.742773030      0.929568329     -1.671700601
O       -0.772361864     -1.970803695     -1.236983514
C       -1.029626517      0.575091806     -2.918650056
C       -1.043668483     -2.000450083     -2.535128354
O       -1.550685150      1.362835128     -3.677296453
O       -1.567775482     -2.974408506     -3.030722331
C       -0.583717656     -0.810081944     -3.384456377
C        0.965217422     -0.914721802     -3.625231268
C       -0.781444790     -1.085466505     -4.888137440
C        0.670551434     -1.595406762     -4.975944323
H        1.546706289     -1.467823366     -2.872381961
H        1.406330291      0.086114072     -3.746527689
H       -1.578713212     -1.799053915     -5.126796750
H       -0.940822713     -0.138349309     -5.418419899
H        0.722278651     -2.690730765     -4.897590133
H        1.273242552     -1.271150767     -5.836699145
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.017345027     -0.016676486     -0.099271044
N       -2.238610741      1.536800157      0.475317459
H       -3.153654833      1.555706899      0.039056112
H       -2.361800358      1.641053514      1.476173565
N       -2.095946104     -1.680800101      0.453629070
H       -2.229664729     -1.804310173      1.450882448
H       -2.996080872     -1.782220516     -0.002042441
H       -1.710521991      2.342898827      0.135874705
H       -1.487991077     -2.430917597      0.119527363
O        0.055379255      1.496952714     -0.744126905
O        0.189375963     -1.423166853     -0.754186505
C        1.334897234      1.382886884     -1.045705161
C        1.459071723     -1.202986476     -1.033329109
O        1.919749245      2.283103676     -1.600031819
O        2.129011846     -2.056944672     -1.564395186
C        2.061964195      0.127348744     -0.577046646
C        2.291228625      0.087342973      0.974166414
C        3.590612411      0.150377663     -0.747087147
C        3.750816272     -0.318007096      0.710268299
H        1.658005362     -0.593220099      1.544622394
H        2.207535478      1.088224181      1.400663469
H        3.980707427     -0.500358690     -1.525604877
H        3.928472618      1.172824063     -0.905232852
H        3.888376609     -1.397392715      0.775872407
H        4.513188468      0.174025180      1.314521987
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.112458000     -0.011294000     -0.049513000
N       -2.511874000      1.320403000      0.655005000
H       -3.408272000      1.218798000      0.191241000
H       -2.679830000      1.211518000      1.649103000
N       -2.362968000     -1.599247000      0.334232000
H       -2.367610000     -1.850511000      1.316756000
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H       -3.325694000     -1.417627000      0.071822000
H       -2.208714000      2.277347000      0.508928000
H       -2.065118000     -2.420911000     -0.180411000
O        0.110302000      1.555275000     -0.500754000
O        0.250749000     -1.319960000     -0.815394000
C        1.400227000      1.420629000     -0.507825000
C        1.525190000     -1.090905000     -0.756406000
O        2.129870000      2.335169000     -0.899363000
O        2.331686000     -1.856499000     -1.288927000
C        1.994565000      0.130895000      0.026517000
C        1.782316000     -0.116272000      1.554906000
C        3.502477000      0.128265000      0.302188000
C        3.235678000     -0.595550000      1.625882000
H        0.985546000     -0.805452000      1.831773000
H        1.629554000      0.829053000      2.074186000
H        4.138463000     -0.356459000     -0.434622000
H        3.851962000      1.145420000      0.464263000
H        3.302075000     -1.676831000      1.515306000
H        3.819650000     -0.295752000      2.492905000
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.118582512     -0.012810935      0.041890686
N       -2.464174599      1.365695075     -0.656637476
H       -2.682904908      1.262278865     -1.650473275
H       -3.356909529      1.366995732     -0.157006879
N       -2.326748471     -1.630333615     -0.318306470
H       -3.212389598     -1.609636430      0.193005722
H       -2.559551194     -1.761176241     -1.305796589
H       -2.059553833      2.299358485     -0.539838553
H       -1.831201219     -2.474808623     -0.017547831
O        0.072095106      1.556027743      0.480852932
O        0.211889472     -1.335385664      0.785161975
C        1.371719217      1.428613120      0.536280380
C        1.500557651     -1.129553787      0.728047912
O        2.091309798      2.323823174      0.954565055
O        2.302055456     -1.926282487      1.194565571
C        1.983747183      0.133384744     -0.003354874
C        3.510554796      0.142835788     -0.197421740
C        1.839408318     -0.076484476     -1.549806022
C        3.317196061     -0.526735228     -1.575452575
H        4.091019943     -0.400782253      0.556022762
H        3.864476878      1.176692979     -0.284411429
H        1.068522416     -0.784439371     -1.883422833
H        1.688689449      0.887132154     -2.057173984
H        3.400126635     -1.619430648     -1.505651515
H        3.935457486     -0.167059102     -2.407500951
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.204900709     -0.376220431     -0.399811606
N       -0.562490128      1.266536124      0.558804994
H       -1.581283497      1.275392789      0.592819906
H       -0.232516640      1.376333510      1.517132431
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N       -0.493755836     -1.710214897      0.994834425
H       -0.124662665     -1.552928527      1.931854979
H       -1.510052608     -1.722317187      1.074010372
H       -0.276597927      2.103832381      0.049586502
H       -0.206396197     -2.649519490      0.716684558
O        0.980848875      0.915172831     -1.763201942
O        1.019426207     -1.976943172     -1.349211946
C        1.242521197      0.527077608     -2.976700933
C        1.196717632     -1.995705524     -2.637317404
O        1.902553042      1.216750698     -3.750783518
O        1.741771981     -2.940999811     -3.201800098
C        0.654775672     -0.805834953     -3.444295631
C        0.661994457     -1.056074796     -4.963652088
C       -0.910985688     -0.866862831     -3.490794981
C       -0.794371015     -1.564344758     -4.865498143
H        1.421634350     -1.749162471     -5.333024016
H        0.727738219     -0.101950368     -5.494101339
H       -1.404911220     -1.405382257     -2.675786368
H       -1.331672538      0.141982305     -3.569304616
H       -0.835743025     -2.653745432     -4.762013143
H       -1.492136348     -1.245224111     -5.645559408
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.232936574     -0.362462434     -0.397427174
N        0.530205831      1.242151752      0.572813778
H        0.188793188      1.328394885      1.534255732
H        1.552107457      1.220246861      0.627821185
N        0.499701649     -1.626476991      1.003886586
H        1.521605907     -1.611369563      1.059147913
H        0.152874740     -1.422528795      1.945233856
H        0.282375267      2.112329649      0.094327831
H        0.230906161     -2.591866471      0.795412061
O       -1.018940380      0.887019038     -1.755060634
O       -1.032679035     -1.949111757     -1.328989252
C       -1.210677269      0.519033336     -2.993906495
C       -1.178611272     -1.992385074     -2.625564576
O       -1.796698611      1.255235288     -3.786681136
O       -1.699636797     -2.966281822     -3.167806774
C       -0.646724552     -0.819586753     -3.447273727
C        0.919364710     -0.887952425     -3.528965722
C       -0.680230562     -1.091670134     -4.962779348
C        0.773186790     -1.595719298     -4.889613748
H        1.434191657     -1.415067821     -2.713471190
H        1.341417029      0.122986561     -3.626968718
H       -1.451649501     -1.789205663     -5.312944934
H       -0.760730347     -0.143431002     -5.509396804
H        0.822524785     -2.689060037     -4.782593214
H        1.457566737     -1.283574100     -5.690584504
./carboplatin-M06L-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.001887879     -0.018192403     -0.121045782
N       -2.209624513      1.586498832      0.516457365
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H       -3.151150768      1.642960643      0.127010509
H       -2.293376505      1.722777737      1.524081237
N       -2.044951466     -1.752936388      0.467738657
H       -2.136252606     -1.920349779      1.469935146
H       -2.967558134     -1.895328736      0.055471649
H       -1.682803503      2.387648096      0.148174072
H       -1.433038907     -2.488414509      0.094259458
O        0.046145518      1.529359768     -0.818169696
O        0.200876412     -1.435297922     -0.851743273
C        1.343503141      1.410300771     -1.093708292
C        1.484541322     -1.190075129     -1.098635480
O        1.942688771      2.323487204     -1.627984694
O        2.181467364     -2.040216851     -1.619273167
C        2.054918063      0.147717335     -0.615662652
C        2.237791962      0.086069379      0.937281714
C        3.585743128      0.176692408     -0.734606891
C        3.690975449     -0.348284343      0.703716445
H        1.563752888     -0.583457254      1.494729092
H        2.164852502      1.092965905      1.375906644
H        4.011443380     -0.440907529     -1.533997351
H        3.929049765      1.213103766     -0.839666401
H        3.793487260     -1.442191541      0.728653145
H        4.458330357      0.088082541      1.358696546
./carboplatin-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.196227449     -0.361764043     -0.383583808
N       -0.543442849      1.309149785      0.556170586
H       -1.565939276      1.320564151      0.610096218
H       -0.186923602      1.434119526      1.508078533
N       -0.493041020     -1.679728985      1.036206713
H       -0.129237773     -1.492206867      1.974855294
H       -1.514576813     -1.703161720      1.104265503
H       -0.259442817      2.133329290      0.015674693
H       -0.184995088     -2.622472919      0.774506435
O        0.969837653      0.906291734     -1.748908789
O        0.992534061     -1.972821315     -1.298694247
C        1.206363962      0.518513470     -2.987035060
C        1.186108740     -2.006587219     -2.602027488
O        1.827961940      1.245048242     -3.769155191
O        1.758666729     -2.965218144     -3.130025566
C        0.642702883     -0.833581417     -3.438683139
C        0.690008725     -1.107918635     -4.962450797
C       -0.933727626     -0.897239274     -3.531584091
C       -0.788504943     -1.568096897     -4.920055287
H        1.438023203     -1.839417534     -5.286929410
H        0.826144295     -0.167453568     -5.508729354
H       -1.444269197     -1.448782993     -2.733091291
H       -1.362829870      0.111485220     -3.593453088
H       -0.880971619     -2.659953440     -4.856937344
H       -1.449370136     -1.202449219     -5.715639036
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt       0.218201999     -0.363290901     -0.407313074
N       -0.546014912      1.315891312      0.554359956
H       -1.566274692      1.344752894      0.607206171
H       -0.209864341      1.447055409      1.510791971
N       -0.485894773     -1.711475686      1.016929370
H       -0.119359738     -1.560324275      1.959006076
H       -1.503510167     -1.736050936      1.109810043
H       -0.267153986      2.154315629      0.038637621
H       -0.203235360     -2.657946072      0.750151517
O        1.000138712      0.922737413     -1.773907281
O        1.032513535     -1.972683400     -1.344358402
C        1.213951050      0.538664943     -3.011138346
C        1.196314618     -1.994565907     -2.646069921
O        1.808802556      1.263540675     -3.805263604
O        1.730959204     -2.951468450     -3.200876908
C        0.649012322     -0.808945950     -3.448913183
C        0.655430021     -1.075353908     -4.960190599
C       -0.910742538     -0.891087931     -3.500841384
C       -0.780543575     -1.604757331     -4.854110288
H        1.430645309     -1.758078940     -5.330483804
H        0.712440925     -0.125345667     -5.506692588
H       -1.410094729     -1.413730461     -2.671331577
H       -1.353001441      0.112201833     -3.593902143
H       -0.803349541     -2.697306993     -4.734547398
H       -1.492063448     -1.327100071     -5.644081235
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206419911     -0.362970661     -0.385542355
N       -0.522384912      1.287900664      0.555446106
H       -1.542032518      1.307011920      0.624487899
H       -0.161566928      1.424273791      1.502231225
N       -0.470138962     -1.673659482      1.018429689
H       -0.105581637     -1.502831296      1.957981009
H       -1.488689763     -1.704179951      1.099748983
H       -0.249988252      2.113975052      0.016039954
H       -0.169012613     -2.615281752      0.753388504
O        0.952192752      0.898460719     -1.738474025
O        0.983614254     -1.954342124     -1.303257145
C        1.167331984      0.533262718     -2.977115953
C        1.155082432     -1.997392070     -2.599711325
O        1.743768678      1.271893516     -3.764787155
O        1.686588482     -2.961077358     -3.135794164
C        0.625529770     -0.821383848     -3.428843500
C        0.698113347     -1.095098023     -4.943015255
C       -0.937963820     -0.899051488     -3.543933368
C       -0.764276566     -1.580596652     -4.915646028
H        1.465511530     -1.814184737     -5.255179316
H        0.821817954     -0.149419874     -5.485767049
H       -1.464495239     -1.445293773     -2.748392326
H       -1.374184194      0.107559347     -3.627242679
H       -0.832690129     -2.675201961     -4.836065343
H       -1.425658550     -1.242725449     -5.726115392
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt       0.201696664     -0.351565389     -0.415797908
N       -0.671042403      1.338943930      0.408666055
H       -1.685154025      1.282503423      0.487084323
H       -0.322734773      1.575271904      1.336281707
N       -0.420042822     -1.609237221      1.107191664
H       -0.120150132     -1.320579941      2.037039998
H       -1.430547258     -1.728253667      1.154320684
H       -0.471660261      2.141357637     -0.187945300
H       -0.028565237     -2.537989614      0.953497493
O        0.882312892      0.864897595     -1.893883347
O        1.149835174     -1.964434845     -1.211087754
C        1.092149827      0.413666462     -3.102636585
C        1.375144001     -2.035700093     -2.496978482
O        1.576947390      1.135419330     -3.976833677
O        2.098793321     -2.916301721     -2.969107478
C        0.674605009     -1.029122336     -3.402996743
C        0.675614559     -1.355079471     -4.903680495
C       -0.884953657     -1.137174858     -3.438139795
C       -0.815485434     -0.994016121     -4.966163815
H        0.850349437     -2.425847261     -5.053618932
H        1.370740727     -0.781513622     -5.525616825
H       -1.213544409     -2.135241955     -3.121405617
H       -1.444465497     -0.386959606     -2.865721057
H       -1.471498504     -1.639588738     -5.561818958
H       -0.971037578      0.046193408     -5.277778168
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.210139946     -0.364616201     -0.389553076
N       -0.517312155      1.280165438      0.555935282
H       -1.536977531      1.304483822      0.613079204
H       -0.167590799      1.404914448      1.507720143
N       -0.468184102     -1.670249838      1.013312365
H       -0.114060911     -1.490614652      1.954470480
H       -1.486630113     -1.706761726      1.085567606
H       -0.234314089      2.110223034      0.029276235
H       -0.158969480     -2.611577993      0.758793642
O        0.956068260      0.897121859     -1.737698023
O        0.986313431     -1.953867095     -1.305063001
C        1.169639466      0.531901672     -2.974756905
C        1.154869634     -1.996201214     -2.600122078
O        1.749994555      1.268460776     -3.763192541
O        1.686488171     -2.959386659     -3.139335571
C        0.623798576     -0.820453217     -3.428913320
C        0.692407935     -1.093173734     -4.943809848
C       -0.940159832     -0.896547156     -3.541262363
C       -0.769636223     -1.579358615     -4.912600914
H        1.459348535     -1.811106709     -5.259445384
H        0.812890264     -0.147169079     -5.486581071
H       -1.466082271     -1.441254768     -2.744327133
H       -1.374402734      0.110928094     -3.625243535
H       -0.837379195     -2.673907410     -4.831672674
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H       -1.432952328     -1.242305847     -5.721706532
./carboplatin-M06L-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.998628342     -0.012776251      0.109758127
N       -2.211692903      1.592240576     -0.512232989
H       -2.312438360      1.708301136     -1.512325997
H       -3.134733433      1.638614550     -0.099949273
N       -2.055168523     -1.748415879     -0.447435399
H       -2.961288815     -1.872753140     -0.014035162
H       -2.162230078     -1.908522791     -1.440740566
H       -1.672654610      2.382512373     -0.159516570
H       -1.433601886     -2.468319884     -0.080040593
O        0.065985592      1.531255436      0.778266596
O        0.209451431     -1.427222080      0.825812292
C        1.353223459      1.406897910      1.062322188
C        1.485960655     -1.187170100      1.074032282
O        1.951891489      2.310999282      1.599974076
O        2.177071512     -2.030868740      1.599415614
C        2.059455992      0.144311323      0.585416819
C        3.589237224      0.170694528      0.691420961
C        2.229571584      0.081573223     -0.968517524
C        3.682556105     -0.353005403     -0.747231881
H        4.015115087     -0.445171675      1.478181045
H        3.933537906      1.196682033      0.795050657
H        1.556196304     -0.583376730     -1.510765681
H        2.153038785      1.078100812     -1.403778208
H        3.785712094     -1.436297530     -0.773773473
H        4.436304730      0.083258021     -1.400075341
./carboplatin-H2O-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.204429698     -0.354630552     -0.368748651
N        0.542432823      1.309808847      0.576040940
H        0.181315369      1.452612545      1.532250319
H        1.571985613      1.324702874      0.644053823
N        0.457082070     -1.678085476      1.058499722
H        1.484539652     -1.727719805      1.141412748
H        0.092846738     -1.493469545      2.006163047
H        0.272906466      2.146963456      0.032886335
H        0.137764127     -2.626875393      0.801008811
O       -0.945604088      0.925409036     -1.738390946
O       -1.002639337     -1.962604920     -1.285342103
C       -1.158884221      0.545251779     -2.992895868
C       -1.170645289     -2.000937779     -2.601202383
O       -1.731772148      1.301213832     -3.788796754
O       -1.721809054     -2.973754870     -3.133733795
C       -0.625196462     -0.825267257     -3.440466629
C        0.951173327     -0.910905681     -3.568486580
C       -0.708498270     -1.107797001     -4.965522324
C        0.765057162     -1.592681616     -4.949745179
H        1.482607083     -1.464774501     -2.770272524
H        1.392133282      0.102435633     -3.652310049
H       -1.481170000     -1.839450108     -5.264080944
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H       -0.846062480     -0.158409711     -5.514880126
H        0.838685196     -2.695370687     -4.874837989
H        1.423489148     -1.246015872     -5.769731911
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.239065643     -0.367580260     -0.418874885
N        0.525388111      1.261813587      0.580337470
H        0.221635752      1.298484652      1.547411291
H        1.539335667      1.268321225      0.588297520
N        0.526025605     -1.656953458      0.993607527
H        1.520198285     -1.812809970      0.867797448
H        0.396592990     -1.326109410      1.943524406
H        0.226853270      2.126346676      0.141672850
H        0.073739627     -2.562527054      0.929817195
O       -1.060527449      0.897672007     -1.793041815
O       -1.059820612     -1.971338936     -1.379589804
C       -1.243685761      0.521619671     -3.022777757
C       -1.218365822     -1.983183469     -2.667882872
O       -1.839175039      1.245899073     -3.821898157
O       -1.770130259     -2.931077219     -3.227810260
C       -0.662490794     -0.808219090     -3.465335348
C        0.898415472     -0.882135656     -3.482449244
C       -0.626914344     -1.071895989     -4.975071040
C        0.797956806     -1.614179535     -4.824659856
H        1.372301415     -1.387072360     -2.641665233
H        1.326351105      0.114691091     -3.581106064
H       -1.391280685     -1.732042483     -5.377700543
H       -0.645427752     -0.129876132     -5.518316203
H        0.806917667     -2.694533174     -4.688966658
H        1.522479399     -1.353666556     -5.592448978
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.224844712     -0.374425842     -0.406036946
N        0.505598798      1.249312047      0.577040114
H        0.201317912      1.287197855      1.551251803
H        1.526348449      1.273237591      0.585810020
N        0.577917179     -1.625059598      0.984307144
H        1.581764249     -1.754535293      0.848632398
H        0.450692889     -1.294920581      1.942225505
H        0.193221115      2.115253403      0.134956669
H        0.150538988     -2.551030961      0.930707694
O       -1.087217239      0.873107299     -1.777861262
O       -1.014103514     -2.002111242     -1.366500940
C       -1.304757399      0.481352364     -2.995022935
C       -1.183374962     -2.023189374     -2.651710912
O       -1.973022850      1.162895659     -3.780596739
O       -1.705892771     -2.990699374     -3.215407253
C       -0.674197279     -0.826719100     -3.461173496
C        0.893588188     -0.847710056     -3.490185031
C       -0.652028443     -1.084552836     -4.979304979
C        0.804358084     -1.582435947     -4.846209476
H        1.389849060     -1.352479318     -2.655407500
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H        1.281733549      0.171425298     -3.594229854
H       -1.403504353     -1.773266015     -5.373613458
H       -0.696910627     -0.132142686     -5.515274877
H        0.848716261     -2.668285632     -4.709520475
H        1.511516438     -1.280570431     -5.624004224
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.978468583     -0.010285469      0.225973549
N       -2.243560974      1.465052854     -0.493408338
H       -2.311495639      1.481604989     -1.503806242
H       -3.188924049      1.400662750     -0.135132355
N       -2.125003541     -1.588224279     -0.481075706
H       -2.221416945     -1.599383316     -1.489331461
H       -1.672298503     -2.456724808     -0.217414916
H       -1.880043714      2.367635108     -0.207108960
H       -3.061017110     -1.613128749     -0.094719906
O        0.126877945      1.494272048      1.013129419
O        0.253246440     -1.420722474      0.999845501
C        1.401420642      1.342545886      1.236744106
C        1.526082790     -1.200875857      1.165812216
O        2.040277558      2.177822346      1.864802424
O        2.251959600     -2.037123791      1.688630192
C        2.087860837      0.121349273      0.640008553
C        3.620451150      0.153830077      0.631265440
C        2.138386593      0.092512678     -0.921389516
C        3.607979611     -0.333182715     -0.822184928
H        4.117799473     -0.467919547      1.371186259
H        3.971526968      1.178847650      0.724662126
H        1.435444496     -0.571173469     -1.423037519
H        2.017336981      1.094268772     -1.332533341
H        3.716390113     -1.414438423     -0.889803094
H        4.308207634      0.127027865     -1.515980982
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.249966989     -0.375825962     -0.425224865
N       -0.504975623      1.260009824      0.571622530
H       -1.524078564      1.296281919      0.561693220
H       -0.225759970      1.289668115      1.552235982
N       -0.555704927     -1.650329207      0.979276332
H       -0.468028643     -1.309308531      1.936465088
H       -1.549594060     -1.820115811      0.826213471
H       -0.182390589      2.132279609      0.152919614
H       -0.100103104     -2.562183563      0.954274722
O        1.112621764      0.884637774     -1.792300052
O        1.070252807     -1.995374602     -1.382867129
C        1.284987341      0.499525490     -3.026435976
C        1.232758975     -1.995707204     -2.676618718
O        1.909764933      1.209537455     -3.829180241
O        1.802646751     -2.939525508     -3.243574514
C        0.668837192     -0.817990641     -3.468782102
C        0.606085492     -1.076211658     -4.981422341
C       -0.894002034     -0.872332902     -3.457267850
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C       -0.828828742     -1.592283752     -4.811514821
H        1.357767803     -1.752209324     -5.402493697
H        0.632760692     -0.125042889     -5.523796578
H       -1.361463311     -1.388367976     -2.609935333
H       -1.313511718      0.138108591     -3.536307335
H       -0.856827548     -2.681502374     -4.683977288
H       -1.565874897     -1.306089642     -5.570131127
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.206211548     -0.362969931     -0.398352825
N       -0.557136485      1.289391067      0.549282603
H       -1.570260275      1.280138572      0.620315987
H       -0.190450157      1.422780609      1.487214715
N       -0.484780367     -1.690654604      1.008291133
H       -0.092258042     -1.537237623      1.932485694
H       -1.495805443     -1.685887371      1.105952917
H       -0.301647074      2.111338892      0.006876458
H       -0.214500633     -2.627395893      0.717459055
O        0.969004750      0.912892749     -1.773179537
O        1.015156699     -1.960887543     -1.342437460
C        1.225925169      0.527224979     -2.985079597
C        1.180420835     -1.999199900     -2.628379637
O        1.865226487      1.218372306     -3.763244997
O        1.698528942     -2.954438214     -3.185503752
C        0.650784013     -0.811560531     -3.441660835
C        0.666464667     -1.072598217     -4.956110895
C       -0.912287161     -0.878881647     -3.500224818
C       -0.781900680     -1.593462489     -4.860726454
H        1.428314574     -1.756190204     -5.317777110
H        0.723899988     -0.128447293     -5.491432500
H       -1.410941345     -1.401743936     -2.686998160
H       -1.334567395      0.120677173     -3.596360510
H       -0.811683205     -2.674893304     -4.743251823
H       -1.474412400     -1.296720417     -5.644286661
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.248202430     -0.374664390     -0.417544617
N        0.443109026      1.282862569      0.582882721
H        0.125154484      1.312897450      1.545673341
H        1.456186417      1.323231316      0.606249030
N        0.550754985     -1.644714365      0.992126236
H        1.310966557     -2.188351515      0.598347130
H        0.915318830     -1.181113015      1.816967813
H        0.122577669      2.135771040      0.137214524
H       -0.147915050     -2.307184235      1.311419447
O       -1.110295802      0.856276135     -1.793709455
O       -0.996340411     -2.009450704     -1.381073411
C       -1.288173854      0.471642834     -3.019583882
C       -1.160377236     -2.027290677     -2.666730141
O       -1.921818786      1.169077977     -3.815896958
O       -1.679893013     -2.995688941     -3.225727191
C       -0.653483634     -0.831958629     -3.467076129
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C        0.909193584     -0.839848328     -3.484053155
C       -0.605945899     -1.093149531     -4.976855054
C        0.838821576     -1.579407093     -4.823803789
H        1.404463915     -1.321126527     -2.641747751
H        1.292165640      0.174653018     -3.587714203
H       -1.343943542     -1.780939479     -5.382590255
H       -0.657214921     -0.151222785     -5.518289888
H        0.888996501     -2.658142387     -4.683705918
H        1.553202401     -1.292512510     -5.591907454
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.203777009     -0.364379188     -0.398243292
N       -0.559828057      1.282168221      0.555376075
H       -1.573569168      1.274054278      0.619314969
H       -0.199628992      1.406432537      1.497183700
N       -0.481067057     -1.691898253      1.008493400
H       -0.095191372     -1.529977407      1.934126250
H       -1.492755317     -1.694485751      1.100485840
H       -0.299344007      2.109020353      0.022737284
H       -0.201824539     -2.628420158      0.725305024
O        0.961026296      0.915109576     -1.773099586
O        1.014354195     -1.959289647     -1.345655019
C        1.222177253      0.530834623     -2.984684976
C        1.182778676     -1.994826297     -2.631353803
O        1.863363916      1.222881311     -3.760498628
O        1.706871786     -2.946406552     -3.189122027
C        0.649430039     -0.808152914     -3.444071490
C        0.666419752     -1.068142957     -4.958732362
C       -0.913314341     -0.878877023     -3.503737681
C       -0.779807025     -1.594939021     -4.863118908
H        1.431286816     -1.748049567     -5.320906230
H        0.719583937     -0.123173037     -5.493097922
H       -1.412374274     -1.400832446     -2.690209300
H       -1.336945936      0.119853603     -3.602627399
H       -0.804675848     -2.676302565     -4.743709571
H       -1.473436733     -1.302554489     -5.647283355
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.199555166     -0.362499946     -0.401236394
N       -0.546533477      1.283243177      0.536718009
H       -1.560007872      1.285646950      0.594529539
H       -0.191755036      1.408828666      1.479640523
N       -0.476697839     -1.672607985      1.004493180
H       -0.115498231     -1.487801773      1.935008600
H       -1.489121853     -1.697957203      1.074963817
H       -0.274979533      2.104469302      0.002508316
H       -0.170554481     -2.606359141      0.743835273
O        0.948163114      0.896760866     -1.756789509
O        0.996821827     -1.946450762     -1.315998822
C        1.188947068      0.523260910     -2.977616593
C        1.186609219     -1.985560951     -2.600118258
O        1.800599903      1.240590445     -3.755419578

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 379



O        1.753159002     -2.928714292     -3.131625668
C        0.638365448     -0.823355326     -3.430669209
C        0.679413047     -1.093467524     -4.943032131
C       -0.923874128     -0.901506143     -3.512273884
C       -0.780322277     -1.577238154     -4.887170723
H        1.433074528     -1.803363592     -5.276911934
H        0.787339955     -0.155801057     -5.485630302
H       -1.425061671     -1.448581444     -2.714628297
H       -1.360175673      0.095857363     -3.581331227
H       -0.850101301     -2.662822256     -4.812675847
H       -1.450057894     -1.234922903     -5.675697890
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.112116577     -0.012002399      0.035664980
N       -2.449995152      1.375335715     -0.618056736
H       -2.664215514      1.290161537     -1.606681816
H       -3.332559542      1.354662361     -0.116532772
N       -2.333134534     -1.598277910     -0.338301594
H       -3.216419293     -1.553369107      0.160035034
H       -2.549457656     -1.714379126     -1.323404331
H       -2.047929129      2.298451883     -0.477380872
H       -1.860265400     -2.445052343     -0.033278032
O        0.083322041      1.522879781      0.492293033
O        0.200028046     -1.340900497      0.744770215
C        1.373261239      1.392474414      0.546491662
C        1.480068114     -1.131057225      0.729008826
O        2.086672429      2.281908723      0.991144885
O        2.260154141     -1.911463366      1.257354806
C        1.982975626      0.111090660     -0.009889898
C        3.505893325      0.119903778     -0.217489925
C        1.824703025     -0.072534320     -1.557579316
C        3.309144682     -0.471656201     -1.624500027
H        4.085994627     -0.460194944      0.496905526
H        3.872837793      1.144538420     -0.244823886
H        1.078388934     -0.794998581     -1.885687544
H        1.626229640      0.882922921     -2.044780249
H        3.437034001     -1.554412688     -1.637849338
H        3.897452135     -0.038137487     -2.432813631
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.198795307     -0.370326392     -0.408833097
N       -0.536143254      1.310839364      0.551795554
H       -1.547782307      1.344725052      0.584699406
H       -0.206466056      1.413177993      1.504135792
N       -0.516050288     -1.701308552      1.011134584
H       -0.158251022     -1.531319059      1.943311353
H       -1.526464734     -1.711658366      1.080345560
H       -0.230085170      2.133778009      0.044117117
H       -0.227906389     -2.638197257      0.750501841
O        0.994566180      0.898602831     -1.775475457
O        0.988478926     -1.983794323     -1.347154246
C        1.238113524      0.510544848     -2.992781535

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 380



C        1.180102477     -2.006699977     -2.632992855
O        1.876174216      1.213774829     -3.769547373
O        1.726727990     -2.959112124     -3.178151304
C        0.655341544     -0.821099443     -3.445510979
C        0.661625407     -1.081074547     -4.956140666
C       -0.905134293     -0.872961579     -3.504593225
C       -0.783317688     -1.583099857     -4.857858909
H        1.417663323     -1.768872756     -5.326728411
H        0.734758791     -0.138421385     -5.493907913
H       -1.409817997     -1.386332612     -2.687222600
H       -1.321798964      0.130020760     -3.593821439
H       -0.828785304     -2.665093216     -4.744605262
H       -1.477037209     -1.286445012     -5.641844947
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193217814     -0.366248450     -0.402319463
N       -0.559805254      1.273255112      0.538586109
H       -1.573303475      1.271516678      0.596486244
H       -0.205769939      1.397822366      1.482035895
N       -0.481613381     -1.679775188      0.999377409
H       -0.126316443     -1.492819355      1.931811829
H       -1.494241750     -1.711443348      1.065108266
H       -0.292032698      2.098010891      0.007731172
H       -0.168816481     -2.612183189      0.741514090
O        0.942164227      0.897437342     -1.755734709
O        1.000790102     -1.945002973     -1.319870586
C        1.190652724      0.526676141     -2.974047914
C        1.201743260     -1.977921778     -2.600863229
O        1.807042083      1.247068486     -3.748066644
O        1.787155946     -2.912583058     -3.130634696
C        0.644768623     -0.820482160     -3.432721329
C        0.680982815     -1.086744706     -4.946074223
C       -0.917774738     -0.903665056     -3.507435313
C       -0.779218334     -1.569224652     -4.887696231
H        1.433036569     -1.795609865     -5.285688949
H        0.787581864     -0.148390609     -5.487734538
H       -1.411907543     -1.459200812     -2.711305892
H       -1.358382501      0.092391177     -3.565989979
H       -0.852112917     -2.655204685     -4.822688207
H       -1.450533564     -1.218031078     -5.670908121
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193916535     -0.363355774     -0.388146024
N       -0.536072809      1.311872473      0.546195861
H       -1.558928508      1.331884089      0.592506903
H       -0.186649739      1.432733882      1.501440533
N       -0.509199831     -1.672111420      1.030069498
H       -0.148957545     -1.484690222      1.970269474
H       -1.531297155     -1.687037641      1.093768057
H       -0.241224408      2.135322994      0.010059018
H       -0.207749822     -2.618613143      0.773688596
O        0.983475979      0.894920690     -1.752786394

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 381



O        0.983372248     -1.979445448     -1.298556880
C        1.227763660      0.502426962     -2.985040612
C        1.188689836     -2.014810621     -2.597520419
O        1.869855155      1.218968633     -3.764216983
O        1.770236236     -2.973707740     -3.121125699
C        0.650076553     -0.843203985     -3.439360000
C        0.684603410     -1.117525556     -4.963552339
C       -0.927796982     -0.891734255     -3.519891249
C       -0.800962314     -1.554243986     -4.914077047
H        1.419115812     -1.859620250     -5.295054913
H        0.831617302     -0.180007575     -5.512213175
H       -1.434761909     -1.445770270     -2.720841449
H       -1.348927243      0.120979167     -3.569396504
H       -0.913396922     -2.644840558     -4.861099063
H       -1.459490528     -1.168743218     -5.702248199
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201464578     -0.364016396     -0.404337555
N       -0.549031251      1.285622140      0.527594786
H       -1.566828073      1.297022909      0.579062011
H       -0.203838867      1.415472085      1.477772987
N       -0.496183447     -1.667331838      1.000075874
H       -0.142336961     -1.487585472      1.938711033
H       -1.512941564     -1.690416279      1.067238768
H       -0.272340409      2.113483396     -0.000955874
H       -0.196253575     -2.609710920      0.748491484
O        0.974776056      0.896210860     -1.760598378
O        1.006589118     -1.961384865     -1.311675926
C        1.218484099      0.507830065     -2.980174561
C        1.202348437     -1.994490951     -2.599078941
O        1.854638959      1.215592219     -3.759793962
O        1.785232689     -2.938253664     -3.130109255
C        0.648858511     -0.834204297     -3.432197449
C        0.674712171     -1.104010021     -4.949164956
C       -0.918579305     -0.898276821     -3.495470198
C       -0.799307749     -1.555576714     -4.886338483
H        1.415288123     -1.835208506     -5.287880725
H        0.804273521     -0.163680834     -5.495051216
H       -1.413345580     -1.460804049     -2.695691828
H       -1.350839582      0.108927204     -3.538859155
H       -0.897539541     -2.646713408     -4.831118742
H       -1.469993349     -1.178848609     -5.667578749
./carboplatin-PBE0-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.115471567     -0.359359690     -0.338276690
N        0.484037346      1.394323603      0.544565277
H        0.062354158      1.610862787      1.448069637
H        1.492212603      1.524570989      0.631026414
N        0.445262461     -1.786129006      1.028210401
H        1.447725073     -1.894859402      1.182947850
H       -0.006765357     -1.727060828      1.941144908
H        0.139018588      2.086758941     -0.133041281

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 382



H        0.105680142     -2.642179570      0.570624796
O       -0.766694827      0.925505856     -1.669734742
O       -0.791110539     -1.969408920     -1.235925419
C       -1.046680836      0.569921046     -2.916257998
C       -1.052397662     -2.000871415     -2.534503027
O       -1.574830328      1.352561463     -3.676551039
O       -1.574248835     -2.974958017     -3.034065024
C       -0.588137239     -0.811018066     -3.382468673
C        0.962989723     -0.909318656     -3.612603497
C       -0.773755781     -1.086745543     -4.887852466
C        0.680523381     -1.591753211     -4.964959146
H        1.542208864     -1.459910456     -2.856085909
H        1.400083614      0.093664340     -3.731813237
H       -1.567068946     -1.802411090     -5.133087873
H       -0.931635119     -0.140271645     -5.419570250
H        0.735812486     -2.686837545     -4.885633091
H        1.288195608     -1.265428734     -5.821288931
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.121325165     -0.017068185      0.032411583
N       -2.470682454      1.360804281     -0.657094701
H       -2.673893071      1.273953510     -1.655766014
H       -3.370541384      1.345627593     -0.170595902
N       -2.328887599     -1.633941901     -0.328550517
H       -3.221315464     -1.606039398      0.170434981
H       -2.548552373     -1.772488989     -1.317990239
H       -2.075727211      2.295529145     -0.517480855
H       -1.840581337     -2.477684811     -0.014040603
O        0.066026585      1.552168667      0.471904620
O        0.212743302     -1.339284768      0.768204783
C        1.366612392      1.432720521      0.523343094
C        1.500522267     -1.126957343      0.721725474
O        2.082245926      2.336315966      0.929877808
O        2.302172960     -1.919878665      1.194681394
C        1.984281441      0.136998247     -0.007391242
C        3.512001172      0.147660100     -0.192381330
C        1.851396003     -0.076879652     -1.554430495
C        3.326710807     -0.535328328     -1.564798207
H        4.089132339     -0.387057095      0.570086579
H        3.863370765      1.181764090     -0.287977601
H        1.077755997     -0.779482086     -1.893334583
H        1.713814220      0.887472426     -2.064407634
H        3.402035163     -1.627678795     -1.480151501
H        3.953812720     -0.189928528     -2.396420891
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.222120086     -0.363118969     -0.409111621
N        0.525376870      1.246587741      0.561657409
H        0.191759223      1.315500127      1.523922612
H        1.544950192      1.235737756      0.604714379
N        0.527965650     -1.605665182      0.999520190
H        1.546827531     -1.575271200      1.048087049

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 383



H        0.182361822     -1.390700718      1.935548027
H        0.259107636      2.113080656      0.093216133
H        0.268677510     -2.573266897      0.804784598
O       -1.031701930      0.873618150     -1.771074106
O       -1.014426052     -1.961765009     -1.335481373
C       -1.249037416      0.489522828     -2.993450440
C       -1.188922805     -1.999906466     -2.622190994
O       -1.889204090      1.201334245     -3.777078469
O       -1.744625449     -2.967013953     -3.156162295
C       -0.659041783     -0.834438104     -3.454303759
C        0.910041342     -0.880060366     -3.511377706
C       -0.666118653     -1.107216650     -4.970914422
C        0.795728380     -1.587915225     -4.876011383
H        1.413050695     -1.403055406     -2.690462999
H        1.316844055      0.134598554     -3.599182708
H       -1.419930293     -1.811392983     -5.337297323
H       -0.747322119     -0.163015106     -5.519676529
H        0.864048477     -2.677709508     -4.771112246
H        1.483018305     -1.258821085     -5.663691033
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193399879     -0.364458673     -0.402119023
N       -0.537419526      1.293945758      0.523042784
H       -1.555274359      1.321331672      0.561132948
H       -0.200481374      1.414409748      1.477216311
N       -0.529837710     -1.654599047      0.996837361
H       -0.188146963     -1.470667345      1.938968949
H       -1.547488158     -1.670548653      1.047075110
H       -0.238686615      2.116348426     -0.001717981
H       -0.230109812     -2.598825321      0.752805186
O        0.991402705      0.882209991     -1.753356958
O        0.980776580     -1.971819235     -1.302295952
C        1.237087095      0.491755389     -2.971960445
C        1.185540979     -2.010102041     -2.588289667
O        1.884821628      1.192634933     -3.748101347
O        1.758691237     -2.962922999     -3.113472413
C        0.654723382     -0.843557344     -3.427308755
C        0.689107244     -1.116174690     -4.943628844
C       -0.912949242     -0.887520270     -3.503589310
C       -0.790238740     -1.551302142     -4.891011221
H        1.424153661     -1.855899484     -5.275765305
H        0.832801030     -0.178115940     -5.489900706
H       -1.421882870     -1.440020494     -2.705720442
H       -1.331364617      0.125160839     -3.554795910
H       -0.900570586     -2.641088573     -4.832260111
H       -1.450747837     -1.170527274     -5.678913268
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.098741463     -0.360378138     -0.343074067
N        0.487758454      1.398783423      0.548367729
H        0.058786867      1.598580733      1.445083976
H        1.489735242      1.521517031      0.642173178

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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N        0.451309690     -1.786409791      1.035464393
H        1.448663849     -1.887996515      1.186043400
H        0.000944343     -1.708845845      1.940663481
H        0.146604084      2.087254425     -0.125231869
H        0.109905746     -2.638297544      0.586198974
O       -0.741746595      0.918501215     -1.686085425
O       -0.764897887     -1.970707606     -1.249373449
C       -1.053091850      0.559803262     -2.917099811
C       -1.051357923     -2.001049120     -2.535998717
O       -1.607786967      1.331959780     -3.662611275
O       -1.589193608     -2.966793654     -3.024091131
C       -0.594450469     -0.815641856     -3.388902073
C        0.955029108     -0.907214139     -3.615151584
C       -0.774740800     -1.089534377     -4.891771028
C        0.679784361     -1.587362238     -4.966456240
H        1.527322405     -1.454572827     -2.865167126
H        1.385878567      0.088678477     -3.730326389
H       -1.558182981     -1.799962476     -5.143205720
H       -0.931399858     -0.151599352     -5.421191643
H        0.740493624     -2.673205733     -4.891907438
H        1.280681069     -1.255859906     -5.813479155
./carboplatin-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195707529     -0.365269896     -0.380494068
N       -0.524967271      1.318379427      0.554497577
H       -1.546659859      1.340573318      0.615411966
H       -0.159826183      1.447088682      1.502476716
N       -0.516791068     -1.678065817      1.034816957
H       -0.147972553     -1.503691765      1.973900798
H       -1.538308458     -1.683507231      1.104054522
H       -0.235842076      2.134097772      0.004238539
H       -0.225752635     -2.623756588      0.764778875
O        0.989511959      0.893512896     -1.743521857
O        0.972781437     -1.987436288     -1.294023124
C        1.222932674      0.503443049     -2.981560830
C        1.168363407     -2.023982600     -2.597085793
O        1.852244736      1.224505147     -3.762335542
O        1.725107401     -2.992478084     -3.123505436
C        0.645662853     -0.842431600     -3.434511789
C        0.696569435     -1.115584486     -4.958320276
C       -0.931266770     -0.886242395     -3.534035362
C       -0.789549853     -1.551274492     -4.925716533
H        1.433693020     -1.859792604     -5.278911218
H        0.852640764     -0.177361792     -5.503059471
H       -1.450583202     -1.437498525     -2.740981689
H       -1.348996634      0.127554005     -3.590404520
H       -0.901406343     -2.641754842     -4.870486860
H       -1.439985300     -1.169378062     -5.722350593
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.192259057     -0.350161206     -0.405536947
N       -0.646687632      1.313476861      0.416091013

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 385



H       -1.658339255      1.260624543      0.482905586
H       -0.295004838      1.525843659      1.344408390
N       -0.407677224     -1.587249262      1.094917079
H       -0.066693479     -1.309529067      2.010033100
H       -1.416946330     -1.672261159      1.163618156
H       -0.426525560      2.109564655     -0.176658864
H       -0.041017832     -2.517054359      0.908871658
O        0.852075973      0.845971429     -1.863434105
O        1.099031397     -1.942999957     -1.202360003
C        1.074174983      0.417143927     -3.067342949
C        1.331249065     -2.031113056     -2.475917325
O        1.570828768      1.140542999     -3.919957267
O        2.035378771     -2.919897010     -2.936597488
C        0.656802243     -1.018438546     -3.393918442
C        0.695340966     -1.335941569     -4.897285928
C       -0.904140438     -1.131816425     -3.462176382
C       -0.807961294     -1.021205345     -4.993809718
H        0.909618453     -2.392334499     -5.050231643
H        1.376274834     -0.731963882     -5.493078731
H       -1.237826770     -2.117025988     -3.134090432
H       -1.468881316     -0.372774877     -2.922302136
H       -1.423269863     -1.707907013     -5.574524972
H       -0.994755666     -0.003847622     -5.338750660
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.119736001     -0.368059183     -0.358915168
N       -0.516933297      1.406943202      0.539174323
H       -1.524253580      1.526159393      0.619850293
H       -0.101309452      1.619906675      1.443353733
N       -0.469673831     -1.835423833      1.007623713
H       -0.039067391     -1.780038281      1.928048791
H       -1.472749964     -1.947806413      1.136341947
H       -0.172499730      2.100554481     -0.132878268
H       -0.115368687     -2.681618494      0.549498028
O        0.793039166      0.940684966     -1.687728333
O        0.832791841     -1.981946908     -1.268305336
C        1.106141465      0.573598066     -2.920919735
C        1.095159839     -1.997782421     -2.564891281
O        1.683024945      1.330367917     -3.671668594
O        1.620478402     -2.959179368     -3.084533764
C        0.617233922     -0.796875591     -3.394775439
C        0.744461742     -1.060486811     -4.907070678
C       -0.940610247     -0.888866317     -3.559655417
C       -0.706901566     -1.593505002     -4.915691963
H        1.537241101     -1.753255907     -5.195885627
H        0.847499942     -0.109805195     -5.436635381
H       -1.485612492     -1.431263669     -2.778480660
H       -1.371463495      0.112128043     -3.678524837
H       -0.731557817     -2.682475101     -4.807172845
H       -1.351499809     -1.292307018     -5.747286516
./carboplatin-M062X-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt      -0.107827477     -0.364081896     -0.349545646
N        0.495985901      1.408783689      0.561461647
H        0.069539603      1.608584058      1.459591724
H        1.498620232      1.529197634      0.654112528
N        0.445965894     -1.819548134      1.035733469
H        1.442985559     -1.930125210      1.183833389
H       -0.001982236     -1.749807432      1.942959279
H        0.154890353      2.098900799     -0.110939162
H        0.097930337     -2.663633382      0.576174489
O       -0.746295818      0.930716001     -1.694332657
O       -0.782632794     -1.974709501     -1.273838890
C       -1.074373354      0.572372213     -2.922312520
C       -1.050635388     -2.003052533     -2.564756268
O       -1.644449976      1.331791506     -3.664847984
O       -1.552779571     -2.972394210     -3.077971492
C       -0.602087620     -0.798488818     -3.400279607
C        0.949433299     -0.888281195     -3.602104016
C       -0.758560357     -1.065033560     -4.906477744
C        0.684495588     -1.609590828     -4.938926199
H        1.515348641     -1.410860561     -2.831710882
H        1.369684703      0.106749694     -3.746785794
H       -1.557099043     -1.745791254     -5.182079365
H       -0.859711134     -0.121141654     -5.435101523
H        0.700413973     -2.690428821     -4.815803086
H        1.310447694     -1.330479374     -5.783182700
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.211112957     -0.364721611     -0.394625680
N       -0.539076604      1.278447986      0.562824131
H       -1.560452447      1.300675619      0.598147115
H       -0.209160990      1.389552747      1.524072434
N       -0.472089523     -1.691313517      1.005411416
H       -0.119371124     -1.518342646      1.949034634
H       -1.491428678     -1.726825090      1.074478744
H       -0.244735143      2.115227519      0.051813290
H       -0.161877160     -2.630574887      0.741612030
O        0.962854061      0.919848632     -1.752723077
O        1.008043802     -1.959838540     -1.334097881
C        1.196375370      0.548846927     -2.982124078
C        1.166941366     -1.993674626     -2.628182129
O        1.797160901      1.265670001     -3.770851877
O        1.675849848     -2.953429257     -3.191775424
C        0.637030298     -0.800351574     -3.439821188
C        0.676633960     -1.066421438     -4.955384160
C       -0.926323353     -0.881531786     -3.520313446
C       -0.766706022     -1.608874744     -4.873859401
H        1.460251237     -1.749749622     -5.300784347
H        0.730293723     -0.113499909     -5.494766089
H       -1.439314282     -1.401166666     -2.699647153
H       -1.356047612      0.123681613     -3.638254368
H       -0.776706394     -2.698953803     -4.740647029
H       -1.461951180     -1.333034100     -5.676665477
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt      -0.104162793     -0.361566520     -0.342705601
N        0.480797596      1.397046252      0.541386372
H        0.058877022      1.599673262      1.444880743
H        1.485904306      1.530205957      0.626545613
N        0.461245427     -1.784163675      1.026951607
H        1.463167956     -1.888697975      1.169632937
H        0.019583213     -1.712093010      1.940871909
H        0.129054430      2.087183615     -0.130470087
H        0.116248292     -2.640291723      0.580440778
O       -0.763180121      0.918575109     -1.678339540
O       -0.772977942     -1.976784315     -1.240815738
C       -1.066326461      0.555289133     -2.915246587
C       -1.058435377     -2.004896025     -2.532765736
O       -1.626099579      1.328566511     -3.666041090
O       -1.602349136     -2.974244861     -3.022792815
C       -0.596961661     -0.819343827     -3.386376428
C        0.957756252     -0.904765211     -3.603524497
C       -0.770464382     -1.093937719     -4.893834376
C        0.693440945     -1.576888955     -4.965997734
H        1.528049048     -1.461472917     -2.849240463
H        1.389706542      0.098937357     -3.706115833
H       -1.550599364     -1.817771998     -5.145827225
H       -0.939555786     -0.151475232     -5.424396580
H        0.766669063     -2.669135507     -4.901073560
H        1.297919519     -1.228300498     -5.812275079
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.226486951     -0.359886314     -0.397450258
N        0.545376856      1.254701719      0.577407462
H        0.208478052      1.326750420      1.547286077
H        1.573332118      1.229664450      0.618408157
N        0.506762503     -1.628144159      1.018834436
H        1.535126737     -1.627131747      1.053410019
H        0.173564612     -1.395597619      1.964217766
H        0.284196014      2.129167116      0.101564767
H        0.210721992     -2.594941397      0.825405088
O       -1.028004876      0.901731678     -1.764106451
O       -1.049973717     -1.961381468     -1.324270140
C       -1.238187265      0.512808171     -3.006601752
C       -1.222321684     -1.990377296     -2.630713247
O       -1.868952676      1.247620856     -3.799456759
O       -1.809326315     -2.956330713     -3.166906092
C       -0.659372792     -0.828097446     -3.463164724
C        0.923575176     -0.896295742     -3.509431518
C       -0.658346153     -1.101444870     -4.992011439
C        0.810966181     -1.591284027     -4.892340372
H        1.410283258     -1.440478209     -2.682370108
H        1.348572570      0.120313637     -3.578765447
H       -1.417781493     -1.810296149     -5.361065804
H       -0.739845175     -0.151150248     -5.545475124
H        0.877161860     -2.689984190     -4.802357358
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H        1.507788180     -1.250289223     -5.677176189
./carboplatin-PBE0_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100168656     -0.358717461     -0.325007757
N        0.488701428      1.409226880      0.563791192
H        0.037030041      1.645286511      1.449209661
H        1.493633589      1.548335128      0.681858438
N        0.430224587     -1.810163223      1.045306090
H        1.428321726     -1.938978581      1.219484323
H       -0.039065641     -1.767571154      1.951795744
H        0.162934901      2.088819846     -0.138397069
H        0.088590743     -2.653480010      0.562633811
O       -0.727753792      0.934901871     -1.670123894
O       -0.771997168     -1.969405485     -1.240175854
C       -1.013458959      0.584832179     -2.918559901
C       -1.045385754     -1.994190112     -2.537976093
O       -1.521884957      1.381026687     -3.677073542
O       -1.572548804     -2.966322696     -3.034063466
C       -0.581676520     -0.804391820     -3.386454348
C        0.965644798     -0.921413806     -3.631493191
C       -0.785976835     -1.076304300     -4.889841344
C        0.662000286     -1.596807950     -4.982851473
H        1.543261004     -1.481590447     -2.880931198
H        1.415697539      0.075599371     -3.751369476
H       -1.588968438     -1.784038623     -5.126904917
H       -0.940180230     -0.127287987     -5.418283108
H        0.705728109     -2.692649489     -4.907019591
H        1.264604014     -1.275068099     -5.844682049
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.189928553     -0.364457190     -0.386386337
N       -0.545916106      1.306542866      0.551411802
H       -1.568765934      1.322073900      0.600384853
H       -0.194155697      1.427489855      1.505833796
N       -0.506685991     -1.678225147      1.030772972
H       -0.147125603     -1.489548323      1.971016196
H       -1.528766968     -1.698165390      1.094357785
H       -0.255720551      2.131740339      0.015357280
H       -0.200366464     -2.622973017      0.773480838
O        0.972219295      0.899361191     -1.749473789
O        0.985224156     -1.975768249     -1.298986259
C        1.219930721      0.509852149     -2.982077768
C        1.191820502     -2.009111063     -2.597842497
O        1.858306277      1.231437119     -3.759579169
O        1.776204469     -2.966047033     -3.121745947
C        0.650517807     -0.838429176     -3.439412934
C        0.691005239     -1.110703944     -4.963914241
C       -0.926940602     -0.894668214     -3.525202956
C       -0.792333494     -1.555368584     -4.919471234
H        1.430489931     -1.848458021     -5.294002189
H        0.834741703     -0.171708530     -5.510902683
H       -1.433931970     -1.451835611     -2.728307722
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H       -1.352782422      0.116062849     -3.575387764
H       -0.899032446     -2.646602255     -4.867682603
H       -1.450557396     -1.172843294     -5.709368440
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.191587289     -0.360776369     -0.387217076
N       -0.538048527      1.314315373      0.538475285
H       -1.564591027      1.342979180      0.579063857
H       -0.194786865      1.437763019      1.499428482
N       -0.520061495     -1.664746510      1.025000893
H       -0.169671055     -1.476320625      1.972537632
H       -1.546168727     -1.685704043      1.081543063
H       -0.235399662      2.140303768      0.003832328
H       -0.213325947     -2.615264749      0.775625267
O        0.989763800      0.897713017     -1.746305724
O        0.985221421     -1.981463367     -1.285279864
C        1.234338238      0.499432522     -2.982270880
C        1.193428439     -2.018145874     -2.589182482
O        1.882688420      1.218052955     -3.764423671
O        1.780835158     -2.983079309     -3.110190007
C        0.653888775     -0.848141855     -3.435804135
C        0.691220251     -1.125169265     -4.963633422
C       -0.927825297     -0.895343420     -3.516506025
C       -0.802273873     -1.549998027     -4.919482973
H        1.425830110     -1.879710009     -5.289608274
H        0.852667438     -0.184125842     -5.515355701
H       -1.434806736     -1.460743375     -2.715930047
H       -1.351410871      0.123827541     -3.555494435
H       -0.926119895     -2.646606277     -4.875075905
H       -1.459672350     -1.149401231     -5.710875195
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.245411915     -0.418324606     -0.408252646
N       -0.385554493      1.283559857      0.578110504
H       -1.398210135      1.379563124      0.625108515
H       -0.043542991      1.359732107      1.534306940
N       -0.548142964     -1.722903136      0.986232126
H       -1.561540827     -1.669374989      1.071401491
H       -0.330344812     -2.678805669      0.707387220
H       -0.039918408      2.103765489      0.081356038
H       -0.172462461     -1.602273034      1.924912356
O        1.122876022      0.825039176     -1.753293764
O        0.939216385     -2.065911851     -1.371686596
C        1.326248518      0.432025191     -2.983263831
C        1.102808250     -2.076138331     -2.668284291
O        2.021458561      1.094094427     -3.758018696
O        1.585702633     -3.055033635     -3.241888232
C        0.635809655     -0.845095421     -3.450709520
C        0.598487093     -1.073037256     -4.968959388
C       -0.926805243     -0.785868251     -3.476484118
C       -0.886617380     -1.448358846     -4.862007254
H        1.290904241     -1.823904567     -5.363240673
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H        0.752345292     -0.124173904     -5.493701724
H       -1.453944570     -1.304626927     -2.666409476
H       -1.278084326      0.253166210     -3.511593733
H       -1.031965617     -2.533433979     -4.792139212
H       -1.566827330     -1.054033949     -5.626011044
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.228292884     -0.361465854     -0.406741090
N        0.531915752      1.240878958      0.572009579
H        0.183367935      1.314184993      1.524387128
H        1.546454169      1.208807552      0.627298930
N        0.489778436     -1.625633988      1.003431663
H        1.504484653     -1.606297803      1.059386903
H        0.134535515     -1.410733802      1.931436946
H        0.284970617      2.103419164      0.093916797
H        0.217656497     -2.582047343      0.791471018
O       -1.003591650      0.885921322     -1.773844616
O       -1.028871306     -1.943953298     -1.346233426
C       -1.215361902      0.512466749     -2.996565762
C       -1.185870178     -1.983890291     -2.631089682
O       -1.828011567      1.233086582     -3.781125527
O       -1.726503307     -2.945543198     -3.171557571
C       -0.646801161     -0.819032498     -3.453803410
C        0.917482060     -0.888040549     -3.515570682
C       -0.659011045     -1.088215048     -4.966789627
C        0.787853363     -1.600219753     -4.872028722
H        1.415480267     -1.409123179     -2.698940890
H        1.337733180      0.113699137     -3.612238312
H       -1.422248289     -1.771370022     -5.334204690
H       -0.717701592     -0.147195501     -5.511397545
H        0.829900167     -2.684176251     -4.760280195
H        1.477959279     -1.295878850     -5.658056226
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.184142414     -0.373224382     -0.385010796
N       -0.519557197      1.312653937      0.551493538
H       -1.541917762      1.353625486      0.591557079
H       -0.173540161      1.422565207      1.509145544
N       -0.555887851     -1.673451141      1.022987547
H       -0.199784291     -1.496324418      1.966606258
H       -1.578433222     -1.669373167      1.078381116
H       -0.204360679      2.131629846      0.020469210
H       -0.270163227     -2.624343833      0.765519946
O        1.008622545      0.875552744     -1.739500344
O        0.949907770     -2.001777052     -1.296085308
C        1.256579170      0.482653192     -2.971018478
C        1.167418880     -2.035461780     -2.593235437
O        1.917854483      1.190494597     -3.741777644
O        1.735950439     -3.002972632     -3.114831895
C        0.658659844     -0.850748780     -3.435047056
C        0.701745117     -1.120270168     -4.959869036
C       -0.919050303     -0.869859175     -3.529626374
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C       -0.792001432     -1.529535092     -4.925125855
H        1.425471228     -1.874565261     -5.287489680
H        0.870974359     -0.183720342     -5.503734286
H       -1.443012063     -1.417397092     -2.737085084
H       -1.320949640      0.150645391     -3.578929697
H       -0.925098230     -2.618049544     -4.877293979
H       -1.436263180     -1.129099310     -5.717628298
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.098990723     -0.362399761     -0.342534662
N        0.490290061      1.394485342      0.551629155
H        0.060794028      1.593595558      1.448271053
H        1.492565096      1.514064451      0.646723516
N        0.446431437     -1.790793903      1.035434326
H        1.443398764     -1.895111576      1.187016964
H       -0.004630227     -1.711137468      1.940136401
H        0.151640506      2.084896593     -0.121252139
H        0.102944075     -2.641974663      0.586407646
O       -0.738148962      0.919326365     -1.684487979
O       -0.767441132     -1.970268245     -1.251340468
C       -1.048275260      0.563089415     -2.916574622
C       -1.054293943     -1.997885662     -2.537930892
O       -1.599564976      1.337869590     -3.661857372
O       -1.595914648     -2.961034140     -3.026972395
C       -0.593136964     -0.813188250     -3.389721710
C        0.956034663     -0.908210446     -3.615891082
C       -0.773975385     -1.084625067     -4.893011792
C        0.679546535     -1.585440764     -4.968366765
H        1.527141349     -1.458208846     -2.866877651
H        1.389374328      0.086839282     -3.729226472
H       -1.558756053     -1.793304228     -5.145170908
H       -0.928867126     -0.145646347     -5.421089989
H        0.737873691     -2.671541030     -4.895710408
H        1.281267877     -1.253748971     -5.814730765
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.224437157     -0.363411943     -0.396520559
N        0.518984845      1.264888647      0.586744288
H        0.174462172      1.328534155      1.550870296
H        1.543414559      1.251252500      0.632348996
N        0.515319774     -1.624967978      1.028545806
H        1.539790474     -1.607489731      1.069065779
H        0.170510677     -1.394741462      1.966574185
H        0.247831963      2.130955327      0.108539576
H        0.233619799     -2.591461388      0.830364908
O       -1.032535836      0.886015370     -1.770005954
O       -1.016870353     -1.974170893     -1.333305079
C       -1.245607568      0.497506275     -3.006187124
C       -1.192635281     -2.005943283     -2.633448323
O       -1.884419957      1.220543958     -3.793393244
O       -1.758988717     -2.976495142     -3.168516023
C       -0.654660463     -0.833995482     -3.465555866

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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C        0.924950482     -0.881587701     -3.523122370
C       -0.657491537     -1.106345382     -4.990409216
C        0.810315822     -1.588506681     -4.894833977
H        1.425548157     -1.405929769     -2.700602347
H        1.332854024      0.133973902     -3.608120291
H       -1.409510607     -1.812828524     -5.358952778
H       -0.740891131     -0.161689719     -5.540394681
H        0.880059047     -2.679447501     -4.795265978
H        1.497693822     -1.255010324     -5.681549033
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.119590000      0.012346000      0.039559000
N       -2.340749000      1.622128000     -0.298154000
H       -2.565436000      1.754200000     -1.279974000
H       -3.220481000      1.574162000      0.207331000
N       -2.476013000     -1.357312000     -0.648968000
H       -3.363493000     -1.333487000     -0.155149000
H       -2.680353000     -1.252540000     -1.638466000
H       -1.859151000      2.461549000      0.015859000
H       -2.086100000     -2.288170000     -0.519942000
O        0.230963000      1.329680000      0.773434000
O        0.095001000     -1.552818000      0.460053000
C        1.508380000      1.121049000      0.730673000
C        1.380628000     -1.415174000      0.538487000
O        2.309412000      1.901400000      1.225634000
O        2.101474000     -2.292492000      0.994035000
C        1.992814000     -0.129783000     -0.013530000
C        3.512179000     -0.142107000     -0.243560000
C        1.815776000      0.079639000     -1.555270000
C        3.288776000      0.531409000     -1.612573000
H        3.859688000     -1.166608000     -0.348983000
H        4.115388000      0.384143000      0.489732000
H        1.657345000     -0.876581000     -2.052510000
H        1.045482000      0.780424000     -1.869636000
H        3.883731000      0.175505000     -2.449828000
H        3.372610000      1.614392000     -1.544757000
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.194937398     -0.346906308     -0.390993074
N       -0.580749482      1.308807174      0.531881756
H       -1.607553107      1.306181083      0.576291602
H       -0.238040157      1.445881132      1.491173475
N       -0.465775898     -1.665206452      1.032437589
H       -0.114919736     -1.461390819      1.976608664
H       -1.490351040     -1.717364067      1.096273841
H       -0.305555870      2.141904906     -0.006537132
H       -0.131797423     -2.607109020      0.785376605
O        0.944659619      0.928987677     -1.761751066
O        1.032785450     -1.946472492     -1.287440534
C        1.191634714      0.532147652     -2.997605749
C        1.231803709     -1.982620968     -2.592708929
O        1.812647371      1.265657246     -3.788206125
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O        1.846384892     -2.930350650     -3.114209126
C        0.648349244     -0.834447051     -3.440085763
C        0.680756311     -1.117472725     -4.966910378
C       -0.931725134     -0.930256897     -3.506114636
C       -0.798967669     -1.586513885     -4.907719865
H        1.434590021     -1.851591613     -5.295647103
H        0.809477735     -0.174840469     -5.524493410
H       -1.413975253     -1.507693287     -2.698896906
H       -1.386730665      0.075268784     -3.544985186
H       -0.889623918     -2.686149568     -4.858193130
H       -1.474954102     -1.208802154     -5.694674427
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.119651899     -0.012256178      0.039014027
N       -2.475489752      1.358004799     -0.648476204
H       -2.680738332      1.253007563     -1.637765217
H       -3.362973532      1.335108247     -0.154553996
N       -2.340179919     -1.622297569     -0.297720435
H       -3.220532951     -1.574496600      0.206772298
H       -2.564570719     -1.755376658     -1.279498716
H       -2.085165022      2.288868248     -0.520372753
H       -1.858783255     -2.461591209      0.017012651
O        0.094455369      1.552075385      0.458991166
O        0.230040815     -1.329252354      0.772007042
C        1.379918791      1.414826031      0.538744105
C        1.507491073     -1.121643187      0.729570066
O        2.100368951      2.292063865      0.995300750
O        2.308128680     -1.902904165      1.223958537
C        1.992846147      0.129709810     -0.013155221
C        3.512443636      0.142225579     -0.241708135
C        1.817324192     -0.078635561     -1.555239760
C        3.290476792     -0.530024751     -1.611552688
H        4.114963643     -0.384689106      0.491683487
H        3.860098858      1.166818990     -0.345813316
H        1.047560116     -0.779450272     -1.870903891
H        1.659092586      0.877914539     -2.051933494
H        3.374470456     -1.613057079     -1.544787604
H        3.886111276     -0.173149367     -2.447913701
./carboplatin-M062X-TZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.112379354     -0.358445517     -0.352223802
N        0.499099259      1.422016147      0.549987002
H        0.070909663      1.632699711      1.444586123
H        1.501340270      1.544134547      0.642174888
N        0.447453211     -1.817285232      1.034727188
H        1.444157061     -1.932387496      1.180023051
H        0.000889530     -1.752214715      1.942763276
H        0.158504281      2.103781908     -0.131129717
H        0.095800727     -2.657255529      0.570345073
O       -0.757055646      0.935292826     -1.698876700
O       -0.795047588     -1.973064769     -1.269474903
C       -1.076784456      0.572522437     -2.927654557
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C       -1.057724994     -2.003466262     -2.561365852
O       -1.639494781      1.330908564     -3.676791084
O       -1.558315744     -2.973818743     -3.074103923
C       -0.604437748     -0.801125189     -3.397467787
C        0.947884236     -0.893920735     -3.591183818
C       -0.754000935     -1.072082055     -4.903510075
C        0.688735585     -1.617894061     -4.927744109
H        1.508233164     -1.415725119     -2.816290068
H        1.371129144      0.099874031     -3.735637095
H       -1.551573894     -1.753379244     -5.180613370
H       -0.852182472     -0.129877918     -5.435675648
H        0.703241046     -2.698489074     -4.802338031
H        1.318927444     -1.341151283     -5.769655072
./carboplatin-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.025465030     -0.017051236      0.098454079
N       -2.243116053      1.561930680     -0.483494897
H       -2.354901240      1.672801690     -1.494166218
H       -3.171595608      1.583221068     -0.054436970
N       -2.103703792     -1.702748807     -0.462367625
H       -3.013747518     -1.807732036     -0.006689611
H       -2.233690006     -1.829807280     -1.468879315
H       -1.710187176      2.371297145     -0.130895873
H       -1.488750777     -2.456907352     -0.121049041
O        0.054532015      1.511720341      0.767210365
O        0.186164387     -1.442975106      0.773009202
C        1.354633274      1.388267552      1.057379510
C        1.473819965     -1.212397107      1.047944304
O        1.944698788      2.303231916      1.613093768
O        2.144658112     -2.078115619      1.591113800
C        2.078347594      0.123580595      0.579266283
C        3.620387988      0.145066508      0.740603416
C        2.300866820      0.086278880     -0.987407431
C        3.775232478     -0.308582833     -0.732904451
H        4.014584651     -0.521862009      1.513988700
H        3.962215245      1.171621691      0.914822793
H        1.662919676     -0.604290811     -1.554199508
H        2.201530618      1.092955480     -1.415335644
H        3.927652564     -1.392279943     -0.814628209
H        4.532658023      0.204097590     -1.339493425
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.219788798     -0.364955899     -0.410716982
N       -0.549320431      1.297601927      0.552423426
H       -1.569188785      1.324588144      0.585401807
H       -0.230574590      1.414732406      1.515197593
N       -0.469647489     -1.708643648      1.008322137
H       -0.119567796     -1.540265402      1.952299871
H       -1.486791102     -1.749352765      1.085391446
H       -0.259588037      2.140155478      0.052117011
H       -0.164983711     -2.650241135      0.753813607
O        0.985486959      0.926862041     -1.768210636
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O        1.037449431     -1.965335878     -1.342529525
C        1.204321470      0.544824544     -3.003599205
C        1.198595644     -1.986134438     -2.643227963
O        1.801412362      1.270183151     -3.797002263
O        1.738311686     -2.938940205     -3.202092421
C        0.643737644     -0.803473648     -3.445230836
C        0.651330096     -1.067324145     -4.957512997
C       -0.915803392     -0.892270574     -3.498997449
C       -0.781276029     -1.605601607     -4.851825145
H        1.430634584     -1.743853788     -5.330181481
H        0.700978374     -0.116018431     -5.502270395
H       -1.415910864     -1.416150761     -2.671178069
H       -1.360459861      0.109707869     -3.594154967
H       -0.797405813     -2.698130665     -4.731529461
H       -1.494222140     -1.332315339     -5.641836113
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.106084819     -0.361781652     -0.350622824
N        0.495097852      1.412408275      0.556929685
H        0.075136234      1.609807461      1.458599109
H        1.497868144      1.537114799      0.642169588
N        0.449493068     -1.813613853      1.035727417
H        1.447166294     -1.927252219      1.177048680
H        0.008948654     -1.738914988      1.946145488
H        0.146427158      2.102162025     -0.112083026
H        0.095538820     -2.658730765      0.582378510
O       -0.748134317      0.930036882     -1.697390282
O       -0.780810040     -1.974440981     -1.272347754
C       -1.076671147      0.569914355     -2.923924936
C       -1.052706521     -2.004202518     -2.561842738
O       -1.647778389      1.328529476     -3.667449391
O       -1.558619845     -2.973648816     -3.072079597
C       -0.604423836     -0.801630978     -3.400766563
C        0.947814565     -0.890396859     -3.599806845
C       -0.758071068     -1.070560656     -4.906843251
C        0.685942631     -1.612480065     -4.936497244
H        1.511888559     -1.412646926     -2.827925350
H        1.367304901      0.105012782     -3.743614361
H       -1.555237670     -1.752523012     -5.183327442
H       -0.859596719     -0.127423387     -5.436690820
H        0.704344907     -2.693214634     -4.813108434
H        1.312469594     -1.331876516     -5.779806630
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.228206109     -0.359791649     -0.398260293
N        0.553709934      1.254534886      0.583080644
H        0.215905977      1.331757286      1.552715404
H        1.581739319      1.225649992      0.629259212
N        0.502454212     -1.630423221      1.026718113
H        1.530960439     -1.631316189      1.068891935
H        0.166594109     -1.400086654      1.972237609
H        0.302050016      2.132976650      0.108947511
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H        0.209495207     -2.598834756      0.835675040
O       -1.027219258      0.908239745     -1.772818143
O       -1.059179545     -1.964581220     -1.330837362
C       -1.238257573      0.514759673     -3.014083740
C       -1.230878769     -1.988056964     -2.637880981
O       -1.868964507      1.248595635     -3.807768268
O       -1.823753331     -2.949425408     -3.175717135
C       -0.660720031     -0.827633171     -3.468091824
C        0.921919728     -0.899398870     -3.509208336
C       -0.656275276     -1.100505607     -4.997079392
C        0.812866354     -1.590394359     -4.894402591
H        1.404405041     -1.447101924     -2.682055154
H        1.349781664      0.116327569     -3.573883241
H       -1.414690020     -1.809718891     -5.367535089
H       -0.737302917     -0.150229447     -5.550648416
H        0.879391236     -2.689376300     -4.808081689
H        1.511481107     -1.246319577     -5.676302823
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193838316     -0.363460424     -0.387486546
N       -0.535601794      1.311393177      0.548221755
H       -1.558418429      1.330638629      0.596971233
H       -0.183779154      1.431833125      1.502678862
N       -0.507475597     -1.672846534      1.031181187
H       -0.146470604     -1.484790912      1.971000192
H       -1.529589563     -1.687985081      1.095435966
H       -0.242392697      2.135068056      0.011497145
H       -0.205720317     -2.619248744      0.774662686
O        0.981389066      0.895570932     -1.752257271
O        0.982459248     -1.979088148     -1.298557188
C        1.225909173      0.503254262     -2.984507506
C        1.186727277     -2.014664147     -2.597680371
O        1.867932729      1.220193493     -3.763461813
O        1.766597658     -2.974394841     -3.121638523
C        0.648919932     -0.842474200     -3.439566739
C        0.685312753     -1.116533405     -4.963811195
C       -0.928941423     -0.891764061     -3.522268276
C       -0.799885483     -1.554553861     -4.916089503
H        1.420976439     -1.857728971     -5.294760286
H        0.831953740     -0.178680764     -5.512013229
H       -1.436960329     -1.445757895     -2.723853633
H       -1.350300601      0.120816977     -3.572782309
H       -0.911365672     -2.645236753     -4.862853070
H       -1.457807657     -1.169912680     -5.705190578
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.218361328     -0.364792758     -0.410275508
N       -0.547263118      1.307105153      0.550886899
H       -1.567842032      1.342909045      0.576461803
H       -0.234828079      1.421845356      1.516786119
N       -0.489583653     -1.707277472      1.008806000
H       -0.140313551     -1.543598980      1.954684242
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H       -1.507922579     -1.740247781      1.083417342
H       -0.247760526      2.149062730      0.053781321
H       -0.192557216     -2.652161544      0.754538202
O        1.003687115      0.923225697     -1.771296352
O        1.033974892     -1.974233082     -1.342953453
C        1.221578794      0.536069781     -3.006084690
C        1.196844662     -1.994136465     -2.644102406
O        1.827902898      1.254003533     -3.798380036
O        1.733748611     -2.948696723     -3.201547290
C        0.649501976     -0.807758271     -3.446174103
C        0.653491869     -1.074008851     -4.957873537
C       -0.910445537     -0.884583550     -3.498476950
C       -0.781333455     -1.605482571     -4.847806198
H        1.429309591     -1.754188002     -5.331316730
H        0.705603971     -0.123529121     -5.504017551
H       -1.414310851     -1.399156553     -2.666751323
H       -1.346904508      0.120469811     -3.599766785
H       -0.801362015     -2.697294647     -4.721221358
H       -1.494271577     -1.333897504     -5.638446669
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.978027841     -0.013876346      0.226091918
N       -2.248161882      1.455211435     -0.494861309
H       -2.315987212      1.469648855     -1.505357849
H       -3.193411868      1.387240480     -0.136826488
N       -2.122001940     -1.595128716     -0.475214407
H       -2.219540094     -1.608511409     -1.483391891
H       -1.668091257     -2.462628724     -0.210149507
H       -1.888854743      2.360018054     -0.210066762
H       -3.057678195     -1.620284446     -0.087965554
O        0.124236286      1.495214233      1.007725302
O        0.257541781     -1.419274198      1.001301791
C        1.398315156      1.346464943      1.233149622
C        1.529271658     -1.195996789      1.167408582
O        2.035172717      2.183487696      1.861542992
O        2.257656754     -2.028837202      1.692846633
C        2.088502590      0.126235058      0.638524088
C        3.621100773      0.162350644      0.629399074
C        2.138867504      0.094248346     -0.922774434
C        3.609262247     -0.328392825     -0.822800608
H        4.120083423     -0.456174815      1.370897103
H        3.969574021      1.188514152      0.719925267
H        1.437310292     -0.571925888     -1.423013801
H        2.015856604      1.094981538     -1.335780281
H        3.719554365     -1.409638873     -0.887525757
H        4.308468632      0.131304197     -1.517951205
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.192046693     -0.378954834     -0.395639046
N       -0.558951776      1.269874018      0.557679838
H       -1.577657360      1.295507668      0.574599903
H       -0.241500851      1.368951875      1.521229856

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 398



N       -0.530557145     -1.702270641      0.991584604
H       -0.179846570     -1.537839143      1.934238950
H       -1.548101471     -1.713759202      1.049080316
H       -0.249176865      2.102788407      0.055505463
H       -0.236106807     -2.642276588      0.723876623
O        0.990969277      0.902228082     -1.751676601
O        0.992150680     -1.986765700     -1.339472678
C        1.258972980      0.514229991     -2.964081808
C        1.180037071     -2.009638868     -2.626206946
O        1.929932232      1.200247313     -3.731681431
O        1.714290424     -2.964071596     -3.185193422
C        0.663320290     -0.812488906     -3.438762642
C        0.684980790     -1.063098776     -4.957947837
C       -0.902619094     -0.855570810     -3.503977482
C       -0.777199847     -1.557213549     -4.875725181
H        1.442044680     -1.763445257     -5.318715587
H        0.765719737     -0.109643764     -5.487500290
H       -1.412612790     -1.385736130     -2.693416108
H       -1.310051817      0.158066196     -3.590317471
H       -0.829671994     -2.645928726     -4.770244798
H       -1.463103457     -1.233543830     -5.664365235
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.123504519     -0.368269763     -0.363500332
N        0.494105852      1.448819547      0.500965257
H        0.134395827      1.665315753      1.427787118
H        1.497582852      1.615684675      0.518569903
N        0.508450216     -1.849438313      0.992922746
H        1.513028119     -1.978439894      1.088451947
H        0.119102019     -1.800562342      1.931821603
H        0.086498070      2.125616144     -0.150781133
H        0.133707623     -2.694883657      0.552954148
O       -0.861522678      0.929716777     -1.686379290
O       -0.841259697     -2.004015329     -1.257615275
C       -1.141300078      0.549744615     -2.928623098
C       -1.100496114     -2.014760874     -2.559628116
O       -1.713547939      1.310005124     -3.689287721
O       -1.627794751     -2.985693972     -3.072975683
C       -0.628929768     -0.813042108     -3.383595844
C        0.928138827     -0.877813916     -3.533006671
C       -0.728434817     -1.082974481     -4.892278033
C        0.725049484     -1.580398296     -4.883585147
H        1.480276165     -1.403626132     -2.742007822
H        1.348496161      0.130818567     -3.641437693
H       -1.505560868     -1.790863617     -5.194741246
H       -0.854219007     -0.137357813     -5.429299245
H        0.778239123     -2.671036402     -4.781345839
H        1.376806911     -1.272897064     -5.710513546
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.126767092     -0.367227119     -0.363421424
N        0.518409494      1.439021692      0.504234862

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 399



H        0.151513208      1.662284018      1.426603020
H        1.524676349      1.585726876      0.532786017
N        0.479206439     -1.858368542      0.994201240
H        1.481607607     -1.998968231      1.095099667
H        0.083742618     -1.805439637      1.930296983
H        0.130669957      2.122554358     -0.152439975
H        0.096607918     -2.698044823      0.550143781
O       -0.841112121      0.944715345     -1.690555037
O       -0.867718192     -1.993688131     -1.262448719
C       -1.121268586      0.567217052     -2.933540411
C       -1.120206158     -1.998110793     -2.565849847
O       -1.679900133      1.334952321     -3.696807147
O       -1.660007184     -2.959996625     -3.083178772
C       -0.626212371     -0.802752781     -3.386157178
C        0.930399836     -0.890258351     -3.527761732
C       -0.722087191     -1.070504729     -4.895512023
C        0.723778237     -1.589538520     -4.879546515
H        1.470945092     -1.423898335     -2.734008007
H        1.365861697      0.112176782     -3.633911886
H       -1.508065028     -1.766694971     -5.202184222
H       -0.831056156     -0.122968949     -5.432807885
H        0.760068512     -2.680862582     -4.777272335
H        1.384220258     -1.291678094     -5.703091465
./carboplatin-CPCM-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.019097064     -0.010993087     -0.201832226
N       -2.273429426      1.446967325      0.534869134
H       -3.232478185      1.417873517      0.153320480
H       -2.367391522      1.442669998      1.562853726
N       -2.163063497     -1.595575669      0.452089234
H       -2.252384667     -1.658924374      1.478638377
H       -3.123258200     -1.611943889      0.073058471
H       -1.885558050      2.371303830      0.281215449
H       -1.711523904     -2.473310335      0.143895830
O        0.083359337      1.510509236     -0.936023098
O        0.202963221     -1.409831876     -0.989305912
C        1.390031379      1.387096765     -1.143269565
C        1.501824503     -1.191834425     -1.158735116
O        2.023350990      2.291862968     -1.702325759
O        2.212516552     -2.046344486     -1.704169696
C        2.095259263      0.126323455     -0.616791734
C        2.239358974      0.064465810      0.959281266
C        3.645554695      0.148363832     -0.704059893
C        3.730845552     -0.320399639      0.772415412
H        1.572817552     -0.645070321      1.487070250
H        2.111045262      1.070195624      1.406449550
H        4.078538816     -0.517412429     -1.472852622
H        3.997759519      1.185740598     -0.852199457
H        3.885364905     -1.414201942      0.854051446
H        4.462952996      0.192034512      1.426521452
./carboplatin-CPCM-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 400



Pt       0.192801804     -0.363914405     -0.388650608
N       -0.564017433      1.304295698      0.543394888
H       -1.591063046      1.318399033      0.588273592
H       -0.221577082      1.435092759      1.504071060
N       -0.509477779     -1.680121996      1.027386175
H       -0.156818203     -1.495446872      1.975280406
H       -1.535390226     -1.707689327      1.090633998
H       -0.278665259      2.138033872      0.010861118
H       -0.201590025     -2.630063399      0.776372480
O        0.982574404      0.909760781     -1.750672970
O        1.009803011     -1.979424455     -1.293960637
C        1.229737816      0.510962487     -2.986194362
C        1.215334640     -2.005940921     -2.598787441
O        1.874495501      1.233499758     -3.767788208
O        1.816450161     -2.959920413     -3.124470607
C        0.657804121     -0.840207083     -3.439502496
C        0.689996925     -1.112598046     -4.968211639
C       -0.923422410     -0.900628611     -3.511098564
C       -0.801044841     -1.545693861     -4.918923018
H        1.427161655     -1.862628440     -5.298899641
H        0.844670140     -0.169446135     -5.518310362
H       -1.420525361     -1.475601923     -2.711215070
H       -1.356447423      0.114862089     -3.540688907
H       -0.919392818     -2.643200461     -4.881671169
H       -1.464091260     -1.142732899     -5.704357030
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201121959     -0.364421129     -0.404104509
N       -0.539620473      1.289356310      0.528451491
H       -1.557212844      1.306087506      0.582056229
H       -0.191612552      1.417796559      1.477807234
N       -0.503043452     -1.664147491      1.000484434
H       -0.147456186     -1.486679200      1.938893269
H       -1.519853379     -1.682199122      1.068495792
H       -0.259722935      2.115564414     -0.001007165
H       -0.207952524     -2.607843947      0.748169241
O        0.980190804      0.891843283     -1.760429239
O        0.997411785     -1.966233190     -1.310938898
C        1.222779534      0.502662860     -2.980034788
C        1.195755616     -1.999931792     -2.598006460
O        1.860962802      1.208536876     -3.759589558
O        1.775443966     -2.946168237     -3.127932925
C        0.648576982     -0.837403302     -3.432156055
C        0.675204904     -1.108079529     -4.948956742
C       -0.919022481     -0.894906250     -3.497417067
C       -0.800748161     -1.553602960     -4.887702832
H        1.413241974     -1.842499744     -5.286220267
H        0.809366412     -0.168574851     -5.495136341
H       -1.417108756     -1.454686219     -2.697737622
H       -1.346964324      0.114095367     -3.542171371
H       -0.903472180     -2.644289535     -4.831954992
H       -1.468959482     -1.174629448     -5.669989870
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVDZ-2_eGeom.xyz

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 401



25

Pt       0.189728804     -0.361369212     -0.397329119
N       -0.641136925      1.326041945      0.422327201
H       -1.651726093      1.273628544      0.511422684
H       -0.269346617      1.551291280      1.340439986
N       -0.454643527     -1.599268947      1.104677590
H       -0.109381758     -1.334191215      2.022669813
H       -1.466738696     -1.657509209      1.169115744
H       -0.432940481      2.112728693     -0.188407776
H       -0.111587185     -2.538043792      0.914337607
O        0.885277228      0.835241199     -1.875142665
O        1.088461165     -1.985987041     -1.206855029
C        1.081375959      0.407513351     -3.083878664
C        1.345415017     -2.054960343     -2.476820482
O        1.536726409      1.127364236     -3.959059167
O        2.063520122     -2.924086155     -2.947020175
C        0.670795570     -1.037539011     -3.394252878
C        0.702019367     -1.355815125     -4.897514575
C       -0.890342068     -1.132481281     -3.461170201
C       -0.785923109     -0.961309061     -4.990323504
H        0.848781056     -2.422722935     -5.044229712
H        1.414313617     -0.793286300     -5.493083626
H       -1.224375432     -2.130167603     -3.178820826
H       -1.451814595     -0.392939613     -2.894520346
H       -1.432771325     -1.583231210     -5.603763010
H       -0.906379494      0.080746037     -5.279927877
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.240270997     -0.368393445     -0.421019958
N        0.510479776      1.262833103      0.583382406
H        0.205781788      1.294119381      1.550393855
H        1.524407301      1.276610858      0.592800090
N        0.517586443     -1.653048398      0.998119794
H        1.512826305     -1.807349740      0.878758775
H        0.382386318     -1.319748056      1.946434562
H        0.206549425      2.127197260      0.147915412
H        0.067771918     -2.559965255      0.934949324
O       -1.055632708      0.893955316     -1.796729340
O       -1.048116630     -1.974433376     -1.382205606
C       -1.243338366      0.516185145     -3.024874901
C       -1.208137513     -1.987977148     -2.669929845
O       -1.845763061      1.236468268     -3.822875490
O       -1.756537755     -2.938116960     -3.229884980
C       -0.657194466     -0.811171109     -3.468342930
C        0.903934855     -0.878171925     -3.485015078
C       -0.620029147     -1.075124167     -4.978043183
C        0.806785154     -1.612070780     -4.826418806
H        1.380050332     -1.379754792     -2.643549843
H        1.326971825      0.120584485     -3.585111268
H       -1.381953777     -1.737891245     -5.380994072
H       -0.641494957     -0.133104132     -5.521218592
H        0.819528362     -2.692244787     -4.689516688

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 402



H        1.530716585     -1.349741271     -5.594152651
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-pVTZ-3_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.009863149     -0.013227158     -0.106637819
N       -2.243669075      1.554089403      0.495274679
H       -3.160916446      1.581360147      0.063617660
H       -2.363426231      1.654947238      1.497110543
N       -2.091785410     -1.707598273      0.445334909
H       -2.212648163     -1.845188108      1.442627534
H       -2.997315500     -1.812134254      0.000841004
H       -1.711657418      2.358866321      0.157416093
H       -1.481103786     -2.448557515      0.094761689
O        0.065340180      1.514931295     -0.741627184
O        0.205431114     -1.415845586     -0.783806287
C        1.340429836      1.397742019     -1.061425536
C        1.479015030     -1.197298549     -1.045380456
O        1.928430869      2.285916675     -1.627194002
O        2.168924305     -2.048796756     -1.550201281
C        2.068187070      0.141889106     -0.586396120
C        2.265193241      0.087316363      0.968022393
C        3.599145262      0.168868146     -0.725584940
C        3.719980218     -0.358893309      0.718742795
H        1.605962522     -0.578628160      1.523458381
H        2.207063749      1.089450311      1.391828873
H        4.009132221     -0.446883936     -1.519054256
H        3.938258295      1.196327504     -0.823692524
H        3.809879467     -1.442790765      0.737240175
H        4.485535799      0.080374842      1.353748676
./carboplatin-PBE0-ApVDZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.102139492     -0.360498145     -0.344385196
N        0.501782227      1.402756293      0.536686539
H        0.080509834      1.615162271      1.438555141
H        1.507925222      1.529682225      0.622095103
N        0.462666715     -1.793574678      1.026805394
H        1.463823122     -1.900919313      1.174402746
H        0.016278871     -1.727644463      1.939224196
H        0.156792363      2.094037936     -0.137853797
H        0.119520453     -2.648411027      0.575835562
O       -0.763211590      0.927501390     -1.682442930
O       -0.789432806     -1.977555047     -1.241600934
C       -1.068785208      0.559471619     -2.917196851
C       -1.073901182     -1.999736363     -2.533761489
O       -1.629343238      1.331685061     -3.668840838
O       -1.626059053     -2.963938500     -3.025065230
C       -0.602515247     -0.816944416     -3.385767288
C        0.952285452     -0.909416998     -3.597008561
C       -0.772265862     -1.091149258     -4.893680096
C        0.690100238     -1.579529178     -4.960916964
H        1.516607733     -1.469006846     -2.840471734
H        1.389370477      0.092304231     -3.697128219
H       -1.554401466     -1.812074922     -5.147842987

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 403



H       -0.936278809     -0.148165742     -5.424931152
H        0.759308339     -2.672140330     -4.897008271
H        1.298669918     -1.232248571     -5.804831155
./carboplatin-PBE0-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.104451077     -0.359582150     -0.341113962
N        0.485125884      1.400305556      0.550473488
H        0.050805666      1.604484327      1.443385526
H        1.486786787      1.520070626      0.648991317
N        0.441259294     -1.789812781      1.037213957
H        1.437624656     -1.892368820      1.192173042
H       -0.014793265     -1.715804795      1.939631030
H        0.149461814      2.085926825     -0.128423941
H        0.101616216     -2.638648595      0.581487874
O       -0.741920521      0.921588582     -1.684332484
O       -0.771894914     -1.968578530     -1.248729876
C       -1.043071908      0.565226387     -2.919439697
C       -1.048956575     -1.999110534     -2.538172111
O       -1.584754471      1.341281167     -3.669084814
O       -1.579914118     -2.966004972     -3.029795857
C       -0.589276945     -0.812759547     -3.387771852
C        0.959393847     -0.910292616     -3.615953588
C       -0.772061237     -1.086141185     -4.890250110
C        0.679728059     -1.591440994     -4.965987662
H        1.531103615     -1.458014346     -2.865771161
H        1.393774915      0.083799559     -3.733525365
H       -1.558719037     -1.793686941     -5.139743109
H       -0.925174711     -0.147446214     -5.419265358
H        0.733696054     -2.677432619     -4.888682314
H        1.281918983     -1.265910159     -5.814441986
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.098250485     -0.364161883     -0.357717678
N        0.550011801      1.431158093      0.526780897
H        0.149323400      1.653615083      1.428995619
H        1.552256839      1.551660081      0.595829935
N        0.439554663     -1.868702118      1.012151265
H        1.431182833     -2.020794605      1.143523992
H        0.013276047     -1.804621632      1.927822518
H        0.200361145      2.112999159     -0.145825319
H        0.056360367     -2.692106636      0.548752750
O       -0.750414269      0.956430455     -1.695572132
O       -0.838971427     -1.972360939     -1.270077975
C       -1.062786266      0.594047440     -2.929234050
C       -1.112639754     -1.975794394     -2.563110876
O       -1.600616148      1.376552315     -3.680491637
O       -1.666272519     -2.925976974     -3.069941006
C       -0.616594129     -0.787687502     -3.389059072
C        0.933034682     -0.908550852     -3.564961364
C       -0.746841791     -1.052806883     -4.893868782
C        0.680201402     -1.615228872     -4.901060710
H        1.477111921     -1.437858569     -2.781736731

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 404



H        1.381325527      0.076884722     -3.693006375
H       -1.552120746     -1.720652437     -5.185905884
H       -0.833482184     -0.109243334     -5.427038240
H        0.684019940     -2.697899754     -4.788098631
H        1.328276163     -1.349252732     -5.734279523
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.221604379     -0.360464798     -0.409383055
N        0.508872254      1.256853966      0.564981868
H        0.168756687      1.318640074      1.521219626
H        1.524411334      1.250029695      0.610082610
N        0.519620641     -1.603600979      1.005749867
H        1.534340777     -1.571856561      1.054866483
H        0.168408885     -1.384598731      1.934324966
H        0.235774334      2.114992076      0.093123936
H        0.257402010     -2.565246647      0.804940463
O       -1.023117008      0.868464217     -1.780521248
O       -0.997445291     -1.960853983     -1.342349260
C       -1.242148766      0.485398422     -2.996776757
C       -1.171498166     -2.003990730     -2.622983321
O       -1.880323461      1.190392302     -3.778310876
O       -1.714703664     -2.971002708     -3.155304084
C       -0.651674131     -0.836546020     -3.455268900
C        0.913605146     -0.877813219     -3.516718223
C       -0.659573623     -1.110861485     -4.967576705
C        0.796950021     -1.594830690     -4.871605985
H        1.419727718     -1.388529488     -2.698652127
H        1.315332875      0.131285437     -3.614934059
H       -1.410090720     -1.808347950     -5.334112550
H       -0.734964428     -0.172834979     -5.515335397
H        0.860834390     -2.677576119     -4.758343237
H        1.480413574     -1.277453874     -5.658243045
./carboplatin-M06L-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.000613295     -0.009983377     -0.099324585
N       -2.221900422      1.596758481      0.494736654
H       -3.141449781      1.635976036      0.073882010
H       -2.333639629      1.718566019      1.493070764
N       -2.069273853     -1.738613536      0.448554066
H       -2.186801311     -1.894375903      1.441452404
H       -2.972944313     -1.857367159      0.008465584
H       -1.683892640      2.388230982      0.142682176
H       -1.450687983     -2.465418340      0.089365885
O        0.074747686      1.527861578     -0.757231586
O        0.214322947     -1.428287601     -0.788565487
C        1.362375750      1.401165947     -1.035375457
C        1.491356432     -1.191821577     -1.034406464
O        1.964501815      2.302014786     -1.575518618
O        2.182603637     -2.038743166     -1.555028836
C        2.064928228      0.140460967     -0.548477527
C        2.223226968      0.083208927      1.006801461
C        3.595504206      0.163643456     -0.641979480

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 405



C        3.674433374     -0.362005197      0.796838907
H        1.541442676     -0.575084888      1.546793529
H        2.151798810      1.083010286      1.435508939
H        4.028225443     -0.450699552     -1.426275946
H        3.942159219      1.189618173     -0.738349876
H        3.767781769     -1.446263008      0.821773017
H        4.426560267      0.068064666      1.455899466
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.070139481     -0.002064476      0.136064614
N       -2.401080351      1.410126432     -0.513823279
H       -2.571409756      1.366347054     -1.514327776
H       -3.305259882      1.358854855     -0.053353058
N       -2.283337086     -1.585617956     -0.328817494
H       -3.178674318     -1.562136007      0.150445185
H       -2.477638775     -1.662774261     -1.323002829
H       -2.015160970      2.330428668     -0.315094804
H       -1.813862693     -2.443163465     -0.046689690
O        0.132674253      1.531436866      0.681008551
O        0.252785453     -1.363622258      0.833957854
C        1.414777106      1.385622146      0.794339665
C        1.531478087     -1.158902933      0.844674902
O        2.121302912      2.234057751      1.321426911
O        2.314046926     -1.971184393      1.317400749
C        2.043638106      0.131276373      0.191677795
C        3.570155078      0.151065897      0.015527344
C        1.920335812      0.011420001     -1.364935557
C        3.393587250     -0.441959503     -1.396877511
H        4.146358973     -0.418779521      0.737856159
H        3.922901727      1.178629825     -0.018469120
H        1.160044136     -0.667110681     -1.745689107
H        1.781289157      0.995266838     -1.811576060
H        3.473003978     -1.527343718     -1.388383203
H        4.018007355     -0.040890533     -2.191168239
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.214050295     -0.361999080     -0.395315341
N       -0.548669431      1.280265551      0.565857892
H       -1.570498998      1.293597612      0.612911555
H       -0.208448926      1.400692653      1.523262750
N       -0.455114034     -1.698975013      1.009791021
H       -0.093764039     -1.529196031      1.951595565
H       -1.474252775     -1.741411666      1.088947404
H       -0.268950284      2.118580887      0.047400038
H       -0.142691392     -2.636568048      0.739285397
O        0.952190117      0.932156025     -1.761461150
O        1.024634336     -1.954785171     -1.341244945
C        1.188124240      0.558206703     -2.990545794
C        1.178176748     -1.984773661     -2.636891516
O        1.786027202      1.275069802     -3.780331819
O        1.692748371     -2.939059267     -3.203243386
C        0.634632642     -0.794564935     -3.444644192

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 406



C        0.666390130     -1.061434885     -4.960097256
C       -0.928126670     -0.886813392     -3.515480764
C       -0.770250322     -1.619473719     -4.866355041
H        1.455062027     -1.736129197     -5.310923462
H        0.705266785     -0.108088044     -5.500213301
H       -1.433561784     -1.405109664     -2.689085074
H       -1.365300836      0.114757326     -3.637880211
H       -0.766011947     -2.708810687     -4.726652765
H       -1.474354445     -1.356486870     -5.665814616
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.214015629     -0.368904588     -0.406213724
N        0.491805259      1.262078576      0.563444097
H        0.157008101      1.317329342      1.522160743
H        1.507777218      1.273960886      0.601396008
N        0.569713615     -1.598120355      0.998015872
H        1.584036787     -1.542510419      1.037487396
H        0.222086339     -1.389228456      1.930478131
H        0.199433691      2.114993252      0.093280635
H        0.328250868     -2.565527917      0.797616967
O       -1.056532872      0.843564987     -1.764969527
O       -0.963629065     -1.982729382     -1.333942478
C       -1.276788568      0.459213216     -2.980600386
C       -1.146022479     -2.028830949     -2.613301176
O       -1.937086389      1.151983604     -3.754835755
O       -1.669460513     -3.008304606     -3.142863767
C       -0.661356583     -0.848124169     -3.448425717
C        0.903871825     -0.854136024     -3.526755993
C       -0.678916471     -1.119611615     -4.961232066
C        0.788865426     -1.571367855     -4.881635443
H        1.430394484     -1.354480895     -2.715151216
H        1.281649900      0.163933967     -3.627647181
H       -1.417638319     -1.832825779     -5.321458040
H       -0.780797106     -0.182379636     -5.506067296
H        0.877838860     -2.652624015     -4.771069176
H        1.456818631     -1.237703942     -5.674839918
./carboplatin-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.193358407     -0.362755464     -0.387836964
N       -0.543754021      1.308987642      0.544878856
H       -1.570696664      1.335140465      0.584726145
H       -0.203704135      1.432409498      1.507323098
N       -0.511160591     -1.670551149      1.029079161
H       -0.162260156     -1.481671313      1.977443911
H       -1.537293755     -1.698213289      1.087593932
H       -0.244958889      2.139774274      0.015180523
H       -0.200917029     -2.620698741      0.781894446
O        0.984169312      0.901232791     -1.749210850
O        0.992101335     -1.980634822     -1.291442856
C        1.229551456      0.504438971     -2.985752750
C        1.199812862     -2.013186077     -2.595786982
O        1.874550460      1.226562093     -3.767394890

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 407



O        1.792221608     -2.974138821     -3.118465022
C        0.653548681     -0.844653150     -3.439894095
C        0.688472718     -1.119648565     -4.968060612
C       -0.927971342     -0.896801340     -3.516795994
C       -0.803803139     -1.548744642     -4.921132839
H        1.424478604     -1.871853168     -5.296337827
H        0.846218522     -0.177524536     -5.519047279
H       -1.431420781     -1.464742852     -2.715810058
H       -1.354764800      0.121145550     -3.553375007
H       -0.924483993     -2.645805764     -4.878580163
H       -1.463987660     -1.148420360     -5.710324896
./carboplatin-M06L-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.112066424     -0.361555467     -0.357548895
N       -0.492860610      1.457908856      0.513676954
H       -1.491565231      1.605380808      0.581705642
H       -0.085423839      1.678869327      1.413309070
N       -0.473308971     -1.853107757      1.010980079
H       -0.047557318     -1.804546935      1.927890306
H       -1.469112609     -1.978516797      1.138859516
H       -0.125431509      2.122572979     -0.166683132
H       -0.111202027     -2.683955570      0.543703370
O        0.805829773      0.936769255     -1.695472830
O        0.813685166     -1.992188355     -1.259903898
C        1.100140870      0.561863857     -2.930876405
C        1.077440339     -2.009648483     -2.555708116
O        1.653072862      1.327443487     -3.687817514
O        1.594850702     -2.979654625     -3.062475583
C        0.614891307     -0.809256168     -3.383347634
C        0.737651076     -1.082357984     -4.887578744
C       -0.937941880     -0.886606446     -3.558563500
C       -0.707176536     -1.597263141     -4.896658867
H        1.519930532     -1.778802012     -5.175111532
H        0.859590572     -0.144297592     -5.423353895
H       -1.495951460     -1.402537864     -2.776230601
H       -1.360743794      0.110540854     -3.682261762
H       -0.747850118     -2.679624689     -4.788431699
H       -1.345716713     -1.307782307     -5.729229338
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.216429728     -0.361226180     -0.409181565
N       -0.545389394      1.314646858      0.545604301
H       -1.565581907      1.345169328      0.583379347
H       -0.221044384      1.439273192      1.506255232
N       -0.486120141     -1.701217893      1.013420704
H       -0.126111656     -1.540742900      1.955724975
H       -1.503790001     -1.726721670      1.097552619
H       -0.255010678      2.151582381      0.035321130
H       -0.197318516     -2.646790934      0.753184980
O        0.996609743      0.921866296     -1.772296081
O        1.027741746     -1.971118533     -1.337601988
C        1.215498449      0.535132816     -3.007774389

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 408



C        1.193182726     -1.996492937     -2.639058820
O        1.816539386      1.255393891     -3.801374349
O        1.727805002     -2.954386680     -3.192162692
C        0.648195019     -0.811741289     -3.444448524
C        0.657263830     -1.080577052     -4.955454918
C       -0.911609612     -0.890799236     -3.499942040
C       -0.779653567     -1.607746287     -4.851274956
H        1.432269800     -1.764900543     -5.323134747
H        0.716563538     -0.131563853     -5.503394472
H       -1.415102897     -1.409892203     -2.670908548
H       -1.350787665      0.113413504     -3.597072860
H       -0.804170932     -2.699958345     -4.729150185
H       -1.489100606     -1.330954502     -5.643341163
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.248294725     -0.362482393     -0.418905856
N       -0.511507648      1.273110924      0.571699545
H       -1.533713399      1.289223542      0.591187425
H       -0.207763225      1.328570854      1.546816192
N       -0.531209300     -1.637029518      0.996977418
H       -0.254915923     -1.397886716      1.951885022
H       -1.553314039     -1.661306903      0.993030382
H       -0.221131001      2.148624047      0.130317971
H       -0.220197978     -2.598504952      0.840165589
O        1.084716972      0.895919873     -1.790522170
O        1.058112707     -1.979680692     -1.365798164
C        1.257287659      0.512145514     -3.031416591
C        1.206747803     -2.000041968     -2.666513969
O        1.853895390      1.232529353     -3.838148139
O        1.739208099     -2.963349940     -3.226464167
C        0.661219582     -0.817569837     -3.464932993
C        0.629183716     -1.089191900     -4.975275903
C       -0.900403741     -0.879575142     -3.485891115
C       -0.801108201     -1.620775078     -4.825591638
H        1.398205887     -1.762020601     -5.375966759
H        0.656353961     -0.140804941     -5.526690070
H       -1.390139184     -1.378393387     -2.636712985
H       -1.323434854      0.129743784     -3.594705632
H       -0.816813720     -2.710404394     -4.681037640
H       -1.530267278     -1.361202299     -5.604634767
./carboplatin-M062X-CPCM_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.000149104     -0.315310376     -0.134174473
N       -0.001413576      1.405000062      0.992037523
H       -0.824054253      1.516277887      1.590679844
H        0.817140289      1.514055431      1.596661608
N       -0.005402537     -1.588874172      1.480252618
H        0.813358234     -1.504050423      2.088473186
H       -0.828175430     -1.503614314      2.082978239
H        0.001989378      2.203232527      0.348418753
H       -0.004467938     -2.549033785      1.120228868
O        0.005847739      0.922289141     -1.712753085

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 409



O        0.002057161     -1.995024072     -1.230297013
C        0.008664181      0.591847636     -2.971315302
C        0.006950122     -2.093074591     -2.527739179
O        0.012552321      1.460959893     -3.837162646
O        0.010963813     -3.197800831     -3.062179223
C        0.005466449     -0.868792689     -3.455484447
C        1.079435411     -1.094599485     -4.581458023
C       -1.080108384     -1.091849781     -4.571559954
C       -0.005405580     -1.620944986     -5.540729704
H        1.886264041     -1.789588002     -4.318596414
H        1.490997676     -0.131719945     -4.901846173
H       -1.886710577     -1.784361146     -4.301347215
H       -1.492258852     -0.127949331     -4.888307711
H       -0.006908158     -2.714159562     -5.599786596
H       -0.009623624     -1.193267856     -6.552122492
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.197923140     -0.367043049     -0.401565421
N       -0.528008087      1.284827636      0.530100070
H       -1.545327192      1.309359816      0.578190652
H       -0.182237068      1.403983536      1.481042463
N       -0.509118063     -1.663425147      0.994174872
H       -0.160977489     -1.481939299      1.934126675
H       -1.526141235     -1.683018944      1.052190652
H       -0.236026992      2.108388089      0.003551456
H       -0.207653241     -2.605156345      0.743105532
O        0.979646123      0.883514129     -1.749761403
O        0.983079148     -1.964949249     -1.307234833
C        1.220228981      0.502117304     -2.971939067
C        1.185171708     -2.001794478     -2.593297510
O        1.855533053      1.212436733     -3.749839353
O        1.760659017     -2.951487329     -3.121705687
C        0.646563071     -0.836468141     -3.429233543
C        0.679441620     -1.105983281     -4.946130994
C       -0.921089613     -0.890668167     -3.502647574
C       -0.796639469     -1.551808057     -4.891168116
H        1.419100035     -1.839643183     -5.281407282
H        0.814993906     -0.165770700     -5.490746804
H       -1.424751563     -1.447693292     -2.704487682
H       -1.346331499      0.119283000     -3.551842897
H       -0.899046745     -2.642402943     -4.833414013
H       -1.461684535     -1.175011407     -5.677189203
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.218283960     -0.363366066     -0.401647598
N        0.520556729      1.251350903      0.587865831
H        0.184233049      1.301357799      1.547253374
H        1.537308171      1.240360456      0.628192596
N        0.541295931     -1.617517673      1.005800557
H        1.558112033     -1.591959972      1.032912288
H        0.210650805     -1.391592921      1.941397561
H        0.246677104      2.116119622      0.126164395

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 410



H        0.267311342     -2.579051042      0.813686093
O       -1.038661354      0.883432740     -1.790476029
O       -1.006075960     -1.978105310     -1.367945507
C       -1.271254212      0.494618736     -3.001883776
C       -1.166705227     -2.014048117     -2.649956622
O       -1.924396525      1.181704539     -3.784037581
O       -1.669353551     -2.986743612     -3.207380540
C       -0.666269620     -0.822083750     -3.465218693
C        0.898659646     -0.856015903     -3.515339031
C       -0.661672759     -1.088501162     -4.978782923
C        0.783990598     -1.608886266     -4.855147310
H        1.405084256     -1.343017920     -2.684847576
H        1.289214482      0.152671770     -3.643627346
H       -1.422078894     -1.762719169     -5.361844194
H       -0.694806671     -0.145592483     -5.518905357
H        0.809299918     -2.686584587     -4.703388489
H        1.484471679     -1.336183384     -5.639973133
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.117193464     -0.361112610     -0.356692744
N       -0.502916284      1.409344452      0.538214595
H       -1.509568747      1.535329276      0.614127616
H       -0.090568014      1.615203026      1.445243918
N       -0.465212470     -1.812063025      1.014848761
H       -0.042390426     -1.742925384      1.937657155
H       -1.468473611     -1.928383316      1.136810496
H       -0.149404441      2.100702327     -0.131140147
H       -0.102348490     -2.659899371      0.567032669
O        0.782715774      0.935435921     -1.689987295
O        0.815874042     -1.974513902     -1.261606142
C        1.096216019      0.569738258     -2.923598307
C        1.081161354     -2.001188620     -2.557508467
O        1.668891080      1.328149373     -3.675654032
O        1.601316754     -2.968866826     -3.070284679
C        0.611514613     -0.802833004     -3.395530647
C        0.748036605     -1.072700264     -4.905989782
C       -0.945638655     -0.894251957     -3.570683354
C       -0.703253801     -1.605538366     -4.921638118
H        1.542262918     -1.766959405     -5.187060959
H        0.854519477     -0.124250890     -5.438781803
H       -1.497021390     -1.432758532     -2.791238739
H       -1.374546866      0.106572629     -3.697356847
H       -0.728498417     -2.693846211     -4.807470691
H       -1.342553478     -1.308736347     -5.758841464
./carboplatin-M062X-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.116403926     -0.362358411     -0.346834602
N        0.501200289      1.409731512      0.556350650
H        0.074678750      1.629945554      1.457762744
H        1.510324723      1.535949947      0.648532271
N        0.440784707     -1.826163501      1.028631204
H        1.444196424     -1.960046941      1.163025518

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 411



H        0.007562391     -1.763945537      1.951361909
H        0.162012738      2.102325342     -0.124805728
H        0.073300815     -2.670637635      0.569837379
O       -0.760411061      0.942538075     -1.680247798
O       -0.804796520     -1.973095835     -1.262477638
C       -1.061266648      0.589578020     -2.924325563
C       -1.061364549     -1.997521325     -2.562657880
O       -1.596577230      1.364732492     -3.681540631
O       -1.562391359     -2.968086894     -3.082688205
C       -0.598810877     -0.791458394     -3.395168175
C        0.953062163     -0.896882238     -3.597510829
C       -0.760938848     -1.061466827     -4.902639590
C        0.679227949     -1.618864676     -4.935120630
H        1.519809279     -1.426944692     -2.818137620
H        1.386710239      0.102727636     -3.745956523
H       -1.572276361     -1.745069163     -5.172689372
H       -0.858584057     -0.108860261     -5.435472415
H        0.684143284     -2.708998046     -4.806011608
H        1.314114696     -1.347480973     -5.788345879
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.195521110     -0.364729621     -0.402447448
N       -0.533421762      1.288426899      0.533766837
H       -1.547026466      1.302875349      0.589082846
H       -0.179556149      1.408450377      1.477896319
N       -0.500166699     -1.664271589      1.002219188
H       -0.142891012     -1.479747635      1.934427530
H       -1.513309941     -1.680092764      1.066840692
H       -0.250865573      2.107712627      0.002067429
H       -0.201326257     -2.602098354      0.747358054
O        0.964246000      0.884394458     -1.758186888
O        0.980061032     -1.957648162     -1.315042045
C        1.208737302      0.506957688     -2.975266302
C        1.182282669     -1.996784926     -2.595625189
O        1.836505361      1.216480750     -3.750240239
O        1.754215406     -2.941654231     -3.122137766
C        0.644115220     -0.833352195     -3.431663453
C        0.679868920     -1.104100712     -4.944248983
C       -0.919336520     -0.894171635     -3.509854294
C       -0.787346432     -1.565219722     -4.888093691
H        1.422370427     -1.824616860     -5.280334176
H        0.801240331     -0.168726266     -5.487954538
H       -1.423404650     -1.440410663     -2.713481967
H       -1.345428072      0.107978589     -3.571970498
H       -0.876134746     -2.649843352     -4.820524134
H       -1.451642486     -1.206160820     -5.673716291
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.200331870     -0.363009744     -0.400817686
N       -0.545769716      1.284440463      0.535377993
H       -1.559086536      1.287285703      0.594167665
H       -0.189852248      1.411991141      1.477517082

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 412



N       -0.480383356     -1.673586207      1.003093984
H       -0.119128947     -1.491369630      1.934005764
H       -1.492785492     -1.697511287      1.073018643
H       -0.274574357      2.104327498     -0.000867853
H       -0.175662378     -2.607168898      0.740603051
O        0.953424150      0.895327875     -1.755426852
O        0.997718493     -1.948148071     -1.314938016
C        1.191272234      0.522173098     -2.977428599
C        1.186209003     -1.987690669     -2.599740854
O        1.800861587      1.240001733     -3.755801580
O        1.749946688     -2.932197984     -3.131044150
C        0.639607819     -0.824287321     -3.429373674
C        0.680395615     -1.093876893     -4.941705535
C       -0.922761705     -0.900720511     -3.510600364
C       -0.780614523     -1.573944447     -4.886943452
H        1.432122837     -1.806017764     -5.275229006
H        0.791516339     -0.156539884     -5.484184301
H       -1.423919714     -1.449314043     -2.713941139
H       -1.358696225      0.096976236     -3.577005279
H       -0.853574970     -2.659482417     -4.815055527
H       -1.449289460     -1.228010744     -5.674809327
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.201241852     -0.366438619     -0.409746336
N       -0.534680662      1.315442663      0.549057318
H       -1.546194414      1.346458277      0.587682101
H       -0.199688101      1.422086818      1.499073904
N       -0.508125412     -1.695814939      1.014949889
H       -0.148693151     -1.522840583      1.945942513
H       -1.518350944     -1.708536602      1.086422518
H       -0.233972604      2.137582569      0.036862135
H       -0.218172774     -2.632563564      0.755769839
O        0.991103900      0.901323617     -1.780295244
O        0.992075306     -1.980064468     -1.346368624
C        1.232823381      0.511829312     -2.997622797
C        1.180985336     -2.005529210     -2.632636270
O        1.866348504      1.215919817     -3.777191230
O        1.727056638     -2.958626277     -3.176952462
C        0.652968832     -0.822339119     -3.446635902
C        0.657646528     -1.085361241     -4.956703765
C       -0.907457406     -0.878169761     -3.503372018
C       -0.785817032     -1.591112179     -4.855204534
H        1.415010957     -1.771798061     -5.327044781
H        0.727311683     -0.143559256     -5.496395526
H       -1.409697011     -1.390774988     -2.683970356
H       -1.326753100      0.123567433     -3.594431496
H       -0.828138257     -2.672966264     -4.739514880
H       -1.481525040     -1.298068145     -5.638803007
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.220645705     -0.370935263     -0.406397785
N        0.525920040      1.234453231      0.566580363

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 413



H        0.193832665      1.297324863      1.529369469
H        1.545320665      1.223787308      0.605736726
N        0.535167877     -1.621876548      0.988024156
H        1.554157228     -1.594394703      1.026857034
H        0.196582946     -1.409673248      1.926742581
H        0.255602640      2.101118529      0.101142103
H        0.269267926     -2.586346081      0.787493069
O       -1.036225549      0.870149209     -1.757380325
O       -1.013528811     -1.964158757     -1.336471391
C       -1.251732854      0.493172033     -2.982074122
C       -1.186682864     -1.998554272     -2.623175799
O       -1.892527807      1.208359585     -3.762203519
O       -1.738012429     -2.965576642     -3.161833948
C       -0.660507866     -0.827820594     -3.450316058
C        0.908685063     -0.871973528     -3.510716423
C       -0.670145444     -1.093056138     -4.968313835
C        0.792241857     -1.572994554     -4.878759790
H        1.413263545     -1.399424076     -2.693570664
H        1.315021681      0.143254939     -3.593494092
H       -1.424046178     -1.796077995     -5.336719487
H       -0.753260590     -0.146287180     -5.512262137
H        0.861726401     -2.663201598     -4.779265578
H        1.477832574     -1.239621289     -5.666119555
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-TZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.229661161     -0.363517012     -0.402024278
N        0.512960025      1.246126093      0.591180909
H        0.169885537      1.300826368      1.547919096
H        1.529251447      1.228506419      0.639685818
N        0.511206237     -1.625624543      1.007496103
H        1.527816715     -1.604347001      1.044877355
H        0.172836334     -1.402968648      1.941149544
H        0.248814113      2.112060991      0.125953649
H        0.235798377     -2.585327777      0.808836387
O       -1.030482083      0.888802072     -1.794015958
O       -1.021330921     -1.969885283     -1.374777803
C       -1.255194365      0.504388136     -3.008423948
C       -1.170131056     -2.005872795     -2.658267725
O       -1.895322317      1.198440096     -3.795066110
O       -1.671316314     -2.976685850     -3.220134628
C       -0.656973471     -0.816342649     -3.468624219
C        0.908156857     -0.861149386     -3.508537688
C       -0.644104762     -1.080956918     -4.982374572
C        0.797259219     -1.611016690     -4.850383980
H        1.405712359     -1.353312557     -2.675649075
H        1.306614950      0.145021330     -3.632289931
H       -1.406376992     -1.749674281     -5.371389862
H       -0.667370394     -0.137266086     -5.521594416
H        0.814672528     -2.689094424     -4.700499782
H        1.504586148     -1.341482375     -5.630173893
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVTZ-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 414



Pt      -1.119690229     -0.012560295      0.038876039
N       -2.475570820      1.358131832     -0.647745788
H       -2.678687595      1.255444280     -1.637693244
H       -3.364001752      1.333531631     -0.155600022
N       -2.340953456     -1.622292443     -0.297752279
H       -3.220088066     -1.574681765      0.208865886
H       -2.567741099     -1.754677709     -1.279079598
H       -2.086002400      2.288896439     -0.516570976
H       -1.859069826     -2.461953104      0.015321018
O        0.094068815      1.551606857      0.458474027
O        0.229717397     -1.329835315      0.770905364
C        1.379627120      1.414857395      0.538865152
C        1.507303232     -1.122274076      0.729112072
O        2.099479728      2.292976414      0.994383369
O        2.307678379     -1.904366433      1.222416047
C        1.993146681      0.129705862     -0.012191733
C        3.512946100      0.142440518     -0.239402199
C        1.819107803     -0.077999730     -1.554553383
C        3.292302525     -0.529339283     -1.609717301
H        4.114716787     -0.384754584      0.494367938
H        3.860552645      1.167127185     -0.342716049
H        1.049432847     -0.778522155     -1.871205964
H        1.661492889      0.878832391     -2.050928756
H        3.376255539     -1.612366840     -1.543076429
H        3.888672757     -0.172177070     -2.445440188
./carboplatin-SMD-ApVTZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.221149104     -0.366265165     -0.395704122
N        0.492337284      1.280214961      0.579178896
H        0.153981802      1.338631175      1.545763743
H        1.517063870      1.289529380      0.616950392
N        0.559469972     -1.608358808      1.024425686
H        1.583391258     -1.565454876      1.057794711
H        0.215924455     -1.387040417      1.965028847
H        0.198425464      2.138926492      0.101227748
H        0.300706936     -2.581622411      0.828216265
O       -1.069245039      0.861801468     -1.764842574
O       -0.983497709     -1.996355432     -1.324707741
C       -1.281074874      0.466715742     -2.999163359
C       -1.166955350     -2.034099190     -2.623647526
O       -1.941693651      1.173330617     -3.783228255
O       -1.714153508     -3.018183111     -3.153837386
C       -0.661696132     -0.851072117     -3.460441711
C        0.918135939     -0.861483926     -3.527193904
C       -0.666988753     -1.125722751     -4.984910473
C        0.812205638     -1.573335762     -4.897009858
H        1.435769962     -1.372100236     -2.706589738
H        1.301322161      0.163308405     -3.616417770
H       -1.404412763     -1.850022794     -5.348304704
H       -0.775464184     -0.184036616     -5.535622739
H        0.907741982     -2.662184504     -4.795858985
H        1.487161355     -1.225472895     -5.688234451
./carboplatin-SMD-TZ-aug-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 415



25

Pt      -1.123308694     -0.007046881     -0.037153497
N       -2.495569093      1.327173214      0.678624646
H       -3.394687687      1.262674487      0.189370543
H       -2.683867349      1.186097358      1.676642703
N       -2.369283406     -1.579701873      0.348900481
H       -2.558979304     -1.688851083      1.350536369
H       -3.274671282     -1.482646095     -0.122652052
H       -2.155907270      2.288468407      0.566697102
H       -1.948181890     -2.455586989      0.020395007
O        0.084079787      1.550499105     -0.496731901
O        0.206991666     -1.325738405     -0.803089310
C        1.391732941      1.414184771     -0.536283728
C        1.502898025     -1.110733805     -0.760830480
O        2.108128954      2.334818838     -0.964922762
O        2.289927400     -1.906086353     -1.300728689
C        2.007291065      0.123211692     -0.001425876
C        1.858751802     -0.096293737      1.557364334
C        3.541961116      0.125777434      0.207766994
C        3.341934035     -0.536718520      1.592284200
H        1.089720302     -0.808898131      1.877980244
H        1.696103380      0.864522248      2.062691840
H        4.135685584     -0.411857098     -0.539794904
H        3.906175778      1.155895849      0.296344018
H        3.440424813     -1.628804235      1.542608369
H        3.951795327     -0.158675200      2.421534348
./carboplatin-M062X-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.202996234     -0.362686099     -0.400366414
N       -0.545913513      1.289966469      0.544691962
H       -1.564767416      1.315303075      0.563466434
H       -0.228544988      1.395432976      1.507730448
N       -0.496884116     -1.676970368      1.004841287
H       -0.139876861     -1.502126248      1.943389304
H       -1.513858944     -1.695155238      1.072888709
H       -0.238693453      2.121626846      0.038659437
H       -0.199713730     -2.618411385      0.744933286
O        0.980112796      0.909109342     -1.772812966
O        1.001152169     -1.972444230     -1.335688918
C        1.240987958      0.514709549     -2.984547501
C        1.181732405     -2.006566032     -2.623079274
O        1.898676987      1.200899606     -3.763480660
O        1.718547179     -2.962870874     -3.176541221
C        0.652176974     -0.820440333     -3.443519014
C        0.665151092     -1.085209048     -4.960288186
C       -0.913860318     -0.873850421     -3.497460166
C       -0.793610830     -1.586999248     -4.863697088
H        1.423739388     -1.784911485     -5.319106215
H        0.737261324     -0.136459250     -5.499467011
H       -1.415051590     -1.399974487     -2.678746571
H       -1.328417339      0.136396091     -3.589969622
H       -0.839517186     -2.675026045     -4.748546421

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 416



H       -1.486517211     -1.273695930     -5.650412629
./carboplatin-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.097172350     -0.342969170     -0.327116910
N        0.603156894      1.468651740      0.415651169
H        0.158807599      1.782682249      1.282090319
H        1.616961388      1.539734758      0.530124599
N        0.381625290     -1.708336266      1.164911232
H        1.382377089     -1.867536021      1.303530956
H       -0.045725024     -1.530362660      2.077174438
H        0.319230912      2.112270770     -0.338372018
H       -0.029827517     -2.573322786      0.782914786
O       -0.678344252      0.878871777     -1.785685068
O       -0.892393140     -1.991932647     -1.102344616
C       -0.974218441      0.432015001     -3.011183445
C       -1.176749920     -2.094635396     -2.406615644
O       -1.450768231      1.195009767     -3.837693700
O       -1.797921803     -3.061634679     -2.819706270
C       -0.612799127     -1.025554017     -3.350263686
C        0.948877616     -1.148375945     -3.574115892
C       -0.794546270     -1.321102765     -4.861402281
C        0.705106101     -1.010040795     -5.096141856
H        1.300924403     -2.150228475     -3.293613087
H        1.574852206     -0.399815168     -3.071357800
H       -1.045349727     -2.378058283     -5.005556016
H       -1.523447051     -0.684087331     -5.372318235
H        1.265349929     -1.691709615     -5.748680264
H        0.859300432      0.020113188     -5.441359720
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.211549353     -0.365677365     -0.413856458
N       -0.547307919      1.308868748      0.539145634
H       -1.565050220      1.340983090      0.564729669
H       -0.231011799      1.422084281      1.500930020
N       -0.506018939     -1.695234968      1.006586364
H       -0.149975368     -1.530846933      1.946711416
H       -1.521859591     -1.710200727      1.081349666
H       -0.246433488      2.143658757      0.037018396
H       -0.221169792     -2.640242527      0.750854852
O        1.010879106      0.909936773     -1.779325231
O        1.024352787     -1.979727677     -1.341705886
C        1.244635786      0.513291989     -3.003089597
C        1.205847857     -1.999630507     -2.636189937
O        1.884781423      1.216329149     -3.789083624
O        1.767561043     -2.949401317     -3.186067571
C        0.657020858     -0.821749507     -3.447214386
C        0.647792608     -1.086449976     -4.959845178
C       -0.905078877     -0.882521871     -3.484442646
C       -0.800266160     -1.584412071     -4.847008147
H        1.404048138     -1.782997403     -5.336473665
H        0.720143237     -0.139543748     -5.505445467
H       -1.398011330     -1.410389845     -2.658639849

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 417



H       -1.332436475      0.125531451     -3.559849858
H       -0.849511043     -2.674988186     -4.739651554
H       -1.507174183     -1.277022379     -5.626565972
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVDZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.210816745     -0.364480629     -0.412721638
N       -0.549810610      1.305642235      0.538419768
H       -1.567238371      1.332746640      0.570352739
H       -0.226397148      1.421238070      1.497220161
N       -0.495256223     -1.697835848      1.004301744
H       -0.139444068     -1.529996940      1.943552702
H       -1.510761582     -1.719415905      1.078446996
H       -0.254392976      2.138990505      0.031032482
H       -0.202558907     -2.639875601      0.747012402
O        1.000114057      0.914715215     -1.776741634
O        1.027792386     -1.973373950     -1.340396471
C        1.233757641      0.520670486     -3.001166866
C        1.206789068     -1.993830265     -2.634985989
O        1.868172528      1.227883100     -3.788065190
O        1.769145444     -2.942604018     -3.185928926
C        0.653521519     -0.817629288     -3.445661577
C        0.646651810     -1.081801196     -4.958455400
C       -0.908351825     -0.887423862     -3.484212499
C       -0.798145228     -1.589218080     -4.846422946
H        1.407584476     -1.773082353     -5.335251054
H        0.712796010     -0.134136913     -5.503483333
H       -1.399011892     -1.418361354     -2.659067474
H       -1.341647593      0.118040051     -3.560152920
H       -0.840080427     -2.679978890     -4.738185513
H       -1.506737825     -1.287233981     -5.626568572
./carboplatin-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.104821059     -0.356997965     -0.322878291
N        0.482957798      1.431866076      0.557108791
H        0.055541094      1.639136477      1.463052868
H        1.493814754      1.562179499      0.641345034
N        0.465989561     -1.804702588      1.056369176
H        1.473108508     -1.903146144      1.204071746
H        0.012575227     -1.736622949      1.970902205
H        0.128378571      2.116513215     -0.127714751
H        0.124104175     -2.661037346      0.594666705
O       -0.780903594      0.932475599     -1.673310228
O       -0.782986393     -1.990882736     -1.228515256
C       -1.069383676      0.561172381     -2.927015160
C       -1.057632220     -2.017954063     -2.537490193
O       -1.617910673      1.347336475     -3.683581521
O       -1.592228521     -3.001617914     -3.026087888
C       -0.598357483     -0.822330996     -3.391412085
C        0.965386863     -0.905047227     -3.621383914
C       -0.777806981     -1.101658944     -4.905909552
C        0.692935828     -1.582516744     -4.985895200
H        1.541166243     -1.456503507     -2.866790866

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 418



H        1.393537989      0.100706434     -3.728253673
H       -1.555996254     -1.831095652     -5.151876818
H       -0.955524491     -0.160682135     -5.438640828
H        0.769735393     -2.675220683     -4.920921001
H        1.291626350     -1.233721330     -5.836968310
./carboplatin-PBE0-SMD-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.222518286     -0.363420688     -0.406359990
N        0.511166463      1.255187097      0.566572148
H        0.170120498      1.319050975      1.522374773
H        1.526742551      1.245741992      0.611691381
N        0.532533134     -1.608673262      1.001701941
H        1.547382265     -1.571427982      1.045629758
H        0.183763456     -1.394905829      1.932453768
H        0.240087273      2.112622494      0.092283055
H        0.274484626     -2.570811084      0.797745147
O       -1.034941883      0.866425883     -1.770761430
O       -0.997863667     -1.965096464     -1.338503812
C       -1.247802954      0.485582585     -2.991060906
C       -1.164439173     -2.008477228     -2.622108603
O       -1.881537205      1.191311715     -3.772419720
O       -1.691598059     -2.980334990     -3.157604341
C       -0.654231950     -0.834293512     -3.450274762
C        0.910674061     -0.870557563     -3.521872289
C       -0.670001098     -1.107009709     -4.962651824
C        0.787011258     -1.590609149     -4.874663616
H        1.425168892     -1.376899332     -2.706248327
H        1.308261182      0.139676194     -3.625836883
H       -1.422143418     -1.805310823     -5.324343170
H       -0.749657142     -0.168238799     -5.508521718
H        0.850037425     -2.673090487     -4.758273726
H        1.466608762     -1.276794803     -5.666075863
./carboplatin-M06L-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.129263946     -0.364881274     -0.360103593
N       -0.550702708      1.420354633      0.516197002
H       -1.561556703      1.546623047      0.561947140
H       -0.176982295      1.658751425      1.434650882
N       -0.434481419     -1.866939432      0.998905690
H       -0.029539225     -1.812501218      1.933439363
H       -1.433976237     -2.031641850      1.115363719
H       -0.191411609      2.117789042     -0.145919844
H       -0.041907886     -2.702705642      0.550464000
O        0.802208983      0.961925984     -1.683007212
O        0.895726550     -1.968574292     -1.262619909
C        1.073519571      0.600735310     -2.934365749
C        1.132306878     -1.972852121     -2.570237354
O        1.590624530      1.389467287     -3.702843139
O        1.672735706     -2.929307443     -3.093787058
C        0.616133306     -0.783126602     -3.386918057
C        0.728297241     -1.048696656     -4.895425466
C       -0.935797129     -0.910469240     -3.542533160

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
SPECTRA OF PT COMPLEXES - SUPPORTING INFORMATION 419



C       -0.698023399     -1.615093443     -4.884877374
H        1.540066671     -1.718992784     -5.200755906
H        0.807269797     -0.096453453     -5.433826111
H       -1.477528686     -1.447031130     -2.747664424
H       -1.394858491      0.082501855     -3.664657535
H       -0.698522498     -2.708184346     -4.771396107
H       -1.365557885     -1.351050427     -5.717158809
./carboplatin-H2O-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.202773099     -0.357563737     -0.366984775
N        0.533563079      1.312924436      0.571418931
H        0.160570024      1.461584952      1.521983452
H        1.561916104      1.328868589      0.651767000
N        0.474076223     -1.679928779      1.051437022
H        1.500796797     -1.700071416      1.150596211
H        0.089052894     -1.519207019      1.995082648
H        0.268876933      2.144229266      0.017852892
H        0.186344340     -2.632625573      0.773639414
O       -0.952594265      0.915727919     -1.731641465
O       -0.994830538     -1.966778627     -1.276470238
C       -1.164803392      0.537457697     -2.988019878
C       -1.167955850     -2.010218901     -2.593007984
O       -1.736251063      1.294073181     -3.783365310
O       -1.714929658     -2.986913755     -3.121099221
C       -0.628952820     -0.833359443     -3.434051033
C        0.947986145     -0.912222680     -3.564142708
C       -0.717312978     -1.112906000     -4.959026854
C        0.766283413     -1.566356687     -4.959707800
H        1.478704038     -1.486476021     -2.779831716
H        1.390816513      0.101997384     -3.619602563
H       -1.475382507     -1.862899736     -5.249864870
H       -0.884710761     -0.166744008     -5.505699337
H        0.867170634     -2.668444537     -4.913815289
H        1.411646803     -1.184499275     -5.774575538
./carboplatin-SMD-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.234373581     -0.363701442     -0.380398166
N        0.537358969      1.253020744      0.600447087
H        0.192757666      1.341332449      1.570487466
H        1.568474470      1.229878947      0.656508680
N        0.486099597     -1.646611025      1.036099663
H        1.517626893     -1.653428253      1.086665718
H        0.145625591     -1.429845901      1.986979822
H        0.288971872      2.131812389      0.117726799
H        0.193406451     -2.616253699      0.832631961
O       -1.013967103      0.907518632     -1.745080597
O       -1.045619076     -1.961148087     -1.317309074
C       -1.197883674      0.535989678     -3.006147026
C       -1.194230574     -1.994238399     -2.634821253
O       -1.770554355      1.297729842     -3.805548316
O       -1.737332937     -2.973130089     -3.177387099
C       -0.644478274     -0.818132453     -3.458611225

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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C        0.935041646     -0.897664601     -3.546528885
C       -0.685004795     -1.090259468     -4.986181982
C        0.781323022     -1.589964140     -4.925837231
H        1.447287789     -1.444590839     -2.731751965
H        1.367150534      0.118933756     -3.629037068
H       -1.459135279     -1.802327417     -5.326567951
H       -0.784086731     -0.135789509     -5.535044257
H        0.838861510     -2.692506251     -4.837570171
H        1.463987378     -1.256977632     -5.730853940
./carboplatin-CPCM-pVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.205269930     -0.356771582     -0.367651957
N        0.531707319      1.313467558      0.570555065
H        0.163946142      1.459220908      1.523590906
H        1.560478134      1.330933113      0.645254418
N        0.470777321     -1.678485387      1.051584153
H        1.497543186     -1.699002700      1.150265494
H        0.086443221     -1.516517952      1.995289463
H        0.262669238      2.145679030      0.020470263
H        0.182474123     -2.631349064      0.774994416
O       -0.954542197      0.915904873     -1.733436972
O       -0.997677985     -1.966024101     -1.277028130
C       -1.164912550      0.536970482     -2.989902192
C       -1.168615425     -2.010129513     -2.593810370
O       -1.735921523      1.292837337     -3.786340952
O       -1.715365683     -2.986803741     -3.122275383
C       -0.627952600     -0.833851514     -3.434563451
C        0.949203552     -0.912636905     -3.562038427
C       -0.713811988     -1.114060565     -4.959568868
C        0.769834028     -1.567326048     -4.957639180
H        1.478703186     -1.486557293     -2.776681823
H        1.392030789      0.101595883     -3.617124448
H       -1.471337927     -1.864231721     -5.251423021
H       -0.880381921     -0.168141162     -5.506916138
H        0.870839562     -2.669379595     -4.911122964
H        1.416446941     -1.185693109     -5.771608911
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-aug-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.200667293     -0.364259453     -0.401332601
N       -0.541009679      1.283453642      0.538360444
H       -1.554314055      1.288896040      0.598075532
H       -0.183389388      1.407672870      1.480366956
N       -0.483920431     -1.673301071      1.002501475
H       -0.124757094     -1.489757057      1.933999600
H       -1.496587929     -1.697090025      1.069672696
H       -0.268171654      2.104037100      0.003919196
H       -0.178564676     -2.607367933      0.742233654
O        0.957235216      0.894649541     -1.756079754
O        0.995933528     -1.951469579     -1.317435430
C        1.193926935      0.521011761     -2.978291042
C        1.185922622     -1.988247328     -2.602144781
O        1.804745968      1.237914680     -3.756489384

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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O        1.751436011     -2.931136183     -3.134366679
C        0.639235590     -0.824071877     -3.430946491
C        0.677781615     -1.093746457     -4.943364439
C       -0.923160510     -0.898016750     -3.510658091
C       -0.782871369     -1.574589267     -4.885516778
H        1.429653330     -1.804968294     -5.278379944
H        0.786869000     -0.156055582     -5.485689439
H       -1.424981281     -1.443033403     -2.711991570
H       -1.356799914      0.100498805     -3.579875319
H       -0.854576455     -2.659998986     -4.810385518
H       -1.452995663     -1.231377965     -5.673311302
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-ApVTZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.204796351     -0.366548178     -0.409915504
N       -0.541560009      1.309958269      0.550665795
H       -1.553385212      1.332408341      0.590525636
H       -0.206009300      1.418661815      1.500391613
N       -0.492550830     -1.701621803      1.015658124
H       -0.131865921     -1.526306885      1.945863195
H       -1.502710953     -1.719467760      1.089318162
H       -0.247984747      2.134572122      0.038070954
H       -0.198099394     -2.636919160      0.755766588
O        0.981511588      0.907530535     -1.780680982
O        1.003159450     -1.973938756     -1.348375063
C        1.223080093      0.519935351     -2.998683390
C        1.186666795     -1.998379981     -2.635450607
O        1.850958648      1.228022997     -3.779254708
O        1.734581962     -2.949096624     -3.182171419
C        0.650227005     -0.817484393     -3.447511149
C        0.653664878     -1.079200806     -4.957929616
C       -0.910079230     -0.882273991     -3.501796200
C       -0.786789017     -1.593038909     -4.854575146
H        1.414188806     -1.761122431     -5.330154037
H        0.717362905     -0.136511220     -5.496799887
H       -1.408290823     -1.398558465     -2.682249786
H       -1.335188333      0.117185348     -3.591134366
H       -0.822912928     -2.675228287     -4.740062110
H       -1.485464773     -1.302929899     -5.636645108
./carboplatin-M06L-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.234112664     -0.377661815     -0.422031793
N        0.505559483      1.261722567      0.564062036
H        0.229914282      1.286726986      1.545406952
H        1.523849692      1.306778889      0.547680101
N        0.592498612     -1.641483694      0.968339397
H        1.590635544     -1.784322663      0.817547932
H        0.489941794     -1.309876181      1.926949842
H        0.169701890      2.128402935      0.144804575
H        0.157607356     -2.562680284      0.930199691
O       -1.118681434      0.870376630     -1.774262418
O       -1.041623844     -2.000567227     -1.366870872
C       -1.299608011      0.488257815     -3.007705263

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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C       -1.217365254     -2.007302934     -2.658470648
O       -1.936048821      1.195706850     -3.803613297
O       -1.779299768     -2.960385732     -3.217951729
C       -0.678102330     -0.823699458     -3.458831552
C        0.885391158     -0.862690621     -3.469103687
C       -0.633260303     -1.082355315     -4.971978018
C        0.807921805     -1.586755707     -4.820502758
H        1.369429381     -1.371440455     -2.626671207
H        1.293568901      0.151651934     -3.556938277
H       -1.384982088     -1.764447930     -5.382942054
H       -0.674229439     -0.131753158     -5.514379508
H        0.845995906     -2.675298622     -4.690179676
H        1.532605160     -1.297255580     -5.589686778
./carboplatin-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.100918746     -0.359359205     -0.325469386
N        0.494070323      1.422313055      0.560026346
H        0.070284280      1.625192204      1.468946596
H        1.506039329      1.546613750      0.643717847
N        0.456903145     -1.807620687      1.055645794
H        1.463766626     -1.913185391      1.202283198
H        0.006802788     -1.730320802      1.971368310
H        0.142166465      2.115044665     -0.118365614
H        0.107334165     -2.664791745      0.600707857
O       -0.767164900      0.934843530     -1.676357150
O       -0.787449838     -1.988101753     -1.233830091
C       -1.066476391      0.564710057     -2.926788558
C       -1.070225287     -2.010151083     -2.540258595
O       -1.621007897      1.352080056     -3.679552020
O       -1.621328673     -2.986587768     -3.027455077
C       -0.600219658     -0.819243283     -3.395568847
C        0.964360519     -0.908697874     -3.618429219
C       -0.774445647     -1.095692285     -4.911402006
C        0.695471192     -1.580217012     -4.986367845
H        1.533646482     -1.466292311     -2.863291140
H        1.397872720      0.095441895     -3.719400335
H       -1.554334965     -1.821425250     -5.163183614
H       -0.946576662     -0.153662006     -5.444312417
H        0.770683178     -2.673408546     -4.926531272
H        1.298054462     -1.227834980     -5.833261772
./carboplatin-SMD-TZ-pVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.220652027     -0.357679800     -0.392491883
N        0.541501104      1.268113183      0.584542903
H        0.198243424      1.340526107      1.548224585
H        1.565518558      1.244005259      0.629448911
N        0.514269162     -1.627855224      1.030249696
H        1.538646719     -1.617981993      1.069488054
H        0.172164367     -1.398888208      1.969329047
H        0.279280988      2.133953261      0.101578774
H        0.225576518     -2.591220331      0.828388273
O       -1.020465800      0.897594246     -1.765071868

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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O       -1.027052636     -1.964067892     -1.324652153
C       -1.233470456      0.509893159     -3.004313523
C       -1.194490469     -2.000369029     -2.628259842
O       -1.858094737      1.238981189     -3.792885179
O       -1.749417560     -2.974397053     -3.162953233
C       -0.656702506     -0.828585764     -3.459432495
C        0.921680347     -0.890106031     -3.531681343
C       -0.675571946     -1.103391879     -4.983485551
C        0.787778098     -1.600726918     -4.899973453
H        1.426578951     -1.415526509     -2.712494623
H        1.338057389      0.121308037     -3.624656217
H       -1.437925733     -1.804008586     -5.341826233
H       -0.755692755     -0.158699998     -5.533718363
H        0.845364947     -2.691919238     -4.796270176
H        1.472183061     -1.279302759     -5.694213120
./carboplatin-M062X-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.128414566     -0.359131992     -0.353813261
N        0.507156871      1.404412698      0.546172588
H        0.088403164      1.623205359      1.450873949
H        1.517087682      1.523604717      0.631931483
N        0.438504574     -1.815671681      1.019912874
H        1.442388817     -1.940461771      1.154526896
H        0.005197741     -1.753656398      1.941963478
H        0.168096679      2.101761534     -0.129254547
H        0.077299378     -2.664070327      0.564705925
O       -0.775467271      0.944524998     -1.684355290
O       -0.834702812     -1.964589892     -1.260344767
C       -1.071195139      0.587326285     -2.926655383
C       -1.076457490     -1.993503874     -2.562096224
O       -1.613917051      1.355705840     -3.686842097
O       -1.577740402     -2.963497621     -3.084465414
C       -0.600542009     -0.792441914     -3.394650144
C        0.953614566     -0.901393453     -3.581545271
C       -0.748796697     -1.063419055     -4.903413874
C        0.691218091     -1.621288805     -4.922925075
H        1.512906619     -1.435255884     -2.799338210
H        1.391498923      0.097289568     -3.724157515
H       -1.557237474     -1.747881963     -5.179450375
H       -0.841743865     -0.112203071     -5.439271050
H        0.695677459     -2.711537783     -4.795522155
H        1.334471223     -1.348178285     -5.769115552
./carboplatin-ApVDZ-ApVTZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.103311364     -0.357841351     -0.325459024
N        0.488198993      1.425693583      0.548207955
H        0.073570361      1.634204978      1.464210752
H        1.503140861      1.563048518      0.620159939
N        0.472074817     -1.798406611      1.049590225
H        1.483588235     -1.905772688      1.188938726
H        0.030780603     -1.725283654      1.974038466
H        0.122632128      2.117104549     -0.129940107

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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H        0.120148111     -2.661966832      0.600268635
O       -0.787505699      0.933706778     -1.670870387
O       -0.790687647     -1.993660316     -1.222121390
C       -1.082781912      0.556470852     -2.925196652
C       -1.074620103     -2.017329872     -2.533147979
O       -1.647022225      1.342862507     -3.682422755
O       -1.629699613     -3.000403690     -3.019094536
C       -0.604586016     -0.826745207     -3.392156717
C        0.964977027     -0.907269423     -3.608302309
C       -0.774190857     -1.106388259     -4.911921566
C        0.706205718     -1.572066180     -4.986675980
H        1.533973793     -1.473110592     -2.849030380
H        1.397725823      0.105520123     -3.697090862
H       -1.549165607     -1.848388970     -5.161478993
H       -0.963042211     -0.161381678     -5.447439354
H        0.797022671     -2.671368707     -4.936020450
H        1.309881122     -1.201580628     -5.834174266
./carboplatin-PBE0-H2O-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.194979253     -0.368464817     -0.398623652
N       -0.527661495      1.294042602      0.532264226
H       -1.540739382      1.314322190      0.589581501
H       -0.169871364      1.418547677      1.474031075
N       -0.525646581     -1.668653490      0.997059329
H       -0.164596316     -1.499465748      1.930415493
H       -1.538619715     -1.669596217      1.061257438
H       -0.241485828      2.106467817     -0.007397740
H       -0.240834551     -2.607283466      0.730347244
O        0.985479828      0.877462108     -1.746724165
O        0.970854990     -1.969589861     -1.308665819
C        1.222366210      0.500051512     -2.967676617
C        1.167053184     -2.010140946     -2.592299993
O        1.848892859      1.207352661     -3.742059126
O        1.716275008     -2.964496277     -3.120951127
C        0.648206646     -0.835548060     -3.423925649
C        0.693333524     -1.104443891     -4.936229625
C       -0.914742189     -0.882096111     -3.514742078
C       -0.777231607     -1.555510551     -4.891509401
H        1.432948137     -1.831041130     -5.265570628
H        0.826660668     -0.169020738     -5.477002232
H       -1.430529854     -1.422752383     -2.722007985
H       -1.331555777      0.123718150     -3.581485689
H       -0.872383466     -2.639501868     -4.822357994
H       -1.433845172     -1.194711934     -5.682855795
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-aug-pVTZ-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.118443537     -0.011165820     -0.046038153
N       -2.490901362      1.289521010      0.688195979
H       -3.408877172      1.191306986      0.245376123
H       -2.639132451      1.179653473      1.695253812
N       -2.334546289     -1.590931640      0.335136384
H       -2.329884394     -1.854998598      1.324508687

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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H       -3.312361517     -1.422098094      0.082826398
H       -2.195444462      2.258758702      0.539760059
H       -2.033851049     -2.417337144     -0.189451475
O        0.082662645      1.563065309     -0.486600661
O        0.233950838     -1.305338061     -0.835556599
C        1.378797290      1.438212547     -0.511770321
C        1.515506715     -1.094903484     -0.755362900
O        2.104115414      2.351801569     -0.902549807
O        2.327011074     -1.882065741     -1.240627809
C        1.991543918      0.142987076      0.011182618
C        1.823254497     -0.108924369      1.549622581
C        3.514111669      0.145291937      0.236161974
C        3.289598544     -0.591604936      1.573312445
H        1.033063468     -0.808133523      1.854613002
H        1.694683710      0.848085412      2.074775237
H        4.123555219     -0.345627163     -0.531196476
H        3.861673968      1.172405501      0.398318935
H        3.347782969     -1.680841166      1.444602762
H        3.904084295     -0.289713782      2.430080206
./carboplatin-M06L-H2O-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.203708587     -0.373017333     -0.410444669
N       -0.516112014      1.305011547      0.569927444
H       -1.523687494      1.315433909      0.673685414
H       -0.119160693      1.433761970      1.493036208
N       -0.486225129     -1.713162722      1.018317982
H       -0.371643974     -1.399582917      1.974431192
H       -1.467842913     -1.934122591      0.897851448
H       -0.266421661      2.123821381      0.025831080
H        0.019315663     -2.588436171      0.932799197
O        0.961680382      0.910727388     -1.782274451
O        0.997334369     -1.975753649     -1.358853000
C        1.195023709      0.532912502     -3.006387406
C        1.200069600     -1.985527702     -2.644033201
O        1.799763607      1.254937863     -3.790348768
O        1.778895570     -2.916801766     -3.190551855
C        0.639933910     -0.813183939     -3.452162037
C        0.645461340     -1.072625472     -4.963008483
C       -0.919192635     -0.896728280     -3.501570725
C       -0.796468127     -1.585201257     -4.866292814
H        1.405491162     -1.757835460     -5.329702210
H        0.717263140     -0.130773495     -5.502146847
H       -1.405051213     -1.433240268     -2.687671116
H       -1.361226582      0.097024692     -3.570221469
H       -0.839292092     -2.669311489     -4.774601196
H       -1.494309504     -1.278679512     -5.642738730
./carboplatin-CPCM-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.207686510     -0.358664125     -0.370604236
N       -0.523010305      1.306814901      0.573364864
H       -1.552172168      1.333105793      0.629542676
H       -0.171765057      1.438209498      1.533891500

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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N       -0.466379152     -1.671008704      1.053103410
H       -0.107309745     -1.483990316      2.001285972
H       -1.493838243     -1.712422817      1.129350029
H       -0.236459949      2.142408109      0.038429968
H       -0.151548461     -2.621757262      0.801168654
O        0.959262029      0.911974534     -1.732776463
O        0.988490767     -1.969525936     -1.281694266
C        1.169070223      0.533301454     -2.987177621
C        1.157486495     -2.012065857     -2.596355771
O        1.748217239      1.285539300     -3.783251226
O        1.699425454     -2.990943611     -3.128824081
C        0.623815258     -0.832212331     -3.436755301
C        0.707368851     -1.113191367     -4.962285177
C       -0.953647620     -0.903107594     -3.567271287
C       -0.773343303     -1.575900947     -4.953632586
H        1.469385123     -1.856651263     -5.259057243
H        0.862104838     -0.165703256     -5.510141755
H       -1.489949686     -1.460129058     -2.774659358
H       -1.386433237      0.114416236     -3.641100859
H       -0.865351611     -2.677889554     -4.889693297
H       -1.423797240     -1.210958595     -5.771985558
./carboplatin-M062X-ApVTZ-ApVDZ-pp-3_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -1.010882015     -0.016403427     -0.110559334
N       -2.245314381      1.554461194      0.481136668
H       -3.164043574      1.575257258      0.052338032
H       -2.361193833      1.664420024      1.482466141
N       -2.090440129     -1.704889988      0.463941011
H       -2.208575165     -1.830727824      1.463096763
H       -2.996873493     -1.814146795      0.022479349
H       -1.716396868      2.357033272      0.133445063
H       -1.480662134     -2.449730398      0.120198559
O        0.061545205      1.507656645     -0.765599914
O        0.204486797     -1.425877369     -0.778507376
C        1.335218277      1.387136771     -1.089691261
C        1.476552344     -1.207702115     -1.047634669
O        1.920321139      2.269197134     -1.667885094
O        2.165531976     -2.062997966     -1.547255633
C        2.065729988      0.136803644     -0.604192746
C        2.268362610      0.098190431      0.949952263
C        3.596165610      0.163941555     -0.749160598
C        3.722685718     -0.349129353      0.699954140
H        1.611747256     -0.562654397      1.514434921
H        2.210749246      1.104517947      1.363756578
H        4.004005746     -0.459249822     -1.537912608
H        3.933811359      1.190723205     -0.858741122
H        3.813689233     -1.432706347      0.729015344
H        4.490131089      0.097195721      1.327721522
./carboplatin-M06L-CPCM-TZ-aug-pVTZ_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.205073437     -0.368232521     -0.409969179
N       -0.554283261      1.303487272      0.551431396

A.2. SELECTINGTHE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF THEORYTO STUDYTHE INFRARED
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H       -1.566231465      1.317682639      0.593367133
H       -0.217981949      1.416408392      1.500435311
N       -0.482344476     -1.713231424      1.013009429
H       -0.120695696     -1.539954559      1.943240074
H       -1.492203028     -1.738400990      1.088704070
H       -0.268646032      2.129482917      0.036535424
H       -0.181885608     -2.644892132      0.747058108
O        0.972072945      0.914846400     -1.776544265
O        1.015107044     -1.969621599     -1.347651667
C        1.212558237      0.530573406     -2.997428699
C        1.195012942     -1.990969587     -2.636658517
O        1.830013850      1.244392853     -3.778901195
O        1.745151113     -2.937108538     -3.186523310
C        0.649458550     -0.811486935     -3.444530566
C        0.656610354     -1.070965038     -4.955371323
C       -0.910213591     -0.886288661     -3.499480854
C       -0.783225617     -1.587741990     -4.857043464
H        1.418453353     -1.753390564     -5.323730523
H        0.724214573     -0.128411369     -5.493836397
H       -1.404858827     -1.411734805     -2.683668144
H       -1.343997665      0.110075516     -3.580620424
H       -0.818382647     -2.670790510     -4.750944133
H       -1.481469526     -1.294080942     -5.638007296
./carboplatin-CPCM-TZ-pVDZ-pp_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt       0.198599341     -0.362502667     -0.381987451
N       -0.538100868      1.313818064      0.553555746
H       -1.560138803      1.326425091      0.611795570
H       -0.176906676      1.444240536      1.502801023
N       -0.497247363     -1.681262666      1.035984741
H       -0.128628640     -1.501447152      1.974107418
H       -1.518509560     -1.697461032      1.107085648
H       -0.255174206      2.133196999      0.005531079
H       -0.196641317     -2.624159006      0.766780602
O        0.977641480      0.902990618     -1.747612426
O        0.990309418     -1.977257875     -1.296731212
C        1.210431173      0.514344142     -2.986134252
C        1.181393118     -2.012528251     -2.600424239
O        1.831327811      1.240151642     -3.769323163
O        1.746706089     -2.975298610     -3.128442219
C        0.643512149     -0.836833395     -3.436384333
C        0.690531474     -1.110126403     -4.960241200
C       -0.933300261     -0.895502670     -3.529104819
C       -0.791173402     -1.560051785     -4.921022025
H        1.433434474     -1.847247132     -5.283891210
H        0.834987365     -0.170602314     -5.505957200
H       -1.443975477     -1.451114694     -2.733506779
H       -1.360818430      0.114262432     -3.584285217
H       -0.892363597     -2.651507682     -4.864623919
H       -1.448588284     -1.184878959     -5.715099175
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVDZ-ApVDZ_eGeom.xyz
25
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Pt      -0.227831994     -0.354998261     -0.408167263
N        0.519312229      1.263401305      0.565195315
H        0.217969038      1.305928669      1.539892565
H        1.540029692      1.275865671      0.569002619
N        0.541231565     -1.605881877      0.996445244
H        1.543685053     -1.751955594      0.869321734
H        0.409564900     -1.265727739      1.950051212
H        0.212512431      2.129726515      0.120273708
H        0.097570994     -2.523979823      0.943392804
O       -1.057957687      0.892703398     -1.796015833
O       -1.034063778     -1.976247893     -1.359089544
C       -1.276170224      0.495272575     -3.011303444
C       -1.195029717     -2.008691805     -2.645199332
O       -1.927441332      1.182632700     -3.805959825
O       -1.724742171     -2.976015084     -3.202326405
C       -0.666447900     -0.827128768     -3.463712634
C        0.901136961     -0.872843931     -3.488039195
C       -0.643669117     -1.099770154     -4.979192511
C        0.803831174     -1.620352739     -4.836461741
H        1.387368476     -1.375805742     -2.646348028
H        1.304802894      0.139161669     -3.602142426
H       -1.405212809     -1.779803273     -5.369192741
H       -0.670986384     -0.151989086     -5.524453676
H        0.829513791     -2.705238664     -4.688042534
H        1.518330926     -1.338614841     -5.615057079
./carboplatin-M062X-SMD-ApVTZ-ApVTZ-pp-2_eGeom.xyz
25

Pt      -0.231400959     -0.359841922     -0.405130087
N        0.533333415      1.231878580      0.596306599
H        0.192814500      1.282483724      1.554270081
H        1.549528625      1.203587801      0.641521782
N        0.464324946     -1.640709847      1.008682125
H        1.466731855     -1.793009481      0.920382138
H        0.294480305     -1.311814250      1.956654213
H        0.276624896      2.104329242      0.138928657
H        0.013538059     -2.549157572      0.919808975
O       -0.991604935      0.912751363     -1.804106927
O       -1.057328845     -1.946041173     -1.386691987
C       -1.218154505      0.533959382     -3.017638033
C       -1.205793049     -1.973356854     -2.668509826
O       -1.840972766      1.242089700     -3.808558050
O       -1.745041148     -2.923322759     -3.234340985
C       -0.647686902     -0.800908028     -3.475941690
C        0.916377858     -0.886621709     -3.495182803
C       -0.622499908     -1.062761289     -4.990414144
C        0.805158944     -1.625029644     -4.843047238
H        1.388132797     -1.399163337     -2.659872656
H        1.343756181      0.109095933     -3.604526569
H       -1.394519269     -1.712944494     -5.390993774
H       -0.618431495     -0.117306416     -5.526673090
H        0.798640504     -2.703991606     -4.699970104
H        1.527297906     -1.364548115     -5.612085614
./carboplatin-PBE0-CPCM-aug-pVDZ_eGeom.xyz
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25

Pt       0.207328320     -0.360419445     -0.389137354
N       -0.521312964      1.293273691      0.550087030
H       -1.541458021      1.318746161      0.613244154
H       -0.165746879      1.426035234      1.499578644
N       -0.481210241     -1.665325726      1.016415265
H       -0.123307448     -1.490959940      1.958068862
H       -1.500499457     -1.695719510      1.091455195
H       -0.242122546      2.120967340      0.015872560
H       -0.179681238     -2.609581367      0.759758845
O        0.964884167      0.898911285     -1.744016098
O        0.986337548     -1.958082466     -1.303375243
C        1.181422899      0.526195082     -2.979369019
C        1.155806266     -2.001138149     -2.599192845
O        1.769920532      1.255521938     -3.767519589
O        1.686115192     -2.965695569     -3.135973948
C        0.628744187     -0.824504638     -3.429661365
C        0.694514340     -1.102275821     -4.943587988
C       -0.935153529     -0.894062297     -3.540403261
C       -0.767402088     -1.588498185     -4.906277990
H        1.461232400     -1.820585014     -5.259052184
H        0.812867662     -0.157579856     -5.489315080
H       -1.463955870     -1.428552421     -2.738389855
H       -1.364026358      0.114923192     -3.634268567
H       -0.833523968     -2.682358189     -4.814730205
H       -1.432465899     -1.259588101     -5.717338975
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